June 23, 2017

NRC 2017-0028
10 CFR 50.90
10 CFR 50, Appendix E

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Point Beach Nuclear Plant
Units 1 and 2
Docket Nos. 50-266 and 50-301
Renewed Facility Operating Licenses Nos. DPR-24 and DPR-27

License Amendment Request 286, Adoption of Emergency Action Level Scheme Pursuant to
NEI 99-01, Revision 6, "Development of Emergency Action Levels for Non-Passive Reactors"

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.90, NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC, (NextEra) hereby
requests a license amendment to revise the facility operating licenses for the Point Beach
Nuclear Plant (PBNP) Units 1 and 2. Specifically, the proposed change involves revising the
Emergency Plan for PBNP to adopt the Nuclear Energy Institute's (NEI's) revised Emergency
Action Level (EAL) scheme described in NEI 99-01, Revision 6, "Development of Emergency
Action Levels for Non-Passive Reactors," which has been endorsed by the NRC.
10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Section IV.B.2 stipulates that a licensee desi~ing to change its entire
EAL scheme shall submit an application for an amendment to its license and receive NRC
approval before implementing the change.
The Enclosure to this letter provides NextEra's evaluation of the proposed change. The
following information is included as attachments to the Enclosure to aid NRC review and
approval:
• Attachment 1 - Redline Markup of NEI 99-01 Revision 6
• Attachment 2- Clean Copy of the Proposed PBNP EAL Scheme
• Attachment 3 - Deviations and Differences Matrix
• Attachment 4- Supporting Technical Information
• Attachment 5- PBNP EAL Scheme Wallboards

NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC, 6610 Nuclear Road, Two Rivers, WI 54241
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As presented in the evaluation, the proposed change does not involve a significant hazards
consideration pursuant to 10 CFR 50.92, and there are no significant environmental impacts
associated with the change. This change has been reviewed and concurred with by the Point
Beach Onsite Review Group.
In accordance with 10 CFR 50.91, a copy of this letter is being forwarded to the State of
Wisconsin designee.
This letter contains no new or revised regulatory commitments.
NextEra requests approval of the amendment by July 1, 2018 with a targeted implementation
period of 365 days to allow consideration of outage schedules and required training cycles.
Should you have any questions regarding this submittal, please contact Mr. Bryan Woyak,
Licensing Manager, at 920-755-7599.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on June 23, 2017
Sincerely,
NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC

Robert Coffey
Site Vice President

Enclosure

cc:

Administrator, Region Ill, USNRC
Project Manager, Point Beach Nuclear Plant, USNRC
Resident Inspector, Point Beach Nuclear Plant, USNRC
PSCW
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1.0

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC (NextEra) requests an amendment to the licenses for
the Point Beach Nuclear Plant (PBNP), Units 1 and 2. Specifically, the proposed
changes involve revising the Emergency Plan for PBNP to adopt the Nuclear Energy
Institute's (NEI's) revised Emergency Action Level (EAL) scheme described in
NEI 99-01, Revision 6, "Development of Emergency Action Levels for Non-Passive
Reactors" (Reference 1).
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99-01 provides guidance to nuclear power plant operators
for the development of a site-specific emergency classification scheme. The
methodology described in this document is consistent with Federal regulations, and
related US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements and guidance. In
particular, this methodology has been endorsed by the NRC (Reference 2) as an
acceptable approach to meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50.47(b)(4), related
sections of 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, and the associated planning standard evaluation
elements of NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1, Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation
of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear
Power Plants, November 1980.
Revision 6 of NEI 99-01 addresses changes recommended by the NRC in a letter to NEI
on October 12, 2010, (Reference 8) along with other enhancements identified by the
industry during implementation of Revisions 4 and 5 of the guidance. Enhancements
over prior versions of the guidance include:
1. Clarifying numerous EALs that have been typically misinterpreted by the
industry in the development of their site-specific EAL scheme.
2. Clarifying the intent of EALs that have been historically misclassified.
3.

Incorporating lessons-learned from industry events and NUREG/CR-7154,
"Risk Informing Emergency Preparedness Oversight: Evaluation of
Emergency Action Levels -A Pilot Study of Peach Bottom, Surry and
Sequoyah."

4. Performing a detailed review of the guidance to re-validate that the EALs are
appropriate and are at the necessary emergency classification level based upon
32 years of industry and NRC experience with EAL scheme development and
implementation.
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2.0

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
The proposed changes involve revising PBNP's current EALs to a scheme based on
NEI 99-01, Revision 6 (Reference 1). The NRC endorsed NEI 99-01, Revision 6 in
March 2013 (Reference 2).
Attachment 1 of this evaluation contains a red line markup of the endorsed guidance
document showing all proposed changes. A clean copy of the resulting PBNP EAL
scheme is presented in Attachment 2. This clean copy includes site-specific indications,
parameters and information. Data and information specific to PBNP are supported by
references, calculations, procedures and drawings which are included in Attachment 4.
An operator aid (wallboard) was created in order to assist in the prompt assessment and
classification of events. The wallboard is included as Attachment 5 for information only.
Deviations and Differences Matrix
A matrix of deviations and differences (Attachment 3) has been developed that provides
a tabular format of the Initiating Conditions (ICs), Mode Applicability, and EALs (with
threshold values) in NEI 99-01, Revision 6 alongside the proposed PBNP EALs. This
matrix provides a means of assessing the proposed EAL in terms of "Deviations" and
"Differences" from the NRC-endorsed guidance.
The proposed EAL changes were evaluated in accordance with applicable regulatory
requirements (e.g., 10 CFR 50.54(q) and Appendix E, Section IV.B.1 ). The evaluation
assessed the conformance of the proposed EAL changes to those described in the
endorsed guidance of NEI 99-01, Revision 6 to determine if the proposed EAL wording
change resulted in "No Change" to the guidance, a "Difference" in the wording provided,
or a "Deviation" from the guidance. Any items considered to be "Differences" or
"Deviations" are based on the definitions provided in RIS 2003-18, "Use of NEI99-01,
Methodology for Development of Emergency Action Levels," and supporting
supplements (References 3, 4, and 5). The RIS and supporting supplements were
issued to clarify technical positions regarding the revision of EALs. Specifically, the RIS
documentation provides clarification on the level of detail licensees need to provide to
support proposed changes to EALs. The RIS documents suggest that specific
information be included with the EAL revision submittal to help facilitate the review
process. The RIS information defines an EAL "Difference" and "Deviation" as follows:
•

A "Difference" is an EAL change where the basis scheme guidance (e.g.,
NUREG, NUMARC, and NEI) differs in wording but agrees in meaning and
intent, such that classification of an event would be the same, whether using the
basis scheme guidance or the site-specific proposed EAL. Examples of
"Differences" include the use of site-specific terminology or administrative
reformatting of site-specific EALs.

•

A "Deviation" is an EAL change where the basis scheme guidance differs in
wording and is altered in meaning or intent, such that classification of the event
could be different between the basis scheme guidance and the site-specific
proposed EAL. Examples of "Deviations" include the use of altered mode
applicability, altering key words or time limits, or changing words of physical
reference (protected area, safety-related equipment, etc.).
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Any "Differences" identified between the NEI 99-01, Revision 6 EALs and the proposed
EALs being developed by NextEra have been identified and are listed in Attachment 3.
Certain global differences were identified in this evaluation and are referenced by the
matrix where applicable. Examples of global differences include:
•

The NEI phrase "Notification of Unusual Event" has been changed to "Unusual
Event" to sustain common NextEra terminology.

•

"A" series lnitiatin Conditions (I C) were changed to "R" series to follow current
convention.

•

To the extent possible, IC and EAL identification numbering has been retained
from the applicable station's existing EALs.

•

ICs and EALs which contain and/or connectors are separated into logical
statements (AND, OR, or EITHER) where appropriate to be consistent with the
station's current EAL presentation scheme.

•

Some parameters or indications listed in EALs were placed in tables or bulletized
lists for ease of operator reference.

•

Operating Mode Applicability lists mode numbers (i.e., Modes 1 and 2) versus
mode names (i.e., Power Operation, Startup).

•

Developer's Notes were deleted

•

Defined terms are listed in ALL CAPS, and have been pulled forward into a
section preceding the basis of each IC/EAL where the defined terms are used.

NextEra has determined that these "Differences" do not result in a reduction in
effectiveness or constitute a change the intent of the NEI 99-01, Revision 6 EALs, and
the proposed EAL scheme is technically complete and consistent with EAL schemes
implemented at similarly designed plants.
Any EAL (Initiating Condition or Threshold Value) that does not meet the "intent" of the
NEI 99-01, Revision 6 guidance, or which may result in an event being classified
differently from the guidance, would be identified as a "Deviation." Based on this
definition, NextEra is proposing an EAL scheme containing two "Deviations" from the
endorsed guidance of NEI 99-01 Revision 6. Each of these proposed "Deviations" are
discussed and evaluated below.
Proposed Deviation #1
NextEra proposes to adopt the Deviation contained in proposed EAL FAQ 2016-02
(Reference 6). This EAL FAQ was originated by NEI to clarify an aspect of the definition
of VISIBLE DAMAGE as it relates to the Initiating Conditions CA6 and SA9 to minimize
the potential for an over-classification of an equipment failure. Based on industry
comments and subsequent staff discussions, a proposed revision to these ICs was
discussed in the public meeting held on April4, 2017. Based on comments provided by
the industry during the April 4, 2017 public meeting, NRC staff revised the proposed
NRC Response portion of the FAQ, including draft replacement ICs CA6 and SA9 for the
NEI 99-01 Revision 6 scheme.
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PBNP proposes to adopt the revised CA6 and SA9 Initiating Conditions, as well as the
revised definition of VISIBLE DAMAGE provided by this FAQ. As noted in the NRC
Response section of the FAQ:
Revising the EALs and the Basis sections to ensure potential escalations from a
NOUE to an Alert, due to a hazardous event, is appropriate as the concern with
these EALs is: (1) a hazardous event has occurred, (2) one SAFETY SYSTEM train
is having performance issues as a result of the hazardous event, and (3) either the
second SAFETY SYSTEM train is having performance issues or the VISIBLE
DAMAGE is enough to be concerned that the second SAFETY SYSTEM train may
have operability or reliability issues.
Revising the definition for VISIBLE DAMAGE is appropriate as this definition is only
used for these EALs and the revised EALs are based upon SAFETY SYSTEM trains
rather than individual components or structures.
Consistent with the guidance in Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2003-18,
Supplement 2, Use of Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99-01, "Methodology for
Development of Emergency Action Levels," Revision 4, dated January 2003, it is
reasonable to conclude that the changes proposed to ICs CA6 and SA, as well as the
revised definition of VISIBLE DAMAGE would be considered a Deviation from the
formally endorsed guidance of NEI 99-01 Revision 6.
Proposed Deviation #2
NextEra proposes to make an exception in EAL HU4.2 to exclude Containment in
Modes 1 and 2. Accessing Containment within 30 minutes to verify the status of a single
alarm presents a personal safety risk, particularly in these Modes when Containment
integrity is set and personnel safety concerns would preclude entry into certain areas of
Containment. There are also areas within Containment where fire detectors are located
that would be inaccessible during these Modes due to elevated radiation levels.
Verification of a single Containment fire alarm that may or may not be spurious does not
warrant the potential elevated exposure risks associated with an emergency entry of
Containment in Modes 1 and 2. Therefore, NextEra proposes to make EAL HU4.2
applicable to a single fire alarm in Containment in all plant conditions other than Modes 1
or 2.
Based on prior experience, if Containment were to be included in EAL HU4.2 during
Modes 1 and 2, the potential exists for an unjustified number of Unusual Event
emergency classifications based on a single spurious fire alarm. At PBNP, the
Containment buildings are designated a NFPA-805 Low Safety Significant fire area,
containing 40 Photoelectric smoke detectors across three levels of Containment. The
detectors and Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACP) have "smart" technology incorporated
into all FACPs. Panels FACP-007 and FACP-008 have the Containment smoke
detectors attached to them, however all FACPs onsite show all alarming detectors,
providing the operating crew information on the alarming indicator to quickly ascertain
the location of the alarming indicator. If a detector actuates, the actuation drives an
alarm in the Main Control Room. All FACPs display the information from the alarming
detector as well as the Control Room "FireWorks" panel.
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There are four Containment Fan Cooler (CFC) units located throughout the Containment
building. Each CFC has one Containment Accident Fan and one Containment Cooling
fan delivering a combined 58,000 CFM. Three of the four CFCs are operating at any
given time to cool the Containment. The units draw return air into each end of the unit
and discharge into a common header. This constant flow of air (approximately 174,000
CFM) would draw any smoke towards the cooling units past the installed detectors, thus
initiating multiple smoke detector alarms. Actuation of more than one smoke detector on
the FACP system is the most reliable indication of an actual fire because of high
volumetric air flow throughout the Containment building. Due to construction of the
intermediate floors and multiple openings in the floors, it can be expected that smoke
would migrate throughout Containment in a very short period and that multiple (2 or
more) smoke detectors would alarm. Basing emergency classifications on receiving
more than one smoke detector actuation on the FACP system is therefore the most
reliable indication of a valid alarm and accurately meets the Initiating Condition of HU4,
"FIRE potentially degrading the level of safety of the plant."
The structure of the proposed deviation for HU4 IC/EAL is modelled after Seabrook
Station's adoption of NEI 99-01 Revision 6 containing a similar exception, which was
approved by the NRC in Reference 7. Consistent with the guidance in Regulatory Issue
Summary (RIS) 2003-18, Supplement 2, Use of Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99-01,
"Methodology for Development of Emergency Action Levels," Revision 4, dated January
2003, it is reasonable to conclude that the changes proposed to EAL HU4.2 would be
considered a Deviation from the formally endorsed guidance of NEI 99-01 Revision 6.

3.0

TECHNICAL EVALUATION
NextEra has evaluated the proposed EAL changes considering the requirements of
10 CFR 50.54(q), paragraph (b) of 10 CFR 50.47, "Emergency plans," 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, "Emergency Planning and Preparedness for Production and Utilization
Facilities,"· Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2003-18, "Use of NEI 99-01, Methodology
for Development of Emergency Action Levels" (including supporting supplements), and
RIS 2005-02, Revision 1, "Clarifying the Process for Making Emergency Plan Changes."
The proposed changes to the PBNP EAL scheme contained in this submittal do not
reduce the capability to meet the applicable emergency planning requirements
established in 10 CFR 50.47 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix E. In addition, by adopting the
latest guidance provided in NEI 99-01, Revision 6, PBNP will continue to provide
emergency classifications consistent with EAL schemes implemented at similarly
designed plants.
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4.0

REGULATORY EVALUATION
4.1

Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria
10 CFR 50.47, "Emergency plans," sets forth emergency plan requirements for
nuclear power plant facilities. The regulation in 10 CFR 50.47(a)(1)(i) states, in
part, that:
[ ... ]no initial operating license for a nuclear power reactor will be issued unless
finding is made by the NRC that there is reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency.

a

10 CFR 50.47(b) establishes the standards that the onsite and offsite emergency
response plans must meet for NRC staff to make a positive finding that there is
reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be taken in
the event of a radiological emergency. Planning standard (4) of this section
requires that onsite and offsite emergency response plans contain:
A standard emergency classification and action level scheme, the bases of which
include facility system and effluent parameters, is in use by the nuclear facility
licensee, and State and local response plans call for reliance on information
provided by facility licensees for determinations of minimum initial offsite
response measures.
10 CFR 50.47(b)(4) specifies a standard emergency classification and action level
scheme, assuring that implementation methods are relatively consistent throughout
the industry for a given reactor and containment design while simultaneously
providing an opportunity for a licensee to modify its EAL scheme as necessary to
address plant-specific design considerations or preferences.
10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Section IV.B, Assessment Actions, states in subsection 1:
The means to be used for determining the magnitude of, and for continually
assessing the impact of, the release of radioactive materials shall be described,
including emergency action levels that are to be used as criteria for determining
the need for notification and participation of local and State agencies, the
Commission, and other Federal agencies, and the emergency action levels that
are to be used for determining when and what type of protective measures
should be considered within and outside the site boundary to protect health and
safety. The emergency action levels shall be based on in-plant conditions and
instrumentation in addition to onsite and offsite monitoring. By June 20, 2012, for
nuclear power reactor licensees, these action levels must include hostile action
that may adversely affect the nuclear power plant. The initial emergency action
levels shall be discussed and agreed on by the applicant or licensee and state
and local governmental authorities, and approved by the NRC. Thereafter,
emergency action levels shall be reviewed with the State and local governmental
authorities on an annual basis.
By means of a letter dated March 28, 2013 (Reference 2), the NRC completed its
review of the draft version of NEI 99-01, Revision 6, dated November 2012, and
found it acceptable for use by licensees seeking to upgrade their emergency action
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levels (EAL) in accordance with Appendix E to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (10 CFR). This endorsement letter also contained the
following admonition related to use ofNEI99-01 Revision 6:
"... this is considered a significant change to the EAL scheme development
methodology and licensees seeking to use this guidance in the development of
their EAL scheme must adhere to the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix
E, Section IV.B.2."
Accordingly, this change cannot be made by the NextEra under the provisions of
10 CFR 50.54(q) and NextEra must submit an application for an amendment to its
license and receive NRC approval before implementing the change.

4.2

Precedent
The NRC has previously issued numerous license amendments for adopting
NEI 99-01 Revision 6 EAL schemes, including at least one with the proposed
Deviation from the endorsed guidance on IC HU4 similar to that proposed in this
request (Deviation #2).
On February 10, 2017, Seabrook Station received Amendment 152 (Reference 7)
for adoption of Emergency Action Level scheme pursuant to NEI 99-01, Revision 6.
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4.3

Significant Hazards Consideration
In accordance with 10 CFR 50.90, NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC, (NextEra)
requests amendment to the Facility Operating License to support the adoption of
Emergency Action Level (EAL) schemes based on NEI 99-01, Revision 6, which has
been endorsed by the NRC as documented in a letter dated March 28, 2013
(Reference 2).
The proposed changes to NextEra's EAL scheme to adopt the guidance provided in
NEI 99-01, Revision 6 does not reduce the capability to meet the emergency planning
requirements established in 10 CFR 50.47 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix E. The
proposed change does not reduce the functionality, performance, or capability of
NextEra's Emergency Response Organization (ERO) to respond in mitigating the
consequences of an accident. All NextEra ERO functions will continue to be
performed as required.
The proposed changes have been reviewed considering the applicable requirements
of 10 CFR 50.47, 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, and other applicable NRC documents.
NextEra has evaluated the proposed changes to the Point Beach Nuclear
Plant (PBNP) Emergency Plan and determined that the changes do not involve a
Significant Hazards Consideration. An analysis of the issue of no significant
hazards consideration is presented below.

1. Does the proposed amendment involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
Response: No
The proposed change does not impact the physical configuration or function
of plant structures, systems, or components (SSCs) or the manner in which
SSCs are operated, maintained, modified, tested, or inspected. No actual
facility equipment or accident analyses are affected by the proposed
changes.
The change revises the NextEra Emergency Action Levels to be consistent
with the NRC endorsed EAL scheme contained in NEI 99-01, Revision 6,
"Methodology for Development of Emergency Action Levels," but does not
alter any of the requirements of the Operating License or the Technical
Specifications.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the proposed amendment create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?
Response: No
The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment will be installed). The proposed change
does not create any new failure modes for existing equipment or any new
limiting single failures. Additionally, the proposed change does not involve a
change in the methods governing normal plant operation, and all safety
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functions will continue to perform as previously assumed in the accident
analyses. Thus, the proposed change does not adversely affect the design
function or operation of any structures, systems, and components important
to safety.
No new accident scenarios, failure mechanisms, or limiting single failures are
introduced as a result of the proposed change. The proposed change does
not challenge the performance or integrity of any safety-related system.
Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does the proposed amendment involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?
Response: No
The margin of safety associated with the acceptance criteria of any
accident is unchanged. The proposed change will have no affect on the
availability, operability, or performance of safety-related systems and
components. The proposed change will not adversely affect the operation of
plant equipment or the function of equipment assumed in the accident
analysis.
The proposed amendment does not involve changes to any safety analyses
assumptions, safety limits, or limiting safety system settings. The changes do
not adversely impact plant operating margins or the reliability of equipment
credited in the safety analyses.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.
Based upon the above analysis, NextEra concludes that the proposed amendment
does not involve a significant hazards consideration, under the standards set forth
in 10 CFR 50.92(c), "Issuance of Amendment," and accordingly, a finding of "no
significant hazards consideration" is justified.

4.4

Conclusions
In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is
reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be
endangered by operation in the proposed manner, (2) such activities will be
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations, and (3) the issuance
of the amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and security or to the
health and safety of the public.
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5.0

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION
NextEra has evaluated the proposed amendment for environmental considerations. The
proposed change is applicable to emergency planning requirements involving the
proposed adoption of the NRC-endorsed EAL guidance as described in NEI 99-01,
Revision 6, and does not reduce the capability to meet the emergency planning
standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b) and the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix E. The
proposed change does not involve (i) a significant hazards consideration; (ii) a significant
change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluent that may be
released offsite; or (iii) a significant increase in the individual or cumulative occupational
radiation exposure. Accordingly, the proposed amendment meets the eligibility criterion
for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore, pursuant to
10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact statement or environmental assessment
needs to be prepared in connection with the proposed amendment.

6.0
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EXECUTI'!E SUMMARY
Federal regulations require that a tmelear power plant operator develop a scheme for the
classification of emergency events and conditions. This scheme is a fimdamental component of
an emergency plan in that it provides the defined thresholds that will allow site personnel to
rapidly implement a range of pre planned emergency response measures. An emergency
classification scheme also facilitates timely decision making by an Offsite Response
Organization (ORO) concerning the implementation of precautionary or protective actions for
the public.
The purpose of Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99 01 is to provide guidaHee to nt~clear povter
plant operators for the development of a site specific emergency classification scheme. The
methedology described in this doc1:tn1ent is consistent with Federal regulations, and related U8
·Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements and guidance. In particular, this
methodology has been endorsed by the NRC as an acceptable approach to meeting the
reqairements of 10 CFR § 50.47(b)(4), related sections of 10 CFR § 50, Appendix E, and the
associated planHing standard evaluatioH elemeHts ofNUREG O€i54/ FEMA REP 1, Rev. 1,
Criteriefer Preperatien end Eveluetion ofRediolegiee! Emergency Response Pkzns entl
flreperedness in Support of]'/uel-eer Po;rer P!ents, November--J..9.8G..,
l'ffii 99 01 coHtains a sot ofgeHeric fnitiatiHg CoHditions (ICs), Emergency ActioH Levels
(EALs) and fission prodl:tct barrier statl:ts thresholds. k also inclt~des sapporting technical basis
information, developer notes aHd recommeHded classification instmctioHs for llSers. Users
should implement ICs, EALs aHd thresholds that are as close as possible to the geHeric material
presented iH this docament with allmvance for chaRges necessary to address site specific
considerations such as plaHt design, locatioH, terminology, etc.
Properly implemented, the guidance in NEI 99 01 will yield a site specific emergency
classification scheme 'Nith clearly defined and readily observable EALs and thresholds. Other
benefits incl::de the development of a sotmd basis doeumeHt, the adoption of indastry staHdard
instructions for emergency classification (e.g., transient events, classification ofnmltiple events,
upgrading, downgrading, etc.), and incorporation of features to improve human perfom1ance.
An emergency classification using this scheme will be appropriate to the risk posed to plant
workers and the public, and should-he the same as that made-by-another NEI 99 01 user-plant-in
response to a similar event.
The individuals responsible for developing an emergency classification scheme are strongly
encouraged to reviev1 all applicable l'tRC requiremeBts aBEl guidaBce prior to beginBing their
efforts. QuestioBs coBceming this dowmeBt may be directed to the NEI Emergency
Prepare dRess staff, NEI EAL task force fl1CH1bers or subfllitted to the Emergency Preparedness
FrcqueBtly Asked Q::cstions process.
Finally, unique 8tate and local requirements associated with aB emergency classifieatioB scheme
are not reflected iB this gaidaBce. IncorporatioH of these requirements may be perfonned on a
case by ease basis in conjunction 'l.'ith the appropriate ORO agency. Any stwh changes will
reqaire a reviev,r under the applicable sections of 10 CFR 50.
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DEVELOMENT OF POINT BEACH EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS
FOR NON PASSIVE REACTORSBASIS DOCUMENT
1
1.1

REGULATORY BACKGROUND
OPERATING REACTORS

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Energy, contains the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations that apply to nuclear power facilities.
Several of these regulations govern various aspects of an emergency classification
scheme. A review of the relevant sections listed below will aid the reader in
understanding the key terminology provided in Section 3.0 of this document.
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 CFR § 50.47(a)(1)(i)
10 CFR § 50.47(b)(4)
10 CFR § 50.54(q)
10 CFR § 50.72(a)
10 CFR §50, Appendix E, IV.B, Assessment Actions
10 CFR §50, Appendix E, IV.C, Activation of Emergency Organization

The above regulations are supplemented by various regulatory guidance documents.
Three documents ofparticularrelevance to NEI 99-01 are:
•

•
•

NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of
Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support ofNuclear
Power Plants, October 1980. [Refer to Appendix 1, Emergency Action Level
Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plants]
NUREG-1022, Event Reporting Guidelines 10 CFR §50. 72 and§ 50.73
Regulatory Guide 1.101, Emergency Response Planning and Preparedness for
Nuclear Power Reactors

1
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The above list is not all inclusive and it is strongly recommended that scheme developers
consult with licensingjregulatory compliance personnel to identify and understand all
applicable requirements and guidance. Qaestions may also be directed to the l>rEI
En1ergeRoy PreparedRess staff.
1.2

PERMA?IENTLY DEFUELED STATION

NEI 99 01 provides gt:idance for an emergeney classifieatiofl scheme applicable to a
pem1anently defueled station. This is a statioR that generated spent fuel under a 10 CFR
§ 50 license, has pem1aHeRtly ceased operations and vlill store the spent fuel onsite for an
extended period of time. The emergency classification levels applicable to this type of
station are consisteRt with the requiremeRts of 10 CFR § 50 aRd the guidance in NUREG
0654/FEMA REP 1.
In order to relax the emergency plan requirements applicable to an operating station, the
ovmer of a pem1aneRtly deft:eled station must denwnstrate that flO credible event can
result in a significant radiological release beyond the site boundary. It is mqJocted that
this verification will confinn that tl1e source term and tnotive force available in the
permaRently defuelcd condition are insafficient to v:arrant elassifications of a Site Area
EmergoRey or General Emergency. Therefore, tlle geHeric InitiatiRg CoRditions (ICs)
aHd Emergency Action Levels (EALs) applicable to a permanently defueled station may
resdt in either a Notifieatiofl of Unusual Event (NOUE) or an Al01i elassification.
The generic ICs aRd EALs are presented in Appendix C, Perm8nent.~~ Defuekd Station

I+JslEALs.
--1-d-1.2 INDEPENDENT SPENT FuEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI)
Selected guidance in NEI 99-01 is applicable to licensees electing to use their 10 CFR 50
emergency plan to fulfill the requirements of 10 CFR 72.32 for a stand-alone ISFSI. The
emergency classification levels applicable to an ISFSI are consistent with the
requirements of 10 CFR -§-50 and the guidance in NUREG 0654/FEMA-REP-1. The
initiating conditions germane to a 10 CFR-i 72.32 emergency plan (as described in
NUREG-1567) are subsumed within the classification scheme for a 10 CFR-§-50.47
emergency plan.
The generic ICs and EALs for an ISFSI are presented in Section 8, ISFSI ICs/EALs. IC
E-HUl covers the spectrum of credible natural and man-made events included within the
scope of an ISFSI design. This IC is not applicable to installations or facilities that may
process and/or repackage spent fuel (e.g., a Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility or an
ISFSI at a spent fuel processing facility). In addition, appropriate aspects ofiC HUl and
IC HAl should also be included to address a HOSTILE ACTION directed against an
ISFSI.
The analysis of potential onsite and offsite consequences of accidental releases associated
with the operation of an ISFSI is contained in NUREG-1140, A Regulatory Analysis on
Emergency Preparedness for Fuel Cycle and Other Radioactive Material Licensees.
NUREG-1140 concluded that the postulated worst-case accident involving an ISFSI has
insignificant consequences to public health and safety. This evaluation shows that the
2
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maximum offsite dose to a member of the public due to an accidental release of
radioactive materials would not exceed 1 rem Effective Dose Equivalent.
Regarding the above information, the expectations for an offsite response to an Alert
classified under a 10 CFR f-72.32 emergency plan are generally consistent with those for
aan N-etifiea-tioR ofURust:al EveRt Unusual Event in a 10 CFR f-50.47 emergency plan
(e.g., to provide assistance if requested). Also, the licensee's Emergency Response
Organization (ERO) required for 10 CFR f-72.32 emergency plan is different than that
prescribed for a 10 CFR f-50.47 emergency plan (e.g., no emergency technical support
function).
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M_LLNRC ORDER EA-12-051
The Fukushima Daiichi accident of March 11, 2012, was the result of a tsunami that
exceeded the plant's design basis and flooded the site's emergency electrical power
supplies and distribution systems. This caused an extended loss of power that severely
compromised the key safety functions of core cooling and containment integrity, and
ultimately led to core damage in three reactors. While the loss of power also impaired the
spent fuel pool cooling function, sufficient water inventory was maintained in the pools
to preclude fuel damage from the loss of cooling.
Following a review of the Fukushima Daiichi accident, the NRC concluded that several
measures were necessary to ensure adequate protection of public health and safety under
the provisions ofthe backfit rule, 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(ii). Among them was to provide
each spent fuel pool with reliable level instrumentation to significantly enhance the
ability of key decision-makers to allocate resources effectively following a beyond design
basis event. To this end, the NRC issued Order EA-12-051, Issuance of0rde1· to ModifY
Licenses with Regard to Reliable Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation, on March 12, 2012, to
all US nuclear plants with an operating license, construction permit, or combined
construction and operating license.
NRC Order EA-12-051 states, in part, "All licensees ... shall have a reliable indication of
the water level in associated spent fuel storage pools capable of supporting identification
of the following pool water level conditions by trained personnel: (1) level that is
adequate to support operation of the normal fuel pool cooling system, (2) level that is
adequate to provide substantial radiation shielding for a person standing on the spent fuel
pool operating deck, and (3) level where fuel remains covered and actions to implement
make-up water addition should no longer be deferred." To this end, all licensees must
provide:
•
•
•

A primary and back-up level instrument that will monitor water level from the normal
level to the top of the used fuel rack in the pool;
A display in an area accessible following a severe event; and
Independent electrical power to each instrument channel and provide an alternate
remote power connection capability.

NEI 12-02, Indust1y Guidance for Compliance with NRC Order EA-12-051, "To ModifY
Licenses with Regard to Reliable Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation, "provides guidance
for complying with NRC Order EA-12-051.
NEI 99-01, Revision 6, includes three EALs that reflect the availability of the enhanced
spent fuel pool level instrumentation associated with NRC Order EA-12-051. These
EALs are included within eJcisting IC§ AA2-RA2, and new ICs A82 RS2, and AmRG2.
1\ssociated E:AL notes, bases and developer notes are also provided.
It is recommended that these EALs be implemented when the enhanced spent fuel pee-l
level instrumentation is available fur use.
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2

KEY TERMINOLOGY USED IN NEI 99-01

There are several key terms that appear throughout the NEI 99 OlEAL methodology. These
terms are introduced in this section to support understanding of subsequent material. As an aid
to the reader, the following table is provided as an overview to illustrate the relationship of the
terms to each other.
Emergency Classification Level
Unusual Event

Alert

SAE

GE

Initiating Condition

Initiating Condition

Initiating Condition

Initiating Condition

Emergency Action
Level (1)
• Operating Mode
Applicability
• Notes
• Basis

Emergency Action
Level (1)
• Operating Mode
Applicability
• Notes
• Basis

Emergency Action
Level (1)
• Operating Mode
Applicability
• Notes
• Basis

Emergency Action
Level (1)
• Operating Mode
Applicability
• Notes
• Basis

(1) - When making an emergency classification, the Emergency Director must consider all
information having a bearing on the proper assessment of an Initiating Condition. This includes
the Emergency Action Level (EAL) plus the associated Operating Mode Applicability, Notes
and the informing Basis information. In the Recognition Category F matrices, EALs are referred
to as Fission Product Barrier Thresholds; the thresholds serve the same function as an EAL.-~
--2.1

EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL (ECL)

One of a set of names or titles established by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) for grouping off-normal events or conditions according to (1) potential or actual
effects or consequences, and (2) resulting onsite and offsite response actions. The
emergency classification levels, in ascending order of severity, are:
•
•
•
•

I 2.1.1

Notification of Unusual EventUnusual Event (NGUEUE)
Alert
Site Area Emergency (SAE)
General Emergency (GE)

Notification ofUnust~al EventUnusual Event (NGUBUEt
Events are in progress or have occurred which indicate a potential degradation of the
level of safety of the plant or indicate a security threat to facility protection has been
initiated. No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring are
expected unless further degradation of safety systemsSAFETY SYSTEMS occurs.

+ TI1is !erm is sometimes slwr!e!led to Umtsual Evellt (UE) or other similar site specific termillology. Tile terms
Notification of Unusual Event, NOUE a!ld Un<!stml Eyent are Hscd interehangeably throHgHOHt this doeHment
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Purpose: The purpose of this classification is to assure that the first step in future
response has been carried out, to bring the operations staff to a state of readiness, and to
provide systematic handling of unusual event information and decision-making.
2.1.2

Alert
Events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable
life threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE
ACTION. Any releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA PAG
exposure levels.
Purpose: The purpose of this classification is to assure that emergency personnel are
readily available to respond if the situation becomes more serious or to perform
confirmatory radiation monitoring if required, and provide offsite authorities current
information on plant status and parameters.

2.1.3

Site Area Emergency
Events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE ACTION that results in
intentional damage or malicious acts; 1) toward site personnel or equipment that could
lead to the likely failure of or; 2) that prevent effective access to, equipment needed for
the protection of the public. Any releases are not expected to result in exposure levels
which exceed EPA PAG exposure levels beyond the site boundary.
Purpose: The purpose of the Site Area Emergency declaration is to assure that
emergency response centers are staffed, to assure that monitoring teams are dispatched, to
assure that personnel required for evacuation of near-site areas are at duty stations if the
situation becomes more serious, to provide consultation with offsite authorities, and to
provide updates to the public through government authorities.

2.1.4

General Emergency (GE)
Events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or IMMINENT substantial
core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity or HOSTILE
ACTION that results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA PAG exposure levels offsite for more than the
immediate site area.
Purpose: The purpose of the General Emergency declaration is to initiate predetermined
protective actions for the public, to provide continuous assessment of information from.
the licensee and offsite organizational measurements, to initiate additional measures as
indicated by actual or potential releases, to provide consultation with offsite authorities,
and to provide updates for the public through government authorities.
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2.2

INITIATING CONDITION (I C)

An event or condition that aligns with the definition of one of the four emergency
classification levels by virtue of the potential or actual effects or consequences.
Discussion: An IC describes an event or condition, the severity or consequences of which
meets the definition of an emergency classification level. An IC can be expressed as a
continuous, measurable parameter (e.g., RCS leakage), an event (e.g., an earthquake) or
the status of one or more fission product barriers (e.g., loss of the RCS barrier).
Appendix 1 ofNUREG-0654 does not contain example Emergency Action Levels_
(EALs) for each ECL, but rather Initiating Conditions (i.e., plant conditions that indicate
that a radiological emergency, or events that could lead to a radiological emergency, has
occurred). NUREG-0654 states that the Initiating Conditions form the basis for
establishment by a licensee of the specific plant instrumentation readings (as applicable)
which, if exceeded, would initiate the emergency classification. Thus, it is the specific
instrument readings that would be the EALs.
Considerations for the assigmnent of a particular Initiating Condition to an emergency
classification level are disc:-1ssed in 8ection 3.
2.3

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL (EAL)

A pre-determined, site-specific, observable threshold for an Initiating Condition that,
when met or exceeded, places the plant in a given emergency classification level.
Discussion: EAL statements may utilize a variety of criteria including instrument
readings and status indications; observable events; results of calculations and analyses;
entry into particular procedures; and the occurrence of natural phenomena.

2.4

FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER THRESHOLD

A pre-determined, site-specific, observable threshold indicating the loss or potential loss
of a fission product barrier.
Discussion: Fission product barrier thresholds represent threats to the defense in depth
design concept that precludes the release of radioactive fission products to the
environment. This concept relies on multiple physical barriers, any one of which, if
maintained intact, precludes the release of significant amounts of radioactive fission
products to the environment. The primary fission product barriers are:
• Fuel Clad
• Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
• Containment
---Upon determination that one or more fission product barrier thresholds have been
exceeded, the combination of barrier loss and/or potential loss thresholds is compared to
the fission product barrier IC/EAL criteria to determine the appropriate ECL.
In some accident sequences, the ICs and EALs presented in the Abnormal Radiation
Levels/ Radiological Effluent (AR) Recognition Category will be exceeded at the same
8
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time, or shortly after, the loss of one or more fission product barriers. This redundancy is
intentional as the former ICs address radioactivity releases that result in certain offsite
doses from whatever cause, including events that might not be fully encompassed by
fission product barriers (e.g., spent fuel pool accidents, design containment leakage
following a LOCA, etc.).

9
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3

3.1

DESIGN OF THE NEI 99 01PBNP EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION
SCHEME
ASSIGNMENT OF EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVELS (ECLS)

An effective emergency classification scheme must incorporate a realistic and accurate
assessment of risk, both to plant workers and the public. There are obvious health and
safety risks in underestimating the potential or actual threat from an event or condition;
however, there are also risks in overestimating the threat as well (e.g., harm that may
occur during an evacuation). The NEI 99 OlPBNP emergency classification scheme
attempts to strike an appropriate balance between reasonably anticipated event or
condition consequences, potential accident trajectories, and risk avoidance or
minimization.
There are a range of"non-emergency events" reported to the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) staff in accordance with the requirements oflO CFR -§-50.72.
Guidance concerning these reporting requirements, and example events, are provided in
NUREG-1022. Certain events reportable under the provisions of 10 CFR -§-50. 72 may
also require the declaration of an emergency.
In order to align each Initiating Conditions (I C) with the appropriate ECL, it was
necessary to determine the attributes of each ECL. The goal of this process is to answer
the question, "What events or conditions should be placed under each ECL ?" The
following sources provided information and context for the development of ECL
attributes.
• Assessments of the effects and consequences of different types of events and
conditions
• Typical PBNP abnormal and emergency operating procedure setpoints and transition
criteria
• Typical PBNP Technical Specification limits and controls
• Radiological EfflueRt TechRical £pceifieatioRs (RET£)/Offsite Dose Calculation
Manual (ODCM) radiological release limits
• Review of selected Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) accident analyses
• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Protective Action Guidelines (PAGs)
• NUREG 0654, Appendix 1, Emergency Action Level Guidelines for Nuclear Power
Plants
• Industry Operating Experience
• Input from iRdustry PBNP subject matter experts and ·NRC staff members
The following ECL attributes were created by the RevisioR 6 Preparation Team to aid in
the development ofiCs and Emergency Action Levels (EALs). The team decided to
inelude the attributes in this revisioR sines theyThe attributes may be useful in briefing
and training settings (e.g., helping an Emergency Director understand why a particular
condition is classified as an Alert). ±t-shellid-be stressed that developers not attempt to
redefine these attributes or apply them in any fashion that would ehange the generic
guidance contained in this doetlffi:Ollt\
+The use ofBCL at!Tibutes is at the discretion of a licensee and is net a requirement of the NRC. Ifalieensee
el10eses in incorporate the BCL attributes into their seheme basis deeument, it must be yory elear that the NRC staff
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has not endorse a their aeeeptability or applieatio&-fer any ptlf!los&.-ffi-partieular, the staff aees not eonsiaer the
attribute statements te supersede the established ECL aefinitio11s. As a result, the use of the attributes as a hasis for
jt1stifying EAL ehanges is unaeeeptable.
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The attributes of each ECL are presented below.
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3.1.1

Notification oflffiusaal EventUnusual Event (NGtJEUE)
An Notification of Unusual EventUnusual Event, as defined in section 2.1.1, includes but
is not limited to an event or condition that involves:
(A) A precursor to a more significant event or condition.
(B) A minor loss of control of radioactive materials or the ability to control radiation
levels within the plant.
(C) A consequence otherwise significant enough to warrant notification to local, State and
Federal authorities.

3.1.2

Alert
An Alert, as defined in section 2.1.2, includes but is not limited to an event or condition
that involves:
(A) A loss or potential loss of either the fuel clad or Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
fission product barrier.
(B) An event or condition that significantly reduces the margin to a loss or potential loss
of the fuel clad or RCS fission product barrier.
(C) A significant loss of control of radioactive materials resulting in an inability to
control radiation levels within the plant, or a release of radioactive materials to the
environment that could result in doses greater than 1% of an EPA P AG at or beyond
the site boundary.
(D) A HOSTILE ACTION occurring within the OWNER CONTROLLED AREA,
including those directed at an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI).

I 3.1.3

Site Area Emergency (SAE)
A Site Area Emergency, as defined in section 2.1.3, includes but is not limited to an event
or condition that involves:
(A) A loss or potential loss of any two fission product barriers - fuel clad, RCS and/or
containment.
(B) A precursor event or condition that may lead to the loss or potential loss of _multiple
fission product barriers within a relatively short period of time. Precursor events and
conditions of this type include those that challenge the monitoring and/or control of
multiple safety systemsSAFETY SYSTEMS.
(C) A release of radioactive materials to the environment that could result in doses greater
than 10% of an EPA PAG at or beyond the site boundary.
(D) A HOSTILE ACTION occurring within the plant PROTECTED AREA.
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3.1.4

General Emergency (GE)
A General Emergency, as defined in section 2.1.4, includes but is not limited to an event
or condition that involves:
(A) Loss of any two fission product barriers AND loss or potential loss of the third barrier
- fuel clad, RCS and/or containment.
(B) A precursor event or condition that, unmitigated, may lead to a loss of all three fission
product barriers. Precursor events and conditions of this type include those that lead
directly to core damage and loss of containment integrity.
(C) A release of radioactive materials to the environment that could result in doses greater
than an EPA PAG at or beyond the site boundary.
(D) A HOSTILE ACTION resulting in the loss of key safety functions (reactivity control,
core cooling/RPV water level or RCS heat removal) or damage to spent fuel.
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3 .1.5

Risk-Informed Insights
Emergency preparedness is a defense-in-depth measure that is independent of the
assessed risk from any particular accident sequence; however, the development of an
effective emergency classification scheme can benefit from a review of risk-based
assessment results. To that end, the development and assignment of certain ICs and
EALs also considered insights from several site-specific probabilistic safety assessments
(PSA alse knewn as prehabilistic risk assessfl1cnt, PRA). Some generic insights from
this review included:
1. Accident sequences involving a prolonged loss of all AC power are significant
contributors to core damage frequency at many Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs)
and BeiJing \Vater Reaeters (BWRs). For this reason, a loss of all AC power for
greater than 15 minutes, with the plant at or above Hot Shutdown, was assigned an
ECL of Site Area Emergency. Precursor events to a loss of all AC power were also
included as an Unusual Event and an Alert.
A station blackout coping analyses performed in response to 10 CFR -§-50.63 and
Regulatory Guide 1.155, Station Blackout, may be used to determine a time-based
criterion to demarcate between a Site Area Emergency and a General Emergency.
The time dimension is critical to a properly anticipatory emergency declaration since
the goal is to maximize the time available for State and local officials to develop and
implement offsite protective actions.
2. For severe core damage events, uncertainties exist in phenomena important to
accident progressions leading to containment failure. _Because of these uncertainties,
predicting the status of containment integrity may be difficult under severe accident
conditions. _This is why maintaining containment integrity alone following sequences
leading to severe core damage is an insufficient basis for not escalating to a General
Emergency.
3. PSAs indicated that leading contributors to latent fatalities were sequences involving
a containment bypass, a large Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) with early
containment failure, a Station Blackout lasting longer than the site speeifiePBNP
coping period, and a reactor coolant pump seal failure. The generic EAL
methodology needs to be sufficiently rigorous to address these sequences in a timely
fashion.
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3.2

TYPES OF INITIATING CONDITIONS AND EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS

The NEI 99-01 methodology makes use of symptom-based, barrier-based and eventbased ICs and EALs. Each type is discussed below.
Symptom-based ICs and EALs are parameters or conditions that are measurable over
some range using plant instrumentation (e.g., core temperature, reactor coolant level,
radiological effluent, etc.). When one or more of these parameters or conditions are offnormal, reactor operators will implement procedures to identify the probable cause(s) and
take corrective action.
Fission product barrier-based ICs and EALs are the subset of symptom-based EALs that
refer specifically to the level of challenge to the principal barriers against the release of
radioactive material from the reactor core to the environment. These barriers are the fuel
cladding, the reactor coolant system pressure boundary, and the containment. The
barrier.:-based ICs and EALs consider the level of challenge to each individual barrier potentially lost and lost - and the total number of barriers under challenge.
Event-based ICs and EALs define a variety of specific occurrences that have potential or
actual safety significance. These include the failure of an automatic reactor scram/trip to
shut down the reactor, natural phenomena (e.g., an earthquake), or man-made hazards
such as a toxic gas release.
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3.3

N88S DESIGN DIFFERE?ICE-&
The NEI 99 01 emergency classification scheme aecmmts for the design
differenees between PWRs and BV/Rs by specifying EALs aniqt:e to each type of
l'fuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS). There are also significant design differences
among PWR NSSSs; therefore, guidance is J3rovided to aid in the develoJ3ment ofEALs
appropriate to different P\VR NSSS types. Where necessary, devel0J3ment guidance also
addresses anique considerations for advanced non J3assive reactor designs such as the
Advanced Boiling Water Reactor V•B'NR), the l.dvanced Pressurized \Vater Reactor
(AP'NR) and the Evolutionary Power Roaster (EPR).
Developers will Reed to consider tho relevant aspects of their J3lant's design and
operating characteristics when converting the generic guidance of this doc:1ment into a
site specific elassification scheme. The goal is to maintain as n1twh fidelity as possible to
the intent ofgene1ic ICs and EALs within the constraints imposed by the plant design and
operating characteristics. To this end, developers of a scheB:1e for an advanced non
j'lassive reactor may need to add, modify or delete some iB:formation contained in this
document; these changes ·.vill be revie·.ved for aeeej'ltability by the NRC as part of the
scheme apJ3roval process.
The gHidanee in NEI 99 01 is not apj'llieable to advanced passive light ·.vater
reactor designs. An Emergency Classification Scheme for this t)']'le of plant shoHld be
developed in accordance with NEI 07 01, Methodology fer Development efEmergeiW)'
Action Levels, Adv-anced P-assive Light W+Zter Reeetors.

~3.3 PBNP-SPECIFIC ORGANIZATION AND PRESENTATION OF GENERIC INFORMATION

The scheme's generic information is organized by Recognition Category in the following
order.

• A-R_- Abnormal Radiation Levels I Radiological Effluent- Section 6
• C - Cold Shutdown I Refueling System Malfunction- Section 7
• E - Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) - Section 8
• F- Fission Product Barrier- Section 9
• H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety- Section 10
• . S - System Malfunction- Section 11
• PD Permanently Defueled Station Appendil( C
Each Recognition Category section contains a matrix showing the ICs and their
associated emergency classification levels.
The following information and guidance is provided for each IC:

•

ECL -the assigned emergency classification level for the IC.

•

Initiating Condition -provides a summary description of the emergency event or
condition.

•

Operating Mode Applicability- Lists the modes during which the IC and associated
EAL(s) are applicable (i.e., are to be used to classify events or conditions).
18
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•

Example Emergency Action Level(s)- Provides examples of reports and
indications that are considered to meet the intent of the IC. Developers should
address each exaR1ple EAL. If the geRcrie approach to the development of aR
eKample EAL cannot be ased (e.g., an assumed instr<Imentation raRge is Rot available
at-the plant), the developer sho&!d attempt to specify aR alternate means for
·
identifying emry into tho IC.
For Recognition Category F, the fission product barrier thresholds are presented in
tables applicable to B'.VRs and PV/Rs, and arranged by fission product barrier and the
degree ofbarrier challenge (i.e.,_-potentialloss or loss). This presentation method
shows the synergism among the thresholds, and supports accurate assessments.

•

Basis -Provides background information that explains the intent and application of
the IC and EALs. In some cases, the basis also includes relevant source information
and references.
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•

Developer Notes Information that supports the development offue site specific ICs
and EALs. This may include clarifications, references, examples, instructions for
cale<llations, etc. De\'eloper notes should not be inebded in the site's emergency
classification scheme basis document. Developers may elect to include infom1ation
resHiting from a developer note aetion in a basis section.

•

ECL Assignment ,\ttributes Loeated withia the DO¥el:eper Notes seetion,
specifies the attribute used for assigning fue IC to a given ECL.

H3.4 IC AND EAL MODE APPLICABILITY
The 1'ffil 99 01 PBNP emergency classification scheme was developed recognizing that
the applicability of ICs and EALs will vary with plant mode. For example, some
symptom-based ICs and EALs can be assessed only during the power operations, startup,
or hot standby/shutdown modes of operation when all fission product barriers are in
place, and plant instrumentation and safety systemsSAFETY SYSTEMS are fully
operational. In the cold shutdown and refueling modes, different symptom-based ICs and
EALs will come into play to reflect the opening of systems for routine maintenance, the
unavailability of some safety systemSAFETY SYSTEM components and the use of
alternate instrumentation.
The following table shows which Recognition Categories are applicable in each plant
mode. The ICs and EALs for a given Recognition Category are applicable in the
indicated modes.

MODE APPLICABILITY MATRIX
Recognition Category
Mode

AB

E

F

H

s

Power Operations

X

X

X

X

X

c

Startup

X

X

X

X

X

Hot Standby

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Hot Shutdown

X

Cold Shutdown

X

X

X

X

Refueling

X

X

X

X

Defueled

X

X

X

X

Pem1anently
--Defueled

---
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Tyf!ieal B'.l/R Of!eratill:g 1\'ledes

Power Operations (1): Mode 8witeh in Run
8tartup (2):

Mode 8vliteh in 8tartup!Hot 8tandby or Refuel
(with all vessel head bolts fic1lly tensioned)

Hot 8hutdown (3):

Mo~own,

Cold 8hutdown ('1):

Mode 8witoh in 8hutdown, Average Reactor
Coolant Temperature < 200 op

Refueling (5):

Mode 8witch in 8hutdown or Refuel, and one or
n1ore vessel head bolts less than fully tensioned.

Average Reactor
Coolant Temperature >200 op

Tvf!ieal P¥/R PBNP OPERATING MODES
MODE

TITLE

REACTIVITY
CONDITION

.(Kml

%RATED
THERMAL
POWER(a)

AVERAGE
REACTOR
COOLANT
TEMPERATURE
(oF)

1
2
3

4
5
6

NIA

Power Operation
Startt.m
Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown(bJ
Cold Shutdown (bJ
Refueling \CJ
Defheled

;::£).99
>5
NA
:::;5
;::£).99
NA
;:850
< 0.99
NA
< 0.99
NA
350 >Taw> 200
< 0.99
NA
:5200
NA
NA
NA
All fuel removed from the reactor vessel (full core offload
during refueling or extended outage)

(a) Excluding decay heat
(b) All reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned.
(c) One or more reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fullv tensioned.

Po·.ver Operations (1): Reactor Power> 5%, Keff> 0.99
8tartup (2):

Reactor Pov;er < 5%, Koff> 0.99

Hot 8tandby (3):

RC8 > 350 °F, Keff< 0.99

Hot Shutdovm ('1):

200 op < RCS < 350 °F, Keff < 0.99

Cold Shutdown (5):

RCS < 200 °F, Keff< 0.99

Refueling (6):

One or more vessel head elosme bolts less than
fully tensioned
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Developers will Heed to iHcorporate the mode criteria from uHit speeifio TeohHical
SpecificatioHs into their emergeHoy elassifioatioH scheme. In additioH, the scheme must
also iHolade the following mode desigHation speeifie to NEI 99 01:
Defueled (None):

All fuel removed from the reactor vessel (i.e., full
cere offload dmiHg l'efi~eliHg or mctended eatage).
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4

SITE SPECIFICPBNP SCHEME DEVELOPMENT GUIDANCE

This section provides detailed guidanoe for developing a site specific emergency classification
scheme. Conceptually, the approach discussed here miiTors the approach used to prepare
emergency operati11g procedures ge11eric material prepared by reactor ve11dor OV/Hers groups is
converted by each Hnclear pov!'er plant into site specifie emergency operati11g procedures.
Likewise, the emergency classification seheme developer will use the generic guida11ce i11 NEI
99 01 to prepare a site specific emergeHcy elassifieatioH scheme and tfie associated basis
doemn:ent.
It is important that tfie NEI 99 01 emergency elassificatioH scheme be implemented as aH
integrated package. Selected use ofportioHs oftfiis guidance is strongly disemuaged as it will
lead to an inconsistent or incomplete emergeney elassifieation scheme that will likely not reoeive
tfie neeessary regl:llatory approval.

4.1

GENERAL lMPLEi\JENTATION GUIDANCE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Tfie gl:lidanee in }JEI 99 01 is not intended to be applied to plants "as is";
however, developers shmdd attempt to keep their site specific schemes as elose to the
generie g1:1idanee as possible. The goal is to meet the i11tent oftfie generic Initiating
Conditions (ICs) and Emergency Action Levels (EALs) within the context of site specific
characteristies loeale, plail:t design, operating features, terminology, etc. Meeting this
goal will resalt in a shorter and less cumbersome }!RC reviev/ and approval process,
closer alignment ·.vith the schemes of other nuclear power plant sites and better
positioning to adopt future industry \Vide scheme enhancements.
\Vben properly developed, the The PBNP ICs and EALs ~were developed to be
unambiguous and readily assessable.
As discassed in Section 3, the generic guidance includes ICs and O)[ample EALs.
It is the intent of this gilldanee that both be incll:lded in site specific documents as each
serves a specific pmpose. The IC is the fundamental event or condition requiring a
declaration. _The EAL(s) is the pre-determined threshold that defines when the IC is met.
If some feature of the plant location or design is not compatible v1ith a generic IC or
EAL, efforts should be made to identify an alternate IC orEAL.
If an IC or EAL incll:ldes an e)[plieit reforenee to a mode-tlependent teclll'lieal
specification limit that is not applicable to tho plant, then that IC and/or EAL need not be
included in the site specific scheme. In those cases, developers must provide adequate
docl:lmontation to justify why the IC ail:dior E/,L were not incorporated (i.e., sufficient
detail to allow a third pa1iy to understand the decision not to incorporate the generic
guidaneo).
Useful acronyms and abbreviations associated with the NEI 99 OlPBNP emergency
classification scheme are presented in Appendix A, Acronyms and Abbreviations. --Mtespecific entries may be added if necessary.
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Many words or terms used in the 1'-ffii 99 OlPBNP emergency classification scheme have
scheme-specific definitions. These words and terms are identified by being set in all
capital letters (i.e., ALL CAPS). The definitions are presented in Appendix B,
Definitions.
Belew are m<amples ef aeeeptable medifieatiens te the generie gaiclance. These
may be incerporatecl depending ~1pon site develeper and mer preferences.
•

•
•

The ICs within a Recognition Category may be placed in reverse orcler fur
presentation p~a-poses (e.g., start with a General Enlergency at the left/tep of a ~:ser
aid, fellewed by Site Area Emergency, Alert and NOUE).
The Iaitiating Condition ntanbering may be chaaged.
The first letter of a Recognition Category designation may be changed, as fellows,
provicled the change is canied through fur all ofthe associated IC iclentifiers.
•
•

R may be used in lieu of A
M may be used in lieu of 8

For example, the Pillnonnal Radiatioa Levels/ Radiologieal Effluent category designator
"A" (fur Abnonnal) may be changed te "R" (fur Radiation). This means that the
associated ICs ·.vould be changed to RUl, RU2, RAl, etc.
•

•
•

The ICs and EALs from Reeognition Categories 8 and C may be incorporated into a
commen presentation method (e.g., ene table) previdecl that all related netes and
mode applieability reEtuirements are maintained.
The ICs and EALs fur Emergeney Directerjudgment and seeurity related eveHts may
be-placed under separate Recognition Categories.
The tenns EAL and threshold may be llsed interchangeably.

The material in the Developer Netes section is included te assist developers with crafting
correct IC and EAL statements. This nlatetial is Hot required to be in the final emergeHcy
classification scheme basis document.

4.2

CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS

As discussed above, developers are encouraged to keep their site specific schemes as
close to the generic guidance as possible. When crafting the scheme, developers sheuld
satisf)' themselvesPBNP ensured that certain critical characteristics have been met.
These critical characteristics are listed below.
•

The ICs, EALs, Operating Mode Applicability criteria, Notes and Basis information
are consistent with industry guidance; while the actual wording may be different, the
classification intent is maintained. With respect to Recognition Category F, a-sitespecific scheHle must PBNP includes a seme type of user-aid to facilitate timely and
accurate classification of fission product barrier losses and/or potential losses. The
user-aid logic must-eel§ consistent with the classification logic presented in Section 9.
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•

•
•
•
•

The ICs, EALs, Operating Mode Applicability criteria, Notes and Basis information
are technically complete and accurate (i.e., they contain the information necessary to
make a correct classification).- ·
EAL statements use objective criteria and observable values.
ICs, EALs, Operating Mode Applicability and Note statements and formatting
consider human factors and are user-friendly.
The scheme facilitates upgrading and downgrading of the emergency classification
where necessary.
The scheme facilitates classification of multiple concurrent events or conditions.
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4.3

INSTRUMENTATION USED FOR EALS

Instn.!mentation referenced in EAL statements should inohlde that described in the
emergency plan section v;hieh addresses 10 CFR 50.47(b)(8) and (9) and/or Chapter 7 of
the FSAR. Instmmentation used fer EALs need not be safety related, addressed by a
Technical Specification or ODCM/RETS control requirement, nor powered from an
emefgeney power source; hmvever, EAL developers should strive-te-PBNP incorporates!
instrumentation that is reliable and routinely maintained in accordance with site programs
and procedures. Alarms referenced in EAL statements should heare those that are the
most operationally significant for the described event or condition.
Scheme developers should ensure that specified values t~sed as EAL setpoints are within
the calibrated range of the referenced instrumentation, and consider any automatic
instrumentation functions that may impact accurate EAL assessment. In addition, EAL
setpoint values sheule-do not use terms such as "off-scale low" or "off-scale high" since
that type of reading may not be readily differentiated from an instrument failure.
Findings and violations related to EAL instrmnentation issues may be located on the
NRC website.

4. 4

PRESENTATION OF SCHEME INFORMATION TO USERS

The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) expects licensees to establish and
n1aintain the eapability to assess, classify and deelare an emergenoy oondition promptly
within 15 minutes after the availability of indications to plant operators that an
emergenoy aetion level has been, or may be, exeeeded. vn1en writing an emergeney
classification procedure and creating related user aids, the developer must determine the
presentation metfiod(s) that host sapports the end users by facilitating accurate and timely
emergency classification. To this end, developers should consider the following poiHts.
•

•

•

The first 1:1sers of an emergency elassifieatioH procedure are the operators in the
Control Room. D~!ring the allowable classification time period, they may have
responsibility to perforffi other critical tasks, and will likely have ffiiniffial assistance
in ffiaking a classification assessment.
As an emergency situation evolves, meffibers of the Control Rooffi staff are likely to
be the first personnel to notice a change in plant conditions. They can assess the
changed conditions and, when warranted, recommend a different emergency
classification level to the Technical Support Center (TSC) and/or Emergency
Operations Facility (EOF).
Emergency Directors in the TSC and/or EOF 'Nil1 have more opportunity to focus on
making an emergency classification, and '.vill probably have advisors froffi Operations
available to help them.

Emergency elassifieation scheme infom1ation for end asers shoald be presented in a
manner with which licensed operators are most comfortable. Developers will need to
work closely with representatives from the Operations and Operations Training
DepartmeHts to develop readily llsable and easily ~!nderstood classification tools (e.g., a
procednre and related user aids). IfHeeessary, an alternate Hlethod for presoRting
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emergency classification scheme inform~tio~ may be developed for use by Emergency .
Directors and/or Offsite Response Orgamzatlon personnel.
.
th d . "ided that it contains all the
A wallboard is an acceptable presentatl;n me o:c~I~~ssification. This infonnation
information necessary to make a corre~. e~~:~e ~e ·ia E A Ls afld Notes. Notes may be
' 4~ tf 0 d0 A pp lOU 1 1 y Ofl I , t <
iflcludes the ICs, Operatmg
r~ d
area afld referefleed· a reference to
1. 171 E A L 0 r mo"e to a common
'
~ ~v f .s adecf1ately captured Ofl the wallboard
kept with each app JCa e , '
a Note is acceptable as long. as the n~ru~ 1~n :flfonn;tion need :ot be included on a
and
pointedhut
to It
.byshm±ld
each apphc~~!~
wallboard
Joe rea 1 ) ~'
a,.•at'1~1
a ea:os einergency elassifieatiofl decision n>akers.
oRe for use duriflg
·
b ad"antageoFs to de,"eloP t"'o
" "'allboards
~
In someoperations,
eases, It maye~d;·d'f
power
startup an lOt eon 1 Ions, an; another for cold shutdo·.vn aRd
refueling conditions.
.
h R
'!itioll Category F ICs and fission proffitet
Alternative presentatiOn n>etholds fo; ~ el ~e::., charts e1ock diagrams, and checklist
ifi~ method addresses all possible
barrier tflresholds are aceeptab e an 1:c ul e 't"
type tables. Developers must ens.me t. at He Sl e spe: ,. . the BWR or PV.'R EAL
1 1

threshold cornb:•ati_on: ~~d ol~:~fi;: ~ ~:~~cco:::d:::~~: ;resentation method of the
fission product arner a? es.
. ~ b
i n ortant user aid and may request a
Reeogflition Category F mformatwnht: .; an I ~other reasons the change is necessary
change to a particular proposed m~t o 1 ' amen
'
to promote consistency across the mdustry.

4.5

INTEGRATION OF

ICs/EALs ~1TII PLAl\''f PROCEDURES

.
.
.
d E A L references into plaflt operating procedures is HOt
A ngorous mtegratwn ofiC afln
tl , ·flcrease the administrative controls and
recommended. ~his.a~proa~h wo~d g~: t~e1 other hand, perfonnanee challenges may
p!Ocedrnes.
. b ed solely on tlle memory of a licensed
workload
. for mamtammg
··
f
ting an IC or E,'\L 1s
as

:;::~t:,r;;:;~t1::r;;nn:;~:.eoim~:speoially during periods of high stress.
.

I .

ro riate "isual OliOS (e.g., a step, note, caution,

d :d

step, note or
Ofmtw:·
couthe rea OI 4a t ah• emergency classification assessfl'leflt should be
procedure
that
TOH'l1nds
performed.

.

th e a-pp1ea
j' ble

e erie uieanee typieally ineluee the event'eoneition ECL ana the

E,\L time has been e.<eeeeee, or Will likely be e,leeeeee.
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4.6

BASIS DecuniENT

A basis document is an integral part of an emergency classification scheme. The material
in this document sapports proper emergency classification decision making by providing
informing background and development infonnation in a readily accessible fo1mat. It
caR be referred to iH traifting situations afl:d when making an actual en1ergency
classification, ifneeessal)'. The doc~~ment is also llSeful for establishing configuration
maHagemeHt eoHtiols for EP related equipt11ent and eJtplaining an e111ergeRey
classification to offsite authoiities. The co11tent of the basis document should inclade, at
a mi11imum, the following:
-II A site specific Mode-Applicability MatriJ< and description of operating modes,

similar to that pressRted in section 3.5.
-II A discussion ofthe emergency classification aaEl EleclaiatioR process reflecting the

material presenteE! in 8ection 5. This material may be eEliteEl as needed to align with
site specific emergency plan aaEl in'lplemeHting ]:)rocedure fsquirements.
-II Each Initiating Condition along ·.vith the associated EALs or fissioH product barrier
thresholds, O]:)erating Mode Applicability, l'totes and Basis infonnation.
-II A listiRg of acronyms and defiHeEl tenns, similaf to that presoRted in Appeadiees /',
and B, respectively. This material may be edited as needeEl to aliga with site specific
characteristics.
-II filly site specific baekgrolRld or technical appenElices that the developers believe
vmulEl be useful iR eltplaining or using elements of the emergency classification
scheme.
A Basis section should Hot contain iHfon11ation that could moElify the meaning of intent
of the associateEl IC orEAL. 8uch infom1ation shou!El be incorporated within the IC or
EAL statements, or as an EAL Note. Infon11ation in the Basis should only clarify and
inform decision making for an emergency classifieatimr.
Basis information should be readily available to be referenced, if necessary, by the
Emergency Director. For CJtample, a copy of the basis docrnnent cmlld be maintained in
the appropriate emergency respo11se facilities.
Because the information in a basis doeumeRt-ean affect emergency classification
decision making (e.g., the EmergeHcy Director refers to it during an event), the NRC
staff CJtpects that changes to the basis document ·.vill be evalttated in accordaHce with the
provisions of 10 CPR 50.54(q).
4-44.4 EAL/THRESHOLD REFERENCES TO AOP AND EOP SETPOINTS/CRITERIA
As reflected in the generic guidance,Some of the criteria/values used in several EALs and
fission product barrier thresholds may be drawn from a plant'sPBNP's AOPs and EOPs.
This approach is intended to maintain good alignment between operational diagnoses and
emergency classification assessments. De•;elopers should •;erify that aAppropriate
administrative controls are in place to ensure that a subsequent change to an AOP or EOP
is screened to determine if an evaluation pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(q) is required.
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4. 8

DEVELOPER AND USER FEEDBACK

Questions or comments conceming tne material in iliis document may be directed to the
NEI Emergency Prep~redness staff, NEI EAL task force members or subrnitted to tne
Emergency Preparedness Frequently Asked Questions process.
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5
5.1

GUIDANCE ON MAKING EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATIONS
GENERALCONSIDERATIONS

When making an emergency classification, the Emergency Director must consider all
information having a bearing on the proper assessment of an Initiating Condition (IC).
This includes the Emergency Action Level (EAL) plus the associated Operating Mode
Applicability, Notes and the informing Basis information. In the Recognition Category F
matrices, EALs are referred to as Fission Product Barrier Thresholds; the thresholds serve
the same function as an BAL.
NRC regulations require the licensee to establish and maintain the capability to assess,
classify, and declare an emergency condition within 15 minutes after the availability of
indications to plant operators that an emergency action level has been exceeded and to
promptly declare the emergency condition as soon as possible following identification of
the appropriate emergency classification level. The NRC staff has provided guidance on
implementing this requirement in NSIR/DPR-ISG-01, Interim Staff Guidance,
Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants.
All emergency classification assessments should be based upon valid indications, reports
or conditions. A valid indication, report, or condition, is one that has been verified
through appropriate means such that there is no doubt regarding the indicator's
operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy. For example, validation
could be accomplished through an instrument channel check, response on related or
redundant indicators, or direct observation by plant personnel. The validation of
indications should be completed in a manner that supports timely emergency declaration.
For ICs and EALs that have a stipulated time duration (e.g., 15 minutes, 30 minutes, etc.),
the Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should
declare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition has exceeded, or will
likely exceed, the applicable time. If an ongoing radiological release is detected and the
release start time is unknown, it should be assumed that the release duration specified in
the IC/EAL has been exceeded, absent data to the contrary.
For EAL thresholds that specify a duration of the off-normal condition, the NRC expects
that the emergency declaration process run concurrently with the specified threshold
duration. Once the off-normal condition has existed for the duration specified in the
EAL, no fu1iher effmi mi this declaration is necessary-the EAL has been exceeded.
Consider as an example, the EAL "fire which is not extinguished within 15 minutes of
detection." On receipt of a fire alam1, the plant fire brigade is dispatched to the scene to
begin fire suppression efforts.
If the fire brigade reports that the fire can be extinguished before the specified
duration, the emergency declaration is placed on hold while firefighting activities
continue. If the fire brigade is successful in extinguishing the fire within the
specified duration fi·om detection, no emergency declaration is wananted based on
that EAL.
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If the fire is still buming after the specified duration has elapsed, the EAL is
exceeded, no fmther assessment is necessa1y, and the emergency declaration would
be made promptly. As used here, "promptly" means at the first available
opportunity (e.g., if the Shift Manager is receiving an update from the fire brigade at
the 15-minute mark, it is expected that the declaration will occur as the next action
after the call ends).
If, for example, the fire brigade notifies the shift supervision 5 minutes after
detection that the brigade itself cannot extinguish the fire such that the EAL will be
met imminently and cannot be avoided, the NRC would not consider it a violation of
the licensee's emergency plan to declare the event before the EAL is met (e.g., the
15-minute dmation has elapsed). While a prompt declaration would be beneficial to
public health and safety and is encouraged, it is not required by regulation.
In all of the above, the fire duration is measmed from the time the alann, indication,
or repmt was first received by the plant operators. Validation or confirmation
establishes that the fire started as early as the time of the alann, indication. or report.
A planned work activity that results in an expected event or condition which meets or
exceeds an EAL does not warrant an emergency declaration provided that 1) the activity
proceeds as planned and 2) the plant remains within the limits imposed by the operating
license. Such activities include planned work to test, manipulate, repair, maintain or
modify a system or component. In these cases, the controls associated with the planning,
preparation and execution of the work will ensure that compliance is maintained with all
aspects of the operating license provided that the activity proceeds and concludes as
expected. Events or conditions of this type may be subject to the reporting requirements
of 10 f-CFR 50.72.
The assessment of some EALs is based on the results of analyses that are necessary to
ascertain whether a specific EAL threshold has been exceeded (e.g., dose assessments,
chemistry sampling, RCS leak rate calculation, etc.); the EAL and/or the associated basis
discussion will identify the necessary analysis. In these cases, the 15-minute declaration
period starts with the availability of the analysis results that show the threshold to be
exceeded (i.e., this is the time that the EAL information is first available). The NRC
expects licensees to establish the capability to initiate and complete EAL-related analyses
within a reasonable period of time (e.g., maintain the necessary expertise on-shift).
While the EALs have been developed to address a full spectrum of possible events and
conditions which may warrant emergency classification, a provision for classification
based on operator/management experience and judgment is still necessary. The NEI 99
M This scheme provides the Emergency Director with the ability to classify events and
conditions based upon judgment using EALs that are consistent with the Emergency
Classification Level (ECL) definitions (refer to Category H). The Emergency Director
will need to determine ifthe effects or consequences of the event or condition reasonably
meet or exceed a particular ECL definition. A similar provision is incorporated into the
Fission Product Barrier Tables; judgment may be used to determine the status of a fission
product barrier.
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5.2

CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY

To make an emergency classification, the user will compare an event or condition (i.e.,
the relevant plant indications and reports) to an EAL(s) and determine if the EAL has
been met or exceeded. The evaluation of an EAL(s) must be consistent with the related
Operating Mode Applicability and Notes. If an EAL has been met or exceeded, then the
IC is considered met and the associated ECL is declared in accordance with plant
procedures.
When assessing an EAL that specifies a time duration for the off-normal condition, the
"clock" for the EAL time duration runs concurrently with the emergency classification
process "clock." For a full discussion of this timing requirement, refer to NSIR/DPR.:ISG-01.
5.3

CLASSIFICATION OF MULTIPLE EVENTS AND CONDITIONS

When multiple emergency events or conditions are present, the user will identify all met
or exceeded EALs. The highest applicable ECL identified during this review is declared.
For example:
•

If an Alert EAL and a Site Area Emergency EAL are met, whether at one unit or at
two different units, a Site Area Emergency should be declared.

There is no "additive" effect from multiple EALs meeting the same ECL. For example:
•

If two Alert EALs are met, whether at one unit or at two different units, an Alert
should be declared.

Related guidance concerning classification of rapidly escalating events or conditions is
provided in Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2007-02, Clarification ofNRC Guidance
for Emergency Notifications During Quickly Changing Events.
5.4

CONSIDERATION OF MODE CHANGES DURING CLASSIFICATION

The mode in effect at the time that an event or condition occurred, and prior to any plant
or operator response, is the mode that determines whether or not an IC is applicable. If
an event or condition occurs, and results in a mode change before the emergency is
declared, the emergency classification level is still based on the mode that existed at the
time that the event or condition was initiated (and not when it was declared). Once a
different mode is reached, any new event or condition, not related to the original event or
condition, requiring emergency classification should be evaluated against the ICs and
EALs applicable to the operating mode at the time of the new event or condition.
For events that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refueling, escalation is via EALs that are
applicable in the Cold Shutdown or Refueling modes, even ifHot Shutdown (or a higher
mode) is entered during the subsequent plant response. In particular, the fission product
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barrier EALs are applicable only to events that initiate in the Hot Shutdown mode or
higher. ·
5.5

CLASSIFICATION OF IMMINENT CONDITIONS

Although EALs provide specific thresholds, the Emergency Director must remain alert to
events or conditions that could lead to meeting or exceeding an EAL within a relatively
short period of time (i.e., a change in the ECL is IMMINENT). If, in the judgment of the
Emergency Director, meeting an EAL is IMMINENT, the emergency classification
should be made as if the EAL has been met. While applicable to all emergency
classification levels, this approach is particularly important at the higher emergency
classification levels since it provides additional time for implementation of protective
measures.
5.6

EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL UPGRADING AND DOWNGRADING

An ECL may be downgraded when the event or condition that meets the highest IC and
EAL no longer exists, and other site-specific downgrading requirements are met. If
downgrading the ECL is deemed appropriate, the new ECL would then be based on a
lower applicable IC(s) and EAL(s). The ECL may also simply be terminated.
The following approach to downgrading or terminating an ECL is recommended.
ECL

Action When Condition No Longer Exists

Unusual Event

Terminate the emergency in accordance with plant
procedures.

Alert

Downgrade or terminate the emergency in
accordance with plant procedures.

Site Area Emergency with no
long-term plant damage

Downgrade or terminate the emergency in
accordance with plant procedures.

Site Area Emergency with
long-term plant damage

Terminate the emergency and enter recovery in
accordance with plant procedures.

General Emergency

Terminate the emergency and enter recovery in
accordance with plant procedures.

As noted above, guidance concerning classification of rapidly escalating events or
conditions is provided in RIS 2007-02.
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5.7

CLASSIFICATION OF SHORT-LIVED EVENTS

As discussed in Section 3.2, event-based ICs and EALs define a variety of specific
occurrences that have potential or actual safety significance. By their nature, some of
these events may be short-lived and, thus, over before the emergency classification
assessment can be completed. If an event occurs that meets or exceeds an EAL, the
associated ECL must be declared regardless of its continued presence at the time of
declaration. Examples of such events include a failure of the reactor protection system to
automatically scram/trip the reactor followed by a successful manual scram/trip or an
earthquake.
5.8

CLASSIFICATION OF TRANSIENT CONDITIONS

Many of the ICs and/or EALs contained in this document employ time-based criteria.
These criteria will require that the IC/EAL conditions be present for a defined period of
time before an emergency declaration is warranted. In cases where no time-based
criterion is specified, it is recognized that some transient conditions may cause an EAL to
be met for a brief period of time (e.g., a few seconds to a few minutes). The following
guidance should be applied to the classification of these conditions.
EAL momentarily met during expected plant response - In instances where an EAL is
briefly met during an expected (normal) plant response, an emergency declaration is not
warranted provided that associated systems and components are operating as expected,
and operator actions are performed in accordance with procedures.
EAL momentarily met but the condition is corrected prior to an emergency declaration If an operator takes prompt manual action to address a condition, and the action is
successful in correcting the condition prior to the emergency declaration, then the
applicable EAL is not considered met and the associated emergency declaration is not
required. For illustrative purposes, consider the following example.
An ATWS occurs and the auxiliary feedwater system fails to automatically start.
Steam generator levels rapidly decrease and the plant enters an inadequate RCS
heat removal condition (a potential loss of both the fuel clad and RCS barriers). If
an operator manually starts the auxiliary feedwater system in accordance with an
EOP step and clears the inadequate RCS heat removal condition prior to an
emergency declaration, then the classification should be based on the ATWS
only.
It is important to stress that the 15-minute emergency classification assessment period is
not a "grace period" during which a classification may be delayed to allow the
performance of a corrective action that would obviate the need to classify the event;
emergency classification assessments must be deliberate and timely, with no undue
delays. The provision discussed above addresses only those rapidly evolving situations
where an operator is able to take a successful corrective action prior to the Emergency
Director completing the review and steps necessary to make the emergency declaration.
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This provision is included to ensure that any public protective actions resulting from the
emergency classification are truly warranted by the plant conditions.

5. 9

AFTER-THE-FACT DISCOVERY OF AN EMERGENCY EVENT OR CONDITION

In some cases, an EAL may be met but the emergency classification was not made at the
time of the event or condition. This situation can occur when personnel discover that an
event or condition existed which met an EAL, but no emergency was declared, and the
event or condition no longer exists at the time of discovery. This may be due to the event
or condition not being recognized at the time or an error that was made in the emergency
classification process.
In these cases, no emergency declaration is warranted; however, the guidance contained
in NUREG-1 022 is applicable. Specifically, the event should be reported to the NRC in
accordance with 10 CFR f-50. 72 within one hour of the discovery of the undeclared
event or condition. The licensee should also notify appropriate State and local agencies
in accordance with the agreed upon arrangements.
5.10

RETRACTION OF AN EMERGENCY DECLARATION

Guidance on the retraction of an emergency declaration reported to the NRC is discussed
in NUREG-1022.
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6

ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/ RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT ICS/EALS
Table AR 1: Reeegnitien Category "AR" Initiating Centlitien Matrix

UNUSUAL
EVENT
AUlRUl
Release of
gase o:1s or liquid
radioactivity greater
than 2 times the (site
specific effl-:1ent
release controlling
document)OOCM
limits for 60 minutes
or longer.
Op. Motics: All

AU2RU2
UNPLld'{NED
loss of water level
above irradiated fuel.
Op. Modes: All

SITE AREA
EMERGENCY

ALERT

AS1RS1
AA1RA1
Release of
Release of
gaseot:s or liquid
gaseous radioactivity
radioactivity resulting in reslliting in offsite dose
offsite dose greater than greater than I 00-mrem
TilDE or 509-mrem
I 0 mren1 TilDE oHO
thyroid CDE.
mrem thyroid CD B.
Op. },{odes: All
Op. Modes: All

AA2RA2

GENERAL
EMERGENCY
AGlRGl
Release of
gaseo:is radioactivity
resulting in offsite
dose greater than
-l-;000 mrem TEDE
or 5,000 mrem
th)~·oid CDE.
Op. },{odes:

AG2RG2

Significant
lmvering of water level
above, or damage to,
irradiated fuel.
Op. }.{odes: AU

Spent fuel pool
level at (site specific
Level 3 description)40
ft g in (Level 3}.

- O p . Modes: All

Spent fuel
pool level emmet be
restored to at least
(site specific Level 3
description) 40 ft g in
(Level 3) for 60
minutes or longer.
llllop. Modes:
Al.f.

AA3RA3
Radiation levels
that impede access to
equipment necessary for
normal plant operations,
eeoldown or shutdovro.
Op. kledes: All
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AY4RU1
ECL: Notificatiofl ofUmlsual EveRtUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity greater than 2 times the Esfte-specific effluent release coRtwlliRg cloettment)ODCM limits for 60 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
EiiJlHl)'!le

Emet·ge~~:ey

AetieB Le.,·els: (1 or 2 or 3)

Notes:
•
•
•

The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining that
60 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
If an ongoing release is detected and the release start time is unknown, assume that the
release duration has exceeded 60 minutes.
If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for classification
purposes.
Reading on ANY of the following effluent radiation monitor2 greater than the reading
shown for 2 times the (site specific effluent release eofltrolling cloeumeRt) limits for 60
minutes or longer:
Monitor

Reading

1(2)::RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
with only containment Qurge in operation ("25,000 cfm}

2-RE-305 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Low Range Gas
with both QUrge and GS building ventilation in

oQer~tion

(38.000 cfm)

2-RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
with both Qurge and GS building ventilation in OQeration (38,000 cfm}

2-RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
with only GS building ventilation in operation (13,000 cfm}

2-RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
with only forced vent of containment (35 cfm)

2-RE-309 CTtviNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas
with only forced vent of containment (35 din}

1.4E-2 b!Ci/cc
9.4E-3 b!Ci/cc
9.4E-3 b!Ci/cc
2.8E-2 b!Ci/cc
l.OE+ 1 b!Cilcc
l.OE+ 1 btCi/cc

RE-315 AB Exhaust Low Range Gas

5.4E-3 gCi/cc

RE-317 AB Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

5.4E-3 btCi/cc

RE-325 Drununing Area Exhaust Low Range Gas

8.4E-3 btCi/cc

RE-327 Drumming Area Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

8.4E-3 b!Ci/cc

1(2)::RE-229 Service Water Overboard

2.3E-3 btCi/cc
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(site specific monitor list and threshold 'talaes corresponding to 2 times the controlling
document limits)
Reading on ANY effluent radiation monitor greater than 2 times the alarm setpoint established by a
current radioactivity discharge permit for 60 minutes or longer.

~3

Sample analysis for a gaseous or liquid release indicates a concentration or release rate
greater than 2 times the (site specific effluent release controlling donm1ent)ODCM limits
for 60 minutes or longer.
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Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a lowlevel radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time
(e.g., an uncontrolled release). It includes any gaseous or liquid radiological release, monitored
or un-monitored, including those for which a radioactivity discharge permit is normally prepared.
1'ffielear power plantsPBNP incorporates design features intended to control the release of
radioactive effluents to the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to
prevent unintentional releases, and to control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence
of an extended, uncontrolled radioactive release to the environment is indicative of degradation
in these features and/or controls.
Radiological effluent EALs are also included to provide a basis for classifying events and
conditions that cannot be readily or appropriately classified on the basis of plant conditions
alone._ The inclusion of both plant condition and radiological effluent EALs more fully addresses
the spectrum of possible accident events and conditions.
Classification based on effluent monitor readings assumes that a release path to the environment
is established. _If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to
actions to isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for
classification purposes.
Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4 times release
limits for 30 minutes does not meet the EAL.
EAL RU 1.1 - This EAL addresses normally occurring continuous radioactivity releases from
monitored gaseous or liquid effluent pathways.
EAL RU 1.2 - This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that cause effluent radiation monitor
readings to exceed 2 times the limit established by a radioactivity discharge permit._ This EAL
will typically be associated with planned batch releases from non-continuous release pathways
(e.g., radwaste, waste gas).
EAL RU1.3 -This EAL addresses uncontrolled gaseous or liquid releases that are detected by
sample analyses or environmental surveys, particularly on unmonitored pathways (e.g., spills of
radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger leakage in river water systems, etc.).
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC AAl-RAl.

Develaper Nates:
The "site specific effluent release controlling docm11:ent" is the Radiological Effluent
TeelmiealSpeeifieations (RETS) or, for plants that have intplen1ented Generie Letter 89 01\--the
+-lmplementatien efPregFtlllimatie Centrals fer Radielegical Ejf/tiC111 Technical Speeijieatim1s in :he AdministratiWJ
Ce11trels Scetie.-1 efthe Tee/mica! Speeijicafie:zs and the Releeatien efPreeedural Detai!s e_{RETS te the O:f}site
Dese Caf-eula:-ien Jfttmlaf er te the Precess Centre! P-. ·egram
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the scope ofthe plant Technical Specifications. A licensee may request to include an Ez'\L using
real time dose projection system results; approval'.vill be considered on a case by case basis.
Indications from a perimeter monitoring system are not incbded in the generic Ei\Ls.
Many licensees do not have this capability. For those that do, these monitors may not be
controlled and maintained to the san1e level as plant eqaipn1ent, or within the scope ofthe plant
Technical Specifications. In addition, readings may be influenced by environmental or other
factors. A licensee may reqaest to include aR EAL using a perin1eter n1onitoriRg system;
approval 'tVill be considered on a case by case basis.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.l.l.B
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AWRU2
ECL: Notification of Um1sual Event Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of water level above irradiated fuel.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
J

Eflmple Emergency Action Levels:

+~

a.

UNPLANNED water level drop in the REFUELING PATHWAY as indicated by
ANY of the following:
•

Spent fuel pool low water level alam1

•

Visual observationEsfte--specific level iB:EiieatioB:s).

AND
b.

UNPLANNED rise in area radiation levels as indicated by ANY of the following
radiation monitors.
•

(site specific list of area radiatioB: monitors)RE-1 05 SFP
Area Low Range Radiation Monitor

•

RE-135 SFP Area High Range Radiation Monitor

•

1(2)-RE-102 El. 66' CONTAINMENT Low Range Monitor

Definitions:
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended
evolution or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or
event may be known or unknown.
REFUELING PATHWAY: The reactor refiwling cavity, spent file! pool and fuel transfer canal.
Basis:
This IC addresses a decrease in water level above irradiated fuel sufficient to cause elevated
radiation levels. This condition could be a precursor to a more serious event and is also
indicative of a minor loss in the ability to control radiation levels within the plant. It is therefore
a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.
A water level decrease will be primarily determined by indications from available level
instrumentation. The low level alatm is actuated by LC-634, SFP Level Indicator at
62ft. 8 in. based on maintaining at least 6ft. of water on a withdrawn fuel assembly. _Other
sources oflevel indications may include reports from plant personnel (e.g., from a refueling
crew) or video camera observations (if available). A significant drop in the water level may also
cause an increase in the radiation levels of adjacent areas that can be detected by monitors in
those locations.
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The effects of planned evolutions should be considered. For example, a refueling bridge area
radiation monitor reading may increase due to planned evolutions such as lifting of the reactor
vessel head or movement of a fuel assembly. Note that this EAL is applicable only in cases
where the elevated reading is due to an UNPLANNED loss of water level.
A drop in water level above irradiated fuel within the reactor vessel may be classified in
accordance Recognition Category C during the Cold Shutdown and Refueling modes.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC AMRA2.
De¥elepeF Nates:
The "site speeifie level indications" are those indications that may be used to monitor
water level in the various portions of the REFUELING PATHVlAY. 8peeify the n!Ode
applicability of a particular indication if it is not available in all modes.

The "site specific list of area radiation monitors" should contain those area radiation
monitors that would be e1cpeeted to have inemased readings following a decrease in water level
in the site specific REFUELING PATH¥lAY. In eases where a radiation monitor(s) is not
available or would not pl'ovide a t:sefal indication, consideration should be give11 to including
altemate indications such as UNPLANNED changes in tank and/or sump levels.
Development of the EALs should considei' the availability and limitations of mode
dependent, or other controlled but temporary, radiation monitofs. Specify the mode applioability
of a pmiieular monitor if it is not available in all modes.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3 .l.l.A and 3 .l.l.B
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ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity resulting in offsite dose ·greater
than 10 mrem TEDE or 50 mrem thyroid CDE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Example EmeFgeBey Aetien
Levels: (1 er 2 er 3 er 4)
Notes:

•
•
•

I•

Rh.Ll

The Emergency Director should declare the Alert promptly upon determining that the
applicable time has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
If an ongoing release is detected and the release start time is unknown, assume that the
release duration has exceeded 15 minutes.
If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for classification
purposes.
The pre-calculated effluent monitor values presented in EAL RAl.l should only be used for
emergency classification assessments until the results from a dose assessment using actual
meteorology are available.
Reading on ANY of the following radiation monitors greater than the reading shown for
15 minutes or longer:
Reading

Monitor
1(2)-RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

6.0E+O !JCi/cc

with only containment !)Urge in OJ)eration (25,000 cfm}

1(2)-RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

6.0E+O uCi/cc

with only containment !)Urge in OQeration (25,000 cfm)

2-RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

4.0E+O uCi/cc

with both !)Urge and OS building ventilation in OJ)eration (38,000 cfm)

2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

4.0E+O uCi/cc

with both Qurge and OS building ventilation in OQeration (38,000 cfm)

2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

1.2E+ I uCi/cc

with only OS building ventilation in OJ)eration {13,000 cfin)

RE-317 AB Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

l.OE+O btCi/cc

RE-319 AB Exhaust High Range Gas

l.OE+O bLCilcc

RE-327 Dmnm1ing Area Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

1.6E+O uCi!cc

1(2)-RE-231 Steam Line 1A(2A) - ,-1(2)-RE-232 Steam Line I B(2B)
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•

1 AtmosQheric Steam Dumn Valve OQen

1.9E-l b!Ci/cc

•

Any 0Qen S/G Safe.ty Valve

7.4E-2 b!Ci/cc
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&_l2
(site specific monitor list and threshold vabes)
Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses greater than 10 mrem TEDE or 50 mrem
thyroid CDE at or beyond (site specific dose receptor point)SITE BOUNDARY.
Analysis of a liquid effluent sample indicates a concentration or release rate that would
result in doses greater than 10 mrem TEDE or 50 mrem thyroid CDE at or beyond fs#especific dose receptor point)the SITE BOUNDARY for one hour of exposure.
Field survey results indicate EITHER of the following at or beyond (site specific dose
receptorpoint)the SITE BOUNDARY:
• Closed window dose rates greater than 10 mR/hr expected to continue for 60 minutes
or longer.
• Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE greater than 50 mrem for one
hour of inhalation.
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Definitions:

SITE BOUNDARY: That line beyond which the land is neither owned; nor leased, nor otherwise
controlled by the licensee.
Basis:

This IC addresses a release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity that results in projected or actual
offsite doses greater than or equal to 1% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). It includes
both monitored and un-monitored releases. Releases of this magnitude represent an actual or
potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a radiological
release that significantly exceeds regulatory limits (e.g., a significant uncontrolled release).
This IC is modified by a note that EAL RAl.l is only assessed for emergency classification until a
qualified dose assessor is performing assessments using dose projection software incorporating
actual meteorological data and current radiological conditions.

Radiological effluent EALs are also included to provide a basis for classifying events and
conditions that cannot be readily or appropriately classified on the basis of plant conditions alone.
The inclusion of both plant condition and radiological effluent EALs more fully addresses the
spectrum of possible accident events and conditions.
The TEDE dose is set at 1% of the EPA PAG of 1,000 mrem while the 50 mrem thyroid CDE was
established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.
Classification based on effluent monitor readings assumes that a release path to the environment is
established. _If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for classification
purposes.
For EAL RA1.3, there are no site-specific liquid radiation monitors capable of monitoring liquid
effluent releases at the classification threshold for this EAL because their detector operating range
is exceeded prior to reaching these levels. Entry into this EAL for a liquid radioactivity release will
be based on7 sampling initiated due to entry into EAL RUl. In practical tem1s, this means that
entry into IC RU1 will start sampling (per RMS Alarm Setpoint and Response Book) which will
then allow detection of the setpoint for RAl.
---Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC A&t-RS 1.
DeYelopel' Notes:

While this IC may not be met absent challenges to one or more fission product barriers, it
provides classification diversity and may be used to classify events that would not reach the
same ECL based on plant status or the fission product matriK alone. For many of the DBl\s
analyzed in the Updated Final Safuty Analysis Report, the disctiminator 'tViU not be the number
of fission product baniers challenged, but rather the amoant ofradioactivity released to the
environment.
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identif)' an altemate EAL threshold.
Although the IC references TEDE, field survey results are generally available only as a
"whole body'' dose rate. For this reason, the field sarvey EAL specifies a "closed v/indow"
sarvey reading.
Indications fi·om a real time dose pmjection system are not incbdod in tho generic EALs.
Many licensees do not have this capability. For thoso-thaHlo, tho capability may net-be-within
the scope of tho plant Technical £peeifieations. A licensee may request to include an EAL asing
real time dose pn~eetion system resdts; approval will be considered on a ease by ease basis.
Indications fiom a perimeter monitoring system are not included in the generic EALs.
MaRy licensees do not have this capability. For those that do, these monitors may not be
controlled and Fnaiittained to the same le¥el as plant equipment, or within the scope of the plant
Technical £pacifications. In addition, readings may be influenced by onvironmeittal or other
factors. A licensee may l:'equest to iHclude an EAL using a perinleter n1onitoJ:"ing system;
approval will be considered on a case by case basis.
ECL Assigmnent Attlibutes: 3.1.2.C
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AA2RA2
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Significant lowering of water level above, or damage to, irradiated fuel.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:

Example Emergency Action Levels:

(1 or 2 or3)
Uncovery of irradiated fuel in the REFUELING PATHWAY.
Damage to irradiated fuel resulting in a release of radioactivity from the fuel as indicated
by a reading on ANY of the following radiation monitors greater than the value
shownANY of the follO'.'!iRg radiation moE:itors:2
Monitor

Reading

RE-I 05 SFP Area Low Range Radiation Monitor

4 R/hr

1(2}::RE-126 Containment High Radiation Monitor

7 RJhr

1(2)-RE-127 Containment High Radiation Monitor

7 RJhr

1(2}::RE-128 Containment High Radiation Monitor

7 RJhr

RA2.3
(site speoifio listing of radiation monitors, and the associated readings, setpoints
and/or alarms)
L wering of spent fuel pool level to Esfte-specific Leva! 2 vabe). [See De·;eleper }lotes] '19 -ft.Q in.
Definitions:
REFUELING PATHWAY- The reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool and fuel h·ansfer canal.
Basis:
This IC addresses events that have caused IMMINENT or actual damage to an irradiated fuel
assembly, or a significant lowering of water level within the spent fuel pool (see De;;eleper
Notes}. These events present radiological safety challenges to plant personnel and are precursors
to a release of radioactivity to the environment. As such, they represent an actual or potential
substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
This IC applies to irradiated fuel that is licensed for dry storage up to the point that the loaded
storage cask is sealed. Once sealed, damage to a loaded cask causing loss of the
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY is classified in accordance with IC E-RUl.
Escalation of the emergency would be based on either Recognition Category A-R or C ICs.
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EALRA2.1
This EAL escalates from Athl-RU2 in that the loss oflevel, in the affected portion of the
REFUELING PATHWAY, is of sufficient magnitude to have resulted in uncovery of irradiated
fuel. Indications of irradiated fuel uncovery may include direct or indirect visual observation
(e.g., reports from personnel or camera images), as well as significant changes in water and
radiation levels, or other plant parameters. Computational aids may also be used (e.g., a boil off
~. Classification of an event using this EAL should be based on the totality of available
indications, reports, and observations.
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While an area radiation monitor could detect an increase in a dose rate due to a lowering of water
level in some portion of the REFUELING PATHWAY, the reading may not be a reliable
indication of whether or not the fuel is actually uncovered. To the degree possible, readings
should be considered in combination with other available indications of inventory loss.
A drop in water level above irradiated fuel within the reactor vessel may be classified in
accordance Recognition Category C during the Cold Shutdown and Refueling modes.
EALRA2.2
This EAL addresses a release of radioactive material caused by mechanical damage to irradiated
fuel. Damaging events may include the dropping, bumping or binding of an assembly, or
dropping a heavy load onto an assembly. A rise in readings on radiation monitors should be
considered in conjunction with in-plant reports or observations of a potential fuel damaging
event (e.g., a fuel handling accident).
EALRA2.3
Spent fuel pool water level at this value is within the lower end of the level range necessary to
prevent significant dose consequences from direct gamma radiation to personnel performing
operations in the vicinity of the spent fuel pool. This condition reflects a significant loss of spent
fuel pool water inventory and thus it is also a precursor to a loss of the ability to adequately cool
the irradiated fuel assembles stored in the pool.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs AS-1-RS 1 or ~RS2(see AS2
.Vet-es).

De~·eleper

Developer Netes:
FefBAL#l
Depending upon the availability and range of instrumentation, this BAL may include
specific readings indicative of fuel m1cevery; consider \Vater and radiation level readings.
Specify the mode applicability of a particular indication if it is net available in all modes.
FerBAL #2
The "site specific listing efradiatien monitors, and the associated readings, setpeiffis
and/or alarms" should contain these radiation monitors that could be used to identify damage to
an inadiated fuel assembly (e.g., eenfinnatery of a release of fission pmduct gases from
inadiated fuel).
For BALs #1 and #2
Developers should research radiation monitor design documents or other information
som·ces to ensure th&t 1) the EAL value being considered is v;ithin the usable response and
display range of the instrmnent, and 2) there are no automatic features that may render the
monitor reading invalid (e.g., an auto purge featm·e triggered at a partie<Ilar indication level).
It is recognized that the condition described by this IC may resdt in a radiation value
beyond the operating or display range of the installed radiation monitor. In those eases, EAL
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AA3RA3
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Radiation levels that impede access to equipment necessary for normal
plant operations, cooldown or shutdown.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Example Emergency Action Levels: (1 or 2)
Note: If the equipment in the listed room or area was already inoperable or out-of-service
before the event occurred, then no emergency classification is warranted.
Dose rate greater than 15 mR!hr in ANY ofthe following areas:
•
•
•

Control Room (RE-10 1)
Central Alarm Station (by survey)
(other site Sfleeifie areas/rooms)Secondary Alarm Station (by survey)

An UNPLANNED event results in radiation levels that prohibit or impede access to any
of the following plant rooms or areas:
Mode
Area
1
Ul Rod Drive Room
1
U2 Rod Drive Room
Turbine Building
1, 2, 3, 4
ALL
PAB
I, 2, 3, 4
Ul Fa£ade
1, 2, 3, 4
U2 Facade
Ul Containment
M
U2 Containment
M
1,2,3,4
Circ Water Pumn House
Auxiliary FW Pum~ RoomHetise
M
(site spemfie list offJiaR-t rooms or areas with entry related mode afJfJhcability ideR-tified)

Definitions:
UNPLANNED: A ~arameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an ex~ected plant response to a transient. The cause ofthe parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.

Basis:
This IC addresses elevated radiation levels in certain plant rooms/areas sufficient to preclude or
impede personnel from performing actions necessary to maintain normal plant operation, or to
perform a normal plant coo1down and shutdown. As such, it represents an actual or potential
substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The Emergency Director should
54
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consider the cause of the increased radiation levels and determine if another IC may be
applicable.
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For EAL RA3 .2, an Alert declaration is warranted if entry into the affected room/area is, or may
be, procedurally required during the plant operating mode in effect at the time of the elevated
radiation levels. The emergency classification is not contingent upon whether entry is actually
necessary at the time of the increased radiation levels. Access should be considered as impeded
if extraordinary measures are necessary to facilitate entry of personnel into the affected
room/area (e.g., installing temporary shielding, requiring use of non-routine protective
equipment, requesting an extension in dose limits beyond normal administrative limits).
An emergency declaration is not warranted if any of the following conditions apply.
•

•

•
•

The plant is in an operating mode different than the mode specified for the affected
room/area (i.e., entry is not required during the operating mode in effect at the time of the
elevated radiation levels). For example, the plant is in Mode 1 when the radiation increase
occurs, and the procedures used for normal operation, cooldown and shutdown do not require
entry into the affected room until Mode 4.
The increased radiation levels are a result of a planned activity that includes compensatory
measures which address the temporary inaccessibility of a room or area (e.g., radiography,
spent filter or resin transfer, etc.).
The action for which room/area entry is required is of an administrative or record keeping
nature (e.g., normal rounds or routine inspections).
The access control measures are of a conservative or precautionary nature, and would not
actually prevent or impede a required action.

Areas listed are either VITAL AREAS, contiguous to VITAL AREAS, or contain equipment
required for FIRE safe shutdown, safe shutdown or station blackout response. The Turbine
Building and Circulating Water Pump House have no installed radiation monitor capability;,
therefore entry into the EAL is based on radiation surveys in these areas.
The list of plant rooms or areas in EAL RA3.2 was generated from a step-by-step review ofOP3A, B, and C. For rod drive room access, the intent is to be able to access the reactor trip
breakers. If access is impeded to other portions of the rod drive rooms, this EAL is not applicable

Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via Recognition Category AR, C or F
ICs.
De~·eleper Nates:

The value of 15mR/hr is deri'fed from the CDC 19 value of 5 refll ifl 3 0 days with
adjustmeRt fer expected eccupaRey times.
The "ether site specific areas/rooms" should iRelude any areas or reems requiriRg
eeBtiBueus occupancy to R1aiRtain Bem1al plant eperatieB, or to perfen11 a BOftfl:al cooldowfl aBd
shutdevm.

The "site specific list of plant rooms or areas '.Viili eBtry related mode applicability ideBtified"
shedd specify those rooms or areas that eontaiB equipment which reqt~ire a maBUal/loeal action
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as speeified in operating proeedures used for normal plant operation, eooldov;n and shutdown.
Do not inelude rooms or areas in v;hieh aetions of a eontingent or emergeney nature weald be·
perfonned. (e.g., an action to address an off nonnal or emergency condition such as emergetlOY
repairs, eoneetiw measures or emergency Oj:Jerations). In addition, the list shoald specify the
plant mode(s) during ·.vhieh entry v:oald be required for each room or area.
The list should not inelade rooms m· areas for whieh entry is required solely to perform actions
of an administmtive or record keeping natme (e.g., normal mands or routine inspections).
If the eEpipment in the listed room or area was aheady inoperahle, Of out of serviee,
before the event oeeun·ed, then no emergency shoald he deelared sinee the event will have no
adverse impaet beyond that already allewed by Teehnieal gpeeifieatiens at the time efthe event.
Reams and areas listed in EAL #1 de not need te he ineluded in EAL #2, ineluding the
Control Room.
ECL Assigmnent /Atributes: 3 .1.2. C
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AS4-RS1
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous radioactivity resulting in offsite dose greater than 100
mrem TEDE or 500 mrem thyroid CDE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:

Example Emergeney ,\etian
Levels: (1 or 2 or 3)
Notes:
•
•
•

I•
R§l.l

The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Emergency promptly upon
determining that the applicable time has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
If an ongoing release is detected and the release start time is unknown, assume that the
release duration has exceeded 15 minutes.
If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for classification
purposes ..
The pre-calculated effluent monitor values presented in EAL RS 1.1 should only be used for
emergency classification assessments until the results from a dose assessment using actual
meteorology are available.
Reading on ANY of the following radiation monitors greater than the reading shown for
15 minutes or longer:
Monitor
1(2)-RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

Reading
6.0E+ 1 b!Ci/cc

with onl;t containment purge in operation {25,000 cfm)

1(2):RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

6.0E+ I b!Ci/cc

with onl;t containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)

2-RE-307 CTNINT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

4.0E+ 1 btCi/cc

with both J:lurge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm)

2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

4.0E+ 1 b!Ci/cc

with both Qurge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm}

2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

1.2E+2 b!Ci/cc

with onl;t GS building ventilation in operation (13,000 ctln)

RE-317 AB Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

l.OE+ 1 b!Cilcc

RE-319 AB Exhaust High Range Gas

l.OE+ 1 gCi/cc

RE-327 Drumming Area Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

1.6E+ 1 gCi/cc

1(2)-RE-231 Steam Line 1A(2A)- 1(2):RE-232 Steam Line 1B(2B)

•
•

Atmosnheric Dumn Valve (ADV) release
Main Steam Safety Valve (MSSV) release
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2

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses greater than 100 mrem TEDE
or 500 mrem thyroid CDE at or beyond (site specific dose receptor point)the SITE
BOUNDARY.

Rl.3

Field survey results indicate EITHER of the following at or beyond (site specific dose
receptor peffit)the SITE BOUNDARY:
•
•

Closed window dose rates greater than 100 mR/hr expected to continue for 60_
minutes or longer.
Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE greater than 500 mrem for one
hour of inhalation.
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Definitions:
SITE BOUNDARY: That line beyond which the land is neither owned, nor leased, nor otherwise
controlled by the licensee.

Basis:
This IC addresses a release of gaseous radioactivity that results in projected or actual offsite
doses greater than or equal to 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). It includes
both monitored and un-monitored releases. Releases of this magnitude are associated with the
failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.
This IC is modified by a note that EAL RS 1.1 is only assessed for emergency classification until
a qualified dose assessor is performing assessments using dose projection software incorporating
actual meteorological data and cunent radiological conditions.
Radiological effluent EALs are also included to provide a basis for classifying events and
conditions that cannot be readily or appropriately classified on the basis of plant conditions
alone. _The inclusion of both plant condition and radiological effluent EALs more fully addresses
the spectrum of possible accident events and conditions.
The TEDE dose is set at 10% of the EPA PAG ofl,OOO mrem while the 500 mrem thyroid CDE
was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.
Classification based on effluent monitor readings assumes that a release path to the environment
is established._ If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to
actions to isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for
classification purposes.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC AG+RG 1.
Develepel' Nates:
While this IC may not be met absent challenges to multiple fission product barriers, it
provides classification diversity and may be used to classify events that v;ould not reach tho
same ECL based on plant status or the fission produot matrb( alone. For many of the DBAs
analyzed in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, the discriminator 'Nil! not be the mmilier
of fission product barriers challenged, but rather the amount of radioactivity released to the
environment.
The EPA PAGs are expressed in tenus of tho sum of the effective dose equivalent (EDE)
and the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE), or as the thyroid committed dose
equivaleHt (CDE). For the pmposo of these IC/EALs, the dose quaHtity total effootive dose
ecpivaleHt (TEDE), as defiHed ill 10 CFR § 20, is used iHlieu of" ... smn ofEDE aHd CEDE .... ".
The EPA PAG guidance provides for the ase of adult tll)q·oid dose coHversioH factors;
hoviever, some states have decided to base protective actioHs oH child thyroid CDE. Nt~elear
power plaHt ICs/EALs Heed to be consistent vl'ith the protective action methodologies employed
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by the States withiR their EPZs. The th)'foid CDE dose used iR the IC aRd EALs should be
adjusted as Reeessary to align with State protective aetioR deeisioR makiRg criteria.
The "site specific moRitor list aRd threshold values" should be determiRed with
consideration ofthe fellowiRg:
•
•

•

•

•

Selection of the approp1iate installed gaseous effhent moRitors.
The efflueRt moRitor readiRgs should eonespond to a dose of 100 mrem TEDE or 500 mrem
thyroid CDE at the "site specific dose receptor poiRt" (eoRsisteRt with the calculation
methodology employed) fer oRe hour of el(posure.
MoRitor readings will be calculated usiRg a set of asstm1ed meteowlogical data or
atmospheric dispersion factors; the data or factors selected fer r:se should be the same-as
those employed to ealeulate the moRitor readiRgs fer ICs fn'\1 aRd AGl. Acceptable sources
of this infermatioR iRelude, but are not lifnited to, the REn;,tOD0,4 and values used iR the
site's emergency dose assessment methodology.
The calculation of monitor readiRgs vlill also requil'e use of an assumed release isotopic mil<;
the selected mix should be the same as that employed to calculate monitor readings for ICs
fnA£1 and AGl. Acceptable sources of this infermatioH include, but are not limited to, the
RETS/ODCM and values used in the site's emergency dose assessment methodology.
Depending upon the methodology t~sed to calculate the EAL values, there may be overlap of
some values between differeRt ICs. Developel's will need to address this overlap by adjusting
these values in a manner that enstwes a logical escalation in the ECL.

The "site specific dose .receptor point" is the distanee(s) and/or locations used by the
licensee to distinguish betv1een on site and offsite doses. The selected distanee(s) and/or
locations should reflect the content of the emergency plan, and the procedural methodology used
to determine offsite doses and Protective Action RecommendatioRs. The variation in selected
dose receptor points means there may be some differences in the distance from the release-poiRt
to the caleulated dose point from site to site.
Developers should research radiation monitor design doeaments or other information
somees to ensure that 1) the EAL vah:1e being considered is within the usable respot1so at1d
display range of the instrnR1ent, and 2) there are no RutoR1atie features that may render the
monitor reading invalid (e.g., aR auto purge feature triggered at a pa1iicalar indication level).
k is recognized that the cot1dition described ey this IC may result in a mdiologieal
effl<1ent value eeyoRd the operating or display range of the installed effluent monitor. In those
eases, EAL values shoald eo detenniRod with a 1nargiB s::ffieient to ensure that an accurate
monitor reading is availaele. For example, an EAL monitor readiBg might eo set at 90% to 95%
ef-the highest aecHl'ate 1nonitor reading. Tlris provisioB notwithstanding, if the
estimated/calculated monitor l'oading is greater than approximately 110% of the highest accmate
n10nitor reading, then developers may choose not to include the monitor as an indication and
identify afi alternate EAL threshold.
Altho:1gh the IC references TEDE, field survey results are generally availaele only as a
'\vhole body" dose rate. For this reason, the field smvey EAL specifies a "closed window"
survey reading.
Indications from a real time dose projection system are not included iR the goflorie EALs.
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..
or those that do, the capability may not be Awithi?
Mally licensees do not have ~his capa~~~t)~: :s A licensee may recpest to incbde an E~,L .~usmg
the scope of tho plant Tochmcal £poe; ~a IO ro:·al mill be considered Oll a case by case asis.
· fIOU system resu ts, app ' ~'
real time dose prOjec
.
. EJ\Ls
.
. 'n s ·stem are not included m the genenc ,
.
that do these monitors may llOt be
Indications from a penmeter m??Iton g }
Mally licellsees do not have this eapabih:!. Fsor lt=~s: uipme~t, or within the scope of the pl~
controlled and maint~illed to the ~~me le r:~: Spllifr)' b~ infbellced by envi;ro~ent~l or ~the!
Teehllioal £peeifieations. In adchh?n,
:I:EAL using a perimeter mOllitonng S) stem,
factors. A ~icensee m.':J re;u~~ t:a::c b~' :ase basis.
approval vnll be COllSI ere e

re:

ECL Assigmnent A:ttri:b:ttes: 3.1.3.C
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AS2RS2
[&e De', ·clej3er ,\~tcs]
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Spent fuel pool level at (site specific Level 3 descriptio1-1).1Q ft. 8 in.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Example Emergency Action Levels:

R 2.1

Lowering of spent fuel pool level to 40 ft. 8 in.(site specific Level 3 value).

Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses a significant loss of spent fuel pool inventory control and makeup capability
leading to IMMINENT fuel damage. This condition entails major failures of plant functions
needed for protection of the public and thus warrant a Site Area Emergency declaration.
It is recognized that this IC would likely not be met until well after another Site Area Emergency
IC was met; however, it is included to provide classification diversity.

Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC AG±--RG 1 or AmRG2.
DeYeloper Notes:
I1-1 accordaRce with the disc<:ssiol-1 in Sectio1-1 1.4, ·NRC Order EA 12 051, it is recomme1-1ded that
this IC aRd EAL be implemented ·.vhe!-1 the enhaB:eed spent fuel pool level iRstrnme1-1tation is
available for use. The "site specific Level 3 value" is usually that spoRt fi:el pool level where
fuel remai1-1s covered aB:d actio1-1s to implemeB:t make up water additio1-1 should no lo1-1ger be
defened. This site specific level is determiRed in aceordaB:ee with NRC Order EA 12 051 and
NEI 12 02, and applicable owB:er's group g1:1idance.
Developers shoald modify the EAL a1-1d/or Basis seetioR to reflect any site specific constraints or
limitations associated with the design or operation of instrumentation ased to detetmine the
Level 3 vabe.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.3.B
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ARG1
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous radioactivity resulting in offsite dose greater than
1,000 mrem TEDE or 5,000 mrem thyroid CDE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Example Emergency Aetion
Levels: (1 or 2 or 3)
Notes:
•
•
•

I•
.Bl1_h1

The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency promptly upon determining
that the applicable time has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
If an ongoing release is detected and the release start time is unknown, assume that the
release duration has exceeded 15 minutes.
If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for classification
purposes.
The pre-calculated effluent monitor values presented in EAL RG 1.1 should only be used for
emergency classification assessments until the results from a dose assessment using actual
meteorology are available .
Reading on ANY of the following radiation monitors greater than the reading shown for
15 minutes or longer:
Reading

Monitor
1(2}:RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas
with onlv containment ourae in operation (25 000 cfin)

2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas
with both oume and GS building ventilation in operation (38 000 cfin)

2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas
with only GS building ventilation in ogeration (13,000 cfin)

6.0E+2 uCi/cc
4.0E+2 uCi/cc
1.2E+3 uCi/cc

RE-317 AB Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

l.OE+2 blCi/cc

RE-319 AB Exhaust High Range Gas

l.OE+2 uCi!cc

1(2}-RE-231 Steam Line 1A(2A}- 1(2):RE-232 Steam Line 1B(2B}

• 1 Atmospheric Steam Dumn Valve oven
• Anv Open S/G Safety Valve
(site specific monitor hst and threshold vabes)
R 1.2

1.9E+ I uCi/cc
7.4E+O uCi/cc

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses greater than 1,000 mrem
TEDE or 5,000 mrem thyroid CDE at or beyond (site specific dose receptor point)the
SITE BOUNDARY.
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Field survey results indicate EITHER of the following at or beyond (site specific dose
receptorpoint)the SITE BOUNDARY:
•
•

Closed window dose rates greater than 1,000 mR!hr expected to continue for 60_
minutes or longer.
Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE greater than 5,000 mrem for
one hour of inhalation.
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Definitions:
SITE BOUNDARY: That line beyond which the land is neither owned, nor leased, nor otherwise
controlled by the licensee.

Basis:
This IC addresses a release of gaseous radioactivity that results in projected or actual offsite
doses greater than or equal to the EPA Protective Action Guides (P AGs). It includes both
monitored and un-monitored releases. Releases of this magnitude will require implementation of
protective actions for the public.
This IC is modified by a note that EAL RG 1.1 is only assessed for emergency classification until
a qualified dose assessor is performing assessments using dose projection software incorporating
actual meteorological data and current radiological conditions.
Radiological effluent EALs are also included to provide a basis for classifying events and
conditions that cannot be readily or appropriately classified on the basis of plant conditions
alone. _The inclusion of both plant condition and radiological effluent EALs more fully addresses
the spectrum of possible accident events and conditions.
The TEDE dose is set at the EPA PAG of 1,000 mrem while the 5,000 mrem thyroid CDE was
established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio ofthe EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CD E.
Classification based on effluent monitor readings assumes that a release path to the environment
is established. _If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to
actions to isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for
classification purposes.

Developer Notes:
The effluent ICsiEALs are incbded to provide a basis for classifying events that cam1ot
be readily classified on the basis of plant conditions aloae. The iaelusion of both types of
ICs/EALs more fully addresses the speetmm of possible eveats and accidents.
While this IC may not be met absent ehalleages to multiple fission prodt-.et barriers, it
provides classifieatioa diversity atld may be t<sed to classify events that Vletdd not reach the
same ECL based Ofl plant status or the fission product matrix aloae. For maay of the DBAs
aaalyzed ia the Updated Filla! Safety Analysis Report, the discriminator will not be the number
of fission prod<1et barriers challenged, b<lt rather the amount of radioactivity released to the
environment.
The EPA PAGs are expressed in terms of the sam of the effective dose equivalent (EDE)
and the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE), or as the thyroid committed dose
equivalent (CDE). For the purpose of these IGIEALs, the dose quantity total effeetiye dose
eqaivalent (TEDE), as defiaed in 10 CFR § 20, is <1sed in lieu of" ... sum ofEDE and CEDE .... ".
The EPA PAG guidance provides for the use of adult thyroid dose conversion factors;
howe-ver,-some sta:tes have decided to base protective-actions on child thyroid CDE. Nuclear
pmver plant ICs/EALs need to be consistent '>Vith the protective aetioa methodologies employed
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by the gta-tes within their EPZs. The th)Teid CDE dose used in the IC and EALs should be
adjusted as neoessary to align with gtate proteetive aetion deeision making eriteria.
The "site speeifie monitor list and threshold values" should be determined with
eonsideration ofthe following:
•
•

•

•

•

geleetion of the appropriate installed gaseous efflaent monitors.
The effluent monitor readings-should eonespond to a dose of 1,000 mrem TEDE or 5,000
mrem thyroid CDE at the "site speeifie dose receptor point" (consistent v;ith the ealculation
methodology eH1ployed) for one hour of e1r:posure.
Monitor readings will be calculated using a set of assamed meteorologioal da-ta or
atmosphe1ie dispersion faetors; the data or faotors seleeted for 1::se should be the same as
those employed to ealeulate the monitor readings for ICs i\Al and Ag I. Aeeeptablc sourees
of this informa-tion inelude, but arc not limited to, the RETg/QD@,<[ and values used in the
site's emergeney dose assessment methodology.
The ealoulation of n1onitor readings 'tYill also require use of an assumed release isoto~
the seleeted mix should be the same as tha-t employed to calculate monitor readings for ICs
AAl and Agl. Aeeeptable sources ofthis information include, bttt are not limited to, the
RETg/QDCM and values used in the site's emergeney dose assessment methodology.
Depending upon the methodology t:~sed to calculate the EAL values, there may be overlap of
some values between different ICs. Developers Viill need to address this overlap by adjusting
these values in a manner that ensures a logieal escalation in the ECL.

The "site speeific dose reeeptor point" is the distanee(s) and/or loeations used by the lieensee to
distinguish between on site and offsite doses. The seleeted distanee(s) and/or loeations should
reflect the content of the emergeney plan, and procedural methodology used to detennine offsite
doses and Proteetive Action Recommendations. The Yariation in seleeted dose receptor points
means there may be some differenees in the distance from the release point to the calculated dose
point fron1 site to site.
DeYelopers should research radiation monitor design docun1ents or other informatioR sources to
easure that 1) the EAL value being considered is v<ithin the 'dsable response and display raage of
the iastrument, and 2) there are RO automatio features that may render the monitor readi11g
invalid (e.g., an auto p~~rge feature triggered at a partieular indication level).
It is reoogaiz:ed that the coadition described by this IC may resr:lt in a radiological effluent vahle
beyoad the opera-tiag or display range of the installed efflue11t mo11itor. In those eases, EAL
vak~es should be deteHRiaed with a margiR S<IffioieRt to ensme that aft accm·ate monitor reading
is available. For mcample, an EAL monitor reading might be sot a-t 90% to 95% of the highest
accurate monitor reading. This provision notv;ithstanding, if the estimated/caloulated monitor
reading is greater than approximately 110% of the highest aeomate monitor reading, then
developers may ohoose Rot to inok~de the mo11itor as an indication and identify an alternate EAL
threshold.

fdthough the IC references TEDE, field survey results are geaerally available only as a '\vhole
body" dose rate. For this reason, the field survey EAL speoifies a "elosed v1indow" smvey
reading.
Indieations from a real time dose projeotion system are not ineluded in the generio EALs.
Many lioensees do not have this oapability. For those that do, the sap ability may not be 'NithiR
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the seeps ef the plant Technical Specifications. A licensee may request te irJelude an El,L 11sing
real time dose prejeetien system results; appreval will be eensidered en a ease by ease basis.
Indications from a perimeter monitoring system are not in eluded in the generic EALs.
Many licensees de not have this capability. For those that de, these meniters may net be
eentrolled and n1aintaifl:ed to the san1e level as plafl:t eqdpmellt, or withill the seepe of the plant
Technical Specifieatiolls. In addition, readings may be influenced by enviremnental er other
faeters. ,A, licefl:see 1nay reqaest to i11elttde an EAL ::si11g a perimeter monitoring system;
approval will be ee11sidered 011 a case by case basis.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.4.C
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AGaRG2
[See Devcleper }laies]

ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: Spent fuel pool level cannot be restored to at least 40
Level 3 description) for 60_-minutes or longer.

ft.~

in. (site specific

Operating Mode Applicability: All
Example Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency promptly upon
determining that 60 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
Rt:rz.l
Spent fuel pool level cannot be restored to at least 40 ft.ji in. (site specific Level 3 value)
for 60 minutes or longer.

Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses a significant loss of spent fuel pool inventory control and makeup capability
leading to a prolonged uncovery of spent fuel. This condition will lead to fuel damage and a
radiological release to the environment.
It is recognized that this IC would likely not be met until well after another General Emergency
IC was met; however, it is included to provide classification diversity.

Deyelopel' Notes:
In accordance '.vith the discussion in Section 1.4, l'IRC Oraer EA 12 051, it is recommenaea that
this IC ana EAL be implemented when the enhance a spent fuel poolleYel instrumentation is
aYailable fer use. The "site specific Level 3 value" is ~asually that spent fuel pool level v;1lere
fuel remains eo'fered ana actions to implement make up Viator addition should no longer be
defened. This site specific level is determined in accordance with NRC Order EA 12 051 and
NEI 12 02, and applicable owner's group guidance.
Developers shoald modify tho EAL and/or Basis section to reflect any site specific constraints or
limitations associated with the design or operation of instrumentation ~~sed to determine the
Level 3 value.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.4.C
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COLD SHUTDOWN/ REFUELING SYSTEM MALFUNCTION ICS/EALS
Tallie C 1: ReeegHitieH Categsry "C" lHitiatiHg CeHaitieH Matfh:

UNUSUAL
EVENT
CUl UNPLAN1'ffiD
loss of (reactor
vessel!RCS [PWR] or
RPV [BWR]) hwentory
for 15 minutes or
lengeF;
Op. Modes: Cokl
Shz:t-tknm, Refuelinti,.

8ITEAREA
EMERGENCY
CSl Loss of (reactor
vessei/RCS [PW'R] or
RPV [BWR])
inventory affectmg
core decay heat
removal capability.
Op. Modes: MCof.d
Shutdom2, Refueling

ALERT
CAl Loss-ef
(reactor vessel/RCS
[PWR] orRPV
[BWR]) inventory.
Op. Awdes: 1...i:Cold
Shutdown, Refueling

ft
CUl Loss of all but
one l.C power source
to emergency bases for
15 minu-tes or longer.
Op. Modes: MCold
Shutdown, Refueling,
Defueled
CU3 UNPLAJ>fNED
increase in RCS
temp erat1:1re.

Op. Mecles: MCo!d
Shutdown, Refiwling

GENERAL
EMERGENCY
CG 1 Loss of (reactor
vessei/RCS [PWR] or
RPV [BWR])
inventory affecting
f1:1el clad integrity with
containment
challenged.
Op. Awdes: MCof.d
Shutdown, Refueling

CAl Loss of all
offsite and all onsite
AC power to
emergency bllses for
15 minutes or longeF;
Op. Modes: MColtl
ShutdoHn, Refueling,
Defii'eled
CA3 Inability to
maintain the plant in
cold shutdovm.
Op. Modes: MCokl
Shutdom1, Refiwling

CU4 Loss of
Vital DC power for 15
Hl:inu-tes or longer.

Op. Modes: MCokl
ShutdeHm, Refueling
CU5 Loss of all
onsite or offsite
eemnmnications
capabilities.
Op. Modes: MCold
Shutdown, Rcfiwling,
Defuekd
r------------------~

: Taele iHtoaded for HSe ey
1 EAL de••elopers.
: fuebsiofl in licensee
I

d

.

• d

IOCHffiCfltS lS HOt reqmre •
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UNUSUAL
EVENT

SITE AREA
EMERGENCY

ALERT

GENER-\L
EMERGENCY

CL'Ai Hazardotts
event affeeting a
SAFETY SYSTEM
needed for the eurrent
operating mode.
Op. Uedes: MCeM
Slwttlmm, Refueling

r------------------~

Table intended for :1se-6y
: EAL develoflem,

:

: Tneh:lsion in lieensee

:

1

1

:__________________
doet~ments is not reqt~ired. _:
1
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CU1
ECL: Notification ofUnus'aal EventUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of freactor vessel/RCS [P WR] or RPV [B WcR])
inventory for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cola Sh::taoviH, Refue±ffig~
Emergency Action Levels:
Example Emergency f ..etien
Lenis: (1 or 2)
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

T1
~2

UNPLANNED loss of reactor coolant results fin freactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV

fB-WRB level less than a required lower limit for 15 minutes or longer.
a.

fReactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR]) level cannot be monitored.

AND
b.

UNPLANNED increase in (site specific smnp and/or tank)Containment Sump A
levels.

Definitions:
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.

Basis:
This IC addresses the inability to restore and maintain water level to a required minimum level
(or the lower limit of a level band), or a loss of the ability to monitor freactor vessel/RCS-{F-Wlij
or RPV [BWR]) level concurrent with indications of coolant leakage. Either of these conditions
is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
Refueling evolutions that decrease RCS water inventory are carefully planned and controlled.
An UNPLANNED event that results in water level decreasing below a procedurally required
limit warrants the declaration of an Unusual Event due to the reduced water inventory that is
available to keep the core covered.
EAL CULl recognizes that the minimum required freactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RFV [BWR])
level can change several times during the course of a refueling outage as different plant
configurations and system lineups are implemented. This EAL is met if the minimum level,
specified for the current plant conditions, cannot be maintained for 15 minutes or longer. The
minimum level is typically specified in the applicable operating procedure but may be specified
in another controlling document.
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The 15-minute threshold duration allows sufficient time for prompt operator actions to restore
and maintain the expected water level. This criterion excludes transient conditions causing a
brief lowering of water level.
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EAL CU1.2 addresses a condition where all means to determine freactor vessei/RCS [PWR] or
RPV [BWR]) level have been lost. In this condition, operators may determine that an inventory
loss is occurring by observing changes in sump and/or tank levels. Sump and/or tank level
changes must be evaluated against other potential sources of water flow to ensure they are
indicative ofleakage from the freactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR]).
Continued loss of RCS inventory may result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification
level via either IC CAl or CA3.
Developer Notes:
Ef,L #1 It is reeogHized that the Hlinimttffi allowable reactor vessel/RCSIRPV level may have
many values over the course of a refueling oatage. Developers should solicit iTlflut from licensed
operators eoneeming the optimr:m wording for this EAL statement. lB: flaiiieular, determifle if
the generic Vlorcliflg is adequate to eflsm·e aeeurate afld timely elassifieation, or if Sfleeifie
setfJOiflts ean be ifleluded withoat n1akiflg the EAL statef!J:eflt tmwieldy or potentially inconsistent
·.vith aetiofls that may be taken dm'ing an outage. If speeifie setfloints are ineluded, these should
be drawn from aflfllicable operating fJrocedures or other contmlliflg documeflts.
EAL #2.b Eflter afl)' "site specific sun1p and/or tank" levels that could b&-e*fleeted to increase
if there were a loss ofiflvefltory (i.e., the lost inventory '.VOldd enter the listed SUll:l:fl or tank).
ECL AssigFl111ent fAh·ibutes: 3 .l.l.A
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CU2
ECL: Notification ofUnasual EventUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Loss of all but one AC power source to emergency buses for 15 minutes
or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cola Slmi:aown, Refueling2,_2, Defueled
Example Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

c!J2.1

a.

AC power capability to (site specific emergency buses)1(2j)-A-05 and 1(2}-A-06
is reduced to a single power source for 15 minutes or longer.
AND

b.

Any additional single power source failure will result in loss of all AC power to
SAFETY SYSTEMS.

Definitions:

SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safetyrelated.
Basis:

This IC describes a significant degradation of offsite and onsite AC power sources such that any
additional single failure would result in a loss of all AC power to SAFETY SYSTEMS. In this
condition, the sole AC power source may be powering one, or more than one, train of safety::related equipment.
When in the cold shutdown, refueling, or defueled mode, this condition is not classified as an
Alert because of the increased time available to restore another power source to service.
Additional time is available due to the reduced core decay heat load, and the lower temperatures
and pressures in various plant systems. Thus, when in these modes, this condition is considered
to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
An "AC power source" is a source recognized in AOPs and EOPs, and capable of supplying
required power to an emergency bus. Some examples of this condition are presented below.
A loss of all offsite power with a concurrent failure of all but one emergency power source
(e.g., an onsite diesel generator).
A loss of all offsite power and loss of all emergency power sources (e.g., onsite diesel
generators) with a single train of emergency buses being back-fed from the unit main
generator.
A loss of emergency power sources (e.g., onsite diesel generators) with a single train of
emergency buses being back-fed from an offsite power source.
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Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.
Note: with respect to this EAL, "Station Blackout is Unit 1(2) specific."
Unit 1(2) offsite power sources include:
• 345 KVAC system supplying power to the 13.8 KVAC system and the 1(2)®#-X04
transfmmer
• cross-tying with the opposite unit power supply
• Power to the 1(2)X-02 Auxiliary transformer~ through the 19 KVAC system and
the 1(2)X-01main step-up transformer:ftHH:i
The capability to cross-tie AC power takes credit for the redundant power source for this IC.
The inability to implement the cross-tie within 15 minutes warrants declating a UE.
The subsequent loss of the remaining single power source would escalate the event to an Alert in
accordance with IC CA2.

De¥elepe¥ Netes:
For a power som·ee that has 1mdtiple generators, the EAL and/or Basis section should reflect tho
minimmn n<Jmbcr of operating generators Reeossary for that som·eo to provide required po·.vef to
an AC emergeney bus. For Oltample, if a baekup power som·ee is comprised of two generators
(i.e., two 50% eapacity generators sized to feed 1 AC emergeney bt~s), the EAL and Basis
seetion must specify that both geRefators for that somee are operating.
The "site speoific emergeney buses" are the buses fed by offsite or emergency /,C power soufees
that st:pply power to the eleetrieal distribtltion system that powers 8APETY 8Y8TEM8. There
is typieally 1 emergeney bus per train of 8APETY 8Y8TEM8.
De'velopers shoald modify the bulleted examples provided ifl tho basis seetion, above, as Reeded
to refleet their site specific plant designs afld eapabi1ities.
The EALs aRd Basis shollid feflect that eaeh iRdependent offsite powef eire<Jit eonstittltes a
single power source. For example, thfee independent 345kV offsite powef eifcuits (i.e.,
ineoming povt'er lines) eomprise thfee separate powef sources. Independeneo may be detennined
from a reviev/ of tho site speoifie UF8AR, 8BO analysis or related loss of eleetrical power

fitudie&..
The EAL and/or Basis section may specify use of a non safety related powef source pwvided
that-eperation of this soufce is reeogniz:ed in AOPs and EOP8, Of beyond design basis aecideftt
response guidelines (e.g., PLEX support guidelines). 8t~eh power sources shot~ld generally meet
the "ldterHate ae souree" definition provided in 10 CFR 50.2.
At multi HHit stations, the EALs may eredit compensatory measures that are proeeduraliz:ed and
can be implemented within 15 mintltes. Consider capabilities such as povler source eross ties,
"swing" generators, other power som·ees described in abnem1al or emergeRey operating
proeedures, etc. Plants that have a proceduraliz:ed capability to supply offsite AC power to an
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affected unit via a cross tie to a companion unit may credit this pmvef source in the EAL
pfovided that the planned cross tie strategy meets the reqttirements of 10 CPR 50.63.
ECL Assignment !J:tributes: 3 .l.l.A
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CU3
ECL: Notification of Unasual EventUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED increase in RCS temperature.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Slmtdw.vn,

Refuelin~

Emergency Action Levels:
e Emergency Aetian

Le,vels: (1 or 2)
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

~1

~2

UNPLANNED increase in RCS temperature to greater than (site specific Tecffilical
Spocification cold shutdov,zn tenrperatme lirnit)200°F.
Loss of ALL RCS temperature and (reactor vessel/RCS-fl2-Wlij or RPV [:BI¥R]) level
indication for 15 minutes or longer.

Definitions:
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended
evolution or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change
or event may be known or unknown.
CONTAIN~·'lENT CLOSURE: The procedurally defined conditions or actions taken to secure
containment and its associated stmctures, systems. and components as a functional barrier to
fission product release under shutdown conditions.

Basis:
This IC addresses an UNPLANNED increase in RCS temperature above the Technical
Specification cold shutdown temperature limit, or the inability to determine RCS temperature
and level, represents a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. If the RCS is not
intact and CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is not established during this event, the Emergency
Director should also refer to IC CA3.
A momentary UNPLANNED excursion above the Technical Specification cold shutdown
temperature limit when the heat removal function is available does not warrant a classification.
EAL CU3.1 involves a loss of decay heat removal capability, or an addition of heat to the RCS in
excess of that which can currently be removed, such that reactor coolant temperature cannot be
maintained below the cold shutdown temperature limit specified in Technical Specifications.
During this condition, there is no immediate threat of fuel damage because the core decay heat
load has been reduced since the cessation of power operation.
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During an outage, the level in the reactor vessel will normally be maintained above the reactor
vessel flange. Refueling evolutions that lower water level below the reactor vessel flange are
carefully planned and controlled. A loss of forced decay heat removal at reduced inventory may
result in a rapid increase in reactor coolant temperature depending on the time after shutdown.
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EAL CU3.2 reflects a condition where there has been a significant loss of instrumentation
capability necessary to monitor RCS conditions and operators would be unable to monitor key
parameters necessary to assure core decay heat removal. During this condition, there is no
immediate threat of fuel damage because the core decay heat load has been reduced since the
cessation of power operation.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of
indication.
Escalation to Alert would be via IC CAl based on an inventory loss or IC CA3 based on
exceeding plant configuration-specific time criteria.

De¥eloper Notes:
For EAL # 1, enter the "site specific Technical £pecification cold shutdovm temperature limit"
wfl:ere indicated.
ECL Assignment t\ttiibutes: 3 .l.l.A
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CU4
ECL: Notification of Unusual Event Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Loss of Vital DC power for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold £hutdown, Refuelingl,__Q
Example Emet·geneyEmergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

c

4.1

Indicated voltage is less than (site specific b'as voltage value) 115 VDC on required Vital
DC buses D-0 1, D-02,
D-03, or D-04 for 15 minutes or longer.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safetyrelated.

Basis:
This IC addresses a loss of Vital DC power which compromises the ability to monitor and
control operable SAFETY SYSTEMS when the plant is in the cold shutdown or refueling mode.
In these modes, the core decay heat load has been significantly reduced, and coolant system
temperatures and pressures are lower; these conditions increase the time available to restore a
vital DC bus to service. Thus, this condition is considered to be a potential degradation of the
level of safety of the plant.
As used in this EAL, "required" means the Vital DC buses necessary to support operation of the
in-service, or operable, train or trains of SAFETY SYSTEM equipment. For example, if Train A
is out-of-service (inoperable) for scheduled outage maintenance work and Train B is in-service
(operable), then a loss of Vital DC power affecting Train B would require the declaration of an
Unusual Event. A loss of Vital DC power to Train A would not warrant an emergency
classification.
The sgafety-related 125 VDC system consist offour main buses; -1-f!B:D-01, D-02, D-03, and D04.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
Depending upon the event, escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC CAl
or CA3, or an IC in Recognition Category A.R.

Bewleper Nates:
The "site specific bus voltage value" shedd be based on the minimum b'as voltage
necessary for adequate operation of £AFETY £Y£TEM equipment. This voltage value should
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inoorporate a margin of at least 15 minu-tes of operation before the onset of inability to operate
those loads. This voltage is usually near the minimum voltage seleoted v:hen battery sizing is
performed.
The typioal value for an entire battery set is approximately 105 VDC. For a 60 cell string
of batteries, the cell voltage is app-roJcimately 1.75 Volts per eell. For a 58 string battery set, the
minimum voltage is approximately 1. 81 Volts per cell.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3 .l.l.A
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cus
ECL: Notification of Unusual Event Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold £hutdown, RefuelingQ_,_§, Defueled
Emergency Action Levels:

}.,etien Levels: (1 or 2

c

5.1

Of

3)

Loss of ALL of the following onsite communication methods:
•
•
•
•

(site speeific list ofeonmmnications methods)Plant Public Address System
Security Radio
Commercial Phone System
Portable Radios

C 5.2
Loss of ALL of the following GRGoffsite response organization communications
methods:
•
•
•
•

c

5.3

(site specific list of communications methods)FT£ Phone £ystemNuclear
Accident Reporting System (NARS)
Commercial Phone System
General Telephone Lines
Manitowoc County Sheriffs Department Radio

Loss of ALL of the following NRC communications methods:

• (site specific list of communieations methods)FTS Phone System
• Commercial Phone System
---General Telephone Lines

•
Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses a significant loss of on-site or offsite communications capabilities. While not
a direct challenge to plant or personnel safety, this event warrants prompt notifications to
GRGoffsite response organizations and the NRC.
This IC should be assessed only when extraordinary means are being utilized to make
communications possible (e.g., use of non-plant, privately owned equipment, relaying of on-site
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information via individuals or multiple radio transmission points, individuals being sent to offsite
locations, etc.).
EAL CU5.1 addresses a total loss of the communications methods used in support of routine
plant operations.
EAL CU5.2 addresses a total loss of the communications methods used to notify all GR:Goffsite
response organizations of an emergency declaration. The offsite response organizations refe!Ted
to here are the State of Wisconsin, Manitowoc County. and Kewaunee CountyThe OROs
refefl'ecl to here are (see De',•elej3er Notes).
---EAL CU5.3 addresses a total loss of the communications methods used to notify the
NRC of an emergency declaration.

De¥eloper Notes:
EAL #1 The "site Sj3ecific list of eemmunicatieHs methods" should include all
communications methods llsed for routiae J3lant cemamaicatioHs (e.g., eoil'lffiercial or site
telej3hoaes, j'lage party systems, radios, etc.). Tlris listing should include installed plant
eEJuipRlOHt aad compoRents, and not items owned aad maiatained by iildividHals.
EAL #2 The "site specific list of comRlHHications methods" shedd iaelHcle all commHnicatioas
methods Hsed to perform initial emergency notifications to OROs as described in the site
Emergency PlaR. The listing should incbde iRstalled plaat eEJuipment and coRlpoReRts, and net
items owned and maiRtaiRed by individuals. Exai11j3le methods are iiRg down/dedicated
te!Oj3hORe lines, eommercial telephoile lines, radios, satellite telephoRes and iaten1et Based
commtmicatioRs technology.
Ia the Basis seetioR, insert the site specific listiRg of the OROs reEJHiriRg notification of ail
emergeRey declaration fi·om the Control Room in aeeordaRce with the site EmergeRey PlaR, and
typically witlrin 15 RriRutes.
EA.L #3 The "site specific list ofcommunicatioRs methods" should iRclude all commuRications
methods l!Sed to perform initial emergeRcy RotificatioRs to the l'lRC as desmiBed iR the site
EmergeRcy PlaR. The listiRg should iRclude iRstalled plaRt equij'lment aRd COi11J30B:eRts, and Ret
items owned and maiRtaiRed BY individuals. These methods are typically the dedicated
ER1ergeRey l'lotifieatioH 8ysteR1 (ENS) telephoRe line aRd em1imm·eial tel0J3hone lines.
ECL AssigHmeRt Attributes: 3.1. I .C
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CA1
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Loss of freactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR]) inventory.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Slmtdown, RefuelingQ_,__Q
Emergency Action Levels:
ExamiJle EmergeaeyEmergeaey
,A,.etiaa LeYels: (1

Of

2)

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Alert promptly upon determining that 15_
minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

fLl
~2

Loss of freactor vessel/RCS [P WR] or RPV [B WR]) inventory as indicated by level less
than fsite-sfleeifie leve1)16%
on Ll-447 I LI-447A.
a.
fReactor vessel/RCS [PWR]
minutes or longer

of

RPV [BWR]) level cannot be monitored for 15

AND
b.

UNPLANNED increase in fsite-sfleeifie sump and1or tank) Containment Sump A
levels due to a loss of freactor vesseliRCS [P l'YR] or RPV [:B fVR]) inventory.

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.
Basis:

This IC addresses conditions that are precursors to a loss of the ability to adequately cool
irradiated fuel (i.e., a precursor to a challenge to the fuel clad barrier). This condition represents
a potential substantial reduction in the level of plant safety.
For EAL CAl.l, a lowering ofwater level below (site Sfleeifie leve1)16% on LI-447 I Ll-447A
indicates that operator actions have not been successful in restoring and maintaining freactor
vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR]) water level. The heat-up rate ofthe coolant will increase as
the available water inventory is reduced. A continuing decrease in water level will lead to core
uncovery. The LI-4471LI-447A threshold corresponds to the minimum shutdown reactor vessel
level required for operation ofRHR without air binding the suction.
Although related, EAL CA 1.1 is concerned with the loss of RCS inventory and not the potential
concurrent effects on systems needed for decay heat removal (e.g., loss of a Residual Heat
Removal suction point). An increase in RCS temperature caused by a loss of decay heat removal
capability is evaluated under IC CA3.
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For El\L #1 the LI 447/LI 447A threshold corresponds to 6 inches above the bottom inside
diameter of the RC£ loop. This condition '.Vill result in a minimum classifioation of Alert.
For EAL CA1.2, the inability to monitor Ereactor vessel/RCS [PWJ{] or RPV [BWR]) level may
be caused by instrumentation and/or power failures, or water level dropping below the range of
available instrumentation. If water level cannot be monitored, operators may determine that an
inventory loss is occurring by observing changes in sump and/or tank levels. Sump and/or tank
level changes must be evaluated against other potential sources of water flow to ensure they are
indicative ofleakage from the Ereactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BH'R]).
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The 15-minute duration for the loss of level indication was chosen because it is half of the EAL
duration specified in rc cs 1
If the freactor vessel/RCS [PIIJlR] or RPV [BWR]) inventory level continues to lower, then
escalation to Site Area Emergency would be via IC CS 1.
Develepef' Nates:
For EAL #1
•

•

the "site specific level" should be based on either:

[BIIJlR] Levi Levi ECC£ actuation setpoint!Level2. This setpoint was ehosen because it is a
standard operationally signifieant sotpoint at '.Vhieh some (typieally high pressure ECC£)
injection systems '.vould automatically start and is a value significantly below the lmv R.DV
Viator level RP£ actuation setpoint speeified iR IC CUI.
[PI'VR] The minimum allov:able level that supports operation of normally 1:1sed decay heat
remO'fal systems (e.g., Residual Heat Rmnoval or Shutdown Cooling). If multiple levels
exist, speeify eaeh along with the appropriate mode or eonfig<Iration dependeney eriteria.

For EAL #2 The type aRd range of RC£ level instrumentation may vary during an
outage as the plant moves tfl.rough -varim1s operating modes and refueling evobtions, partie:ilarly
for a P1NR. As approptiate to the plant design, alternate means of determining RC8 level are
installed to assme that the ability to monitor level within the range reqHired by operating
proeedmes will not be intenupted. The instrumentation range neeessary to support
implementation of operating proeedures in the Cold 8hutdown and Refueling modes may be
different (e.g., narrov1or) than that required dming modes higher than Cold 8hatdown.
Enter any "site specific sump and/or tank" levels that eould be expeeted to inerease if there were
a loss of inventory (i.e., the lost inventory v1ould enter the listed sump or tank).
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.2.B
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CA2
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to emergency buses for 15
minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold 8hutdov<'H, RefueliHgQ_,_Q, Defueled
Emergency Action Levels:
Example EmergeneyEmergeney Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Alert promptly upon determining that 15_
minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

c

2.1

Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC Power to (site specific emorgeHC)' buses)lG}:
A-05 and 1(2}-A-06 for 15 minutes or longer.

Definitions:

SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safety-related.
Basis:

This IC addresses a total loss of AC power that compromises the performance of all SAFETY
SYSTEMS requiring electric power including those necessary for emergency core cooling,
containment heat removal/pressure control, spent fuel heat removal and the ultimate heat sink.
When in the cold shutdown, refueling, or defueled mode, this condition is not classified as a Site
Area Emergency because of the increased time available to restore an emergency bus to service.
Additional time is available due to the reduced core decay heat load, and the lower temperatures
and pressures in various plant systems. Thus, when in these modes, this condition represents an
actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
For the purpose of classification under this EAL, offsite power sources are unit specific.
Note: with respect to this BAL. "Station Blackout is Unit 1(2) specific."
•

Unit 1(2) offsite power sources include:
- 345 KVAC 1(2)X-03 through the 13.8 KVAC system to the 1(2)X04 transformer
- -345 KVAC through the 19 KVAC system to the aux transformer 1(2)X-02

•

Unit 1(2) onsite power sources consist of:
emergency diesel generators
gas turbine generator
unit main turbine generator
power supplied from the opposite unit
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Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
---Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC CSl or A&+RS I.

For a power somce that has nmltiple generators, the EAL and/or Basis section sho~~ld reflect the
minimum n-umber of operating generators necessary for that somce to provide adequate power to
an AC emergency bus. For example, if a backup power source is comprised oft\vo generators
~:o 50% capacity generators siz;ed to feed 1 AC emeFgen-ey bus), the EAL and Basis
section m~1st specify that both generators for that source are operating.
The "site specific emergency buses" are the k~ses fed by offsite or emergency AC power sources
that supflly flOWer to the electrical distribution system that pO'.vers ~:1\FETY ~Y~TEM~. There
is typically 1 emergency bus per train of ~AFETY ~Y~TEM~.
The EAL an-d/or Basis section may specify use of a non safety related power sol:lfee 13rovided
that operation ofthis source is controlled in accordance 'Nith abnonHal or emergency operating
procedures, or beyond design basis accident response guidelines (e.g., FLEX suppmi guidelines).
~uch po'.ver somees should generally meet the "Altenwte ae soume" definition provided in 10
CFR50.2.
At multi unit stations, the EALs may credit compensator/ measures that are
proceduraliz;ed and can be implemented within 15 minutes. Consider capabilities such as pmver
source cross ties, "swing" generators, other power sources described in abnormal or emergency
operating procedmes, etc. Plants that have a proceduralized capability to supply offsite AC
pov;er to an affected unit via a cross tie to a companion unit may credit this power source in the
EAL provided that the planned cross tie strategy meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.63.
ECL Assigtm1en-t Attrik1tes: 3 .1.2. B
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CA3
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Inability to maintain the plant in cold shutdown.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold gktdovm, RefueliHgi,_Q
Emergency Action Levels:
Example

Emet·geH:e~·

AetieB

Levels: (1 or 2)
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Alert promptly upon determining that the
applicable time has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

~1

UNPLANNED increase in RCS temperature to greater than (site speeifie Teelmieal
gpeeifieation eold shutdovm temperat::Te limit)200°F for greater than the duration
specified in the following table.
Table: RCS Heat-up Duration Thresholds
RCS Status

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE
Status

Heat-up Duration

Intact (but not at reduced
inventory-f12WR!)

Not applicable

60 minutes*

Established

20 minutes*

Not Established

0 minutes

Not intact (or at reduced
inventory-fP-Wiij)

* _If afl Reg heat removal systemRHR is in operation within this time frame and
RCS temperature is being reduced, the EAL is not applicable.

c

3.2

UNPLANNED RCS pressure increase greater than (site speeifie pressure readiHg)25
(This EAL does not apply during water-solid plant conditions.-fP-Wiij)

m.

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended
evolution or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or
event may be known or unknown.
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: The procedurally defined conditions or actions taken to secure
containment and its associated structures, systems, and components as a fi.mctional barrier to
fission product release under shutdown conditions.
Basis:

This IC addresses conditions involving a loss of decay heat removal capability or an addition of
heat to the RCS in excess of that which can currently be removed. Either condition represents an
actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
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A momentary UNPLANNED excursion above the Technical Specification cold shutdown
temperature limit when the heat removal function is available does not warrant a classification.
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The RCS Heat-up Duration Thresholds table addresses an increase in RCS temperature when
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is established but the RCS is not intact, or RCS inventory is
reduced (e.g., mid-loop operation in PWRs). The 20-minute criterion was included to allow time
for operator action to address the temperature increase.
The RCS Heat-up Duration Thresholds table also addresses an increase in RCS temperature with
the RCS intact. The status of CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is not crucial in this condition since
the intact RCS is providing a high pressure barrier to a fission product release. The 60-minute
time frame should allow sufficient time to address the temperature increase without a substantial
degradation in plant safety.
Finally, in the case where there is an increase in RCS temperature, the RCS is not intact or is at
reduced inventory~, and CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is not established, no heat-up
duration is allowed (i.e., 0 minutes). This is because
1) the evaporated reactor coolant may be released directly into the Containment atmosphere
and subsequently to the environment, and
2) there is reduced reactor coolant inventory above the top of irradiated fuel.
EAL CA3.2 provides a pressure-based indication ofRCS heat-up.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC CS 1 or A&l-RS 1.

Developer Notes:
For EAL #1 En-ter the "site specific Teclmical gpecification cold shutdown temperature limit"
where iadicated. The Reg should be considered iatact or aot intact in accordaace with site
specific criteria.
For EAL #2 The "site specific pressta-e reading" sho<tld be the lovlest ehaage in pressure that
can be acemately determined using installed instrumentation, but not less than 10 psi g.
For P\VRs, this IC and its associated EALs address the concems raised by Generic Letter 88 17,

Less e}Deeay Heat Rememl. A number of phenomena such as pressurizatioa, vortexing, steam
generator U tube draining, Reg level differences when operating at a mid loop condition, decay
heat removal system design, and level instrumentation problems can lead to conditions where
decay heat removal is lost and core uncovery can occur. NRC analyses show that there are
sequences that can cause core uncovery in 15 to 20 minutes, and severe core damage within an
hour after decay heat removal is lost. The allowed time frames are consistent with the guidance
provided by Generic Letter 88 17 and believed to be conservative given that a low pressure
Containment banier to fission product release is established.
ECL Assignment :A:ttributes: 3.1.2.B
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CA6
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Hazardous event affecting a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current
operating mode.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Sk-tdovn'l, Ri3fuelin!Q,_Q
Emergency Action Levels:

ExamiJle Emergency ,-J.,,etian Levels: :
Notes:
• If the affected SAFETY SYSTEM train was already inoperable or out of service
before the hazardous event occurred, then this emergency classification is not
warranted.
• If the hazardous event only resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE, with no indications
of degraded performance to at least one train of a SAFETY SYSTEM. then this
emergency classification is not watTanted.

C~6.1

a.

occurrence of ANY of the following hazardous events:
Seismic event (earthquake)
Internal or external flooding event
High winds or tornado strike
FIRE
EXPLOSION
(site specific hazards)Lake level greater than or equal to 9.0 ft. (Plant
elevation)
• Other events with similar hazard characteristics as determined by the Shift
Manager or Emergency Director

The
•
•
•
•
•
•

AND
b.

EITHER of the following:

-----1.
Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance in
at-leas-t one train of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating
mode.

EITHER of the fo11owing:.

2.
•

Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance to a
second train of the SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current
operating mode, or
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•

The event has ~resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second
train of aa SAFETY SYSTEM component or straeture needed for the
current operating mode.

I
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Definitions:
FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
prefened but is NOT required iflarge quantities of smoke and heat are observed.
EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent and catastrophic failure of a piece of equipment due to
combustion, chemical reaction, or overpressmization. A release of steam (from high energy
lines or components) or an electrical component failure (caused by short circuits, grounding,
arcing, etc.) should not automatically be considered an explosion. Such events may require a
post-event inspection to detennine if the attributes of an explosion are present.
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safety-related.
VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a component or structure that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. The visual impact of the damage is sufficient to cause
concern regarding the operability or reliability of the affected component or structure. Damage
resulting from an equipment failure and limited to the failed component (i.e., the failure did not
cause damage to a structure or any other equipment) is not VISIBLE DAMAGE.
Basis:
This IC addresses a hazardous event that causes damage to SAFETY SYSTEMS needed for the
cunent operating mode. In order to provide the appropriate context for consideration of an
ALERT classification, the hazardous event must have caused indications of degraded SAFETY
SYSTEM performance in one train, and there must be either indications ofperforn1ance issues
with the second SAFETY SYSTEM train or VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second train such that
the potential exists for this second SAFETY SYSTEM train to have perfonnance issues. In other
words, in order for this EAL to be classified, the hazardous event must occur, at least one
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded perforn1ance, and the second
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded perfonnance or VISIBLE
DAMAGE such that the potential exists for performance issues. Note that this second SAFETY
SYSTEM train is from the same SAFETY SYSTEM that has indications of degraded
performance for critetia CA6.l.b.l of this EAL; commercial nuclear power plants are designed
to be able to support single system issues without compromising public health and safety from
radiological events.
Indications of degraded perfonnance addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is in
service/operation since indications for it will be readily available. The indications of degraded
performance should be significant enough to cause concern regarding the operability or
reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
VISIBLE DAMAGE addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is not in
service/operation and that potentially could cause petformance issues. Operators will make this
determination based on the totality of available event and damage report infom1ation. This is
intended to be a brief assessment not requiring lengthy analysis or quantification of the damage.
This VISIBLE DAMAGE should be significant enough to cause concern regarding the
operability or reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
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This IC addresses a hazardous event that CEFdses damage to a gAFETY gygTEM, or a structure
containiHg gAFETY SYSTEM compoHents, needed for the ounent operatiHg mode. This
coHdition significaHtly recklces the margin to a loss or poteHtialloss of a fission pmduct baHier,
and therefore represeHts an actual or poteHtial sabstantial degradatioH ofthe level of safety ofthe

p1aifr.
EAL l.b.l addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM traiH that is in service/operation since
iHdieatioHs for it will be readily a",'ailable. The indications of degraded perfofffiaHee shedd be
significant enough to cause concern regarding the operability or reliability of the SAFETY
SYSTEM. train.
El,L l.b.2 addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM component that is not iH service/operatiell
or readily apparent through indications alone, or to a structure containing SAFETY SYSTEM
eompoHeffis. Operators will n1ake this detem1ination based on the totality of available eveHt aHd
damage report infonnation. This is inteHded to be a brief assessmeffi not requiting leHgthy
aHalysis or quaffiificatioH ofthe dainage.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC CS 1 or AS IRS I.

Developer Nates:
For (site specific hazards), developers should coHsider iHcludiHg other significant, site specific
hazards to the bullated list contained in EAL l.a (e.g., a seiche).
Nuclear power plant SA:FETY SYSTEMS are comp1iscd oftwo or more separate and reduHdaffi
trains of equiptnent in accordance with site specific design criteria.
ECL Assignmeffi Attlibates: 3 .1.2.B
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CS1
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Loss of Ereactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BJIYR]) inventory affecting
core decay heat removal capability.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold 8hutdowa, Refueliag,2,_2
Emergency Action Levels:
Example Emergency Action
Levels: (1 or 2 or 3)
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Emergency promptly upon
determining that 30 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

,\ND

b.

(Reactor wssel/RC8 [PWR]

Of

RPV [:BWR]) le·!'elless than (site specific

le~'el)

AND

b.
(Reaotor vessel/RC8 [PWR] or RPV [1?141?]) level less than (site
specific le>fel).
ru~l
a.
EReactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWJ{]) level cannot be monitored for 30
minutes or longer.
AND

b.

Core uncovery is indicated by ANY of the following:
• (8ite specific radiation monitor)Containment High Radiation Monitor, :f.1..Ql:
RE-126, 1(2)RE-127, or 1(2)-RE-128,3 reading greater than (site specific

¥allie11 00 R/hr
•
•
•

Erratic source range monitor indication-fPWiij
UNPLANNED increase in (site specific sump anci/or tank)Containment Sump
A levels of sufficient magnitude to indicate core uncovery
(Other site specific indications)

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not I) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.
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Basis:
This IC addresses a significant and prolonged loss of freactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR])
inventory control and makeup capability leading to IMMINENT fuel damage. The lost
inventory may be due to a RCS component failure, a loss of configuration control or prolonged
boiling of reactor coolant. These conditions entail major failures of plant functions needed for
protection of the public and thus warrant a Site Area Emergency declaration.

Following an extended loss of core decay heat removal and inventory makeup, decay heat will
cause reactor coolant boiling and a further reduction in reactor vessel level. IfRCS/reactor
vessel level cannot be restored, fuel damage is probable.
Outage/shutdov:n contingency plans typically provide for re establishing or verifying
CLOSURE following a loss of heat reHloval or RCS it¥/entory control
ftmctions. The difference in the specified RCS/reaetor vessel levels of EALs l.b and 2.b reflect
the fact that with CONL'\]}!MENT CLOSURE established, there is a lower probability of a
fission prodaet release to the environment. ..
CO~HAIHMENT

In EAL CS l.~l.a, the 30-minute criterion is tied to a readily recognizable event start time (i.e.,
the total loss of ability to monitor level), and allows sufficient time to monitor, assess and
correlate reactor and plant conditions to determine if core uncovery has actually occurred (i.e., to
account for various accident progression and instrumentation uncertainties). It also allows
sufficient time for performance of actions to terminate leakage, recover inventory
control/makeup equipment and/or restore level monitoring.
For EAL CSl.~ l.a, the calculated radiation level on the Containment High Radiation Monitors
(RE-126, RE-127, or RE-128) is without the reactor head in place. Calculated radiation levels
with the reactor head in place are below the usable scale of these monitors.
The inability to monitor freactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR]) level may be caused by
instrumentation and/or power failures, equipment not callbrated for the plant conditions (e.g., hot
cal only), or water level dropping below the range of available instrumentation. If water level
cannot be monitored, operators may determine that an inventory loss is occurring by observing
changes in sump and/or tank levels. Sump and/or tank level changes must be evaluated against
other potential sources of water flow to ensure they are indicative ofleakage from the freactor
vessel/RCS [PJ11i'] or RPV [BWR]).
These EALs address concerns raised by Generic Letter 88-17, Loss ofDecay Heat Removal;
SECY 91-283, Evaluation of Shutdown and Low Power Risk Issues; NUREG-1449, Shutdown
and Low-Power Operation at Commercial Nuclear Power Plants in the United States; and
NUMARC 91-06, Guidelines for Indushy Actions to Assess Shutdown Management.
---Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC CG 1 or AG+RG 1.
DeYeloper Notes:
Accident analyses suggest that fuel damage may occur within one hour of uncovery
depending upon the amount of time since shutdovm; refer to Generic Letter 88 17, SECY 91
283, NUREG 14'19 and~IUMARC 91 06.
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The type and range of RC~ level instrumentation may vary during an o:~tage as the plant
moves through va1im1s operating modes and refueling evolutions, partioalarly for a PWR. As
appropriate to the plant design, alternate means of determining RC~ level are installed to assure
that the aeility to monitOf level viithin the range rOEJtlired ey operating prooedHres Will not Be
interntpted. The instr-:.~mentation range necessary to sHpport implementation of operating
procedHres in the Cold ~hHtdov;n and Refueling modes n1ay ee different (e.g., narrower) than
that reEJHired during modes higher than Cold ~hutdown.

For EAL #1.b the "site specific level" is 6" eel ow the bottom ID of the RC~ loop. This
is the level at 6" eelow the bottom ID of the reactor vessel penetratio11 aBd Bot the low point of
the loop. If the availability of OB scale le;·el indicatioB is such that this level value caB be
determined duriBg some shHMovm modes or conditioBs, but not others, then speciff the mode
dependent and/or coBfigHration states during ·.vhich the level indication is applicable. If the
design aad operation of water le'>'el iBstrumentation is sHah that this leYel val1:1e oan11ot be
determined at any time during Cold ~hutdow11 or RefucliBg modes, then do not iBcl1:1de EAL #1
(olassifieation will be accomplished in accordance viith EAL #3).
For EAL #2.b The "site specific level" shollid be approximately the top of active fuel. If the
availability of 011 seale le·rel i11dieation is stwh that this level val1:1e caB be determiaed d1:1ri11g
some shutdown modes or conditions, eut not others, then specify the mode dependent and/or
coBfigHration states dm-i11g which the level i11dication is applicable. If the design and operation
of Viator le';el instmme11tation is sach that this level value cannot be determined at any time
during Cold ~hutdovm or Refueling modes, then do not include EAL #2 (classification will be
accomplished in acoordance with EAL #3).
For EAL #3.b first b<tllet As water level in the reactor vessello\vers, the dose rate above the
core will increase. Enter a "site speoific radiation momtor" that could be used to detect core
1:1ncm•eq a11d the associated "site specific value" indioative of core l:!ncovet)'. It is recognined
that the condition desoribed by this IC may result in a radiatioH--¥a-ll:!e beyond the operating or
display range of the installed radiation monitor. In those cases, EAL valaes should be
detennined with a margin sufficie11t to ellsme that an accHrate monitor readillg is available. For
example, all EAL monitor reading might be set at 90% to 95% ofthe highest accurate monitor
reading. This provision llotwithstanding, if the estimated/calculated mo11itor reading is greater
than apprmcimately 110% of the highest acourate mo11itor reading, then developers may ohoose
not to illelude the molliter as an i11dication aad identify all alternate EAL threshold.
To further promote accurate olassifioatioH, develnpers sho<lld coflsider if some combination of
moaitors could be specified in the EAL to build iH an appropriate level of conoboratioa between
molliter readings iato the classificatioH assessment.
For EAL #3.b seooad bullet Post TMI accident studies iadicated that the installed P'flR
naelear iastmmentatioH ·.vi11 operate erratically when the core is uaoovered and that this shoald
be used as a tool for making s.:ch determiaations.
For EAL #3.b tlrird bl:!llet Enter any 'site speoific sun1p and/or ta11k" levels that eoald be
expected to chaage if there were a loss of RC~/reactor vessel inventory of sufficient magnitude
to indicate sore uneovery. ~peeifie level values may be ineladed if desired.
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For EAL #3.b fourth bullet Developers should determine if other reliable indicators exist to
identify fuel uncovery (e.g., remote viewing asing cameras). The goal is to identify any uniqae
or site specific indications, not already used else'tvhere, that will promote timely and accmate
emergency classification.

For EAL #l.b "site specific level" is the Low Low Lov,r ECC~ aetuatioR-Setpei-nt-t'
Level I. Tho BWR Low Low Low ECC~ aetuation setpoint I Level 1 was ehosen beeause it is a
standard operationally significant setpoint at whish some (typieally lor,v pressl:lre ECCS)
injeetion systems '1/ould automatieally start and attempt to restore RPV level. This is a RPV
water level value that is observable belmv the Low Low/Level 2 YalHe S!'Jeeified ia IC CAl, but
significaatly above the Top ofAetive Fuel (TOAF) threshold speeified in E,\L #2.
For EAL #2.b

The "site speeifie level" should be for tho top of active fuel.

For EAL #3.b first bullet As water level ia the reaetor vessel lowers, the doss rate above tl1e
COl'S ·.vill increase. Eater a "site speeifie radiation monitor" that eoald be Hsed to detest eore
uneovery and the assoeiated "site speeifie valae" indieative of eore uneovery. It is reeognized
that the condition described by this IC n1ay resdt in a radiation \'alue beyond the operatiag or
display range of the installed radiation monitor. In those eases, EAL valaes should be
determined vtith a margin s<Iffieient to ensl:lre that an acem·ate monitor reading is available. For
OJ(ample, an EAL monitor reading might be set at 90% to 95% ofthe highest accmate monitor
reading. This provision notviithstanding, if the estimated/ealculated monitor reading is greater
than approximately 110% of the highest acel:lrate monitor reading, ilion developers may ehoose
not to inclade the moaitor as an indieation and identify an alternate EAL threshold.
To further promote aecurate elassifieation, developers should consider if some
combination of monitors could be speeified in the EAL to build in an ap!'Jropriate level of
coiToboration behveen monitor readings into the classifieation assessment.
For BWRs that do not have installed radiation monitors eapable of indieating eore
uncovery, alternate site speeific level indications of core uncovery should be ~ised if available.
For EAL #3.b second bullet Because BWR source range monitor (SRl.<l) nuclear
instrumentation detectors are typically located below core mid plane, tl1is may not be a viable
indicator of core l:lncovel')' for BWRs.
For EAL #3.b third bHllet Enter any "site specific sl:lm!'J and/or tank" levels that could be
expected to change ifthere were a loss of RPV inventory of suffieient magnirude to indicate core
uncovery. Specific level values may be incl1:1ded if desired.
For EAL #3.b fourth bullet Developers should determine if oilier reliable indioators eKist to
identify fuel uncovery (e.g., remote viewing using cameras). The goal is to identify any anique
or site speeific indieatioRs, not already Hsed else·.vhere, that ·.vill promote timely aRd aecHrate
emergency elassificatioR.
ECL Assignment Attribates: 3.1.3.B
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CG1
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: Loss of freactor vessel/RCS [P IYR] or RPV [lUYR]) inventory affecting
fuel clad integrity with containment challenged.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cola

~lmtElovn'l,

Refueling2,_2

Emergency Action Levels:
Example EmergeReyEmergeRey
,A.. etioR Levels:

(1 or 2)

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency promptly upon
determining that 30 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

AND
bb.

c

ANY indication from the Containment Challenge Table (see below).

1.2-1

a. fReactor vessel/RCS [PI't'R] or RPV [BH'R]) level cannot be monitored for 30 minutes or longer.
-----AND
b.

Core uncovery is indicated by ANY of the following:
(~ito

•

speoifio radiation monitor)Containment High Radiation Monitors,
1(2)RE-126, 1(2)RE-127, or 1(2)RE-128, (1(2) RE 12€i, RE 127, or RE 128)
reading greater than 100 R/hrContainment High Range Monitor reading
greater than (site specific vabe) R/hr

•

Erratic source range monitor indication {F-WR3-

•

UNPLANNED increase in (site specific

st~mp

and/or tank)Containment Sump

A levels of sufficient magnitude to indicate core uncovery
•

(Other site specific indications)

AND
c.

ANY indication from the Containment Challenge Table (see below)Q:l.
Containment Challenge Table C-1
• CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established*
2
• (E1q3losive mixturo)6% H exists inside containment
•-UNPLANNED increase in containment pressure
• ~econdary containment radiation monitor reading above (site
specifie vak~e) [BWR]
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* If CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is re-established prior to exceeding
the 30-_minute time limit, then declaration of a General Emergency is
not required.
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Definitions:
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: The procedurally defined conditions or actions taken to secure
containment and its associated stmctures, systems, and components as a functional banier to
fission product release under shutdown conditions.
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.

Basis:
This IC addresses the inability to restore and maintain reactor vessel level above the top of active
fuel with containment challenged. This condition represents actual or IMMINENT substantial
core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA P AG exposure levels offsite for more than the immediate
site area.
Following an extended loss of core decay heat removal and inventory makeup, decay heat will
cause reactor coolant boiling and a further reduction in reactor vessel level. IfRCS/reactor
vessel level cannot be restored, fuel damage is probable.
With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established, there is a high potential for a direct and
unmonitored release of radioactivity to the environment. If CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is reestablished prior to exceeding the 30-minute time limit, then declaration of a General Emergency
is not required.
The existence of an explosive mixture means, at a minimum, that the containment atmospheric
hydrogen concentration is sufficient to support a hydrogen bum (i.e., at the lower deflagration
limit). A hydrogen bum will raise containment pressure and could result in collateral equipment
damage leading to a loss of containment integrity. It therefore represents a challenge to
Containment integrity.
In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup due to a core
uncovery could result in an explosive gas mixture in containment. If all installed hydrogen gas
monitors are out-of-service during an event leading to fuel cladding damage, it may not be
possible to obtain a containment hydrogen gas concentration reading as ambient conditions
within the containment will preclude personnel access. During periods when installed
containment hydrogen gas monitors are out-of-service, operators may use the other listed
indications to assess whether or not containment is challenged.
In EAL CG l.;!l,!!,, the 30-minute criterion is tied to a readily recognizable event start time (i.e.,
the total loss of ability to monitor level), and allows sufficient time to monitor, assess and
correlate reactor and plant conditions to determine if core uncovery has actually occurred (i.e., to
account for various accident progression and instmmentation uncertainties). It also allows
sufficient time for performance of actions to terminate leakage, recover inventory
control/makeup equipment and/or restore level monitoring.
For EAL CG 1.;! l.b, the calculated radiation level on the Containment High Radiation Monitors,
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1(2)RE-126, 1(2)RE-127, or 1(2)RE-128, (1(2) RE 126, RE 127, or RE 128) is without the
reactor head in place. Calculated radiation levels with the reactor head in place are below the
usable scale of these monitors.
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The inability to monitor freactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR]) level may be caused by
instrumentation and/or power failures, equipment not calibrated for the plant conditions (e.g., hot
cal only),, or water level dropping below the range of available instrumentation.. If water level
cannot be monitored, operators may determine that an inventory loss is occurring by observing
changes in sump and/or tank levels. Sump and/or tank level changes must be evaluated against
other potential sources of water flow to ensure they are indicative of leakage from the freactor
vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR]).
These EALs address concerns raised by Generic Letter 88-17, Loss ofDecay Heat Removal;
SECY 91-283, Evaluation of Shutdown and Low Power Risk Issues; NUREG-1449, Shutdown
and Low-Power Operation at Commercial Nuclear Power Plants in the United States; and
NUMARC 91-06, Guidelines for Indusfly Actions to Assess Shutdown Management.

De'feleper Notes:
f,ssideHt aHalyses suggest that f1:1el damage may eeeur withifl eRe hour of:-meovery depeHdiHg
upon the amount oftime siHee shutdown; refer to Generie Letter gg 17, ~mCY 91 283, NUR~G
1449 anH!UMARC 91 06.
The type aHd raHge ef RCS level iHstmHl:eHtation a1ay 'cary during aR eatage as the plant 111oves
threugh various eperatiHg modes aHd refueling evolatiens, pa1iieularly for a PWR. As
appropriate to the plant desigH, alternate meaRs ofdetemuning R{;Slevel are installed to assure
that the ability to monitor level within the raHge required by operating preeedures ·.vill not be
intenupted. The instrameHtatioH range necessary to suppmi implemcHtation of operating
proeedures in the Cold Shutdown aHd Refueling modes may be different (e.g., fl:anw,ver) than
that required dming me des higher thaH Geld Shutdown.
For EAL #l.a The "site specifis level" should be appreximately the top of active fuel. If the
availability of oR seale le~·el iHdisation is sush that this level value caR be determined dming
some shatdown modes or conditioHs, but not others, theH spesify the mode dependent and/or
sonfiguration states dming which the level iRdicatioH is applicable. If the design aHd operatioR
of water level iHstmmentation is sash that this level value saHHot be determined at aBy time
during Cold Shutdown or RefueliHg modes, then do Hot inelude EAL #1 (classifisation will be
accomplished iH ascordance with EAL #2).
For EAL #2.b first bullet As water level in the roaster vessel lowers, the dose rate above the
cere ·.vill increase. EHter a "site speeifie radiation monitor" that could be used to detect core
UBcovery and the associated "site specific value" indicative of core UBcovery. It is recognized
that the coHdition described by this IC may result in a radiation value beyend the operatiBg or
display range of the installed radiation monitor. In those eases, EAL values should be
detenlliRed with a margiB s::ffisient to ensme that afl acem·ate monitor readiag is available. For
eJ<fll11ple, afl EAL moHitor reading might be set at 90% to 95% of the highest aceurate monitor
reading. This prevision HOt'.vithstaHdiag, if the estimated/calculated moHitor reaaiag is greater
thaH apprmdmately 110% of the highest aeeurate moBitor reading, then developers may choose
not to iRelude the moHitor as aH iHdieatioH aHd identify afl alternate EAL threshold.
To fu1iher pl'Ol110te aceurate elassifisatioH, de\'elof!ers shoald consider if some
combiHatieH ofmoHitors could be Sf!eeified ifl the EAL to b<lild in aH approp1iate level of
conoboration between monitor readings iHto the elassifieation assessmeflt.
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For B'NRs that do not have installed radiation monitors capable of indicating core uneovery,
alternate site specific level indications of core uneovery should be used if available.
For EAL #2.b second bullet Post TMI accident studies indicated tHat the installed P'NR
welear instrumentation will operate en·atically v:hen the core is <me overed and that this shou1d
be llsed as a tool for n1aking such detem1in&tions. Because BWR Source Range Monitor (SRM)
welear instmmentation detectors are typically located below core mid plane, this may not be a
viable indicator of core Ufieovery for B'NRs.
For EAL #2.b third kllet Enter any "site specific sump and/or tank" levels that eoald he
expected to change if there were a loss of inventory of sufficient magnitude to indicate core
uneovery. Specific level values may be included if desired.
For K'\L #2.8 fourth bu1let De•!'elopers should determine if other reliaele indicatoFS eJdst to
identif)' fuel uncovory (e.g., remote viewing using cameras). The goal is to identify any unique
or site specific indieations, not already used elsewhere, that •.vi11 promote ti111ely aad accurate
emergeaey classification.
For the Coatainment Challenge Table:
Site slmtdowa contingency plans typically provide for re establishing CO-NTAINMENT
CLOSURE following a loss ofRCS heat ren1oval or inYentory eoatrol functions.
For "E)(plosive mixture", developers may enter the minilnum containment atmospheric hydrogen
concentration aecessaf)' to support a hydrogen burn (i.e., the lower deflagration limit). A
eoncufl'ent oontainment mcygen ooncentration may be inoluded ifthe plant has this indioation
availaele in the Control Room.
For BWRs, the use of secondary containment radiation monitors should provide indication of
increased release that may be indicative of a challenge to secondary containment. The "site
specific value" should be based on the EOP mallimum safe vabes because these values are
easily recognizable and have a defined basis.
ECL Assignment t\ttributes: 3.1.4.B
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INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI) ICS/EALS
Tallie E 1: Reeegnitien Categeq "E" Initiating

Cenaiti~

UNUSUAL EVENT

E HUl Damage to a loaded eask
CONTINEMENT BOUNDARY.
Op. Matles: All

r------------------,

: Table intense a fer use by :
I EAL ae'celopers.
:
1
: lflelusion in licensee
: aeeurnents is not reEjUi-rea. :

1------------------J
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ISFSI MALFUNCTION

E-MU1
ECL: Notification ofUm1sual EventUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Damage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Example Emergency Action Levels:

E 1.1

Damage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY as indicated by an on-contact
radiation reading greater than the values shown below(2 times the site specific oask
specifio technical speoifioation allO'.vable radiation level) on the surface of the spent fuel
cask.
32 PT DSC
Front Surface
Door Centerline
End Shield Wall Exterior
VSC-24
Sides
TQ12.
Air Inlets
Air Outlets

1700 mrem/-hr~
400 mrem/-hr~
162 mrem/-hr~
200 mrem/-hr~
400 mrem/-hr~
700 mrem/-hr~
200 mrem/-hr~

Definition:
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY: The barrier(s) between spent fuel and the environment once the
spent fuel is processed for dry storage.
Basis:
This IC addresses an event that results in damage to the CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY of a
storage cask containing spent fuel. It applies to irradiated fuel that is licensed for dry storage
beginning at the point that the loaded storage cask is sealed. The issues of concern are the
creation of a potential or actual release path to the environment, degradation of one or more fuel
assemblies due to environmental factors, and configuration changes which could cause
challenges in removing the cask or fuel from storage.
The existence of"damage" is determined by radiological survey. The technical specification
multiple of"2 times", which is also used in Recognition Category A-RIC AY-1-RUl, is used here
to distinguish between non-emergency and emergency conditions._ The emphasis for this
classification is the degradation in the level of safety of the spent fuel cask and not the magnitude
of the associated dose or dose rate. It is recognized that in the case of extreme damage to a
loaded cask, the fact that the "on-contact" dose rate limit is exceeded may be determined based
on measurement of a dose rate at some distance from the cask.
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ISFSI MALFUNCTION
Security-related events for ISFSis are covered under ICs HUl and HAl.

Develapef Nates:
The results of the ISFSI Safety Analysis Report (8AR) [per NUREG 1536], or a SAR referenced
in the cask Cetiificate of Compliance and the related NRC Safety Evaluation Report, identify the
natural phenomena events and accident conditions that could potentially affect the
CONFINEMENT BOUNDl,RY. THis EAL addresses damage that could result from the range of
identified natural or maR made events (e.g., a dropped or tipped over cask, EXPLOSI01'l", FIRE,
EAKI'HQUKE, etc.).
The allowable radiation level for a spent fuel caslc can be found in the cask's technical
specification located in the Certificate of Compliance.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.l.B
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FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER ICS/EALS
Table 9 F 1·-

Roc ogrHtJon
- - Category "F" I - - .
Cm'ldition ~'I
t mtlatmg
'<rnX

ALERT
l\ny Loss or any Potential Loss of either the
Fuel Clad or RCS barrier.
FAl-

Op. Modes: Power Operation, Hot Standby,
\:'+,rn~+..,_,...,

T--J",...+ \YJ,.,_,,-fr/,...,,.-..'1 1

'?

::?

SITE ARK\ EMERGENCY
Loss or Potential Loss of any t'.vo barriers.
-FS-1-

POTENTJ
LOSS

Op. kfodes: 1. 2. 3. 4Power Operation, Het
0+...-.M ,JJ...-.,,

C'-f,...,.,-f_.,...,

U,..+ C'T..,.,,-fr/,.

GENERz\L EMERGENCY
Loss of any two barriers and Less or
Potential Loss of the third barrier.
FGl-

Op. Modes: 1. 2. 3. 4Pewer Operation, Het
0-f/'IY"'

A h...

C"+r.-. .. +-.

IV.

u

ro.+ C'T..

See Table 9 F 2 fer BJA'R EALs
See Table 9 F 3 far P"'R EALs

Develaper Nate: The adjacent lo .
by developers and is not ro - d~c fl?w diagram is for use
implementation· hO"'e"er :UI_ro «Jr ~Ite specific
include some t~e ovi '" ' -site specific scheme must
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accurate c1 -fi _user
o amat
c Ht;t a
ass! catiOn of fission p d b potential losses Such -d~o4:lctamor losses and/or
f1
·
m s are tyrncall ,
·
O'N diagrams, "scoring"
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Basis Iafermatiaa Far
BWR EAL Fissiaa Praduet Barrier Table 9 F 2
BV/R FUEL CLAD BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
The Fuel Clad barrier consists of the zircalloy or stainless steel fuel btmdle tubes that contain the

fuel-pellets-:
1.

RCS Aetivity
Loss l.A
This threshold ir1dicates that RCS radioactivity eoncentratioH is greater than 300 11Ci/gm
dose ecpivaleHt I 131. Reactor coolaHt activity above this level is greater thaH that
expected for iodiHe spikes aHd corresponds to aH a-pproximate raHge of2% to 5% fuel
clad damage. Since this coHditioH iHdicates that a sigHificant aH10t:-Ht of fuel clad damage
has ocOlmed, it represents a loss of the Fl1el Clad Barrier.
There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with RCS Activity.

Develaper Nates:
Threshold valaes should be determined assuming RCS radioaetivity concentration eq-t:als
300 !lCi/gm dose eq-aivalent I 131. Other site specific units may be used (e.g., 11Ci/cc).
Depending upon site specific eapabilities, this threshold may have a sample analysis
component and/or a radiation monitor readiHg component.
Add this paragra-ph (or similar vmrding) to the Basis ifthe threshold iHcludes a sample
aHalysis component, "lt is reeogHized that sample eollectioH rmd aHalysis ofreaetor
coolaHt with highly elevated activity levels could require several hours to complete.
Nonetheless, a sample related threshold is included as a backup to other indicatioHs."

2.

RPV ~'ate!' Level
Loss 2.A
The Loss threshold represeHts the EOP req<lirement for p1imary coHtainment floodiHg.
This is identified iH the B\VROG EPGs/SAGs wheH the phrase, "Primary ContaiHmeHt
FloodiHg Is Required," appears. Since a site specific RPV water level is not specified
here, the Loss threshold phrase, "P1imary coHtaiHmeHt flooding req-aired," also
accoHm1odates the EOP need to flood the primary contaiHment '.Vhen RPV water level
cannot be determiHed and core damage due to iHadeq-uate core eooliHg is believed to be
oc eurriHg.
Potential Loss 2.A
This water level conespoHds to the top of the active fuel and is used in the EOPs to
indieate a challenge to eore cooling.
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BWR FUEL CL}..D BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
The RPV wa-ter level threshold is the sam
.·
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BWR FUEL CLAD BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
Developer Notes:
Loss 2.A
The phrase, "Primary containment flooding reg-aired," should be modified to agree v:ith
the site specific EOP phrase indicating eJ<it from all EOPs and entry to the SAGs (e.g.,
dl)well flooding required, etc.).
Potential Loss 2.A
The decision that "RPV water level cannot be dete1mined" is directed by guidance given
in the RPV water level control sections of the EOPs.

3.

Not Applieable (ineluded for numbering eonsisteney between barrier tables)

4.

Primary Containment Radiation
Loss 4.A
The radiation monitor reading corresponds to an instantaneous release of all reactor
coolant mass into the primary containment, assuming that reactor coolant activity eq-uals
300 11Ci/gm dose eg-aivalent I 131. Rilactor coolant activity above this level is greater
than that eJtpected for iodine spikes and oonesponds to an approJdmate range of 2% to
5% fuel clad damage. Since this condition indicates that a significant amount of fuel clad
damage has occuned, it represents a loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier.
The radiation monitor reading in this threshold is higher than that specified for RCS
Barrier Loss threshold 4.A since it indicates a loss of both the Fael Clad Barrier and the
RCS Bmrier. Note that a combination of the two monitor readings appropriately
escalates the emergency olassifieation level to a Site Area Emergency.
There is no Potential Loss threshold associated v.'ith Primary Containment Radiation.

DeyeJeper Nates:
The reading should be dete-ITllined assuming the instantaneo11s release and dispersal of the
reactor coolant noble gas and iodine inventory, with RCS radioactivity concentration
eq-ual to 300 11Ci/gn1 dose equivalent I 131, into the ptimary containment atmosphere.
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BWR FUEL CLAD BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
5.

Other Indiellti-eits
Loss aHa/or PoteHtial Loss 5.A
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BWR RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
The RCS Barrier is the reactor coolant system pressme bm1ndary and includes the RPV and all
reactor coolant system piping up to and indading the isolation valves.

1.

Primat·y Containment Pressul'e
Loss l.A
The (site specific value) primary containment press~~re is the dry.ve!l high pressure
setpoin:t v,rhich indicates a bOCA by automatically initiating the EGGS or equivalent
malceup system.
There is no Potential Loss threshold associated ·.vith Primary Containment Pressare.

Developer Nates:

2.

RPV Water Level
Loss 2.A
This water level corresponds to the top of active fuel and is used in the EOPs to indicate
challenge to core cooling.
The RPV water level threshold is the same as F;.1el Clad barrier Potential Less threshold
2.A. Thus, this threshold indicates a Loss of the RCS ban·ier and Potential Loss of the
Fuel Clad barrier and that appropriately escalates the emergency classification le·fel to a
Site Area Emergency.
Tlris threshold is considered to be exceeded ·.vhen, as specified in the site specific EOPs,
RPV water cannot be restored and maintained above the specified level following
depressurization of the RPV (either manually, automatically or by failme ofthe RCS
barrier) or Vihen procedural guidance or a lack of lovt pressme R._DV injection sources
preclude Emergency RPV depressurization EOPs allow the operator a 'tvide choice of
RPV injection sources to consider when restoring R..0 V water level to ·.vithin prescribed
limits. EOPs also specify depressurization of the RPV in order to facilitate RPV v,cater
level control '.vith low pressme injection sources. In some events, elevated RPV pressure
may prevent restoration ofRPV water level until pressure drops bolmv tho shutoff heads
of available injection sources. Therefore, this RCS barrier Loss is met only after either: 1)
the RPV has been depressurized, or required emergency RPV depressurization has been
attempted, giving the operator an opportunity to assess the capability oflow pressure
injection somces to restore RPV ·.vater level or 2) no low pressure RPV injection systems
are available, precluding R._UV depressurization in an attempt to minimize loss of RPV
inventory.
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BWR RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
The term
t..
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B\¥R RCS R'.RRIER THRESHOLDS:
The indicators reaching the threshold barriers and confirmed to be c&Used by RCS
leakage from a primary system warrant an Alert classification. f, ptimary system is
defined to be the pipes, valves, and other equipment wfiieh connect directly to the RPV
such that a reck~ction in RPV pressure 'Nill effect a decrease in the steam or v1ater being
discharged through an unisolated break in the system.
An UNISOLABLE leak which is indicated by Max Nmmal Operating values escalates to
a Site Area Emergency when combined with Containment Barrier Loss threshold 3 .A
(after a containment isolation) and a General Emergency when the F~~el Clad Barrier
criteria is also exceeded.

Develope1· Notes:
Loss Threshold 3.A
The list of systems included in this threshold should be the high energy lines ·.vhieh, if
mptured and remain unisolated, can rapidly depresS'ariz.e the RPV. These lines are
typically isolated by actl1ation ofthe Leak Detection system.
Large high energy line breaks such as Main Steam Line (MSL), High Pressure Coolant
Injection (H.DCI), Feedv1ater, Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU), Isolation Condenser (IC)
or Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) that are UNISOLABLE represent a significant
loss of tl1e RCS barrier.

4.

Primary Containment Radiation
Loss 4.A
The radiation monitor reading conesponds to an instantaneous release of all reactor
coolant mass into the primary contai11ment, assuming tl1at reactor coolant activity equals
Technical Specification allmvable limits. This value is lower than that specified for Fuel
Clad Barrier Loss threshold 4.A since it indicates a loss of the Rt:S Barrier only.There is no Potential Loss threshold associated witl1 Primary Containment Radiation.

Developer Notes:
The reading shm!ld be determined assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal ofthe
reactor coolant noble gas and iodine inventory, with RCS activity at Technical
Specification allovrable limits, into the primary containment atmosphere. Using RCS
activity at Technical Specification allowable limits aligns this threshold with IC SU3.
Also, RCS activity at this level will typically result in p1imary containment radiation
levels that can be more readily detected by primal)' containment radiation monitors, and
more wadily differentiated fl'Om those caused by piping or component "shine" sources. If
desired, a plant may use a lesser value ofRCS activity for determining this value.
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BWR CONTAINMENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
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BWR CONTAINlVIENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

•

Suppression chamber pressure above Primary Containment Pressure Limit A, while
the mte of energy transfer from tho RPV to the containment is greater than the
capacity of the containment Yent.

The HCTL is a funotion ofRPV pressure, suppression pool ten1:perature and Sl:Jflprossion
pool water level. It is ~~tilized to preclude failme of the containment and equipment in the
eontainn10nt necessary for the safe shutdovm of the plant and therefore, the inability to
maintain plant parameters below tho limit constitutes a potential loss of contain!llent.
Decvelspet' Nates:

Potential Loss l.B
BVlR EPGs/SAGs specifically define the limits associated '.vith eJtplosive mixtures in
terms of deflagration concentrations of hydrogen and m<ygen. For Mk I/II containments
the deflagration limits are "6% hydrogen and 5% oxygen in the drp!'ell or Sl:Jflpression
ehamber". For Mk III containments, the limit is the "Hydmgen Deflagration
Overpressure Limit". The threshold term "explosive miJ<tme" is synonymous with the
EPG/SAG "deflagrationlimits".
Potential Loss l.C
Since the HCTL is defined assunring a range of Sl:Jflpression pool water levels as low as
the elevation ofthe downcomer openings in Mk I!II containments, or 2 feet above the
ele'ration of the horizontal yents in a Mk III eontainment, it is mmeeessary to eonsider
separate Containment bmrier Loss or Potential Loss thresholds for abnormal suppression
pool water level eonditions. If desired, developers may include a separate Containment
Potential Loss threshold based on the inability to maintain suppression pool water level
above the downcomer openings in Mk 1qr contaimnents, or 2 feet above the elevation of
the horizontal vents in a Mk III oontaimnent \Vith RPV pressm·e above the n1inimum
deoay heat removal pressure, if it '.Vill simplify the assessment of the suppression pool
level oomponent ofthe HCTL.

2.

RPV"\Vater Leyel

There is no Loss threshold associated with RPV Water Level.
Potential Loss 2.A
The Potential Loss threshold is identical to the Fuel Clad Loss RPV \Vater Level
threshold 2.A. The Potential Loss requirement for Primary Containment Flooding
indioates adequate core oooling oannot be restored and maintained and that core damage
is possible. BWREPGs/SAGs speoify the conditions that require primary containment
.flooding. ~Then primary oontainment flooding is required, the EPGs are exited and SAGs
are entered. Entry into SAGs is a logioal escalation in response to the inability to restore
and n1aintain adeq~:~ate core cooling.
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BW'R CONTAINMENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

PRIL stuElies inElicate that the conElitioR of this Potential Los~ threshol.d co1:1ld be a cor?
melt sequence which, if not correcteEl, cm1lEllead to RPV fa1lme anEl mcreaseEl potential
for primary co11taffiment faik:re. In conjmJ:cti?n with the RPV w~ter level Lo~s .thresholEls
in the FlJel ClaEl and RtS barrier col1:1mns, tins threshold res1:1lts m the declaratiOll of a
General Emergeney;
Developer Notes:
The phrase, "Primary coRtai11ment flooding req~:ired," sho:1ld be-medif'ied to agree with
the site specific EOP phrase indicating exit from all EOPs and entr; to the SAGs (e.g.,
drywell flooding requires, etc.).

3.

PFimary Containment Isolation FailuFe
These thresholds address incomplete containment isolation that allows an UNISOLABLE
Elireet release to the e1wironment.
Loss 3.A
The :1se of the moElifier "direct" in defining the release path discriminates ag.ainst release
paths tl11'ough interfaeing liq~:id systems or minor rele~se patlnvays, such as mstrument
lines, not protected by the Primary Containment Isolatwn System (PCIS).
The existence of a filter is not co11sidereEl in the threshold assessmeH:t. ~ilters ~o Rot
remove fission product Roble gases. In addit.ion, .a ~Ito~ could be~ome ~~?f~ct1ve dae to
iodine and/or partioulate loading beyo11d de~1gn hm~ts. (1.?., retentiOn ab1ht) has bee11
exceeded) or water saturation from steamih1gh huR11d1ty m the release stream.
Follovling the leakage ofRCS mass i1~to prim~ry c?ntainment and a 1~se in.:,~·imary"'
containment pressure, t11ere may be mmor raElwlog10al. releases associated~· 1th allo w?bl~
primary containment Iealmge through vari?us pen?tratl?ns or system ~omponents. Mmm
releases may also occur if a primary contamment 1solatwn valve(s) fulls to close but the
primary containment atmosphere esca?es to a11 en?losed system. These r:l~ases do ?ot
constitute a loss or potential loss of pnmary oontamment but should be-eTa!daied usmg
the Recognition Category A ICs.
Loss 3.B
EOPs may direct primary containment isolation va~ve.Iogi?(s) to be intentionall):
bypassed, e¥ell: if offsite radioactivity release. rate ~lll:Ut~ w11l be exceed.ed. Under these
conditions with a valid primary containment 1solatwn signal, the contamment should also
be considered lost ifprin1ary eontainment Yenting is actually performed.
InteRtional ventiRg of primary eontainment for primary containment pressure ~r
combustible gas control to the secondary contaiRment and/or the environment .1s a Loss of
the Containme11 t. Venti11g for prin1ary contai11ment pressure cm.rtrol when not In an
accident situation (e.g., to control pressure belw.v the dry.v-elllugh pressure scram
setpoint) does not meet the threshold condition.
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Loss 3.C
The Ma)( ~afu Oi"eratiRg Temperature aRd the MalE Safu Oi"eratiRg RadiatioR Level are
each the highest value of these p~ram.eters at vihich neither: (1) equipmeRt Recessa1y for
the safu shutdov.'ll: of the. plaRt Will fa1l, nor (2) personnel access Recessary for the safu
shutdov/R ofthe plaRt Will be pre eluded. EOPs utilize these temperatures aRd radiatioR
levels to establish coRditions ~~nder which RPV depressurization is reqaired.

BWR CONTAINlVIENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
The teiBp.eratures afH:l radiati.onlevels should be confirmed to be sat~sed by RCS leakage
fro~ a pnma~ system. A p?ma1y system is defiRed to be the pipes, valves, aRd other
eqmpmeRt ·.vluch. CORRect duectly to the RPV such that a reductioR iR RPV pressum will
effect a decrease m the steam or water being discharged thro~~gh an urusolated break in
the system.

=

lR combinatioR with RC8 potential loss 3 .A this threshold would result in a Site Area
Emergency.

no Potential Loss threshold associated witl1 Primary CoRtainment Isolation

Developer Notes:
Loss 3.B
Consi?eratioR may. be given to specif)'i~g the. specific ~roeedural step vlithiR the Primmy
CoRtamment Control EOP that defiRes Jfitentwnal ventmg of the Primary CoRtainment
regardless of offsite radioactivity release rate.

4.

Primary Containment Radiation
There is no Loss threshold associated with Primal)' Containment RadiatioR.
Potential Loss 4.A
The radiatioR monitor reading eon-esponds to an instantaneous release of all reaetor
eo.olant m~ss into the prima1y c~Rtain:ment, assumiRg that 20% of the fuel claddiRg has
failed. This le:el of fuel clad failure IS well above that used to determiRe the analogous
Fuel Clad Bamer Loss and RC8 Barrier Loss thresholds.
NUREG
1228,
Seurce
Estimatiens During
Incident Respense te
Se"e"e
M1·clee", l newer
D/,
.
,
,
,
,
·
I I
n I
ent AeC!de11ts, mdwate~ the fuel clad fa!lme must be greater than approximately 20% iR
order ~r thor~ .to be a n:aJor release of radioactivity requiring offsite protective actions.
For this coRdltlOR to ex1st, there must already have beeR a loss of the RC8 Barrier aRd the
Fuel ?lad Ban-i~r. It is therefore prudeRt to treat this conditioR as a poteRtialloss of
eoRtmnn1ent vihiCh would thoR escalate the emergency classification level to a General
Emergency.

_, 1
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DeYelopet· Notes:
NUREG 1228, &ouree Estimations Duriltg Ineitlent Respo;1se to &:vere .Vuelear Power
Pl-ant Accidents, provides the basis for using the 20% fuel cladding f..qilure value. Unless
there is a site speeific analysis j1:1stifying a different ",•alue, the reading should be
determined ass<lming the instantaneoas release and dispersal of the reactor coolant noble
gas and iodine inventory associated with 20% fuel elad failure into the piimarJ
containment atmosphere.

BWR CONTAINMENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
5.

Other Indieations
Loss and/or Potential Loss 5.A
This subcategmy addresses other site specific thresholds that may be included to indicate
loss or petentialloss ofthe Containment barrier based on plant specific design
eharaeteristics not eonsidered in the generic guidance.

De,•eloper Notes:
Loss and/or Potential Loss 5.A
Developers should determine if other reliable indicators exist to evaluate the status of this
fission product barrier (e.g., review aeeident analyses described in the site Final Safety
Analysis Report, as updated). The goal is to identify any unique or site speeific
indications that vAll pmmote timely and acemate assessment of barrier status.

Any added thresholds should represent approximately the same relative threat to the
barrier as the other thresholds in this eobmn. Basis information for the other thresholds
may be used to gaage the relative barrier threat level.
G.

Emergeney Direetor Judgment
Loss 6.A
This threshold addresses any other faetors that are to be used by the Emergency Direetor
in determining whether the Containment banier is lost.
Potential Loss 6.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergeney Direetor in
determining whether the Containment Barrier is potentially lest. The Emergeney
Director sho1:1ld also consider whether or not to declare the barrier potentially lost in the
event that barrier statl:ls cannot be monitored.

Developer Notes:
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Table 9-F--213-: FWR-EAL Fission Product Barrier Table
Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Barriers
FAlALERT
Any Loss or any Potential Loss of either
the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier.
Oyerating Mode AJ:mlicabilitv: 1. 2, 3, 4

Fuel Clad Barrier
LOSS
POTENTIAL LOSS
1. Critical Safety Function Status
A. Conditions
A. Conditions
reguiring enTI:y
reguiring enTI:y into
Core Cooling
into Core Cooling
ORANGE Path
RED Path (CSP
(CSP C.2) are met.
C.l) are met.
______QR

B. Conditions
reguiring enTI:y into
Heat Sink RED
Path (CSP H.l) are
met.
l-2. RCS or SG Tube Leakage
Not Applicable
Not AJ2J2licable
A. RG£/Teaetef
¥esselle•relless
than (site SIJeeifie
le¥elj.Gensitiens
fe§Hifing en!B' inte
Gefe Geeling
QR,&,:r>tGB Pa#l
CG£P G.2) am met.

FSl SITE AREA EMERGENCY
I
FGl GENERAL EMERGENCY
Loss or Potential Loss of any two barriers. Loss of any two barriers and Loss or
Potential Loss of the third barrier.
Oyerating Mode Ayylicability: 1, 2, 3, 4

RCS Barrier
POTENTIAL LOSS
LOSS
1.
1. Critical Safety Function Status
A. Conditions
Not AJ2J2licable
reguiring enTI:y into
Heat Sink RED
Path (CSP H.l) are
met.
OR
B. Conditions
reguiring enTI:y into
RCS Inte!ITi!Y
RED Path (CSP
P.l) are met.

Containment Barrier
LOSS
POTENTIAL LOSS
Critical Safety Function Status
Not AnJ2licable
A. 1. Conditions
reguiring
enTI:yEntry into
Core Cooling
RED Path
{CSP C.l) are
met.

AND
2. CSP C.l not
effective within
15 minutes.

+2. RCS or SG Tube Leakage
±2. RCS or SG Tube Leakage
A. Operation of a
A. A leaking or
Not Applicable
A. An automatic or
manual ECCS (SI)
standby charging
RUPTURED SG is
actuation is required
(makeup) pump is
FAULTED outside of
containment.
by EITHER of the
required by
following:
EITHER of the
1. UNISOLABLE
following:
RCS leakage
1. UNISOLABLE
RCS leakage
OR
OR
;t..;-SG tube
RUPTURE.
~SGtube
;;.,...
leakage.
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LOSS

Fuel Clad Barrier
I POTENTIAL LOSS

LOSS
+.2.

RCS Barrier
I POTENTIAL LOSS

L
ron

B.
RC£
eooldo>Yfl rate
greater thaii
(site sp eeifie
pressari:wd
thermal shock
eriteriaqimits
defifled by site
~
mdieatioHs). Co
nditions
regairiflg eHtry
mtoRC£
Integrity RED
Path EC£P P.l)

are-met-:
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Containment Barrier
LOSS
POTENTIAL LOSS

LOSS
'l

T.

Fuel Clad Barrier
I POTENTIAL LOSS
, TJ

A. Core E»<it
thermocouple
readings greater
than (site specific
temp era:ture
value). Conditions
roqHirin g entry
iRto Core CooliRg
RED Path ECSP
C.l) are met.

LOSS
'l

·D.

A. Core eJtit
thermocouple
readiRgs greater
thaR (site specific
temperatHre
valHe).Conditions
reqHirin g eRtry ffito
Core CooliRg
ORA}lGE Path
ECSP C.2) are met.

RCS Barrier
I POTENTIAL LOSS

y,

.u........+_D.

'l

A. Inadeqt~ate
RCS heat removal
capability via steam
generators as
indicated by (site
~
indieatiORS).CeRditi
ORS reqairiRg entry
iRto Heat SiRk
RED Path ECSP
H.l) are met.

Not i\pplieable

AD

B. InadoqHate
RCS heat removal
capability via
steam geRerators as
indicated by (site
~
indicatioRs).CoRdit
ions reqairiRg entry
iRto Heat SiRk
RED Path ECSP
H.l) are met.
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Containment Barrier
LOSS
POTENTIAL LOSS
T.

Not i\pplicable

•llnni-D

-·

A

1

(C'I~f. ......

;;,--~----~:n--.;;7

specific criteria for
entry iRto core cooling
restoration
proeedme)ERtry into
Core CooliRg RED Path
(CSP C.l) are mot
Al'<m
'l

.D

nc+r.-r.<::l:h' rvn

proeedt!re Rot effective
withrn 15 minatos.CSP
C.l Rot effoeti·•e withiR
15 rniRutos~
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I ;;J_. RCS Activity I Containment Radiation
[ A.,_Containment

radiation monitor
reading greater
than 577 R!hr
indicated on ANY
of the following.
• 1(2)::RE-1 ?6
• 1(2)::RE-127
• 1(2)-RE-128
OR
B. I (2}
E£ite
SfJoeifie HHiieatieas
that Feaetef eeelaat
aeti~'ifJ' is gFeatef
tfiaa ~ QQ !*Gi,lgFH
dese equir,<aleat I
H+t.:RE-1 09
greater than 4,500
mR!hr

Not Applicable

:;3. RCS Activity I Containment Radiation
A. Containment
Not Applicable
radiation monitor
reading greater than
11 Rlhr indicated on
ANY ofthe
following~~

•
•
•

1(2j)-RE-126
1(2)-RE-127
1(2)-RE-1?8

-
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J3. RCS Activity I Containment Radiation
A. Containment
Not Applicable
radiation monitor
reading greater than
18,500 R!hr
indicated on ANY I
of the following.
I
• 1(2)-RE--126
• 1(2)-RE-127
• I (2)-RE-128
Esite SfJeeifie
¥affiet:

NEI 99 Ql (Re,isien 6)
Ne¥emller 2Q 12

44. Containment Integrity or Bypass
Not Applicable
I Not Applicable

44. Containment Integrity or Bypass
Not Applicable
I Not Applicable

44. Containment Integrity or Bypass
A. Containment isolation I A. Containment
is required
pressure greater
than (site specific
AND
EITHER of the
following:
1. Containment
integrity has been
lost based on
Emergency
Director
judgment.

OR
2. UNISOLABLE
pathway from the
containment to
the environment
exists.

~Opsig.

OR
B. Ellplosive rnixtare
mtists in side
coRtaiRrneitt6% H 2
inside containment.

OR
C. 1. Containment
pressure greater
than tsite~
pressHFe

setpoint)25
.Illig,_

OR
B. Indications ofRCS
leakage outside of
containment.

5. Othet' IndieatioBs
"Not AlmlicableA.
(site specific
as applicable)

1\,.T,....+ A ............. 1~ ......,:t.... ln. A
T~ ... z LPPIJVUI.T~.

(site sp ecifie as
applicable)

5. Othet' IBdieations
"Not AppJ1eableA.
±'lot ApplieableA.
(site specific as
(site specific as
applicable)
applicable)
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5. Othet' Indieations
Not J\pplicableA.
(site specific as
applicable)

2.

AND
Less than one
full train of
(site speeific
system or
equiprnORt)depr
essurizati on
equipment is
operating per
design for 15
_minutes or
longer.

Hot J\pplicaeleA.
(site specific as
applicable)
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{;5. Emergency Director Judgment
A. ANY condition in
A. ANY condition in
the opinion of the
the opinion of the
Emergency
Emergency
Director that
Director that
indicates Loss of
indicates Potential
the Fuel Clad
Loss of the Fuel
Barrier.
Clad Barrier.

,2;6. Emergency Director Judgment

,2;6. Emergency Director Judgment

A. ANY condition in the
opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates Loss of
the RCS Barrier.

A. ANY condition in the
opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates Loss of
the Containment
Barrier.

A. ANY condition in
the opinion of the
Emergency
Director that
indicates Potential
Loss of the RCS
Barrier.

-----
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A. ANY condition in
the opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates ·
Potential Loss of
the Containment
Barrier.

Basis Information For
P',VR EAL Fission Product Barrier Table 9-F-!
Develapet· Nates:
Tlneshald Parametet·s and Values
Each P'NR owner's group has developed a methodology for gaiding the development and
implementatioH of EOPs (i.e., assessi11g plant parameters, and detennining and prioritizing
operator actions). Ma11y of the thresholds contained in the PWR EAL Fission Product Barrier
Table reflect conditions that are specifically addressed in EOPs (e.g., a loss of heat removal
capability by the steam generators). When de'.'eloping a site specific threshold, developers
should use the parameters a11d vak~es specified 'NithiH their EOPs that align with the eonditioH
deseribed by the ge11erie threshold a11d basis, and related developer Hotes. This approach will
ensure consistency between the site specific EOPs and emergency classification scheme, and
thus facilitate more timely and accurate classification assessments.
In support of EOP developmeHt and implementation, the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG)
developed a defined set of Critical Safety Emotions as part of their Emergency Response
Guidelines. The \!lOG approach structures EOPs to maintain and/or restore these Critical Safety
Functions, and to do so iH a prioritized and systematic manner. The WOG Critical Safety
Fu11etions are presented belmv.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suberitieality
Core Cooling
Heat Sinlf
RCS futegrity
Containmerit ·
RCS fuventory

The 'NOG ERGs provide a methodology for monitoring the status of the Ctitical Safety
Functio11s and classifyi11g the significance of a challenge to a ftn1etion; this methodology is
referred to as the Critical Safety Function Status Trees (CSFSTs). For pla11ts that lw,;e
implemented the WOG ERGs, the guidance in i'ffii 99 01 allmvs for use of certain C8FST
assessment results as EALs and fission prodt:et barrier loss/potential loss thresholds. In this
manner, an emergency classification assessment may flow directly from a CSF8T assessment.
It is importa11t to andersta11d that the C8F8Ts are evah~ated using plant parameters, <md tl1at they
are simply a 'fender specific H1etl1od for collectively evaluating a set of parameters for purpeses
of driving emergency operating procedure asage. For the emergency co11ditions of interest, the
generic thresholds within the P\\'R EAL Fission Product Ba1Tior Table specify tho plant
parameters that define a potential loss or loss of a fission product barrier; however, as described
in the associated Developer Notes, a CSF8T tormint:s may be used as well. For this reason,
i11clusion oftl1e C8F8T related tl1rosholds would be redu11dant to the parameter based thresholds
for plants that employ tl1e 'NOG ERGs.

Sites that e111ploy the ¥lOG ERGs may, at their discretioH, include the CSFST based loss and
potential loss thresholds as described in the Developer Notes. Developers at those sites should
consult vtith their classification decision makers to detennine if inclusion wodd assist with
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timely and acomate emergency classification. This decision should consider the effects of any
site specific changes to the genetic WOG C£F8T evaluation logic and setpoints, as well as those
arising from user rules applicable to emergency operating procedrtres (e.g., exceptions to
procedure eHtry or traHsition due to specific aceideHt eonditioHs or loss of a support system).
The CSFST thresholds may be addressed in one of 3 ways:
1)

Not incorporated; thresholds will use-parameters and valaes as discussed in the DevelepCf
Note&

2)

Incorporated along with parameter and value thresholds (e.g., a fuel clad loss would have 2
thresholds such as "GETs> 1200"'F" and "Core Cooling Red entry conditions met".

3)

Used in lieu of parameters aHd values for all thresholds.

¥lith one exception, if a decision is made to iHelude the CSFST based thresholds, then all such
allowed thresholds must be ~~sed in the table (e.g., it is not pem1issible to use only the C Orange
tenfl'inus as a potel:l:tialloss of the fuel clad barrier threshold and disregard all other CSFST
based thresholds). The one eJcception is the RC£ Integrity (P) CSFST. Because of the
eompleJcity of the P Red decision point that relies on an assessment a press&re te111peraturo
curve, a P Red condition may be l1Sed as an RCS potential loss threshold without the need to
incorporate the other CSFST based thresholds.
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¥WR-FUEL CLAD BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
The Fuel Clad Barrier consists of the cladding material that contains the fuel pellets.
1.

Critical Safety Function Status

Loss l.A
This reading indicates temperah1res within the core are sufficient to cause significant
superheating of reactor coolant.
Core Cooling - RED indicates significant superheating and core uncovery and is
considered to indicate loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier. CSP-C.l is the Critical Safety
Procedure that provides directions to restore core cooling.
Potential Loss l.A
This reading indicates temperatures within the core are sufficient to allow the onset of
heat-induced cladding damage.
Core Cooling - ORANGE indicates subcooling has been lost and that some clad damage
may occur. CSP-C.2 is the Critical Safety Procedure that provides directions to restore
adequate core cooling.
Potential Loss l.B
This condition indicates an extreme challenge to the ability to remove RCS heat using the
steam generators (i.e., loss of an effective secondmy-side heat sink). This condition
represents a potential loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier. Verification ofthe EALs for CSP-H.l
should include an assessment of if feed flow was reduced based on the actions pe1formed
for an uncontrolled depressurization of both steam generators. If this is the case, then
declaration requirements should not be considered to be met. This does not affect the
time that the CSFST initially changed color and met the CSP entry conditions for
potential EAL event classification. Alternatively, if CSP-H.l was entered during a loss
of coolant accident, it may be exited if secondary heat sink is not required based on RCS
pressure less than non-faulted S/G pressure. If this is the case, then declaration
requirements should not be considered to be met.

1.

RCS er SC Tabe Lealmge
There is no Loss threshold associated vrith RCS or SG Thbe Leakage.
Potential Loss l.A
This reading indicates a reduction in reactor vessel water level sufficient to allmv the
onset of heat induced Gladding damage.
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Core Cooling- ORANGE indicates subcooling has been lost and that some clad damage
may occur. CSP-C.2 is the Critical Safety Procedure that provides directions to restore
adequate core cooling.
Deyelef1et' Notes:
PoteRtial Loss l.A

Enter the site specific reactor vessel water level value(s) used-by EOPs to identify a
degraded eore cooliRg eonditioR (e.g., requires prompt restoratioR actioR). The reactor
vessel level that corresponds to apprmciHlately the top of active fuel may also l:1e used.
For plaRts that hwte iRlplemeRted 3Nestinghouse Owners Groap Emergency RespoRse
Guidelines, eRter the reactor vessellevel(s) used for the Core Cooling OraRge Path
(incbding dependeacies upon the status ofRCPs, ifapplieal:1le).
Westinghouse ERG PlaHts
De-velopers sho~~ld eoasider iacludiHg a tll!'eshold fue same as, or siHlilar to, "Core
Cooling Orange eRtl)' coHditions met" iH accordance with the guidanoe at the front of this
sootieR. In acoordance with EOPs, there may be UHl:lsual accident eoHditioRs during
which operators iHteHtionally reduce the heat removal capability of the steam geHerators;
dmiRg these eenditioHs, classification usiHg threshold is Hot warraHted.

PWR FUEL CLAD BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
Meeting this threshold results in a Site Area Emergency because this threshold is
identical to RCS Barrier Potential Loss threshold 2.A; both will be met. This condition
warrants a Site Area Emergency declaration because inadequate RCS heat removal may
result in fuel heat-up sufficient to damage the cladding and increase RCS pressure to the
point where mass will be lost from the system.
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FUEL CLAD BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
2.

RCS or SG Tube Leakage
There are no Loss or Potential Loss thresholds associated with RCS or SG Tube Leakage.
Potential Loss l.i'r
This reading indicates a reduction in reactor vessel water level sufficient to allmv the
onset of heat induced cladding damage.
Developel' Notes:
Potential Loss !.A
Enter the site specifio reactor vessel water level value(s) used by EOPs to identify a
degraded core cooling condition (e.g., recpires prompt restoration action). The reactor
vessel level that corresponds to apprmlimately the top of active fuel may also be used.
for plants that have implemented Westinghm1se Owners Gruap Emergency Response
Guidelines, enter the reactor 'ressellevel(s) used for the Core Cooling Orange Path
(including dependencies upon the status ofRCPs, if applicable).
Westinghouse ERG Plants
Developers should consider including a threshold the same as, or sin1ilar to, "Core
Cooling Orange entry conditions met" in accordance with the gltidanee at the front of this
section. In accordance with EOPs, there may be unusual accident conditions during
w-hic11 operatm·s intentionally reduce the heat removal capability of the steam generators;
during these conditions, classification using threshold is not warranted.

De¥elopel' Notes:
8ome site specific EOPs ancb1or EOP user guidelines may establish decision making
eriteria oonceming the number or other attributes oftherH1ocm1ple readings necessary to
drive actions (e.g., 5 GETs reading greater than 1,2009 F is required before transitioning to
an inadequate core cooling procedure). To n1aintaia coasisteacy with EOPs, these
decision making criteria may be used in the core exit thom1ocouple reading thresholds.
Loss 2.A
Enter a site specific temperature value that conesponds to significant in core
superheating ofreaetor eoolant. 1,2006 f may also bo-use4
for plants that ha're implemented Westinghoase Ov:ners Group EmergeHcy RespoHse
Guidelines, enter tho parameters aad values Gsod iH the Core Cooling Red Path.
Poteatial Loss 2.A
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Enter a site specific temperatm·e value that corresponds to core conditions at the onset of
heat induced cladding damage (e.g., the temperature allowing for the formation of
superheated steam assuming that the RCS is intact). 700 9 F may also be ased.
For plants that have i111fllemented Westinghouse Ovmers Group Emergency Response
Gt!idelines, entef the paraFneteFs aHd vabes ased iH the Cofe Cooling OraHge Path.
PoteHtial Loss 2.B
Enter the site specific parameters and values that defiHe an extreme challenge to the
ability to remove heat from the RCS via the steam generators. These will typically be
parnmeters and 'l'alues that would recpire operators to take pronlpt action to address this
condition.
Fer plants that have implemented Westinghouse Ovmers Groap Emergency Response
Guidelines, entef the parameters and values <Jsed in the Heat Sift!c Red Path.
Westinghouse ERG Plants
As a less indication, developers should eonsidef includffig a threshold the san1e as, Of
similar to, "Cere Cooling Red entry conditions met" in accordance with the guidance at
the front of this seetie11.

PWR FUEL CLAD BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
As a potential less indication, developefs should consider inckding a threshold the same
as, or similar to, "Core Cooling Orange eHtl)' co11ditiens met" in aooordanoe with the
guidaaoe at the fi·e11t efthis sectie11.
As-a-potential less indicatio11, de¥elepers she1:Jld consider iRcludiRg a threshold the same
as, or similar to, "Heat 8i11k R~d e11try coRditieRs met" in accerda11ce with the guida11cc
at the front of this sootieR.

FUEL CLAD BAR.'UER THRESHOLDS:
~_3_._RCS

Activity I Containment Radiation

Loss 3.A
The radiation monitor reading corresponds to an instantaneous release of all reactor
coolant mass into the containment, assuming that reactor coolant activity equals
300j.LCi/gm dose equivalent I-131. Reactor coolant activity above this level is greater
than that expected for iodine spikes and corresponds to an approximate range of 2% to
5% fuel clad damage. Since this condition indicates that a significant amount of fuel clad
damage has occurred, it represents a loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier.
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The radiation monitor reading in this threshold is higher than that specified for RCS
Barrier Loss threshold 3.A since it indicates a loss of both the Fuel Clad Barrier and the
RCS Barrier. Note that a combination of the two monitor readings appropriately
escalates the emergency classification level to a Site Area Emergency.
Loss 3.B
This threshold indicates that RCS radioactivity concentration is greater than 300 !lCi/gm
dose equivalent I-131. Reactor coolant activity above this level is greater than that
expected for iodine spikes and corresponds to an approximate range of 2% to 5% fuel
clad damage. Since this condition indicates that a significant amount of fuel clad damage
has occurred, it represents a loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier.
There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with RCS Activity I Containment
Radiation.

Developer Notes:
Less 3.A
The l'eacling sheulcl be cletenninecl assaming the iHstantaneeHs release ancl Elispel'sal efthe
reaeter eeelant noble gas ancl iecline inventory, with RCS raclieaetivity eeneentratien
equal te 300 ~tCi/gm dose eq11ivalent I 131, into the eentainment atmosphere.

PWR FUEL CLAD BAR.TUER THRESHOLDS:
Less 3.B
Threshelcl values sheulcl be detennined assaming RCS radieaetivity eeneentratien equals
300 ~Ci/gm dose eq11ivalent I 131. Other site speeifie units may be used (e.g., ~Ci/ec).
Depending apen site specific capabilities, this threshold may have a sample analysis
eempenent and-/or a radiation tll:eH:iter reading ceHrpenent.
Acld this paragraph (er similal' wel'ding) te the Basis if the thl'eshelcl iH:cludes a sample
aH:alysis component, "k is reeogH:ized that sample celleetien and analysis efreactor
coolant with highly elevated aetivity levels eo:1ld req-ai-re se'veral he:trs to complete.
Nonetheless, a sample related threshold is ineluded as a baelmp to other indieatioH:s."
3-..:!:__Containment Integrity or Bypass

Not Applicable (included for numbering consistency)
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Loss and/or Potential Loss 5.A
This subcategory addresses other site specific th-resholds that may be incladed to indicate
loss or potential loss of the Ft:el Clad banier based on plant specific design
charactetistics not considered in the generic guidance.
De¥e:Jepel' Netes:

Loss and/or Potential Loss 5.A
Developers shoald detemrine if other reliable indicators exist to evaluate the status of this
fission prodact barrier (e.g., revie".v accident analyses described in the site Final Safety
Analysis Report, as updated). The goal is to identify any <mique or site specific
indications that will promote timely and aeeurate assessn1ent of banier status.
Any added thresholds should represent approJdrnately the same relati'.•e threat to the
barrier as the other thresholds in this column. Basis information for the other thresholds
rnay-lle--used to gauge the relati',•e barrier threat level.

5.

Emergency Director Judgment
Loss 56.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Fuel Clad Barrier is lost.

PWR FUEL CLAD BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

Potential Loss 56.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Fuel Clad Barrier is potentially lost. The Emergency Director
should also consider whether or not to declare the barrier potentially lost in the event that
barrier status cannot be monitored.
Developer Notes:
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PWR-RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

The RCS Barrier includes the RCS primary side and its connections up to and including the
pressurizer safety and relief valves, and other connections up to and including the primary
isolation valves.

1.

Critical Safety Function Status
There is no Loss threshold associated with Critical Safety Function Status.
Potential Loss l.A
This condition indicates an extreme challenge to the ability to remove RCS heat using the
steam generators (i.e., loss of an effective secondary-side heat sink). This condition
represents a potential loss of the RCS Banier. If CSP-H.l was entered dming a loss of
coolant accident, it may be exited if secondary heat sink is not required based on RCS
pressure less than non-faulted S/G pressure. If this is the case, then declaration
requirements should not be considered to be met.
Meeting this threshold results in a Site Area Emergency because this threshold is
identical to Fuel Clad Barrier Potential Loss threshold l.B; both will be met. This
condition wanants a Site Area Emergency declaration because inadequate RCS heat
removal may result in fuel heat-up sufficient to damage the cladding and increase RCS
pressure to the point where mass will be lost from the system.
CSP-H.l is the Critical Safety Procedure that provides directions ifthe ultimate heat sink
function is under extreme challenge. This condition addresses loss of functions required
for hot shutdown with the reactor at pressi.1re and temperature and thus a Potential Loss of
the RCS barrier.
Potential Loss l.B
This condition indicates an extreme challenge to the integtity ofthe RCS pressure
boundary due to pressmized thennal shock- a transient that causes rapid RCS cooldown
while the RCS is in Mode 3 or higher (i.e., hot and pressurized).
CSP-P.l is the C1itical Safety Procedure that provides directions to avoid, or limit,
thennal shock or pressurized thermal shock to the reactor pressure vessel or
overpressutization conditions at low temperatures.
IF CSP-P.l is entered during a large break loss of coolant accident, it may be exited if
RCS pressure is low enough to allow for RHR forward flow. If CSP-P.l is exited for this
reason, then the Potential Loss criteria should not be considered met.
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RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
l.L_RCS or SG Tube Leakage
Loss+2.A
This threshold is based on an UNISOLABLE RCS leak of sufficient size to require an
automatic or manual actuation of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS). This
condition clearly represents a loss of the RCS Barrier.
This threshold is applicable to unidentified and pressure boundary leakage, as well as
identified leakage. It is also applicable to UNISOLABLE RCS leakage through an
interfacing system. The mass loss may be into any location- inside containment, to the
secondary-side (i.e., steam generator tube leakage) or outside of containment.
A steam generator with primary-to-secondary leakage of sufficient magnitude to require a
safety injection is considered to be RUPTURED. If a RUPTURED steam generator is
also FAULTED outside of containment, the declaration escalates to a Site Area
Emergency since the Containment Barrier Loss threshold l.A will also be met.
Potential Loss +2.A
This threshold is based on an UNISOLABLE RCS leak that results in the inability to
maintain pressurizer level within specified limits by operation of a normally used
charging (makeup) pump, but an ECCS (SI) actuation has not occurred. The threshold is
met when an operating procedure, or operating crew supervision, directs that a standby
charging (makeup) pump be placed in service to restore and maintain pressurizer level.
This threshold is applicable to unidentified and pressure boundary leakage, as well as
identified leakage. It is also applicable to UNISOLABLE RCS leakage through an
interfacing system. The mass loss may be into any location inside containment, to the
secondary-side (i.e., steam generator tube leakage) or outside of containment.
If a leaking steam generator is also FAULTED outside of containment, the declaration
escalates to a Site Area Emergency since the Containment Barrier Loss threshold l.A will
also be met.
Potential Loss l.B
This condition indicates an extreme challenge to the integiity of the RCS pressure
boundary due to pressmized thermal shock a transient that ca~~ses rapid RCS cooldovm
while the RCS is in Mode 3 or higher (i.e., hot and pressurized).
CSP P.l is the Critical Safety Procedme that provides directions to avoid, or limit,
thermal shock or pressurized thermal shock to the reactor pressare vessel or
overpressmization conditions at low temperatures.
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PWR RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
Developef' Notes:
Loss l.A
Actuation of the ECCS may also be refe1Ted to as Safety Injeotion (SI) aotuation or other
appropriate site speoifio tem1.
Potential Loss l.A
Depending-upon charging pump flow capacities and RCS vohm1e control parameters,
developers may use an RCS leak rate vabe of 50 gpm, or an appropriate site specific
value, as an alternate Potential Loss threshold. If used, the threshold ViOrding should
reflect that the detem1ination of the leak rate value exclades normal reductions in RCS
inventory (e.g., by the letdown system or RCP seallealcoff).
-Petential Loss l.B
Enter the site speoifie indications that define an extreme challenge to the integrity of the
RCS pressure boundary due to pressmi:zed them1al shock a transient that causes rapid
RCS eooldw.vn v;hile the RCS is in Mode 3 or higher (i.e., hot and pressurized). These
will typically be parameters and valaos that would require operators to take prompt action
to address a pressuriz;ed thern1al shook condition. De•relopers should also detern1ine if
the threshold needs to refleot any dependencies used as EOP transition/entry decision
points or condition validation Cli:teria (e.g., an EOP used to respond to an e~wossive RCS
cooldown may not be entered or immediately exited ifRCS pressure is below a certain
~
For plants that have implon1entod 'Nostinghouso Owners Group Emorgene;'y' Response
G~iidelines, enter the parameters and vakos used in the RCS Integrity Red Path. Because
of the complexity of oe1iain decision points within the Rod Path of this CSFST,
developers at those plants may elect to not inelude the speeifie parameters and valaes,
and instead follow the gddance belov<.
Westinghouse ERG Plants
As a potential loss indication, developers should consider ineluding a threshold the same
as, or similar to, "RCS Integrity Red ently conditions met" in accordance with the
guidance at the front of this section. As noted above, developers should onsaro that the
threshold v:ording reflects any EOP transition/entry decision points or condition
validation criteria. For example, a threshold might read "RCS Integ!i:ty (P) Rod entry
conditions met vlith RCS pressure> 300 psig."

2.

Iaadequate Heat-RemoYal
There is no Loss threshold associated with Inadequate Heat Removal.
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PWR RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
Potential Loss 2 .A
This condition indicates an extreme challenge to the ability to remove RC8 heat using the
steam generators (i.e., loss of an effective secondary side heat sink). This condition
represents a petentialloss of the RC8 Bani.er. If C8P H.l was entered duti.ng a loss of
wolant accident, it may be exited if secondan· heat sink is not required based ofi-RGg
pressure less than non faulted S/G pressme. If this is the case, then declaration
requirements should not be considered to be met.In accordance with EOPs, thefe tTJ:ay be
<masua! accident conditions during v1-hich operators intentionally reduce the heat removal
capability of the steam genei'ators; dtmng these conditions, classification using threshold
is not warranted.
Meeting this threshold results in a Site ,'\rea Emergency because this threshold is
identical to E:el Clad Barrier Potential Loss thi'eshold 2.B; both will be met. This
condition wanants a Site Area Emergency deelaration because inadequate RC8 heat
renwval n1ay result in fuel heat up sufficient to dan1age the cladding and iaerease RC8
pressure to the point where mass ·.vill be lost from the system.
CSP H. I is the Critical Safety Procedure that l'rovides directions if the ultimate heat sink f;mction
is under eKtremo challenge. This condition addresses loss of functions reauired for hot shutdown
with the reactor at Jlrossure and tenworature and thus a Potential Loss of the RC8 banior.

Develaper Nates:
Poteatial Loss 2.A
Enter t11e site specific parametei's aad values that defiae an eJ<treme challenge to the
ability to remove heat from the RC8 via the steam generators. These will typically be
parameters aad valaes that would reqaire operators to take prompt aetion to address this
eoadition.
For plants that have implemented Westinghouse Ovmers Group Emergency Response
Guidelines, enter the parameters and values used in the Heat 8iak Red Path.
Westinghouse ERD Plants
-9evelopers should consider including a threshold the same as, or similar to, "Heat Sink
Red-entry conditions met" in accordance with the guidance at the front of this sectio!h

3.

RCS Activity I Containment Radiation
Loss 3.A
The radiation monitor reading corresponds to an instantaneous release of all reactor
coolant mass into the containment, assuming that reactor coolant activity equals
Technical Specification allowable limits. This value is lower than that specified for Fuel
Clad Barrier Loss threshold 3.A since it indicates a loss of the RCS Barrier only.
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There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with RCS Activity I Containment
Radiation.
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RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

PWR RCS BARRIER TIIRESHOLDS:
-9e¥effiper Notes:
Loss 3.A
The reading shedd be detennined assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of the
reaotor ooolant noble gas and iodine ilwentory, with RCS aotivity at Teohnioal
Speoifioation allowable limits, into the oontainment atmosphere. Using RCS aotivity at
Tecln1ioal Speeifieation allowable limits aligns this threshold with IC SU3. Also, RCS
activity at this level will typically result in containment radiation levels that oan be more
readily detested by eontailm1eHt radiatioH monitors, aHd more readily differentiated from
those eaased by pipiHg or eompoHent "shine" somees. If desired, a plant may use a lesser
T/alue ofRt:S activity for determining this value.
In some eases, the site speeifie physieallocation and sensitivity of the containment
radiation monitor(s) ma:y be sHeh that Iadiation from a cloud of released RCS gases
oannot be distingHished from radiation emanating from pipmg and components
eontaining elevated reactor coolant activity. If so, refer to the Developer Notes for
Loss/Potential Loss 5.A and detem1ine if an alternate indication is available.

4.

Containment Integrity or Bypass
Not Applicable (included for numbering consistency)

S.

Othe:r Indieations
Loss and/or Potential Loss 5.A
This slibcategory addresses other site specific thresholds that may be ineluded to indioate
loss or potential loss ofthe RCS bafl'ier based on plant speeifie design eharaeteristies not
oonsidered in the generio guidance.
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RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
Deve.ffipel' Nates:
Loss and/or Potential Loss 5.A
Developers should detomrine if other reliable indicators mdst to evabate the status of this
fission product barrier (e.g., review accident analyses described in the site Final Safety
Analysis Report, as updated). The goal is to identify any ~unique or site specific
indications that '.Vill promote timely and accmate assessment ofban'ier status.
Any added thresholds should represent apprmdmately the same relative threat to the
barrier as the other thresholds in this column. Basis information for the other thresholds
may be used to gauge the relati'l'e barrier threat le•1el.

PWR RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
&~Emergency

Director Judgment

Loss65.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS Barrier is lost.

RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
Potential Loss 56.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS Barrier is potentially lost. The Emergency Director should
also consider whether or not to declare the barrier potentially lost in the event that barrier
status cannot be monitored.
Developel' Nates:
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PWR-CONTAINMENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

The Containment Barrier includes the containment building and connections up to and including
the outermost containment isolation valves. _This barrier also includes the main steam,
feedwater, and blowdown line extensions outside the containment building up to and including
the outermost secondary side isolation valve. Containment Barrier thresholds are used as criteria
for escalation of the ECL from Alert to a Site Area Emergency or a General Emergency.
1.

Critical Safety Function Status Tree

There is no Loss threshold associated with CSFST.
Potential Loss l.A
This condition represents an IMMINENT core melt sequence which, if not conected,
could lead to vessel failure and an increased potential for containment failure. For this
condition to occur, there must already have been a loss of the RCS Barrier and the Fuel
Clad Banier. If implementation of a procedure(s) to restore adequate core cooling is not
effective (successful) within 15 minutes, it is assumed that the event trajectory will likely
lead to core melting and a subsequent challenge of the Containment Barrier.
The restoration procedure is considered "effective" if core exit thennocouple readings are
decreasing and/or if reactor vessel level is increasing. Whether or not the procedure(s)
will be effective should be apparent within 15 minutes. The Emergency Director should
escalate the emergency classification level as soon as it is determined that the
procedure(s) will not be effective.
Severe accident analyses (e.g., NUREG-1150) have concluded that function restoration
procedures can arrest core degradation in a significant fraction of core damage scenarios,
and that the likelihood of containment failure is very small in these events. Given this, it
is appropriate to provide 15 minutes beyond the required entry point to determine if
procedural actions can reverse the core melt sequence.
hb..__RCS or SG Tube Leakage

Loss +2.A
This threshold addresses a leaking or RUPTURED Steam Generator (SG) that is also
FAULTED outside of containment. The condition of the SG, whether leaking or
RUPTURED, is determined in accordance with the thresholds for RCS Barrier Potential
Loss l.A and Loss l.A, respectively. This condition represents a bypass of the
containment barrier.
FAULTED is a defined term within the NEI 99-0lmethodology; this determination is
not necessarily dependent upon entry into, or diagnostic steps within, an EOP. For
example, if the pressure in a steam generator is decreasing uncontrollably [part of the
FAULTED definition] and the faulted steam generator isolation procedure is not entered
because EOP user rules are dictating implementation of another procedure to address a
higher priority condition, the steam generator is still considered FAULTED for
emergency classification purposes.
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The FAULTED criterion establishes an appropriate lower bound on the size of a steam
release that may require an emergency classification. Steam releases of this size are
readily observable with normal Control Room indications. The lower bound for this
aspect of the containment barrier is analogous to the lower bound criteria specified in IC
SU~ for the fuel clad barrier (i.e., RCS activity values) and IC SU4_j_ for the RCS barrier
(i.e., RCS leak rate values).
This threshold also applies to prolonged steam releases necessitated by operational
considerations such as the forced steaming of a leaking or RUPTURED steam generator
directly to atmosphere to cooldown the plant, or to drive an auxiliary (emergency) feed
water pump. These types of conditions will result in a significant and sustained release of
radioactive steam to the environment (and are thus similar to a FAULTED condition).
The inability to isolate the steam flow without an adverse effect on plant cool down meets
the intent of a loss of containment.
Steam releases associated with the expected operation of a SG power operated
rettefatmospheric dump valve or safety relief valve do not meet the intent of this
threshold. Such releases may occur intermittently for a short period of time following a
reactor trip as operators process through emergency operating procedures to bring the
plant to a stable condition and prepare to initiate a plant cool down. Steam releases
associated with the unexpected operation of a valve (e.g., a stuck-open safety valve) do
meet this threshold.
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PWR CONTAINMENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

Following an SG tube leak or rupture, there may be minor radiological releases through a
secondary-side system component (e.g., air ejectors, glad seal exhausters, valve packing,
etc.). These types of releases do not constitute a loss or potential loss of containment but
should be evaluated using the Recognition Category A-R ICs.
The emergency classification levels resulting from primary-to-secondary leakage, with or
without a steam release from the FAULTED SG, are summarized below.

P-to-S Leak Rate
Less than or equal to 25 gpm
(or other value per 8U4
Developer Notes)

Greater than 25 gpm (or other
value per 8U4 Developer
~
Requires operation of a
standby charging (makeup)
pump (RCS Barrier Potential
Loss)
Requires an automatic or
manual ECCS (SI) actuation
(RCS Barrier Loss)

Affected SG is FAULTED
Outside of Containment?
No
Yes
No classification
No classification

Unusual Event per SU4

Unusual Event per SU4

Site Area Emergency
per FSl

Alert per FAl

Site Area Emergency
per FSl

Alert perFAl

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with RCS or SG Tube Leakage.
Developet· Notes:

Loss l.A
A steam generator power operated relief valve may also be refened to as an atmospheric
steam dump valve or other appropriate site specific tem1.
Developers may inelude an additional site specific threshold(s) to address prolonged
steam releases necessitated by operational considerations ifAOPs or BOPs could require
that a leaking or RUPTURED steam generator be used to support plant cooldown.
Developers may-wish to consider incorporating the above table into user aids (e.g., a
wallboard) or other locations within their basis doem11ent.
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2.
Inadequate Heat Removal
There is no Loss threshold associated with Inadequate Heat Removal.
Potential Loss 2.A
This condition represents an IMMll'fENT core melt sequence which, if not conected,
could lead to vessel failure and an increased potential fer containment failure. Fer this
condition to eccm, there must already have been a less of the Rt;g Barrier and the Fuel
Clad Barrier. Ifiinplementatien efa precedure(s) to restore adeqt:ate cere cooling is net
effective (successful) within 15 minutes, it is assumed that the event trajectory v,rilllikely
lead to cere melting and a subsequent challenge of the Containment Barrier.
The restoration procedure is considered "effective" if cere eJdt thermecet:ple readings are
decreasing andler if reactor vessel level is increasing. Whether or net the pmeedm·e(s)
will be effective shedd be apparent v1ithin 15 minutes. The Emergency Director should
escalate the emergency classification level as soon as it is detem1ined that the
pmeedure(s) will net be effective.
gevere accident analyses (e.g., N1JREG 1150) have cencladed that function restoration
procedures can arrest cere degradation in a significant fraction of cere damage scenarios,
and that the likelihood of containment failure is very small in these e'fents. Given this, it
is appropriate to provide 15 minutes beyond the required entry point to detennine if
pmcedural actions can reverse the cere n1elt seqt-;ence.
Developer Notes:
,
geme site specific EOPs and/or EOP 11ser guidelines may establish decision making
criteria concerning the number or ether attributes of thenneceHple readings necessary to
drive actions (e.g., 5 GETs reading greater thanl,200"F is required before transitiening to
an inadequate cere cooling precedare). To maintain consistency vlith EOPs, these
decision making criteria may be :-;sed in the cere eKit thetmoeeuple reading thresholds.
Peteatial Less 2.A.l
Enter site specifio criteria requiriag eatry into a cere cooling restoration procedure or
pwmpt implementation of cere cooling resteratieR actions. A readiRg of 1,200"F en the
GETs may also be used.
Fer plants that have implemented Westinghouse Ovmers Gmup Emergency Response
GddeliRes, enter the parameters and values used the Cere Cooling Red Path.

m
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Westinghouse ERG Plants
Developers shmlld consider including a threshold the same as, or similar to, "Core
Cooling Red entry conditions met for 15 raiRUtes or longer" in aeeordarwe with the
gaidance at the front of this section.

3.

RCS Activity I Containment Radiation
There is no Loss threshold associated with RCS Activity I Containment Radiation.
Potential Loss 3.A
The radiation monitor reading corresponds to an instantaneous release of all reactor
coolant mass into the containment, assuming that 20% of the fuel cladding has failed.
This level of fuel clad failure is well above that used to determine the analogous Fuel
Clad Barrier Loss and RCS Barrier Loss thresholds.
NUREG-1228, Source Estimations During Incident Response to Severe Nuclear Power
Plant Accidents, indicates the fuel clad failure must be greater than approximately 20% in
order for there to be a major release of radioactivity requiring offsite protective actions.
For this condition to mHst,exist there must already have been a loss of the RCS Barrier
and the Fuel Clad Barrier. It is therefore prudent to treat this condition as a potential loss
of containment which would then escalate the emergency classification level to a General
Emergency.

CONTAINMENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
De~·elopel'

Notes:

Potential Loss 3 .A
1-ITJREG 1228, Setwee Estimatiens DNringlReident Respense te See•ere Nuclear Pewer
}?JantAeeideJ1ts, provides the basis for using the 20% fuel cladding faibre value. Unless
there is a site specific analysis justifying a different vabe, the reading should be
detem1ined assuming the instantaneous release and dispersal of the reactor coolant noble
gas and iodine inventory associated with 20% fuel clad failure into the eontaimnent
atmosphere.

4.

Containment Integrity or Bypass
Loss 4.A
These thresholds address a situation where containment isolation is required and one of
two conditions exists as discussed below. Users are reminded that there may be accident
and release conditions that simultaneously meet both thresholds 4.A.l and 4.A.2.
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4.A.l - Containment integrity has been lost, i.e., the actual containment atmospheric leak
rate likely exceeds that associated with allowable leakage (or sometimes referred to as
design leakageJ1.:J). Following the release of RCS mass into containment, containment
pressure will fluctuate based on a variety of factors; a loss of containment integrity
condition may (or may not) be accompanied by a noticeable drop in containment
pressure. Recognizing the inherent difficulties in determining a containment leak rate
during accident conditions, it is expected that the Emergency Director will assess this
threshold using judgment, and with due consideration given to current plant conditions,
and available operational and radiological data (e.g., containment pressure, readings on
radiation monitors outside containment, operating status of containment pressure control
equipment, etc.).
Refer to the middle piping run of Figure 9-F-42_. Two simplified examples are provided.
One is leakage from a penetration and the other is leakage from an in-service system
valve. Depending upon radiation monitor locations and sensitivities, the leakage could be
detected by any of the four monitors depicted in the figure.
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Another example would be a loss or potential loss ofthe RCS barrier, and the
simultaneous occurrence of two FAULTED locations on a steam generator where one
fault is located inside containment (e.g., on a steam or feedwater line) and the other
outside of containment. In this case, the associated steam line provides a pathway for the
containment atmosphere to escape to an area outside the containment.
Following the leakage ofRCS mass into containment and a rise in containment pressure,
there may be minor radiological releases associated with allowable (design) containment
leakage through various penetrations or system components. These releases do not
constitute a loss or potential loss of containment but should be evaluated using the
Recognition Category A-R ICs.
4.A.2- Conditions are such that there is an UNISOLABLE pathway for the migration of
radioactive material from the containment atmosphere to the environment. As used here,
the term "environment" includes the atmosphere of a room or area, outside the
containment, that may, in tum, communicate with the outside-the-plant atmosphere (e.g.,
through discharge of a ventilation system or atmospheric leakage). Depending upon a
variety of factors, this condition may or may not be accompanied by a noticeable drop in
containment pressure.

CONTAINl\'IENT BARRIER THRE8HOLD8:
Refer to the top piping run of Figure 9-F-42_. In this simplified example, the inboard and
outboard isolation valves remained open after a containment isolation was required (i.e.,
containment isolation was not successful). There is now an UNISOLABLE pathway
from the containment to the environment.
The existence of a filter is not considered in the threshold assessment. Filters do not
remove fission product noble gases. In addition, a filter could become ineffective due to
iodine and/or particulate loading beyond design limits (i.e., retention ability has been
exceeded) or water saturation from steam/high humidity in the release stream.

P\VR CONTAINMENT BARRIER THRE8HOLD8:
Leakage between two interfacing liquid systems, by itself, does not meet this threshold.
Refer to the bottom piping run of Figure 9-F-42_. In this simplified example, leakage in
an RCP seal cooler is allowing radioactive material to enter the Auxiliary Building. The
radioactivity would be detected by the Process Monitor. If there is no leakage from the
closed water cooling system to the Auxiliary Building, then no threshold has been met. If
the pump or system piping developed a leak that allowed steam/water to enter the
Auxiliary Building, then threshold 4.B would be met. Depending upon radiation monitor
locations and sensitivities, this leakage could be detected by any of the four monitors
depicted in the figure and cause threshold 4.A.l to be met as well.
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Following the leakage ofRCS mass into containment and a rise in containment pressure,
there may be minor radiological releases associated with allowable (design) containment
leakage through various penetrations or system components. Minor releases may also
occur if a containment isolation valve( s) fails to close but the containment atmosphere
escapes to a closed system. These releases do not constitute a loss or potential loss of
containment but should be evaluated using the Recognition Category A-R ICs.
The status of the containment barrier during an event involving steam generator tube
leakage is assessed using Loss Threshold +2_.A
Loss 4.B
Containment sump, temperature, pressure and/or radiation levels will increase if reactor
coolant mass is leaking into the containment. If these parameters have not increased,
then the reactor coolant mass may be leaking outside of containment (i.e., a containment
bypass sequence). Increases in sump, temperature, pressure, flow and/or radiation level
readings outside of the containment may indicate that the RCS mass is being lost outside
of containment.
Unexpected elevated readings and alarms on radiation monitors with detectors outside
containment should be corroborated with other available indications to confirm that the
source is a loss of RCS mass outside of containment. If the fuel clad barrier has not been
lost, radiation monitor readings outside of containment may not increase significantly;
however, other unexpected changes in sump levels, area temperatures or pressures, flow
rates, etc. should be sufficient to determine ifRCS mass is being lost outside of the
containment.
CONTAINMENT IJARRIER THRESHOLDS:

Refer to the middle piping run of Figure 9-F-2_4. In this simplified example, a leak has
occurred at a reducer on a pipe carrying reactor coolant in the Auxiliary Building.
Depending upon radiation monitor locations and sensitivities, the leakage could be
detected by any of the four monitors depicted in the figure and cause threshold 4.A 1 to
be met as well.
To ensure proper escalation ofthe emergency classification, the RCS leakage outside of
containment must be related to the mass loss that is causing the RCS Loss and/or
Potential Loss threshold 2_+.A to be met.
PWR CONTAIN1\'IENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
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Potential Loss 4.A
If containment pressure exceeds the design pressure, there exists a potential to lose the
Containment Barrier. To reach this level, there must be an inadequate core cooling
condition for an extended period of time; therefore, the RCS and Fuel Clad barriers
would already be lost. Thus, this threshold is a discriminator between a Site Area
Emergency and General Emergency since there is now a potential to lose the third
barrier.
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Potential Loss 44.B
The existence of an explosive mixture means, at a minimum, that the containment
atmospheric hydrogen concentration is sufficient to support a hydrogen burn (i.e., at the
lower deflagration limit). A hydrogen burn will raise containment pressure and could
result in collateral equipment damage leading to a loss of containment integrity. It
therefore represents a potential loss of the Containment Barrier.
Potential Loss 44.C
This threshold describes a condition where containment pressure is greater than the
setpoint at which containment energy (heat) removal systems are designed to
automatically actuate, and less than one full train of equipment is capable of operating
per design. The 15-minute criterion is included to allow operators time to manually start
equipment that may not have automatically started, if possible. This threshold represents
a potential loss of containment in that containment heat removal/depressurization systems
(e.g., containment sprays, ice condenser, containment accident fans, etc., but not
including containment venting strategies) are either lost or performing in a degraded
manner.
During a design basis accident, a minimum of two CONTAINMENT Accident Fan
Cooler Units with their accident fans running and one CONTAINMENT spray train are
required to maintain the CONTAINMENT peak pressure and temperature below the
design limits. Each CONTAINMENT Spray train is a CONTAINMENT spray pump,
spray header, nozzles, valves and piping. Each CONTAINMENT Accident Fan Cooler
Unit consists of cooling coils, accident backdraft damper, accident fan, service water
outlet valves, and controls necessary to ensure an operable service water flow path.
DeYelopet· Notes:

Loss 4.A.1
Developers may include a list of site specific radiation monitors to better define this
threshold. Expected monitor alam1s or readings may also be ineluded.
Potential Loss 4.A
The site specific pressrn·e is the containment design pressrn·e.
For plants that have implCinented Westinghouse Owners Group Emergency Response
Gaidelines, the pressure value in Potential Loss 4,l, is that used for the Containmeflt Red
Path. If the Cotltainmellt C£F£T corJains more that1 Ofle Red Path due to other
depeBdcBcios (e.g., status of coBtaiBmeBt isolatioB), eBter the highest eoBtaiBment
pressme valae shovm on the tree. This is typically the cot1tairnnent design [lressure.
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Potential Loss 1.B
Develope.rs m,ay enter the minimam co~tainment atmospheric hydrogen concentration
to sup;ort a hydrogel: bum (1.e., the lower deflagration limit). A concun·ent
con~amm~nt OX)gen concentratiOn may be included if the plant has this indication
available m the Control Room.
neces~ary

Potential Loss 4. C
E~ter

the site speci~c pressure setpoint value that actuates containment press~:re control
systems (e.g., ~ont~mme11t spray). Also enter the site specific containment pressare
eontr?l s~sten1req1:t1pment .that shou~d be operating per design ifthe containment pressure
setpomt Is reached. If desired, specific condition indications such as parameter "alues
can also be entered (e.g., a eontainn1ent spray flow rate less than a certain value)'.
This threshold is not applicable to the U.S. Evobtionary Power Reactor (EPR) design.
Westinghouse ERG Plants
As a p~te~Itiallo~~ indic~tion, developers should consider including a threshold the same
as,. or snmlar to, Contamment Red entry conditions met" in accordance with the
gtndance at the froRt of this section.

S.

Other lndieatiens
Loss and-/or PoteRtial Loss 5.A
This subcateg.ory addresses other site specific thresholds that may be inebded to indicate
loss. or p~te~tlalloss of.the Co~1tainment barrier based on plant specific design
ehaiactenshes not considered m the generic guidance.
CONTAINMENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

Deyeleper Nates:
Loss and/or Potential Loss 5.A
If site ,~nle.rge11ey operat~ng ~rocedures provide for venting of the eontaifll11ent as a means
ofpr~ •entmg cat~stroph~c failure, a Loss threshold should be inelttded for the
containment bamer.. Tins threshold wo~1ld be met as soon as such verlting is
!},~}.'liNEN~. C~ntamment ventiRg as part of recovery actions is classified in accordance
With tho radwlogwal effluent ICs.
De·•.·elopers shot~ld ~otenillne if ethel' reliable iRdicators eJdst to evabate the status of this
~ssw~ product bamer (e.g., reviev!' accident analyses described in the site Final Safety
: <H~l)
Repo1i, ~s updated) .. The goal is to identify aRy unique or site speeffie
mdwatwns that will promote timely and accurate assessment of barrier statlHS.

s:s
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Any added thresholds should represent apprmlimately the same relative threat to tho
barrier as the other thresholds in this oolumn. Basis information for the other thresholds
may be ased to gauge the relative barrier threat level.
6-.L.._Emergency Director Judgment

Loss 65.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment Barrier is lost.
Potential Loss 65.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment Barrier is potentially lost. The Emergency
Director should also consider whether or not to declare the barrier potentially lost in the
event that barrier status cannot be monitored.
DeYelepel' Nates:
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Figure 9-F-324: FWR-Containment Integrity or Bypass Examples
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10 HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY ICS/EALS
Table H 1! Reeogaitioa Categof't' "H" Iaitiatiag Conditio a Matt'ix
UNUSUAL
EVENT
HUl Confim1ed
SECURITY
CO-NDITION or threat.
Op. kfetks: All

SITE AREA
EMERGENCY
H81 HOSTILE
ACTION within the
PROTECTED A:.~A.
Op. Modes: All

i ..LERT

HAl HOSTILE
f,CTION withia the
OVINER
CONTROLLED /,REA
er-airbome af:tack threat
within 30 miautes.
Op. MTJdes: Al-l

GENERAL
El:VIERGENCY
HG1 HOSTILE
ACTIGN resultmg ia
loss of physical control
of the facility.
Op. MTJtks: All

HU2 Seismic event
greater thaa OBE levels.
Op. Modes: All

HU3 Hazardoas eveRt.
Op. MTJdes: All
HU4 FIRE potentially
degradiag the level of
safety of the plaat.
Op. A<fodes: All

HU7 Other coaditions
03<ist which ia the
judgment of the
Emergeacy Director
warraat declaration of a
(NO)UE.
Op. }.{odes: All

r------------------,

Ht\S Gaseoas release
impediag access to
equipmeat necessary for
aormal plant operations,
cooldovffl or shatdovffl.
Op. 1\<fodes: Al-l
Ht\:6 CoRtrol Room
evacaation resalting ia
traRsfer ofplaRt control
to altemate loeati-efts.:
Op. },fades: AU
IL-\7 Other coaditions
O){ist 'Nhich ia the
judgment of the
Emergency Director
wanaRt deelaration of aR
Al€14.0p. MfJtks: Al-l

: Table intended for use by :
: EAL ~eve!9J3~FS.
:
1 Ifteluswn mlieensee
1
: documents is not required. :

•-------------------·
H86 mability to
control a key safety
function fi·onl outside the
Control Roonr.
Op. A<fodes: All
HS7 Other conditioas
eKist whicfi ifl the
judgment of the
Emergency Director
warraRt declaratioa of a
Site Area Emergency.
Op. MTJtks: AU
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HU1
ECL: Notification ofUnasual EventUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Confirmed SECURITY CONDITION or threat.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:

Exam13le Emergency Action Levels:

(1 or 2 or3)
A SECURITY CONDITION that does not involve a HOSTILE ACTION as reported by
the (si-te specific sSecurity shm-Shift su13ervisionSupervisorj.
Notification of a credible security threat directed at the--si-tePBNP.
A validated notification from the NRC providing information of an aircraft threat.

Definitions:
SECURITY CONDITION: Any Security Event as listed in the approved security contingency
plan that constitutes a threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a
potential degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A SECURITY CONDITION does not
involve a HOSTILE ACTION.
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end.
This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be
included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be constmed to include acts of civil disobedience or
felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the nuclear power plant. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include violent
acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safetyrelated.

Basis:
This IC addresses events that pose a threat to plant personnel or SAFETY SYSTEM equipment,
and thus represent a potential degradation in the level of plant safety. Security events which do
not meet one of these EALs are adequately addressed by the requirements of 10 CFR -§-73.71 or
10_-CFR-§- 50.72. Security events assessed as HOSTILE ACTIONS are classifiable under ICs
HAl, HSl and HGl.
Timely and accurate communications between Security Shift Supervisiofl Supervisor and the
Control Room is essential for proper classification of a security-related event. Classification of
165
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these events will initiate appropriate threat-related notifications to plant personnel and
GRGoffsite response organizations.
Security plans and terminology are based on the guidance provided by NEI 03-12, Template for
the Security Plan, Training and Qualification Plan, Safeguards Contingency Plan [and
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Security Program].
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EAL HUl.l references (site specific sSecurity slHfl.-Shift supervisionSupervisor-) because these
are the individuals trained to confirm that a security event is occurring or has occurred. Training
on security event confirmation and classification is controlled due to the nature of Safeguards
and 10 CFR § 2.39Q information.
EAL HU1.2 addresses the receipt of a credible security threat. The credibility of the threat is
assessed in accordance with SY-AA-102-1014, Threat Assessment and Repmiing(site specific
Pffieedu-rej.
EAL HU1.3 addresses the threat from the impact of an aircraft on the plant. The NRC
Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee ifthe threat involves
an aircraft. The status and size of the plane may also be provided by NORAD through the NRC.
Validation of the threat is performed in accordance with (site specific proeedrn·e)AOP-29,
Security Threat.
Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs should
not incorporate Security-sensitive information. This includes information that may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat or
threat location. Security-sensitive information should be contained in non-public documents
such as the Security Plan.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC HAl.

Developer Notes:
The (site specific secrnity shift supervisioR) is the title of the on shift individual respoRsible for
supervision of the oR shift security force.
The (site specific procedmc) is the procedurc(s) used by Control Room and/or Secm·ity
persom1el to dctcm1ine if a security thl'cat is credible, and to validate receipt of aircraft threat
infonnation.
Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs should
not incorporate Security sensitive iRformatioR. This includes infon11ation that may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the particulars conceming a specific threat or
thl'eat location. Security sensitive infonnation should be contaiRed in non public doc<mlents
such as the Security Plan.
'Nith dae consideration given to the above developer-nBte, EALs n1ay contain alpha or numbered
references to selected eveRts described in the £comity Plan and associated implementing
procedares. Such refereH:ces should not contain a recognizable description of the event. For
example, an EAL may be vmrded as "Secmity event #2, #5 or #9 is reported by the (site specific
secmity shift Sllpervision)."
ECL /,ssignment Attribates: 3.1.1./,
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HU2
ECL: Notifieatio:ll: oflhmsaal E''e:E:tUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Seismic event greater than OBE levels.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Example Emergency Action Levels:
H 2.1

Seismic event greater than Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) as indicated by seismic
monitor indication of ground acceleration greater than:
•

-0.06 g horizontal

•

0.04 g vertical.

(1)
(site specific i:E:dicatio:ll: that a seismic e're:ll:t met or exceeded OBE limits)

Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses a seismic event that results in accelerations at the plant site greater than those
specified for an Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) 1 • An earthquake greater than an OBE but
less than a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSEi should have no significant impact on safety-related
systems, structures and components; however, some time may be required for the plant staff to
ascertain the actual post-event condition of the plant (e.g., performs walk-downs and post-event
inspections). Given the time necessary to perform walk-downs and inspections, and fully
understand any impacts, this event represents a potential degradation of the level of safety of the
plant.
Event verification with external sources should not be necessary during or following an OBE.
Earthquakes of this magnitude should be readily felt by on-site personnel and recognized as a
seismic event (e.g., typical lateral acceleratio:ll:s are i:ll: e)(cess of 0.08g). The Shift Manager or
Emergency Director may seek external verification if deemed appropriate (e.g., a call to the
USGS, check internet news sources, etc.); however, the verification action must not preclude a
timely emergency declaration.

1
An OBE is vibratory ground motion for which those features of a nuclear power plant necessary for continued
operation without undue risk to the health and safety of the public will remain functional.
2
An SSE is vibratory ground motion for which certain (generally, safety-related) structures, systems, and
components must be designed to remain functional.
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Depending upon the plant mode at the time of the event, escalation of the emergency
classification level would be via IC CA6 or SA9.

Developer Notes:
This "site specific iB:aicatioB: that a seisrRic eveRt met or exeeeaea OBE limits" shoula be basea
on the inaications, almms ana aisplays of site specific seismic monitoring equipmeB:t.
fuaieations aeseribea in the EAL shoula be limitea to those that are immediately available to
CoHtrol Room pefSellllel aHa v:hieh caR be readily assessed. I:ndieatioHs available otltside the
CoHtrol Room and/or which require leHgthy times to assess (e.g., proeessiHg of scratch plates or
recorded data) shoal a Hot be ::sed. The goal is to specify iHdieatioHs that caR be assessed withiH
15 miHutes of the actual or s:1spected seismic even-t.
For sites that ao not have readily assessable OBE iHaieations within the CoHtrol Room,
aevelopers shedd use the follO'.ving altemate EAL (or similar ·.vordiHg).
(1)

a.

CoHtrol Room persoHHel feel aH actual or peteHtial seismic event.

b.

The oeeurreHce of a seismic eveRt is coR-finned in H1aHHer deemed appropriate by
the Shift Manager or EmergeHcy Director.

The EAL l.b statement is inoluded to enstlre that a declaration does Hot result from felt
vibratioHs catlsed by a non seismio source (e.g., a dropped heavy load). The Shift MaHager or
EmergeHcy Director B:1ay seek external Yerifieation if aeen1ea appropriate (e.g., a call to the
USGS, check iHtemet nevis sources, etc.); ho·.vever, the verification action must not preclude a
timely emergency aeclaration. It is recogB:iz:ea that this alternate EAL wording may eause a site
to declare an Unus·aal Event while another site, similarly affected kat ·.vith readily assessable
OBE iHdications iH the Contl'Ol Room, may Hot.
The-above alternate woraiB:g H1ay also be use a to develop a compensatory EAL for use during
periods v,rhen a seismic monitoring system capable of detecting an OBE is out of service fer
maiHtenaHco or repair.
ECL Assig1n110Ht Attribu-tes: 3.1.1.A
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HU3
ECL: Notificatiofl ofUn::sual EveHtUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Hazardous

event~

Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Exomf!le Emet'geaey Aetisa Levels: (1 or 2

Of

3

Of

4 or 5 Of 6)

Note: EAL HU3.~ does not apply to routine traffic impediments such as fog, snow, ice, or
vehicle breakdowns or accidents.

~1

~2

A tornado strike within the PROTECTED AREA.
Internal room or area flooding of a magnitude sufficient to require manual or automatic
electrical isolation of a SAFETY SYSTEM component needed for the current operating
mode.

HlJ3.3

Movement of personnel within the PROTECTED AREA is impeded due to an offsite
event involving hazardous materials (e.g., an offsite chemical spill or toxic gas release).

~4

A hazardous event that results in on-site conditions sufficient to prohibit the plant staff
from accessing the site via personal vehicles.
(Site specific list of Hatural Of technological hazard events)Lake level greater than or
equal to +8.0 ft. (Plant elevation).
Pump bay level less than -15.0 ft.

Definitions:
PROTECTED AREA: The area under continuous access monitoring and control, and anned
protection as described in the site Security Plan.
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safety-related.

Basis:
This IC addresses hazardous events that are considered to represent a potential degradation of the
level of safety of the plant.
EAL HU3.1 addresses a tornado striking (touching down) within the Protected Area.
EAL HU3 .2 addresses flooding of a building room or area that results in operators isolating
power to a SAFETY SYSTEM component due to water level or other wetting concerns.
Classification is also required if the water level or related wetting causes an automatic isolation
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of a SAFETY SYSTEM component from its power source (e.g., a breaker or relay trip). To
warrant classification, operability of the affected component must be required by Technical
Specifications for the current operating mode.
EAL HU3.3 addresses a hazardous materials event originating at an offsite location and of
sufficient magnitude to impede the movement of personnel within the PROTECTED AREA.
EAL HU3.4 addresses a hazardous event that causes an on-site impediment to vehicle movement
and significant enough to prohibit the plant staff from accessing the site using personal vehicles.
Examples of such an event include site flooding caused by a hurricane, heavy rains, up-river
water releases, dam failure, etc., or an on-site train derailment blocking the access road.
This EAL is not intended apply to routine impediments such as fog, snow, ice, or vehicle
breakdowns or accidents, but rather to more significant conditions such as the Hurricane Andrew
strike on Turkey Point in 1992, the flooding around the Cooper Station during the Midwest
floods of 1993, or the flooding around Ft. Calhoun Station in 2011.
EAL HU3.5 addresses lake water level as the Turbine Building is susceptible to external
flooding. +8.0 ft.conespondsft. corresponds to the Turbine Building floor elevation(site specific
deseription).
EAL HU3.6 addresses operability ofthe Emergency Diesel Generators and all Containment fan
coolers. The pump bay level of -15.0 ft.representsft. represents the value at which the
Emergency Diesel Generators and all Containment Fan Coolers must be declared inoperable, and
is four feet above the level at which the service water pumps may begin to cavitate.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be based on ICs in Recognition
Categories AR, F, S or C.

Developer Netes:
The "Site speeifie list of natural or technological ha2:ard events" should inelude other even-ts that
may be a preeursor to a more significant event or condition, and that are appropriate to the site
location and characteristics.
Notwithstanding the events specifieally included as EALs above, a "Site specific list of natural
or teehnological haz;ard events" Reed not include short lived events for ·.vhich the elttent of the
damage and the resultiRg coRsequences can be detern1iRed vrithin a relatively short time frame.
In these eases, a damage assessment can be perfonned soon after the event, and the plant staff
will be able to identify potential or actual impacts to plant systems and stn:ctures. This will
enable prompt definition and implementation of cempensatory or corrective measures with no
appreciable increase in risk to the public.
To the extent that a short lived event does ca·dse immediate and significant damage to plant
systems and structures, it ·,yill be classifiable under the Recognition Category F, S aBd C ICs and
EALs. Events of lesser impaet -would be expected to cause only small and localized damage.
The eonsequenees fmm these types of events are adequately assessed and addressed iR
accordance with Technical Specifications. In addition, the occurrence or effects of the event
may be reportable 1:1nder the requiremeRts of 10 CFR 50.72.
ECL Assignment Attribu-tes: 3.1.l.A ami 3.1.1.C
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HU4
ECL: Notification of Um.!s:1al EventUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: FIRE potentially degrading the level of safety of the plant.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Example EmeFgeney Aetian Levels: (1 or 2 or 3 or 4)
Note§.:
_•_The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon
determining that the applicable time has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
• A Containment fire alatm is considered valid upon receipt of multiple zones (more
than 1) on the FACP system (this note is applicable in Modes 1 and 2 only).
HV4.1

a.
A FIRE is NOT extinguished within 15-minutes of ANY of the following FIRE
detection indications:
• Report from the field (i.e., visual observation)
• Receipt of multiple (more than 1) fire alarms or indications
• Field verification of a single fire alarm

AND
b.

H 4.2

a.
b.

c.
4.3

The FIRE is located within ANY of the followingTable H-1 plant rooms or areas~
(site specific list of plant rooms or areas)
Receipt of a single fire alarm ~with no other indications of a FIRE).
---AND
The FIRE is located within ANY of the followingTable H-1 plant rooms or areas
except Containment in Modes 1 and 2 (see Note above):
(site specific list of plant rooms or areas)
---AND
The existence of a FIRE is not verified within 30-minutes of alarm receipt.

A FIRE within the plant or ISFSI rforplants with fli'l !SFSI outside the plant Protected
Areej-PROTECTED AREA not extinguished within 60-_:minutes of the initial report,
alarm or indication.
A FIRE within the plant or ISFSI rJer plants with 8/1 !SFS! outside t-he pkmt Protected
Areej-PROTECTED AREA that requires firefighting support by an offsite fire response
agency to extinguish.

Table H-1 Areas
Control Room
Containment
PAB
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G05 building
13.8kV Building
Cable Snreadiml Room
Vital Switchgear Room
AFW Pum12 Room
G-0 l/02 Rooms
EDGBuilding
Service Water Pum12 Rooms
Fa"ade 85'
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Definitions:

FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
prefen-ed but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.
PROTECTED AREA: The area under continuous access monitoring and control, and mmed
protection as described in the site Securitv Plan.

Basis:

This IC addresses the magnitude and extent of FIRES that may be indicative of a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
With regard to containment fire alanns, there is constant air movement in containment due to the
operation of the air handling system drawing air to the cooling units past the smoke detectors. It
can reasonably be expected that a fire that burns for 15 minutes would produce sufficient
products of combustion to cause fire detectors in multiple zones to alarm.
EALHU4.1
The intent of the 15-minute duration is to size the FIRE and to discriminate against small FIRES
that are readily extinguished (e.g., smoldering waste paper basket). In addition to alarms, other
indications of a FIRE could be a drop in fire main pressure, automatic activation of a suppression
system, etc.
Upon receipt, operators will take prompt actions to confirm the validity of an initial fire alarm,
indication, or report. For EAL assessment purposes, the emergency declaration clock starts at
the time that the initial alarm, indication, or report was received, and not the time that a
subsequent verification action was performed. Similarly, the fire duration clock also starts at the
time of receipt of the initial alarm, indication or report.
EALHU4.2
This EAL addresses receipt of a single fire alarm, and the existence of a FIRE is not verified
(i.e., proved or disproved) within 30-minutes of the alarm. Upon receipt, operators will take
prompt actions to confirm the validity of a single fire alarm. For EAL assessment purposes, the
30-minute clock starts at the time that the initial alarm was received, and not the time that a
subsequent verification action was performed.
A single fire alarm, absent other indication(s) of a FIRE, may be indicative of equipment failure
or a spurious activation, and not an actual FIRE. For this reason, additional time is allowed to
verify the validity of the alarm. Except for the Containment Building in Modes 1 or 2, t+he 30.:minute period is a reasonable amount of time to determine if an actual FIRE exists; however,
after that time, and absent information to the contrary, it is assumed that an actual FIRE is in
progress.
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If an actual FIRE is verified by a report from the field, then EAL HU4.1 is immediately
applicable, and the emergency must be declared if the FIRE is not extinguished within 15::minutes of the report. If the alarm is verified to be due to an equipment failure or a spurious
activation, and this verification occurs within 30-minutes of the receipt of the alarm, then this
EAL is not applicable and no emergency declaration is warranted.
EALHU4.3
In addition to a FIRE addressed by EAL HU4.1 orEAL HU4.2, a FIRE within the plant
PROTECTED AREA not extinguished within 60-minutes may also potentially degrade the level
of plant safety. This basis extends to a FIRE occurring within the PROTECTED AREA of aft
the ISFSI located outside the plant PRDTECTED AREA. [gell:teace for plants with an rgpgr
oatside the plant Protected Area]
EALHU4.4
If a FIRE within the plant or ISFSI lfiw plents with en !SF'S! eutside the pl-ant Pretected Area]
PROTECTED AREA is of sufficient size to require a response by an offsite firefighting agency
(e.g., a local town Fire Department), then the level of plant safety is potentially degraded. The
dispatch of an offsite firefighting agency to the site requires an emergency declaration only if it
is needed to actively support firefighting efforts because the fire is beyond the capability of the
Fire Brigade to extinguish. Declaration is not necessary if the agency resources are placed on
stand-by, or supporting post-extinguishment recovery or investigation actions.
Basis-Related Requirements from Appendix Rand NFPA-805
Criterion 3 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 states in part that "structures, systems, and
components important to safety shall be designed and located to minimize, consistent with
other safety requirements, the probability and effect of fires and explosions."
The Nuclear Safety Goal ("NSG") in NFPA 805, Section 1.3.1 states, "The nuclear safety
goal is to provide reasonable assurance that a fire during any operational mode and plant
configuration will not prevent the plant from achieving and maintaining the fuel in a safe and
stable condition."
When considering the effects of fire, those systems associated with achieving and
maintaining safe shutdown conditions assume major importance because a safe shutdown
success path, free of fire damage, must be available to meet the nuclear safety goals,
objectives and performance criteria for a fire under any plant operational mode or
configuration.
Because fire may affect safe shutdown systems and because the loss of function of systems
used to mitigate the consequences of design basis accidents under post-fire conditions does
not per se impact public safety, the need to limit fire damage to systems required to achieve
and maintain safe shutdown conditions is greater than the need to limit fire damage to those
systems required to mitigate the consequences of design basis accidents.
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In addition, Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, requires, among other considerations, the use of
1-hour fire ban·iers for the enclosure of cable and equipment and associated non-safety
circuits of one redundant train (G.2.c). Even though PBNP has adopted the altemate
approach provided by NFPA-805 in lieu of the detenninistic requirements of Appendix
R, the 30-minutes to verify a single alarm as used in EAL HU4.2 is considered a
reasonable amount of time to detem1ine if an actual FIRE exists without presenting a
challenge to the nuclear safety perfonnance criteria.Basis Related Reguiremellts from
l4mendil< R
l4Jpelldilc R to 10 CFR 50, states ill part:
Criterioll 3 ofAppeadiJE A to this part speeifies that "Stntetures, systen1s, aad
eompolleE:ts impmiarn to safety shall be designed and loeated to miRimizs, consistent
with ethel' safety requirelll:ents, the probability and effeet of fires and eKp1osions."
When eoflsidering the effeets of fire, those systems assoeiated with aehieviHg aad
mairnaiaing safe shutdown eoaditioas assume major importanee to safety beeatlse
damage to thea1 can lead to col's damage resulting from loss of coolant throGgh boil off.
Beeause fire 111ay affect safe shHtdown systems aad because the loss of ftmetio11 of
systems used to mitigate the eonsequenees of design basis aeciderns undef post fife
co11ditions does aot per so impact public safety, the need to limit fire damage to systems
req<Iired to achieve and mairnain safe shatdowll conditions is greater than the need to
limit fire damage to those systems required to mitigate the eonsequenees of design basis
aecidents.
In additioH, AppeHdix R to 10 CFR 50, requires, amoHg other considemtio11s, the Hse of 1 hour
fire ban'iers fer the enclosure of eable and equipme11t aHd assoeiated non safety eireuits of one
reduE:dant train (G.2.e). /,s used iH EAL #2, the 30 miHutes to ve1'ify a siHgle alarm is well
within this worst case 1 hour time period.
Depending upon the plant mode at the time of the event, escalation of the emergency
classification level would be via IC CA6 or SA9.

Developer Notes:
The "site specific list of plant rooms or areas" should specify those foams or areas that coatain
SAFETY SYSTEM equipmellt.
As lloted ill the EALs and Basis sectioll, include the term ISFSI if the site has aH ISFSI outside
the plant Protected Area.
ECL Assigllmellt Attribrnes: 3.l.l.A
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HU7
ECL: Notification ofUn1:1sual EventUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of a fNGjUE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
J

Example Emergency Action Levels:

~1

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which indicate a potential degradation of the level
of safety of the plant or indicate a security threat to facility protection has been initiated.
No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring are expected
unless further degradation of SAFETY SYSTEMS safety systems occurs.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safetyrelated.

Basis:
This IC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for a NG-UEUE.
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HA1
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION within the OWNER CONTROLLED AREA or
airborne attack threat within 30 minutes.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
&ample-Emergency Action Levels,;,: (1 or 2)
A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the OWNER CONTROLLED
AREA as reported by the (site speeifie sSecurity shift-Shift supervisionSupervism~.
A validated notification from NRC of an aircraft attack threat within 30 minutes of the
site.

Definitions:
HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met
by the station.
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an
end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILES,
vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall
intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the nuclear power
plant. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may
include violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
OWNER CONTROLLED AREA: The site property owned by or othetwise under the control
of the licensee.
PROJECTILE: An object directed toward a nuclear power plant that could cause concern for
its continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.

Basis:
HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will
Be-met by the station.
HOSTILE ACTION: An act tmvard PRNP or its personnel that inoludes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to aehieve an
end. This ineludes attack by air, land, or Vl'atel:' usiRg guns, eRplosives, PRDJECTILE,
vehioles, or other deviees used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the o'verall
intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be coRstmed to inelude aets of eivil
disobedience or felonio<lS acts that are not part of a concerted attaolc on the NPPnuelear pmver
plant. Non tenorism based EALs should be used to addl:'ess such activities (i.e., this may
include violent acts betvt'een individaals in the ownel:' controlled area).
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GWN"ER CO-NTROLLED A,.~EA: The site prope1iy owned by, or othenvise under the control
of, the licensee.
PROJECTILE: An osjeet directed toward a nuclear power plant that could cause concera for
its continued operability, reliasility, or personae! safety.

This IC addresses the occurrence of a HOSTILE ACTION within the OWNER CONTROLLED
AREA or notification of an aircraft attack threat. This event will require rapid response and
assistance due to the possibility of the attack progressing to the PROTECTED AREA, or the
need to prepare the plant and stafffor a potential aircraft impact.
Timely and accurate communications between Security Shift Supervision Supervisor and the
Control Room is essential for proper classification of a security-related event.
Security plans and terminology are based on the guidance provided by NEI 03-12, Template for
the Security Plan, Training and Qualification Plan, Safeguards Contingency Plan [and
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Security Program}.
As time and conditions allow, these events require a heightened state of readiness by the plant
staff and implementation of onsite protective measures (e.g., evacuation, dispersal or sheltering).
The Alert declaration will also heighten the awareness of Offsite Response Organizations,
allowing them to be better prepared should it be necessary to consider further actions.
This IC does not apply to incidents that are accidental events, acts of civil disobedience, or
otherwise are not a HOSTILE ACTION perpetrated by a HOSTILE FORCE. Examples include
the crash of a small aircraft, shots from hunters, physical disputes between employees, etc.
Reporting ofthese types of events is adequately addressed by other EALs, or the requirements of
10 CFR-§-73.71 or 10 CFR-§-50.72.
EAL HA1.1 is applicable for any HOSTILE ACTION occurring, or that has occurred, in the
OWNER CONTROLLED AREA This includes any action directed against an ISFSI that is
located outside the plant PROTECTED AREA.
EAL HA 1.2 addresses the threat from the impact of an aircraft on the plant, and the anticipated
arrival time is within 30 minutes. The intent of this EAL is to ensure that threat-related
notifications are made in a timely manner so that plant personnel and GROoffsite response
organizations are in a heightened state of readiness. This EAL is met when the threat-related
information has been validated in accordance with {SY-AA-102-1014, Threat Assessment and
Repotiingsite specific procedure).s.
The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the threat
involves an aircraft. The status and size of the plane may be provided by NORAD through the
NRC.
In some cases, it may not be readily apparent if an aircraft impact within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA was intentional (i.e., a HOSTILE ACTION). It is expected, although
not certain, that notification by an appropriate Federal agency to the site would clarify this point.
In this case, the appropriate federal agency is intended to be NORAD, FBI, FAA or NRC. The
emergency declaration, including one based on other ICs/EALs, should not be unduly delayed
while awaiting notification by a Federal agency.
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Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs should
not incorporate Security-sensitive information. This includes information that may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat or
threat location. Security-sensitive information should be contained in non-public documents
such as the Security Plan.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC HSl.
.Qeveleper Nates:

The (site specific seet~rity shift supervision) is the title ofthe on shift individ-ual responsible for
S~i]30Flision of the on shift security force.
Emergency plans and in1plementing procedures are puhlie doemnents; therefore, EALs
should not incorporate Security sensitive information. This inebdes information that may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the partiet~lars eoneeming a specific threat or
threat location. Secrnity sensitive infonnation should be contained in non public documents
such as the Security Plan.
'i'lith due consideration giveR to the above decveloper Rote, EALs n1ay contain alpha or
numbered references to selected eveRts described in the Security Plan and associated
implementing procedures. Sueh refereRces should not contain a recognizable description of the
event. For example, an EAL may he worded as "Security event #2, #5 or #9 is reported by the
(site specific security shift sapervisioR)."
See the related Developer Note in Appendix B, Definitions, for guidance on the
developmeRt of a scheme defiRition for the OWNER CONTROLLED AREA
ECL Assignment Att1ibutes: 3.1.2.D
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HAS
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Gaseous release impeding access to equipment necessary for normal plant
operations, cool down, or shutdown.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Example Emergency Action Levels:
Note: If the equipment in the listed room or area was already inoperable or out-of-service
before the event occurred, then no emergency classification is warranted.

~1

a.

Release of a toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gas into any of the
following plant rooms or areas:
Area
Mode
Ul Rod Drive Room
1
U2 Rod Drive Room
1
Turbine Building
1, 2, 3, 4
PAB
ALL
U! FaQade
1, 2, 3, 4
U2 FaQade
1, 2, 3, 4
Ul Containment
M
U2 Containment
M
Circ. Water Pum12 House
1, 2, 3, 4
Auxilia1y FW Pum12 Room
M
(site SJ3eelfie list of J3lant rooms or areas with entry related mode
apj3lieability identified)

AND
b.

Entry into the room or area is prohibited or impeded.

Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses an event involving a release of a hazardous gas that precludes or impedes
access to equipment necessary to maintain normal plant operation, or required for a normal plant
cool down and shutdown. This condition represents an actual or potential substantial degradation
of the level of safety of the plant.
An Alert declaration is warranted if entry into the affected room/area is, or may be, procedurally
required during the plant operating mode in effect at the time of the gaseous release. The
emergency classification is not contingent upon whether entry is actually necessary at the time of
the release.
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Evaluation of the IC and EAL do not require atmospheric sampling; it only requires the
Emergency Director's judgment that the gas concentration in the affected room/area is sufficient
to preclude or significantly impede procedurally required access. This judgment may be based
on a variety of factors including an existing job hazard analysis, report of ill effects on personnel,
advice from a subject matter expert or operating experience with the same or similar hazards.
Access should be considered as impeded if extraordinary measures are necessary to facilitate
entry of personnel into the affected room/area (e.g., requiring use of protective equipment, such
as SCBAs, that is not routinely employed).
An emergency declaration is not warranted if any of the following conditions apply.
•

•
•
•

The plant is in an operating mode different than the mode specified for the affected
room/area (i.e., entry is not required during the operating mode in effect at the time of the
gaseous release). For example, the plant is in Mode 1 when the gaseous release occurs, and
the procedures used for normal operation, cool down and shutdown do not require entry into
the affected room until Mode 4.
The gas release is a planned activity that includes compensatory measures which address the
temporary inaccessibility of a room or area (e.g., fire suppression system testing).
The action for which room/area entry is required is of an administrative or record keeping
nature (e.g., normal rounds or routine inspections).
The access control measures are of a conservative or precautionary nature, and would not
actually prevent or impede a required action.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. _This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness, or even death.
The list of plant rooms or areas in EAL HA5.1 was generated from a step-by-step review ofOP-3A, B, and C.

This EAL does not apply to firefightiRg activities that automatically or manually activate a fire
suppression system in an area, or to iRtentional inertiRg of containment (BWR only).
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via Recognition Category AR, C or F
ICs.
This list vias generated from a step by step review of OP 3A, B. and C.

Deffioper Notes:
The "site specific list of plant rooms or areas with entry related mode applicability identified"
should specify those rooms or areas that contain equipment which require a maRuaJ,qocal action
as speoified in operating procedmes used for normal plant operation, cooldovm and shutdown.
Do not include roon1s or areas iE: which actions of a eontiHgent or emergeHey Hahrre woultl-ee
performed (e.g., aH aetioH to address an off Hom1al or emergency condition such as emergency
repairs, eonective measures or emergency operations). In addition, the list should specify the
·
plant mode(s) dmi:ng '.Vhich entry v;ould be reqaired for each room or area.
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The list should not inek:de rooms or areas for whieh entry is required solely to perfonn aetions
of an administrative or reeord keeping nature (e.g., normal rmmds or routine inspeetions).
The list need not ineh:1de the Control Room ifadeqHate engineered safety/design features are in
plaee to preclude a Control Room evawation ckle to the release of a ha2ardoas gas. £aeh
features tnay inelade, l:Jut are not limited to, eapaeility to draw air from JnHltiple air intakes at
different and separate loeations, inner and outer atmospheric l:Jmmdaries, or the capability to
acquire and nlaintain positive pressare within the Control Room envelope-;If the equipment in the listed room or area was already inoperal:Jle, or o.:t of serviee, l:Jefere..the
event oeemTed, then no emergeney shoHid l:Je declared sines the event '.Vill have no adverse
impaet l:Jeyond that already allowed l:Jy Teehnieal £peoifieations at the time ofthe event.
ECL Assignment Attril:Jutes: 3.1.2.B
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HA6
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation resulting in transfer of plant control to alternate
locations.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Example Emergency Action Levels:

H 6.1

An event has resulted in plant control being transferred from the Control Room to tsftespecific remote sh~:tdown panels and local control stations)AOP local control stations.

Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses an evacuation of the Control Room that results in transfer of plant control to
alternate locations outside the Control Room. The loss of the ability to control the plant from the
Control Room is considered to be a potential substantial degradation in the level of plant safety.
Following a Control Room evacuation, control of the plant will be transferred to alternate
shutdown locations. The necessity to control a plant shutdown from outside the Control Room,
in addition to responding to the event that required the evacuation of the Control Room, will
present challenges to plant operators and other on-shift personnel. Activation of the ERO and
emergency response facilities will assist in responding to these challenges.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC HS6.
Deyeloper Notes:
The "site specific remote shutdo\VB panels and local control stations" are the panels and control
stations refe!'eneed in plant procedures 1:1sed to eooldown and sh~:tdown the plant from a
location(s) oatside the Control Room.
ECL Assignment Attribates: 3.1.2.8
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HA7
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of an Alert.
Operating Mode Applicability: All

I Example EmergeneyEmergency Action Levels:
Hb.L1

Other conditions exist which, in the judgment of the Emergency Director, indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable
life threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE
ACTION. Any releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA
Protective Action Guideline exposure levels.

Detinitions:
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force
to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other
devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be
included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or
felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the nuclear power plant. Nonterrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include violent
acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
Basis:
This IC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for an Alert.
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HS1
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION within the PROTECTED AREA.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Example EmergeBeyEmergency Action Levels:
S1.1

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as
reported by the (site speoific sSecurity 5hlft-.Shift supervisioBSupervisor~.

Definitions:
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an
end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs,
vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall
intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not pati of a concerted attack on the nuclear power
plant. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may
include violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met
by the station.
HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly
or by stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or
causing destruction.
INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION CISFSI): A complex that is
designed and constructed for the inte1im storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive
materials associated with spent fuel storage.
PROJECTILE: An object directed toward a nuclear power plant that could cause concern for its
continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.
PROTECTED AREA: The area under continuous access monitoring and control, and anned
protection as described in the site Security Plan.
Basis:
This IC addresses the occurrence of a HOSTILE ACTION within the PROTECTED AREA.
This event will require rapid response and assistance due to the possibility for damage to plant
equipment.
Timely and accurate communications between Security Shift Supervision Supervisor and the
Control Room is essential for proper classification of a security-related event.
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Security plans and terminology are based on the guidance provided by NEI 03-12, Template for
the Security Plan, Training and Qualification Plan, Safeguards Contingency Plan [and
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Security Program].
As time and conditions allow, these events require a heightened state of readiness by the plant
staff and implementation of onsite protective measures (e.g., evacuation, dispersal or sheltering).
The Site Area Emergency declaration will mobilize GRGoffsite response organization resources
and have them available to develop and implement public protective actions in the unlikely event
that the attack is successful in impairing multiple safety functions.
This IC does not apply to a HOSTILE ACTION directed at an ISFSI PROTECTED AREA
located outside the plant PROTECTED AREA; such an attack should be assessed using IC HAl.
It also does not apply to incidents that are accidental events, acts of civil disobedience, or
otherwise are not a HOSTILE ACTION perpetrated by a HOSTILE FORCE. Examples include
the crash of a small aircraft, shots from hunters, physical disputes between employees, etc.
Reporting of these types of events is adequately addressed by other EALs, or the requirements of
10 CFR-§-73.71 or 10 CFR-§-50.72.
Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs should
not incorporate Security-sensitive information. This includes information that may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat or
threat location. Security-sensitive information should be contained in non-public documents
such as the Security Plan.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC HG 1.
Deyeloper Notes:
The (site specific security sh-ift supen·ision) is the title of the on shift individual responsible for
su-pervision of the on shift secur-ity force.
Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs should
not--incolJlorate Security sensitive informatioR. This iRclades inforn1ation that may be
advaRtageous to a potential adversary, such as the particulars coRceming a specific threat or
threat location. Security sensitive infonnation sheuld be contained in non public docuntents
such as the Security Plan.
With due consideration given to the above developer note, EALs may contain alpha or numbered
references to selected events described in the Sen:rity Plan and associated implementing
procedures. Such references should not contain a recognizable description of the event. For
example, an EAL may be worded as "Secm'ity eveRt #2, #5 or #9 is reported by the (site specific
security shift supervision)."
See the related Developer Note iR Appendix B, Definitions, for guidance on the development of
a scheme definition for the PROTECTED AREA.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3 .1.3.D
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HS6
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Inability to control a key safety function from outside the Control Room.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Example Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Emergency promptly upon
determining that (site specific numeer of30 minutes1 has been exceeded, or will likely be
exceeded.
a.

An event has resulted in plant control being transferred from the Control Room to
(site specific re1nete shutdown panels anaAOP local control stationsj.

AND
b.

Control of ANY of the following key safety functions is not reestablished within
(site specific IHlillher cf30 minutesj.
•
•
•

Reactivity control
Core cooling [PWR] / RPV V/ater le•iel [BWR]
RCS heat removal

Det1nitio ns:

Basis:
This IC addresses an evacuation of the Control Room that results in transfer of plant control to
alternate locations, and the control of a key safety function cannot be reestablished in a timely
manner. The failure to gain control of a key safety function following a transfer of plant control
to alternate locations is a precursor to a challenge to one or more fission product barriers within a
relatively short period oftime.
The determination of whether or not "control" is established at the remote safe shutdown
location(s) is based on Emergency Director judgment. _The Emergency Director is expected to
make a reasonable, informed judgment within (the site specific time for transferj 30 minutes
whether or not the operating staff has control of key safety functions from the remote safe
shutdown location(s). PBNP Operations Manual assumes that the soonest operator action taken
from a remote safe shutdown location is 30 minutes.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC FG 1 or CG 1.

The "site specific remote shutdown panels and loeal control stations" are the panels and control
stations referenced in plant procedmes use a to eoolclown ana shutdown the plant from a
Iocation(s) outside the Control Room.
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Tho "site specific number of mimrtos" is the time in vfhich plant control must be (or is eJl]Jected
to-be) reestablished at an alternate location as described in the site specific fire response
analyses. Absent a basis in the site specific analyses, 15 minutes should be used. Another time
period may be used with appropriate basisijustifieation.
ECL AssignmeB:t t\ttributes: 3 .1.3 .B
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HS7
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of a Site Area Emergency.
Operating Mode Applicability: All

I Example Emergency Action Levels:
BbL1

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE ACTION that results in
intentional damage or malicious acts, (1) toward site personnel or equipment that could
lead to the likely failure of or, (2) that prevent effective access to equipment needed for the
protection of the public. Any releases are not expected to result in exposure levels which
exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels beyond the site boundary.

Definitions:
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force
to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other
devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be
included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or
felonious acts that are not part of a conce1ied attack on the nuclear power plant. Nonterrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include violent
acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
Basis:
This IC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for a Site Area Emergency.
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HG1
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION resulting in loss of physical control of the facility.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
~le-Emergency

H 1.1

a.

Action Levels:

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the PROTECTED
AREA as reported by the_-fsite--sreeffie-s.S.ecurity shift-Shift
supervisionSupervisor).

AND
b.

EITHER of the following has occurred:
1.

ANY of the following safety functions cannot be controlled or maintained.
•
•
•

Reactivity control
Core cooling [PI'VR] / RPV 'ivater level [l?WR]
RCS heat removal

OR
2.

Damage to spent fuel has occurred or is IMMINENT.

Definitions:
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end.
This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be
included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or
felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the nuclear power plant. Nonterrmism--based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include violent
acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly
or by stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or
causing destruction.
IMMINENT: The trajectory of events or conditions is such that an EAL will be met within a
relatively shoti period oftime regardless of mitigation or corrective actions.
PROTECTED AREA: The area under continuous access monitoring and control, and anned
protection as described in the site Security Plan.
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Basis:
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This IC addresses an event in which a HOSTILE FORCE has taken physical control of the
facility to the extent that the plant staff can no longer operate equipment necessary to maintain
key safety functions. It also addresses a HOSTILE ACTION leading to a loss of physical control
that results in actual or IMMINENT damage to spent fuel due to 1) damage to a spent fuel pool
cooling system (e.g., pumps, heat exchangers, controls, etc.) or, 2) loss of spent fuel pool
integrity such that sufficient water level cannot be maintained.
Timely and accurate communications between Security Shift SupervisioH Supervisor and the
Control Room is essential for proper classification of a security-related event.
Security plans and terminology are based on the guidance provided by NEI 03-12, Template for
the Security Plan, Training and Qualification Plan, Safeguards Contingency Plan [and
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Security Program}.
Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs should
not incorporate Security-sensitive information. This includes information that may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat or
threat location. Security-sensitive information should be contained in non-public documents
such as the Security Plan.
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HG7
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of a General Emergency.
Operating Mode Applicability: All

I Example Emergency Action Levels:
Hb:L1

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or IMMINENT substantial
core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity or HOSTILE
ACTION that results in an actual loss of physical control ofthe facility. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels offsite
for more than the immediate site area.

Definitions:
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an
end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs,
vehicles. or other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall
intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concetied attack on the nuclear power
plant. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may
include violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
IMMINENT: The trajectory of events or conditions is such that an EAL will be met within a
relatively short period oftime regardless of mitigation or corrective actions.
Basis:
This IC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for a General Emergency.
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11 SYSTEM MALFUNCTION ICS/EALS
Table 8 ll Reeegnitien Categery "8" Initiating Cenditien Matrix
UNUSUAL
E¥EN+
8Ul
Loss of all offsite
AC pov:er capability to
emergeney bHses fer 15
mi11utes or longer.
Op. Afedes: l..J.J.,_j}?.ewer
Opetwtien, 8t-ertup, Hat
Sitmdby, Hat Shutdewn

SAl
Loss of all but oae
AC power seHrce to
emergency lmses fer 15
mi11utes er IengeL
Op. Modes: .1..,_2_1,_
1PeoPet' Operatien,
Startup, Hat Standby, Ret

SITE AREA
KMERGENCY
881
Loss ef all offsite
and all onsite AC power to
emergeaey buses fer 15
minutes or lo11ger.
Op. Medes: L..2. MPewer
Ope,·atien, Startup, Ret
&andby, Hat Shtttdewn

GENERAL
EMERGENCY
8Gl Prolonged loss ef
all effuite and all onsite AC
pffiver te emergeaey bHses.
Op. 1~fedes: U . . L1:P-eH'Cr
Operetie11, Startup, Hat
Swndh)', Hat Shutdeo111

8~t.·tdewn

8f.. 2
UNPLANNED
loss of Centre! Ream
indicatioas fer 15 mintttes
or longer with a significant
transie11t in pregress.
Op. }.fades: ], 2. 3 'l
Pewet· Opet·atien, Startup,
Hat Stendhy, Hat
Shu/dawn

8U2
UNPLAl'lNED loss
of Colltrol Room
indications fer 15 minHtes
er longer.
Op. Afedes: Pewer
Operetieu, Stertup, Ret
Standby, Ret S,~utd6lmL...l,.

&::1.
8U3
R~acter ceelant
activity greater than
Teehnical 8peeifieatien
allev!'able limits.
Op. },ftJdes: L_2__1,_J.Pewer
Ope,·etien, Startup, Ret
Stendh), Ret s,~uttle1m
~

minutes er Ienger.
Op. Medes: L_2__1,__j_P-e1rer
Operetien, Startttp;-Het
8t£Jndb;·, Hat Shutdewn
~{:15_ _ -"'-~~n1a_!i~ _()!'_ ____
manual (trip [PWRJ / scram
[B'NR]) fails te shutdewn
the reaeter.
Op. Modes: Pewer
Operatienl

_

l)f.. 5_ __,"u!_t~~~i£3 _()!'_ _____8_8_5 __ ll!.a!Ji!i!)'_t~ _______ :__ ________________. _- {Formatted: Font: 11 pt
manual (trip [P'NRJ I
shutdevm the reacter
scran1 [B'NRJ) fails te
causing a challenge te (sere
shutdmvn the reacter, and
cooling [PWR] I Rl'V water
subseqHent 111a11Hal actions le~·el [EWR]) ei' RC8 heat
taken at the reaeter eeatrel fOI11ffl!lh
censeles are net sueeessfHI
Op. Medes: ['-ewet·
r------------------,
in shuttiHg dawn the
Operatienl
: Table imended fer use by :
reactor.
1 EAL developers.
:
Op. }.fedes: Pewer
1
: Inclusion i111ieensee
f)pCffltielrl:
:•__________________
documents is 110t required. J :
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UNUSUAL

-E¥EN+

SITE AREA
EMERGENCY

ALERT

GENERt\L
EJ\<IERGENCY

SUG
Loss of all onsite or
offsite SOllliffilflieations
capabilities.

Op. Modes: L_2_2_1P-ewe;·
Operetien, Sta;·tup, Hot
Stendb;v, Hot Shuttlem1
SU7
Failure to
isolate containment or loss
of containment pressure
control. [P IT'R]

Op. Modes: 1. 2. 3.
1 P-e11·er Opemtien,
St-artup, Hot Standby, Het
ShutTleH¥1
888
Loss of all Vital DC
power fer 15 mintites or
!eJlger.

SG8
Loss ofall AC aHd
Vital DC po'Ner sot~rees fer
15'Hlintites or longer.

Op. Awdes: L_2_1,_1P·tn;er
Operetien, Sterlzip, f!-et
Standby, Hot Shutdel'.¥1

Op. },fotks: j__,__J_,_J_,__P-ewer
Operetien, Starlzip, Hot
St-a¥1dby, Hot Shuttle1111

SA9
Hazardous event
affeeting a SAFETY
SYSTEM Heeded fer the
et~n-ent operatillg n1ode.

Op. Modes: L_1_,_2_JP-eH·er
Operetien, Startup, Hot
Sttmdby, Hot Shui-dell¥1

r------------------,

: Table intended fer t~se by :
1 EAL developers.
:
: lnelusion in lieensee
1
: do61ll'l1ellts-is-not reqt~ired. :

•-------------------·
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SU1
ECL: rletifieatien efUnus:1al BveHtUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite AC power capability to emergency buses for 15_
minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Pewer Operatiefl, gta1iup, Hot gtaHdby, Hot ghutdovml, 2, 3, 4
Kxample Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

s

1.1

Loss of ALL offsite AC power capability to (site speeifie eH1ergeHey buses) 1(2)-A -05
and 1(2)--A-06 for 15 minutes or longer.

Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses a prolonged loss of offsite power. The loss of offsite power sources renders
the plant more vulnerable to a complete loss of power to AC emergency buses,.--.:.....This condition
represents a potential reduction in the level of safety of the plant.
For emergency classification purposes, "capability" means that an offsite AC power source(s) is
available to the emergency buses, whether or not the buses are powered from it.
Note: with respect to this EAL, "Station Blackout is Unit 1(2) specific."
Unit 1(2) offsite power sources include:
• 345 KV AC system supplying power to the 13.8 KVAC system and the 1(2)1m#-X04
transformer
• cross-tying with the opposite unit power supply
• Power to the 1(2)X-02 auxiliary transformer~ through the 19 KVAC system and
the1(2)X-Ol main step-up transformer-f*--9-B
The capability to cross-tie AC power takes credit for the redundant power source for this IC. The
inability to effect the cross-tie within 15 minutes wan-ants declaring a UE.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of offsite
power.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC SAl.
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Ileyeleflct· Notes:
The "site Sflecific emergency buses" are the buses fed by offsite or emergency AC power sources
that supply power to the electrical distribution system that powers SAFETY SYSTEMS. There
is typically 1 emergency btiS per train of SAFETY SYSTEMS.
At multi ~:nit stations, the EALs may credit compensatory measures that are procedmaliz:ed at~d
et:Ht-13e implemented within 15 n'liflutes. Consider capahilities such as power so1:1ree cross ties,
"s'>ViRg" generators, other power sources desmihcd ifl abnormal or emergeRcy operating
procedures, etc. Plants that have a procedmaliz:ed capahility to S<tpply offsite AC povrer to afl:
affected Uflit via a cross tie to a compaRion unit may credit this power source in the EAL
provided that the planfl:ed eross tie strategy n1eets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.63.
ECL Assigmnent Attlik-ttes: 3 .l.l.A
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ECL: Notification ofUIR:sual EventUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of Control Room indications for 15 minutes or
longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation,

~tatiup,

Hot

~tandby,

Hot

~lm-tdownJ,

2, 3, 4

Example Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

s

3.1

a.
An UNPLANNED event results in the inability to monitor one or more of the
following parameters from within the Control Room for 15 minutes or longer.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reactor Power
RCS I Pressurizer Level
RCS I Pressmizer Pressure
Core Exit I RCS Temperature
Level in at least one steam generator
Steam Generator Auxiliary Feed Water Flow
rown

[B WR J3tll'tllneter list]
Reactor Power

Reactor Power

RPV \Vater Le-vel
RPV Pressure
Primary Containment Pressare
~uppression Pool Level

RC~
RC~
T,

Level
Pressare

r'.

Pool Temperature

./0,

D, ' - 'T',

LeT;els in at least (site specific
'~

~uppression

• • .+1

~team
n.

e\

•

•

Generator Atmiliary or
_r!,

~ Ul-

. ""'

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant
and/or placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.

Basis:
This IC addresses the difficulty associated with monitoring normal plant conditions without the
ability to obtain SAFETY SYSTEM parameters from within the Control Room. This condition
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is a precursor to a more significant event and represents a potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant.
As used in this EAL, an "inability to monitor" means that values for one or more of the listed
parameters cannot be determined from within the Control Room. This situation would require a
loss of all of the Control Room sources for the given parameter(s). _For example, the reactor
power level cannot be determined from any analog, digital and recorder source within the
Control Room.
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An event involving a loss of plant indications, annunciators and/or display systems is evaluated
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (and associated guidance in NUREG-1022) to determine if an
NRC event report is required. The event would be reported if it significantly impaired the
capability to perform emergency assessments. In particular, emergency assessments necessary to
implement abnormal operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, and emergency
plan implementing procedures addressing emergency classification, accident assessment, or
protective action decision-making.
This EAL is focused on a selected subset of plant parameters associated with the key safety
functions of reactivity control, core cooling [PWR] / RPV level [B WR] and RCS heat removal.
The loss of the ability to determine one or more of these parameters from within the Control
Room is considered to be more significant than simply a reportable condition. In addition, if all
indication sources for one or more of the listed parameters are lost, then the ability to determine
the values of other SAFETY SYSTEM parameters may be impacted as well. For example, if the
value for reactor vessel level [FWR] I RPV water level [B¥lRJ cannot be determined from the
indications and recorders on a main control board, the SPDS or the plant computer, the
availability of other parameter values may be compromised as well.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of
indication.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC

S~}.

Developer Notes:
In the P\VR parameter list eoblilll:, the "site specific munber" should reflect the minintan1
number of steam generators necessary for plant eooldown and shutdown. This e1iterion may also
specify whether the level value should be \Vide range, nan·o·.v range or both, depending upon the
monitming requirements in emergency operating procedures.

Developers may specify either pressl!fizer or reactor vessel level in the P\VR parameter column
entry for RCS Level.
The number, type, location and layout of Control Room indications, and the range of possible
failure n1odes, ean challenge the ability of an operator to accurately deten11ine, within the time
period available for emergency elassifieation assessments, if a specific percentage of indications
htwe--bee11lost. The approach used in this EAL facilitates pro111pt aad aec~:~rate emergency
classification assessmc11ts by focusing on the indications for a selected subset of parameters.
By focusing on the availability ofthe specified parameter ·;alues, instead of the sources of those
valaes, the EAL recognizes and accommodates the ·.vide 'rariety of indications in nuclear power
plant Control Rooms. Indication types and sources may be analog or digital, safety related or
not, primary or alternate, individ~1al meter val1:1e or eomp~~ter gm<<p display, etc.
A loss ofpla11t anntn1eiators ·.vill be evaluated for reportability in accordance v;ith 10 CFR 50.72
(and the associated guidance in NUREG 1022), and reported if it significantly impairs the
capability to perform emergency assessments. Compensatoi)' measures for a loss of
annunciation can be readily implemented and may incbde increased monitoring of main control
boards and more freq~:~e1rt plant rounds by non licensed operators. Their alerting function
not>.vithstanding, ann~:~Heiators do not provide the parameter values or specific eompo11ent status
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ECL: Notification ofUH:HsHal EveRtUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Reactor coolant activity greater than Technical Specification allowable
limits.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Startap, Hot Stand-by, Hot Shl:ltdownl, 2, 3. 4
Exan1ple Emergency Action Levels:

~

(Site specific radiation monitor) Failed Fuel Monitor 1(2)--RE-1 09 reading greater than
Bffie-speeifie value)750 mR/hr.

2

Sample analysis indicates that a reactor coolant activity value is greater than an allowable
limit specified in Technical Speeifieations50 btCi/gm dose equivalent I-131.7

Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses a reactor coolant activity value that exceeds an allowable limit specified in
Technical Specifications. This condition is a precursor to a more significant event and represents
a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs FAl or the Recognition
Category A-R ICs.
Dtweloper Notes:
For EAL #1 Enter the radiation monitor(s) that may be Hsed to readily identify when RCS
activity levds m<eeed Teelmieal SpeeifieatioR allovta-Ble limits. This EAL H'lay be developed
Hsing different methods and sites should use existing capabilities to address it (e.g., development
of new capabilities is not required). EJ(amples of existing Fnetheds/eapabilities inebde:
•
•

An installed radiation n1onitor on the letdown system or air ejector.
lL hand held monitor or deployed detector reading with pre ealeHlated conversion values or
readily implemeRtable eo&version ealealation capability.

The monitor reading values should eoHespond to an RCS activity level apprm<imately at
Technical Specification allO'.vable limits.
If there is no existing method/capability for determining this EAL, then it shoHld not be included.
IC evaluation will be based on EAL #2.
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For EAL#2 Developers may rev;ord the EAL to include the reactor coolant activity
parameter(s) specified in Technical £pacifications and the associated allov;able limit(s) (e.g.,
values for dose equivalent I 131 and gross activity, time dependent or transient vakes, etc.). If
this approach is selected, all RtS aetivity allov;able limits shoald be included.
ECL Assigltll'lent l.thib1:1tes: 3.l.l.A and 3.l.l.B
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SU4SU5
ECL: Notification of Unasual EventUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: RCS leakage for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown I, 2, 3, 4
Example Emergency Action Levels: (1 or 2 or 3)
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

~1

RCS unidentified or pressure boundary leakage greater than (site specific value).l.Q_gjm}
for 15 minutes or longer.
RCS identified leakage greater than (site specific value)25 gpm for 15 minutes or longer.
Leakage from the RCS to a location outside containment, or Steam Generator tube
leakage, greater than 25 gpm for 15 minutes or longer.

Definitions:
UNISOLABLE: An open or breached system line that cannot be isolated, remotely or locally.

Basis:
This IC addresses RCS leakage which may be a precursor to a more significant event. In this
case, RCS leakage has been detected and operators, following applicable procedures, have been
unable to promptly isolate the leak. This condition is considered to be a potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant.
EAL SU5.1 and EAL SU5.2 are focused on a loss of mass from the RCS due to "unidentified
leakage", "pressure boundary leakage" or "identified leakage" (as these leakage types are defined
in the plant Technical Specifications).
EAL SU5.3 addresses aRCS mass loss caused by an UNISOLABLE leak through an interfacing
system. These EALs thus apply to leakage into the containment, a secondary-side system (e.g.,
steam generator tube leakage in a PWR) or a location outside of containment.
The leak rate values for each EAL were selected because they are usually observable with
normal Control Room indications. Lesser values typically require time-consuming calculations
to determine (e.g., a mass balance calculation). EAL SU5.1 uses a lower value that reflects the
greater significance of unidentified or pressure boundary leakage.
The release of mass from the RCS due to the as-designed/expected operation of a relief valve
does not warrant an emergency classification. For f!WRfiPBNP, an emergency classification
would be required if a mass loss is caused by a relief valve that is not functioning as
designed/expected (e.g., a relief valve sticks open and the line flow cannot be isolated).-Fer
B\VRs, a stuck open Safety Relief Valve (SRV) or SRV leakage is not considered either
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identified or unidentified leakage by Teclntioal £peoifioations and, therefore, is not applieable to
this EAL.
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The 15-minute threshold duration allows sufficient time for prompt operator actions to isolate the
leakage, if possible.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs of Recognition Category A-R
or F.
DeYelepet· Netes:

EAL #I For the site speeifie leak rate value, enter the higher of I 0 gpm or the value specified
iH the site's Teclmieal SpeeifieatioHs for this type of leakage.
EAL #2 For the site specific leak rate value, eHter the higher of 25 gpm or the value specified
iH the site's Teclmieal SpeeifieatioHs for this type ofleakage.
For sites that have Teelmical SpccifieatioHs that do Hot specify a leakage type for steam
geHerator tube leakage, developers should iHeh:Ide aH EAL for tube leakage greater thaH 25 gpm
for 15 minutes or longer.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3 .l.I.A
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ECL: Notifica-tion ofUm:sual EventUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Automatic or manual (trip [P'NR] / scram [B'NR]) fails to shutdown the
reactor.
Operating Mode Applicability: Povrer Opera-tionl
Nete: A mafltlal action is any operator action, or set of actions, which caHses the control roes to
be rapidly inserted into the core, and does not incbde mam1ally driving in control rods or
implementatioH ofbol:'On injection stra-tegies.
Example-Emergency Action Levels: (1 or 2)
Note: A manual action is any operator action, or set of actions, which causes the control rods to
be rapidly inserted into the core, and does not include manually driving in control rods or
implementation of boron injection strategies.
SU6.1
a. An automatic (trip [PWR] / scl:'arn [B 1,VR]) did not shutdown the reactor.

AND

b.

A subsequent manual action taken at the reactor control consoles is successful in
shutting down the reactor.

a.

A manual trip ([PWR] /scram [B\VR]) did not shutdown the reactor.

AND

b.

EITHER ofthe following:

1.

A subsequent manual action taken at the reactor control consoles is
successful in shutting down the reactor.
OR

2.

A subsequent automatic (trip [PVlRJ i seram [BWR]) is successful in
shutting down the reactor.

Definitions:
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Basis:
This IC addresses a failure of the RPS to initiate or complete an automatic or manual reactor ftrip
[PWR] /scram [BWR]) that results in a reactor shutdown, and either a subsequent operator
manual action taken at the reactor control consoles or an automatic ftrip [PWR] I scram [BHIR])
is successful in shutting down the reactor. _This event is a precursor to a more significant
condition and thus represents a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
NOTE:

For PBNP, the phrase "at the reactor control consoles" means the reactor trip
pushbuttons on the following panels:
• Unit 1 on panels 1C04 and CO 1
• Unit 2 on panels 2C04 and C02
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Following the failure on an automatic reactor ftrip [PWR] I scram [l?WR]), operators will
promptly initiate manual actions at the reactor control consoles in the Control Room to shutdown
the reactor (e.g., initiate a manual reactor ftrip [PWR] / scram [B WR])). If these manual actions
are successful in shutting down the reactor, core heat generation will quickly fall to a level
within the capabilities of the plant's decay heat removal systems.
If an initial manual reactor ftrip [PWR] /scram [BWR]) is unsuccessful, operators will promptly
take manual action at another location(s) on the reactor control consoles to shutdown the reactor
(e.g., initiate a manual reactor ftrip [PrVR] I scram [BWR])) using a different switch). Depending
upon several factors, the initial or subsequent effort to manually ftrip [PWR] /scram [l?WR]) the
reactor, or a concurrent plant condition, may lead to the generation of an automatic reactor ftrip
[PWR] I scra1ll: [BWR]) signal. If a subsequent manual or automatic ftrip [PWR] /scram [BWR])
is successful in shutting down the reactor, core heat generation will quickly fall to a level within
the capabilities of the plant's decay heat removal systems.
A manual action at the reactor control cofl:solesin the Control Room is any operator action, or set
of actions, which causes the control rods to be rapidly inserted into the core (e.g., initiating a
manual reactor ftrip [PWR] I scram [l?WR])). This action does not include manually driving in
control rods or implementation of boron injection strategies. Actions taken at back-panels or
other locations within the Control Room, or any location outside the Control Room, are not
considered to be "at the reactor control consoles".
Takiflg the Reactor Mode Sviiteh to SHUTDOWN is considered to be a nlaflual scram actiofl.
fB-WR)
The plant response to the failure of an automatic or manual reactor ftrip [PWRJ I scram [BWRJ)
will vary based upon several factors including the reactor power level prior to the event,
availability of the condenser, performance of mitigation equipment and actions, other concurrent
plant conditions, etc. If subsequent operator manual actions taken at the reactor control consoles
are also unsuccessful in shutting down the reactor, then the emergency classification level will
escalate to an Alert via IC SA~.Q. Depending upon the plant response, escalation is also possible
via IC FA!. Absent the plant conditions needed to meet either IC SA~.Q or FAl, an Unusual
Event declaration is appropriate for this event.
A reactor shutdown is determined in accordance with applicable Emergency Operating
Procedure criteria.
Should a reactor ftrip [PWR] I scram [BV\'R]) signal be generated as a result of plant work (e.g.,
RPS setpoint testing), the following classification guidance should be applied.
If the signal causes a plant transient that should have included an automatic reactor ftrip
[PWR] I scram [B\VR]) and the RPS fails to automatically shutdown the reactor, then this IC
and the EALs are applicable, and should be evaluated.

I•

If the signal does not cause a plant transient and the ftrip [P\VRJ / scram [BVlR]) failure is
determined through other means (e.g., assessment of test results), then this IC and the EALs
are not applicable and no classification is warranted.
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Deyeleper Netes:
This IC is applicable in any Mode in v1-hich the actual reactor power level could exceed the
power level at which the reactor is considered shutdown. A P'NR with a shutdovm reactor
power level that is less than or equal to the reactor power level which defines the lower bound of
Po•.ver Operation ~'fede 1) will need to inek1de Startup (Me de 2) in the Operating Mode
Applicability. Fer example, if the reaeter is considered te be shutdown at 3% and Power
Gperatien starts at >5%, then the IC is also applicable in Startup Me de.
Develepers may include site specific EOP criteria iHdicative of a successful reactor shutdowi'l iH
an EAL statement, the Basis er both (e.g., a reactor power level).
The ten11 "reactor control censcles" may be replaced v;ith the apprep1iate site specific
term (e.g., main control boards}.
ECL AssigHment Attributes: 3 .l.l.A
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ECL: Notification of Unnsaal EventUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Stmtup, Hot Standby, Hot Sln1tdownl, 2, 3, 4
Example Emergency Action Levels: (1 or 2 or 3)

s

7.1

Loss of ALL of the following onsite communication methods:
• (site specifie list of commU11ieatio-as methods) Plant Public Address System
• Security Radio
• Commercial Phone System
• Portable Radios

s

7.2

Loss of ALL of the following GRGoffsite response organization communications
methods:
• (site specific list of communications methods) Nuclear Accident Reporting
System CNARS)
• Commercial Phone System
• General Telephone Lines
• Manitowoc County Sheniff s Depmiment Radio

s

7.3

Loss of ALL of the following NRC communications methods:
• (site specific list of comnnmications methods)FTS Phone System
• Commercial Phone System
• General Telephone Lines

Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses a significant loss of on-site or offsite communications capabilities. While not
a direct challenge to plant or personnel safety, this event wanants prompt notifications to
GRGoffsite response organizations and the NRC.
This IC should be assessed only when extraordinary means are being utilized to make
communications possible (e.g., use of non-plant, privately owned equipment, relaying of on-site
information via individuals or multiple radio transmission points, individuals being sent to offsite
locations, etc.).
EAL SU7 .1 addresses a total loss of the communications methods used in support of routine
plant operations.
EAL SU7 .2 addresses a total loss of the communications methods used to notify all GRGoffsite
response organizations of an emergency declaration. The GRGoffsite response organizations
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referred to here are fsee-9eveloper Notes)the State of Wisconsin, Manitowoc County, and
Kewaunee County.
---EAL SU7.3 addresses a total loss ofthe communications methods used to notify the NRC
of an emergency declaration.
Ilevelapet· Nates:
EAL #1 The "site specific list of communications methods" shoald include all
eemmunications methods used for roatine plant comnmnications (e.g., commercial or site
telephones, page party systems, radios, etc.). This listing should inelude installed plant
equipment and components, and rwt items OViHed aHd maintained by iRdividuals.
EAL #2 The "site specific list ofeomnnu'licatioHs methods" should iRck~de all communications
methods used to perfom1 initial emergency notifications to OROs as described in the site
En1ergeney Plan. The listing shortld include ifistalled plant eqt~ipment and emnpoll:ents, and not
items owned and maintained by individuals. Example methods are ring down/dedicated
telephm'l:e lines, eommercial telephone lines, radios, satellite telephones and internet based
eommtmications tecl111ology.
In the Basis section, insert the site specific listing of the OROs requiring notification of an
emergency declaration from the Control Room iR accordance '.Vith the site Emergency Plan, and
typically withiR 15 minutes.
Ef,L #3 The "site specific list ofcomnmnications methods" shot~ld include all eommtll1ications
methods \:!sed to perfonn initial emergency notifications to the 1'!RC as described in the site
Emergency Plan. The listing should inelt~de iHstalled pla11t equipme11t and eomponeHts, and not
iten1s owned and maintained by iHdivid<wls. These methods are typically the dedicated
Emergency Notification System (ENS) telephone line and oommercial telephone lines.
ECL Assignment Attribntes: 3 .l.l.C
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ECL: Notification ofUnusual Event
Initiating Condition: Failure to isolate containment or loss of containment pressure control.

fP-Wl?l
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, £tartup, Hot Standby, Hot Slt:ttdownl, 2, 3, 4
Example EmergeneyEmergency Action Levels:
U8.1

a.

~

Failure of containment to isolate when required by an actuation signal.

AND
b.

ALL required penetrations are not closed within 15 minutes ofthe actuation
signal.

a.

Containment pressure greater than (site specifie pressare)25 psi g.

AND

b.

Less than one full train of ~~Containment
Cooling- System equipment is operating per design for 15 minutes or longer.

Detlnitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses a failure of one or more containment penetrations to automatically isolate
(close) when required by an actuation signal. It also addresses an event that results in high
containment pressure with a concurrent failure of containment pressure control systems. Absent
challenges to another fission product barrier, either condition represents potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant.
For EAL SU8.1, the containment isolation signal must be generated as the result on an offnormal/accident condition (e.g., a safety injection or high containment pressure); a failure
resulting from testing or maintenance does not warrant classification. The determination of
containment and penetration status- isolated or not isolated should be made in accordance
with the appropriate criteria contained in the plant AOPs and EOPs. The 15-minute criterion is
included to allow operators time to manually isolate the required penetrations, if possible.
EAL SU8.2 addresses a condition where containment pressure is greater than the setpoint at
which containment energy (heat) removal systems are designed to automatically actuate, and less
than one full train of equipment is capable of operating per design. During a design basis
accident, a minimum of two containment accident fan cooler units with their accident fans
miming and one containment spray train are required to maintain the containment peak pressure
and temperature below the design limits. Each containment spray train is a containment spray
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pump, spray header, nozzles, valves and piping. Each containment accident fan cooler unit
consists of cooling coils, accident backdraft damper, accident fan, service water outlet valves,
and controls necessary to ensure an operable service water flow path.
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The 15-minute criterion is included to allow operators time to manually start equipment that may
not have automatically started, if possible. The inability to start the required equipment indicates
that containment heat removal/depressurization systems (e.g., containment sprays or ieo
eondeHsei' fans) are either lost or performing in a degraded manner.
This event would escalate to a Site Area Emergency in accordance with IC FS 1 if there were a
concurrent loss or potential loss of either the Fuel Clad or RCS fission product barriers.
Developer Notes:
Entei' the "site speeifie pressure" value that actuates containment pressure control systems (e.g.,
eontaiHment spray). Also enter the site speeifie containment pressure eoHtml system/equipment
that should be operatiHg per design if the oontainmcnt pressure actuation setpoint is reached. If
desired, speeifie condition indications such as parameter values ean also be entered (e.g., a
containment spray flow rate less than a certain value).
EAL #2 is not applicable to the U.S. Evolutionary Pewei' Reactor (EPR) design.
ECL Assignment Attribt:tes: 3 .1.1./,
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SA1
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Loss of all but one AC power source to emergency buses for 15 minutes
or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation,

~:tartUjJ,

Hot 8tandby, Hot 8hatdownl, 2, 3, 4

Example EmergeneyEmergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Alert promptly upon determining that 15_
minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
a.

AC power capability to (site specific emergency buses)1(2}-A-05 AND 1(2)-A-06
is reduced to a single power source for 15 minutes or longer.
AND

b.

Any additional single power source failure will result in a loss of all-ALL AC
power to SAFETY SYSTEMS.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safety-related.
Basis:
This IC describes a significant degradation of offsite and onsite AC power sources such that any
additional single failure would result in a loss of all AC power to SAFETY SYSTEMS. In this
condition, the sole AC power source may be powering one, or more than one, train of safety.=related equipment. This IC provides an escalation path from IC SUl.
An "AC power source" is a source recognized in AOPs and BOPs, and capable of supplying
required power to an emergency bus. Some examples of this condition are presented below.
•
•

•

A loss of all offsite power with a concurrent failure of all but one emergency power source
(e.g., an onsite diesel generator).
A loss of all offsite power and loss of all emergency power sources (e.g., onsite diesel
generators) with a single train of emergency buses being back-fed from the unit main
generator.
A loss of emergency power sources (e.g., onsite diesel generators) with a single train of
emergency buses being back-fed from an offsite power source.
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Unit 1(2) offsite power sources include:
• 345 KVAC system supplying power to the 13.8 KVAC system and the 1C2)wti±-X04
transformer
• cross-tying with the opposite unit power supply
• Power to the 1C2)X-02 Auxilimy transformer f:X--Wtthrough the 19 KVAC system and
the 1(2)X-Ol main step-up transformer-f*-Q-8
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The capability to cross-tie AC power takes credit for the redundant power source for this IC.
The inability to implement the cross-tie within 15 minutes warrants declaring a UE.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC SSl.

Developer Notes:
For a pov;er source that has multiple generators, the EAL and/or Basis section shedd reflect the
minimum number of operating generators necessary for that source to provide required power to
an AC emergoHcy bus. For oJCamplo, if a baekup pmver source is comprised of two generators
(i.e., two 50% capacity generators sized to feed l AC emergency bus), the EAL aHd Basis
section must specify that both ge»erators for that source are operati»g.
The "site specific emergeHey b'ases" s:re the buses fed by offsite or en1ergeney AC power sources
that supply power to the electrical distribution system that powers SAFETY SYSTEMS. There
is typically 1 emergency k1s per trai» of SAFETY SYSTEMS.
Developers should modify the bullated eJtam-ples provided in the basis sectioH, above, as needed
to reflect their site specific plaHt designs and capabilities.
The EALs and Basis should reflect that each independent offsite power circuit constitutes a
single power sot:ree. For eJtample, throe independent 345kV offsite pmver circuits (i.e.,
ineoming power lines) comprise three separate power sources. Independence may be determined
from a review of the site specific UFSAR, SBO analysis or related loss of electrical power
studiefu.
Tho EAL and/or Basis section may specify use of a non safety related power source provided
that operation of this source is recognized in AOPs and EOPs, or beyond design basis aeeident
response guidelines (e.g., FLEX supp01t guidelines). Such pov;er sourees should generally meet
the "Alternate ae source" definition provided in 10 CFR 50.2.
At m-lllti unit stations, the EALs may credit com-pensatory measures that are proceduralized and
can be implemented within 15 minutes. Consider capabilities such as power source cross ties,
"swing" generators, other pmver sources described in abnormal or emergency operating
procedures, etc. Pl&nts that have a procedtwalized capability to supply offsite AC power to an
affected emit via a cross tie to a companion unit may credit this povrer solJree in the EAL
provided th&t the planned cross tie strategy meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.63.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.2.8
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SA2SA3
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of Control Room indications for 15 minutes or longer
with a significant transient in progress.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Starmp, Hot Standby, Hot Shatdewnl, 2, 3, 4
Example Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Alert promptly upon determining that 15_
minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

s

3.1

a.

An UNPLANNED event results in the inability to monitor one or more of the
following parameters from within the Control Room for 15 minutes or longer.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reactor Power
RCS I Pressurizer Level
RCS I Pressurizer Pressure
Core Exit I RCS Temperature
Levels in at least one steam generator
Steam Generator Auxiliary Feed Water Flow
r]:}um

Reactor Power

Reactor Po·.ver

RPV \Vater Level
RPV Press:if'e

RCS Level
RCS Presstn·e

n,·

.

r.

•

[QLflD

.p,.

Suppression Pool Level
Suppression Pool Temperature

r. r, .• fr .. o. ·

• ,fl

'f',

Levels in at least (site specific

ffilfltB _,

Steam Generator Al:lxiliary or
D.

TI.

..l ' " ·

L'1

AND
b_._ _ANY of the following transient events in progress.
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic or manual runback greater than 25% thermal reactor power
Electrical load rejection greater than 25% full electrical load
Reactor scram [BWR] I trip fl2Wlij
ECG8-fSij actuation
Thermal power oscillations greater than 10% [BWR]

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant
and/or placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.
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UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.
Basis:

This IC addresses the difficulty associated with monitoring rapidly changing plant conditions
during a transient without the ability to obtain SAFETY SYSTEM parameters from within the
Control Room. During this condition, the margin to a potential fission product barrier challenge
is reduced. It thus represents a potential substantial degradation in the level of safety of the
plant.
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As used in this EAL, an "inability to monitor" means that values for one or more ofthe listed
parameters cannot be determined from within the Control Room. This situation would require a
loss of all of the Control Room sources for the given parameter(s). For example, the reactor
power level cannot be determined from any analog, digital and recorder source within the
Control Room.
An event involving a loss of plant indications, annunciators and/or display systems is evaluated
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (and associated guidance in NUREG-1022) to determine if an
NRC event report is required. The event would be reported if it significantly impaired the
capability to perform emergency assessments. In particular, emergency assessments necessary to
implement abnormal operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, and emergency
plan implementing procedures addressing emergency classification, accident assessment, or
protective action decision-making.
This EAL is focused on a selected subset of plant parameters associated with the key safety
functions of reactivity control, core cooling [PWR] / R1'V level [:BWR] and RCS heat removal.
The loss of the ability to determine one or more ofthese parameters from within the Control
Room is considered to be more significant than simply a reportable condition. In addition, if all
indication sources for one or more of the listed parameters are lost, then the ability to determine
the values of other SAFETY SYSTEM parameters may be impacted as well. For example, if the
value for reactor vessel level [PWR] / RPV water level [BWR] cannot be determined from the
indications and recorders on a main control board, the SPDS or the plant computer, the
availability of other parameter values may be compromised as well.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of
indication.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs FS 1 or IC A&+RS 1.

In the P\VR parameter list colamn, the "site specific number" should reflect the minim~1m
number of steam genera-tors necessary for plant cool down and shutdown. This criterion may also
specify v:-hether the level value should be wide range, nanow range or both, depending upon the
monitming requirements in emergency operating procedures.
Developers may speeify either pressmizer or reactor vessel level in the P'NR parameter eoltrnm
entry for RC£ Level.
De\·olopers should consider if the "transient events" list needs to be modified to better reflect
sire--specific plant operatiag characteristics and eJt:pected respOftSeS-;The number;--tyj3e, location and layout of Control Room indications, and the range of possible
failure modes, can challenge the ability of an operator to accurately detem1ine, within the time
period available for emergency classification assessments, if a specific percentage of indications
have been lost. The approach used in this EAL facilitates prompt and accura-te emergeacy
classification assessments by focusing on the indications for a selected subset ofpammeters.
By focusing on the availability of the specified parameter values, instead of the soureos of those
values, the EAL recognizes and accommodates the wide variety of iRdications in nuclear pO'.ver
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plant Control Rooms. Indication types and souroes may be analog or digital, safety related or
not, primary or alternate, individual meter valae or computer group display, eto.
A loss of plant annuneiators will be e'!'al'.~ated for reportability in aeeordanoe with 10 CFR 50.72
(and the associated gddance in NUREG 1022), and reported if it significantly impairs the
capability to perfonn emergenoy assessments. Con1pensatory measmes for a loss of
annlffioiation can be readily implemented and may inolude increased monitoring of main control
boards and more frequent plant rounds by 11011 licensed operators. Their aletiiHg funotion
notwithstaB:di11g, annunciators do not provide the parameter values or specific oomponent status
i11furn1ation used to operate the plant, or prooess through AOPs or EOPs. Based 011 these
considerations, a loss of annunciation is oonsidered to be adequately addressed by reportability
criteria, and therefore not inoluded in this IC and EAL.
'Nith respect to establishing event severity, the response to a loss of radiation monitoring data
(e.g., process or effluent monitor vabes) is considered to be adequately bounded by the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 (and assooiated guidance in NUREG 1022). The reporting of this
event vtill ensure adeqt~ate plant staff and NRC awareness, and drive the establishment of
appropriate compensatory measures and corrective aotions. In addition, a loss of radiation
monit01ing data, by itself, is not a preoursor to a more significant <went.
Personnel at sites that have a Failure Modes and Effeots Analysis (FMEA) inoladed within the
design basis of a digital l&C system should consider the FMEA infunnation when developing
their site specific EALs.
Due to ohanges in the oo11figurations of SAFETY
SYSTEMS, including associated i11strumentation and indications, d~n·ing the cold shutdown,
refueling, a11d defueled modes, no analogous IC is inoluded fur these modes of operatio11.
ECL Assigmne11t Attributes: 3 .1.2.B
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SA5SA6
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Automatic or manual (trip [P\\'R] / seram [B\VRJ) fails to shutdown the
reactor, and subsequent manual actions taken at the reactor control consoles are not successful in
shutting down the reactor.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation I
Note: A manual action is any operator action, or set of actions, which causes the control rods to
be rapidly inserted into the core, and does not include manually driving in control rods or
implementation ofboron injection strategies.

I

Example Emet·geneyEmergency Action Levels:

~1

An automatic or manual (trip [P'iVRJ I seram [BWR]) did not shutdown the
reactor.

a.

AND
b.

Manual actions taken at the reactor control consoles are not successful in shutting
down the reactor.

Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses a failure of the RPS to initiate or complete an automatic or manual reactor (trip
[PWR] I seram [BWR]) that results in a reactor shutdown, and subsequent operator manual
actions taken at the reactor control consoles to shutdown the reactor are also unsuccessful. This
condition represents an actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the
plant. An emergency declaration is required even if the reactor is subsequently shutdown by an
action taken away from the reactor control consoles since this event entails a significant failure
of the RPS.
NOTE:

For PBNP, the phrase "at the reactor control consoles" means the reactor trip
pushbuttons on the following panels:
• Unit 1 on panels 1C04 and COl
• Unit 2 on panels 2C04 and C02

A manual action at the reactor control consoles is any operator action, or set of actions, which
causes the control r.ods to be rapidly inserted into the core (e.g., initiating a manual reactor (trip
[PWR] / seram [B14'R])). This action does not include manually driving in control rods or
implementation ofboron injection strategies. If this action(s) is unsuccessful, operators would
immediately pursue additional manual actions at locations away from the reactor control
consoles (e.g., locally opening breakers). _Actions taken at back-panels or other locations within
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the Control Room, or any location outside the Control Room, are not considered to be "at the
reactor control consoles~'\
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Taking the Reactor Mode Switch to SHUTDO\:VN is considered to be a manual scram action.
fBWR1
The plant response to the failure of an automatic or manual reactor ftrip [PH'R] /scram [BW'R])
will vary based upon several factors including the reactor power level prior to the event,
availability of the condenser, performance of mitigation equipment and actions, other concurrent
plant conditions, etc. If the failure to shutdown the reactor is prolonged enough to cause a
challenge to the core cooling [PWR] I RPV water level [BWRJ or RCS heat removal safety
functions, the emergency classification level will escalate to a Site Area Emergency via IC SS~§..
Depending upon plant responses and symptoms, escalation is also possible via IC FS 1. Absent
the plant conditions needed to meet either IC SS~§. or FSl, an Alert declaration is appropriate for
this event.
It is recognized that plant responses or symptoms may also require an Alert declaration in
accordance with the Recognition Category F ICs; however, this IC and EAL are included to
ensure a timely emergency declaration.

A reactor shutdown is determined in accordance with applicable Emergency Operating
Procedure criteria.

Developer Nates:
This IC is applicable in any Mode in which the actual reactor power level could eJweed
the power le,·el at which the reactor is considered shutdowa. A P\\'R with a shutdown reactor
power level that is less than or eqaal to the reactor power level which defines the lower bound of
Power Operation (Mode 1) will need to include Startup (Mode 2) in the Operating Mode
Applicability. For eJcample, if the reactor is considered to be shr:-tdovm at 3% and Power
Operation starts at >5%, then the IC is also applicable in Startup Mode.
Developers may include site specific EOP criteria indicative of a successful reactor
shutdown in an EAL statement, the Basis or both (e.g., a reactor power level),
The tem1 "reactor control consoles" may be replaced '.vith the appropriate site specific
ten11 (e.g., main control beafdst:
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.2.B
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SA9
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Hazardous event affecting a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current
operating mode.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdownl, 2, 3, 4
Example Emergency Action Levels:
Notes:
• If the affected SAFETY SYSTEM train was already inoperable or out of service
before the hazardous event occurred, then this emergency classification is not
warranted.
•
If the hazardous event only resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE, with no indications
of degraded petformance to at least one train of a SAFETY SYSTEM, then this
emergency classification is not wananted.
+- - - -{

s

9.1

a.

The occurrence of ANY of the following hazardous events:
• Seismic event (earthquake)
• Internal or external flooding event
• High winds or tornado strike
• FIRE
• EXPLOSION
• (site specific hazards) Lake level greater than or equal to +9.0 ft. (Plant
elevation)
• Pump bay level less than -19.0 ft.
• Other events with similar hazard characteristics as determined by the Shift
Manager or Emergency Director

AND
b.

1.

Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance in one train
of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode.

AND
2.

EITHER of the following:
•

Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance to a
second train of the SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the cunent
operating mode, or

•

The event has resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second train of a
SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the cunent operating mode.
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Definitions:

EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent and catastrophic failure of a piece of equipment due to
combustion, chemical reaction or overpressurization. A release of steam (from high energy
lines or components) or an electrical component failure (caused by short circuits, grounding,
arcing, etc.) should not automatically be considered an explosion. Such events may reguire a
post-event inspection to detem1ine if the attributes of an explosion are present.
FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
prefened but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safetyrelated.
VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a component or structure that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. The visual impact of the damage is sufficient to cause
concem regarding the operability or reliability of the affected component or structure. Damage
resulting from an equipment failure and limited to the failed component (i.e., the failure did not
cause damage to a structure or any other equipment) is not VISIBLE DAMAGE.
EITHER of the following:

+-- -

1.
Event damage has caased indications of degraded performance in at least one
train of a £AFETY £Y£TEM needed for the canent operating mode.
OR

2.
The event has caused VISIBLE DAMAGE to a £AFETY SY£TEM component or
structure needed for the current operating mode.
Basis:

This IC addresses a hazardous event that causes damage to SAFETY SYSTEMS needed for the
cunent operating mode. In order to provide the appropriate context for consideration of an
ALERT classification, the hazardous event must have caused indications of degraded SAFETY
SYSTEM performance in one train, and there must be either indications of performance issues
with the second SAFETY SYSTEM train or VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second train such that
the potential exists for this second SAFETY SYSTEM train to have pe1formance issues. In other
words, in order for this EAL to be classified, the hazardous event must occur, at least one
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded performance, and the second
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded performance or VISIBLE
DAMAGE such that the potential exists for perfonnance issues. Note that this second SAFETY
SYSTEM train is from the same SAFETY SYSTEM that has indications of degraded
performance for criteria SA9.l.b.l of this EAL; commercial nuclear power plants are designed to
be able to support single system issues without compromising public health and safety from
radiological events.
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Indications of degraded performance addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is in
service/operation since indications for it will be readily available. The indications of degraded
performance should be significant enough to cause concem regarding the operability or
reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
VISIBLE DAMAGE addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is not in
service/operation and that potentially could cause performance issues. Operators will make this
determination based on the totality of available event and damage report information. This is
intended to be a brief assessment not requiring lengthy analysis or quantification of the damage.
This VISIBLE DAMAGE should be significant enough to cause concem regarding the
operability or reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
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This IC addresses a haz:ardous event that causes damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM, or a structure
containing SAFETY SYSTEM components, needed for the cmTent operating mode. This
condition significantly reckces the margin to a loss or potential loss of a fission prodnct bani or,
and therefore represents an actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the
plant
High lake water level conditions that may have resulted in a plant VITAL AREA being subjected
to levels beyond design limits, and thus damage may be assumed to have occtmed to plant
SAFETY SYSTEMS. Lake water level at +9.0 feet conesponds to the license basis flood
elevation and is one foot above the Turbine Building floor elevation. The low pump bay level
~threshold conesponds to the level that is calculated to correspond to the onset of
cavitation of the service water pumps.
E,'\L l.b.l addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM. train that is in service/operation since
indications for it will be readily available. The indications of degraded performance should be
significant enough to cause concern regarding the opefaeility Of reliability of the SAFETY
SYSTEM train.
EAL 1.8.2 addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM component that is not in service/operation
Of readily apparent thro~tgll: indications alone, or to a structme containing SAFETY SYSTEM
components. Operators will make tll:is deternnnation based on the totality of available event and
damage report information. This is intended to be a brief assessment not requiring lengthy
analysis or quantification of the damage.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC FS 1 or AS+RS 1.
Develaper Nates:
For (site specific hazards), developers should consider including other significant, site specific
hazards to tll:e buHeted list contained in EAL l.a (e.g., a seiche).
Nuclear power plant SAFETY SYSTEMS are eomp1ised oftwo or more separate and redundant
trains of equipment in accordance with site specific design criteria.
ECL Assigmnent lAtiibates: 3.1.2.B
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ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to emergency buses for 15
minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Pmver Operation, Startu-p, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown!, 2. 3, 4
Exam13le Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Emergency promptly upon
determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

s

Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power to (site Sfleeifie emergency buses)JQ)::
A-05 and 1(2)-A-06 for 15 minutes or longer.
Definitions:

1.1

SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safety-related.
Basis:
This IC addresses a total loss of AC power that compromises the performance of all SAFETY
SYSTEMS requiring electric power including those necessary for emergency core cooling,
containment heat removal/pressure control, spent fuel heat removal and the ultimate heat sink.
In addition, fission product barrier monitoring capabilities may be degraded under these
conditions. This IC represents a condition that involves actual or likely major failures of plant
functions needed for the protection of the public.
Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or provide
Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of AC power to safety-related 4160
VAC busses. Even though a safety-related 4160 VAC bus may be energized, if necessary loads
(i.e., loads that if lost would inhibit decay heat removal capability or Reactor Vessel makeup
capability) are not operable on the energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs AG+RG 1, FG 1 or SG 1.
DeveloJ3er Notes:
For a power source that has mdtiple generators, the EAL and/or Basis section should reflect the
minim-am n<unber of operating generators necessary for that source to provide adecpate povler to
an AC emergency bus. For example, if a baolcup power soLwce is comprised of two generators
(i.e., two 50% oapacity generators sized to feed 1 AC emergency bus), the EAL and Basis
section must specify that both generators for that soarce are opereting.
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The "site specific emergency b<lses" are the bases fed by offsite or emergency AC power somces
that supply power to the electrical distribution system that powers SAFETY SYSTEMS. There
is typically 1 emergency bus per train of SAFETY SYSTEMS.
The EAL and/or Basis section may specify use of a non safety related pov:er source provided
that operation of this soui'ee is controlled in accordance with abnormal or emergency operating
procedures, or beyond design basis accident response guidelines (e.g., FLEX support guidelines).
Sueh power sources should generally meet the "Altemate ae soaree" definition provided in 10
CFR50.2.
At multi unit stations, the EALs may credit compensatory measures that are proceduralized and
can be implemented 'Nithin 15 minutes. Consider capabilities such as power source cross ties,
"swing" generators, other power sources described in abnormal or emergency operating
procedures, etc. Plants that haye a proce(kH"alized capability to st>pply offsite AC power to an
affected unit Yia a cross tie to a companion unit may credit this power somce in the EAL
provided that the plaHHed cross tie strategy n1eets the requiren1eHts of 10 CFR 50.63.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.3.B
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SS2
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Loss of all Vital DC power for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Emergency promptly upon
determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

s

2.1

Indicated volta e is less than 115 VDC on ALL Vital DC busses D-Ol D-02 D-03
and D-04 for 15 minutes or longer.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safetyrelated.

This IC addresses a loss of Vital DC power which compromises the ability to monitor and
control SAFETY SYSTEMS. In modes above Cold Shutdown, this condition involves a major
failure of plant functions needed for the protection of the public.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs RG 1, FG 1 or SG2.
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SS5556
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Inability to shutdown the reactor causing a challenge to fcore cooling
[PWR] / RPV water level [BW'R]) or RCS heat removal.

l

Operating Mode Applicability: Pov.'er Operationl

Example-Emergency Action Levels:
1

a.

An automatic or manual ftrip [PWR] / seram [BWR]) did not shutdown the
reactor.

AND
b.

All manual actions to shutdown the reactor have been unsuccessful.
AND

c.

EITHER of the following conditions exist:
•

•

(£ite specific indication of an inability to adequately remove heat from the
wrejConditions requiring entry into Core Cooling- Red Path (CSP-C.l) are
met.
(£ite specific indication of an inability to adequately remove heat from the
-R:GS1Conditions requiring entty into Heat Sink- Red Path (CSP-H.l) are met.

Definitions:

Basis:
This IC addresses a failure of the RPS to initiate or complete an automatic or manual reactor (trip
[PWR] /scram (BWR]) that results in a reactor shutdown, all subsequent operator actions to
manually shutdown the reactor are unsuccessful, and continued power generation is challenging
the capability to adequately remove heat from the core and/or the RCS. This condition will lead
to fuel damage if additional mitigation actions are unsuccessful and thus warrants the declaration
of a Site Area Emergency.
In some instances, the emergency classification resulting from this IC/EAL may be higher than
that resulting from an assessment of the plant responses and symptoms against the Recognition
Category F ICs/EALs. This is appropriate in that the Recognition Category F ICs/EALs do not
address the additional threat posed by a failure to shutdown the reactor. The inclusion of this IC
and EAL ensures the timely declaration of a Site Area Emergency in response to prolonged
failure to shutdown the reactor.
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A reactor shutdown is determined in accordance with applicable Emergency Operating
Procedure criteria.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC AG±-RG 1 or FG 1.

Develafief Nates:
This IC is applicable in any Mode in which the actual reactor power level could exceed the
pov;er level at 'Nhieh the reactor is considered sh1:1tdmm. A PV/R with a sh1:1tdovm reactor
power level that is less than or eqt:al to the reactor power level which defines the lov:er botmd of
Povicr Operation (Mode 1) will need to inehlde 8tartup (Mode 2) in the Operating Mode
Applicability. Per example, if the reactor is considered to be shutdown at 3% and Power
Operation starts at >5%, then the IC is also applicable in 8tartup Mode.
Developers may include site specific EOP criteria indicative of a successful reactor slmtdown in
an EAL statement, the Basis or both (e.g., a reactor power level).
8ite speeific indication of an inability to adeqtlately remove heat from the com:
[BWR] Reaetol' vessel ·.vater level calulet-be restored and maintained above Miniffil:ln1 8tean1
Cooling RPV \\'ater Level (as described in the EOP bases).
[PWR] Inse1i site specific values for an incore/core exit thern1ocouple temperatul'e and/or
reactor vessel ·n<ater le~·el that drives entry into a core cooling restoratioH proeodare (or otherwise
requires implementation of prompt restoration actions). Altemately, a site may use incore/coro
e1dt them1oeo<Iplo temperatHres greater than 1,200"P and/or a reactor vessel·;vator le·rel that
corresponds to apprmdmately the middle of active f1:1el. Plants with reactor vossellcvel
instn:mentatioH that earn1ot measure do'tvn to apprmdH1ately the middle of active fuel should use
the lowest on seale reading that is not above the top of active fuel. If the lowest OR seale reading
is above the top of active fuel, theH a reactor vessel level vahle should not be iHeluded.
Per plants that have implemented Westinghouse Ovmers Gro1:1p Emergency Response
Guidelines, enter the parameters Hsed in the Core CooliHg Red Path.
8ite specific indication of an inability to adeq<mtely remove heat from the RC8:
[BWR] Use the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit. This addresses the inability to remove heat
via the main condenser aHd the suppression pool due to high pool water temperatm·e.
[PWR] Insert site specific parameters associated viith inadequate RC8 heat removal via the
steam generators. These parameters should be identical to those 1:1sed for the Inadequate Heat
Removal threshold F<wl Clad Barrier Potential Loss 2.B and threshold RC8 Barrier Potential
Loss 2.A ill the PVIR EAL PissioH Prod~:ct Barrier Table.
ECL Assignment lAtributes: 3.1 .3.B
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SG1
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: Prolonged loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to emergency buses.
Operating Mode Applicability: Pmver OperatieH, Statiup, Hot StaHdby, Hot Shatdovml, 2, 3, 4
~le-Emergency

Action Levels:

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency promptly upon
determining that (site specific hours)4 hours has been exceeded, or will likely be
exceeded.

~1

a.

Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power to (site specific emergeHcy
lffisesj1(2)-A-05 and 1(2)-A-06.
AND

b.

EITHER of the following:
•
•

Restoration of at l_east one AC emergency bus in less than (site specific
hotffs.):l: hours is not likely.
(Site specific indication of aH iHability to adequately remove heat from the
ee-re)Conditions requiring entry into Core Cooling- Red Path (CSP-C.l) are
met.

Det1nitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safetyrelated.

Basis:
This IC addresses a prolonged loss of all power sources to AC emergency buses. A loss of all
AC power compromises the performance of all SAFETY SYSTEMS requiring electric power
including those necessary for emergency core cooling, containment heat removal/pressure
control, spent fuel heat removal and the ultimate heat sink. A prolonged loss of these buses will
lead to a loss of one or more fission product barriers. In addition, fission product barrier
monitoring capabilities may be degraded under these conditions.
The EAL should require declaration of a General Emergency prior to meeting the thresholds for
IC FG I. This will allow additional time for implementation of offsite protective actions.
Escalation of the emergency classification from Site Area Emergency will occur if it is projected
that power cannot be restored to at least one AC emergency bus by the end of the analyzed
station blackout coping period. Beyond this time, plant responses and event trajectory are
subject to greater uncertainty, and there is an increased likelihood of challenges to multiple
fission product barriers.
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The estimate for restoring at least one emergency bus should be based on a realistic appraisal of
the situation. Mitigation actions with a low probability of success should not be used as a basis
for delaying a classification upgrade. The goal is to maximize the time available to prepare for,
and implement, protective actions for the public.
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The EAL will also require a General Emergency declaration if the loss of AC power results in
parameters that indicate an inability to adequately remove decay heat from the core. However,
verification of the EALs for CSPs should include an assessment of the plant response to the
immediate operator actions per EOP-0, which could include SI verification steps (steps prior to
event diagnosis), to allow starting of equipment that did not automatically start. If this results in
the CSP entry conditions no longer existing, then declaration requirements should not be
considered to be met. This does not affect the time that the CSFST initially changed color and
met the CSP entry conditions for potential EAL event classification.
In addition, under these conditions, fission product barrier monitoring capability may be
degraded. Although it may be difficult to predict when power can be restored, it is necessm:y to
give the Emergency Director a reasonable idea of how quickly the need to declare a General
Emergency based on two major considerations:
(1) Are there any present indications that core cooling is already degraded to the point that
Loss or Potential Loss of Fission Product Baniers is imminent? (Refer to Table 9-F-1 for
more infoimation.)
fl-1(2)
If there are no present indications of such core cooling degradation, how likely is
it that power can be restored in time to assure that a loss of two barriers with a potential
loss of the third barrier can be prevented?
Developet· Nates:
Although this IC and EAL may be viewed as redundant to the Fission Product Barrier ICs, it is
included to provide for a more timely escalatioa of the emergency classificatioR level.
The "site specific emergency buses" are the buses fed by offsite or emergeaey l.C power sma·ces
that supply power to the electrical distribution system that powers SAFETY SYSTEMS. There
is typically I emergeacy bus per train of SAFETY SYSTEMS.
The "site specific hams" to restore AC power to an emergency bus should be based on the
statioa blaekoat copiag analysis perfom1ed in accordance with 10 CFR § 50.63 aad Regulatory
Guide 1.155, Statien Bteckeut.
Site specific indication of an inability to adequately remove heat fmm the core:
[BWR] Reactor vessel water level cannot be restored and maintained above Minimum Steam
Cooling RPV \Vater Level (as described in the EOP bases).
[PWR] Insert site specific values for an incore/core exit th01mocouple temperature and/or
reactor vessel water level that drive entt)' into a core cooling restoration procedure (or otherwise
req1:1ires implementation of prompt restoration actions). Alternately, a site may use inc ore/core
exit the1mocouple temperatures greater than 1,200"F and/or a reactor vessel water level that
corresponds to approximately the middle of active fuel. Plaats with reactor vessel level
instrumentation that cannot n1easure dovln to a-pproximately the n1iddle of active fuel shot~ld use
the lowest on scale reading that is not above the top of active Riel. If the lovtest on scale reading
is above the top of activo fuel, then a reactor vessel level Yake shoald not be included.

For plants that have implel11eated Westinghouse Ovm.ers Group Emergency Response
Gclidelines, enter the parameters 1:1sed in the Core Cooling Red Path.
ECL Assignment },ttributes: 3.1.4.B
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ECL: General Emergency
Initiating

Co~dition:

Loss of all AC and Vital DC power sources for 15 minutes or longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: Pov1er Operation, Sta1iup, Hot Standby, Hot Shatdownl, 2, 3, 4
~le-Emergency

Action Levels:

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency promptly upon
determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

~1

a.

Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power to (site speeifie emergeney
buses)l(2}-A-05 and 1(2)=A-06 for 15_-minutes or longer.
AND

b.

Indicated voltage is less than (site speeifie bus voltage valuo)115 VDC on ALL
(site speeifie Vital DC busses) D-01, D-02, D-03 and D-04 for 15 minutes or
longer.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as safetyrelated.

Basis:
This IC addresses a concurrent and prolonged loss of both AC and Vital DC power. A loss of all
AC power compromises the performance of all SAFETY SYSTEMS requiring electric power
including those necessary for emergency core cooling, containment heat removal/pressure
control, spent fuel heat removal and the ultimate heat sink. A loss of Vital DC power
compromises the ability to monitor and control SAFETY SYSTEMS. A sustained loss of both
AC and DC power will lead to multiple challenges to fission product barriers.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses. The
15-minute emergency declaration clock begins at the point when both EAL thresholds are met.

Developer Notes:
Tho "site specific emergenoy buses" are the buses fed by offsite or emergency AC power sources
that supply pmver to the electrical distribution system that powers SAFETY SYSTEMS. There
is typically 1 emergency bus per train of SAFETY SYSTEMS.
The "site speoifio bus voltage value" should be based on the minimum bt:s voltage
neoessary for adequate operation of SAFETY SYSTEM equipment. This voltage value should
inoorporate a margin of at least 15 minutes of operation before the onset of inability to operate
those loads. This voltage is 'asually near the minimum voltage seleeted when battery sizing is
performed.
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The typical value for an entire battery set is apprOJtimately 105 VDC. For a 60 cell string
of batteries, the cell voltage is approximately 1.75 Volts per cell. For a 58 string battery set, the
minimum voltage is approximately 1.81 Volts per cell.
The "site specific Vital DC busses" are the DC basses that provide monitoring and control
capabilities for SAFETY SYSTEMS.
This IC and EAL were added to Revision 6 to adch·ess operating experience from the March,
2011 accident at F~~kushima Daiiehi.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3 .1.1.B
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APPENDIX A - ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AC .................................................................................................................. Alternating Current
AOP .................................................................................. :.......... Abnormal Operating Procedure
........................................................................................................................................... A:
PR~1 ................................................................................................ Average Pov:er Range ~{eter
ATWS ................................................................................ Anticipated Transient Without Scram
...........................................................................................................................................B
&'.V .............................................................................................................. Babcock and \llileox
........................................................................................................................................... B
ITT .................................................................................... Boron InjeetioR IRitiatioR Temperature
........................................................................................................................................... B
\VR ............................................................................................................ BoiliRg Water Reactor
CDE .................................................................................................. Committed Dose Equivalent
CFR .................................................................................................. Code of Federal Regulations
GTMT,ICNMT .......................................................................................................... Containment
CSF ......................................................................................................... Critical Safety Function

........................................................................................................................................... c

SFST ..................................................................................... Critical Safety Function Status Tree
DBA .......................................................................................................... Design Basis AeeideRt
DC ......................................................................................................................... Direct Current
EAL ....................................................................................................... Emergency Action Level
ECCS ........................................................................................ Emergency Core Cooling System
ECL ............................................................................................ Emergency Classification Level
EOF .............................................................................................. Emergency Operations Facility
EOP ........................................................................................... Emergency Operating Procedure
EPA ......................................................................................... Environmental Protection Agency
EPG ............................................................................................ Emergency Procedure Guideline
...........................................................................................................................................E
PIP .................................................. :............................ Emergency PlaR bnplemeRtiRg Procernwe
...........................................................................................................................................E
PR ..................................................................................................... EvolutioRary Pov?er Reactor
...........................................................................................................................................E
PRJ ........................................................................................... Electric Power Research Institute
...........................................................................................................................................E
RG .............................................................................................. EmergeRcy RespoRse Guideline

........................................................................................................................................... F
EMA ............................................................................. Federal Emergency Management Agency
F£AR ............................................................................................... FiRal £afety ARalysis Report
GE ................................................................................................................. General Emergency
...........................................................................................................................................H
CTL .......................................................................................... Heat Capacity Temperah:Te Limit
...........................................................................................................................................H
PCl ............................................................................................. High Presstffe CoolaRt lnjectioR
...........................................................................................................................................H
£l ............................................................................................................ HumaR £ystem Interface
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IC .................................................................................................................. Initiating Condition
........................................................................................................................................... 1
D .......................................................................................................................... Inside Diameter
IPEEE ............................ Iaaiviaual Plaat Ellamiaatioa ofE1ctemal Events (Generie Letter 88 20)
ISFSI ........................................................................ Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
Keff ................................................................................ Effective Neutron Multiplication Factor
LCO ........................................................................................... Limiting Condition of Operation
...........................................................................................................................................L
OCA ..................................................................................................... Loss of Coolant Accident
........................................................................................................................................... ~.4
CR ................................................................................................................. }.4ain Control Romn

.....................................................................................................................................,,,,,,},{
SIV ................................................................................................... },<fain Steam Isolation Vah•e
MSL .................................................................................................................. },'fain Stean1 Line
mR, mRem, mrem, mREM ......................................................... milli-Roentgen Equivalent Man
MW .............................................................................................................................. Megawatt
NEI ......................................................................................................... Nuclear Energy Institute
...........................................................................................................................................N
PP ................................................................................................................. Nuclear Power Plant
...........................................................................................................................................N
RC ............................................................................................. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NSS8 ............................................................................................. Nuelear Steam Supply System
...........................................................................................................................................N
ORAD ................................................................. North American Aerospace Defense Command
(NO)UE ...................................................................................... (Hotification Of) Unust:al EveRt
NUMARC 1 ............................................................. Nuclear Management and Resources Council
OBE ................................................................................................... Operating Basis Earthquake
OCA ........................................................................................................ Owner Controlled Area

........................................................................................................................................... 0
DCM/ODAM ....................................................... Offsite Dose Calculation (AssessmeH:t) Manual
ORO ............................................................................................ Off site Response Organiz:ation
P A ......................................................................................................................... Protected Area
...........................................................................................................................................P
ACS .................................................................................. Priority ActaatioR aRd Control System
PAG ................................................................................................... Protective Action Guideline

........................................................................................................................................... P
ICS ................................................................................ Process IaformatioR aH:d CoH:trol System
PRA/PSA ................................... Probabilistic Risk Assessment I Probabilistic Safety Assessment
PWR .................................................................................................... Pressurized Water Reactor

........................................................................................................................................... P
S ....................................................................................................................... Protectioa System
PSIG ............................................................................................. Pounds per Square Inch Gauge
R .................................................................................................................................... Roentgen

1

NUMARC was a predecessor organization of the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
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...........................................................................................................................................R
CC .......................................................................................................... REmoter CoRtrol Consolo
...........................................................................................................................................R
GIG ............................................................................................... Roaotor Cofo IsolatioR CooliRg
RCS ........................................................................................................ Reactor Coolant System
Rem, rem, REM .................................................................................. Roentgen Equivalent Man
........................................................................................................................................... R
ETS ...................................................................... Raaiological Effluent Teohnical Speoifications
RPS ..................................................................................................... Reactor Protection System
RPV ......................................................................................................... Reactor Pressure Vessel
........................................................................................................................................... R
VLIS ...................................................................... Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation System
........................................................................................................................................... R
\VCU ........................................................................................................ Reactor 1Nater Cleanup

........................................................................................................................................... s
AR ............................................................................................................ Safety ARalysis Repmi

........................................................................................................................................... s

AS ...................................................................................................... Safety AutomatioR SysteR1
SBO .................................................................................................................... Station Blackout
SCBA .................................................................................. Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
SG ...................................................................................................................... Steam Generator
SI ......................................................................................................................... Safety Injection

........................................................................................................................................... s
ICS .................................................................................. Safety lnfom1ation aHa CoRtrol System

........................................................................................................................................... s
PDS .......................................................................................... Safety Parameter Display System
8RO ........................................................................................................ Senior Reaotor Operator
TEDE ......................................................................................... Total Effective Dose Equivalent
........................................................................................................................................... T
OAF ................................................................................................................ Top of f.ctive F~uol
TSC ...................................................................................................... Technical Support Center
UE ......................................................................................................................... Unusual Event
UFSAR ............................................................................. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
WOG .............................................................................................. Westinghouse Owners Group
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APPENDIX B - DEFINITIONS
The following definitions are taken from Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, and related
regulatory guidance documents.
Alert: Events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable life
threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE ACTION.
Any releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA PAG exposure levels.
General Emergency: Events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or
IMMINENT substantial core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment
integrity or HOSTILE ACTION that results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility.
Releases can be reasonably expected to exceed EPA P AG exposure levels offsite for more than
the immediate site area.
Notifica-tion of Unusual Event (NGtfBUEt: Events are in progress or have occurred which
indicate a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant or indicate a security threat to
facility protection has been initiated. No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite
response or monitoring are expected unless further degradation of safety systemsSAFETY
SYSTEMS occurs.
Site Area Emergency: Events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely
major failures of plant functions needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE ACTION that
results in intentional damage or malicious acts; 1) toward site personnel or equipment that could
lead to the likely failure of or; 2) that prevent effective access to, equipment needed for the
protection of the public. _Any releases are not expected to result in exposure levels which exceed
EPA P AG exposure levels beyond the site boundary.
The following are key terms necessary for overall understanding the NEI 99-01 emergency
classification scheme.
Emergency Action Level (EAL): A pre-determined, site-specific, observable threshold for an
Initiating Condition that, when met or exceeded, places the plant in a given emergency
classification level.
Emergency Classification Level (ECL): One of a set of names or titles established by the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for grouping off-normal events or conditions according
to (1) potential or actual effects or consequences, and (2) resulting onsite and offsite response
actions. The emergency classification levels, in ascending order of severity, are:
•
•
•

I

Notification of Unusual Event (NGUE)
Alert
Site Area Emergency (SAE)

+This term is sometimes saortened to Unusual Event (UE) or ether sin1ilar site sreeifie terrninelegy.
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•

General Emergency (GE)
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Fission Product Barrier Threshold: A pre-determined, site-specific, observable threshold
indicating the loss or potential loss of a fission product barrier.
Initiating Condition (IC): An event or condition that aligns with the definition of one of the four
emergency classification levels by virtue of the potential or actual effects or consequences.

Selected terms used in Initiating Condition and Emergency Action Level statements are set in all
capital letters (e.g., ALL CAPS). These words are defined terms that have specific meanings as
used in this document. The definitions of these terms are provided below.
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY: (Insmi a site specific definition for this term.) DevelotJel' Note
-The barrier(s) between spent fuel and the environment once the spent fuel is processed for dry
storage.
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: (Insert a site specific definition for this tem1.) DeyelotJer Note
The procedurally defined conditions or actions taken to secure containment (prit11at)' or
secondary for B¥lR) and its associated structures, systems, and components as a functional
barrier to fission product release under shutdown conditions.
EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent and catastrophic failure of a piece of equipment due to
combustion, chemical reaction or overpressurization. A release of steam (from high energy lines
or components) or an electrical component failure (caused by short circuits, grounding, arcing,
etc.) should not automatically be considered an explosion. Such events may require a post-event
inspection to determine if the attributes of an explosion are present.
FAULTED: The term applied to a steam generator that has a steam leak on the secondary side of
sufficient size to cause an uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steam generator
to become completely depressurized. DevelotJet' Note This term is applicable to PWRs only.
FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
preferred but is NOT required iflarge quantities of smoke and heat are observed.
HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met
by the station.
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward a NPPnuclear power plant or its personnel that includes the
use of violent force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to
achieve an end._ This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives,
PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. _Other acts that
satisfy the overall intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to
include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the
NPPnuclear power plant._ Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities
(i.e.,_-this may include violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
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HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly or
by stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or causing
destruction.
IMMINENT: The trajectory of events or conditions is such that an EAL will be met within a
relatively short period of time regardless of mitigation or corrective actions.
INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI): A complex that is
designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive
materials associated with spent fuel storage.
}fORMAL LEVELS: As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the past
t'.venty four hours excluding the current peale value.
OWNER CONTROLLED AREA: (Insert a site specific definition for this term.) DeYeloper
Nt»e- This term is typically taken to mean the site property owned by, or otherwise under the
control of, the licensee. In some eases, it may be appropriate for a licensee to dofiBe a smaller
area with a perimeter closer to the plant Protected Area perimeter (e.g., a site 'Nith a large OCA
where some pmiions of the boundary may be a significant distance from the Protected Area). In
these eases, developers sho;;lld consider <Jsing the boundary defined by the Restricted or See1:1red
Ovmor Controlled Area (ROCA/SOCA). The area and boundary selected for scheme use must
be consistent '.Vith the description of the same area and boundary contaiBed iB the Security Plan.
PROJECTILE: An object directed toward a NPP-nuclear power plant that could cause concern for
its continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.
PROTECTED AREA:_ (Insert a site specific definition for this term.) Dev€lapcr Nate This
tem1 is typically takeR to mean tThe area under continuous access monitoring and control, and
armed protection as described in the site Security Plan.
REFUELING PATHWAY:_ (Insert a site speeifie definition for this term.) DeYeloper Note
This description should inektde all the cavities, tubes, canals and pools thwugh vihieh irradiated
fuel may be moved, but not ineludiBg the reactor vessel. The reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel
pool and fuel transfer canal.
RUPTURE(D): The condition of a steam generator in which primary-to-secondary leakage is of
sufficient magnitude to require a safety injection ......,l)eveloper Note This term is applicable to
PWRs only.
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. These are typically systems are
classified as safety-related. Developer Note This tenn may be modified to include the
attributes of "safety related" in accordance with 10 CPR 50.2 or other site specific terminology,
if desired.
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SECURITY CONDITION: Any Security Event as listed in the approved security contingency
plan that constitutes a threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a
potential degradation to the level of safety of the plant. _A SECURITY CONDITION does not
involve a HOSTILE ACTION.
SITE BOUNDARY: That line beyond which the land is neither owned, nor leased, nor otherwise
contro 11 ed by the licensee.
UNISOLABLE: An open or breached system line that cannot be isolated, remotely or locally.
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.

VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a component or structure that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. _The visual impact of the damage is sufficient to cause
concern regarding the operability or reliability of the affected component or structure. Damage
resulting from an equipment failure and limited to the failed component (i.e., the failure did not
cause damage to a structure or any other eguipment) is not VISIBLE DAMAGE.
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Table PD 1: ReeogHitio» Category "PD" IHitiating Condition Matrix

ALERT
UNUSUAL EVENT
PD AU1
Release of gaseous or
PD AA1
Release of gaseous or liquid
radioactivity J:"esulting in offsite dose greater than I 0
liquid radioactivity greater than 2 times the (site
speeific effluent release controlling document) limits mrem TEDE or 50 rmem thyroid CDE.
for 60 minutes o~
.f)p;-Medes: ,\ret Applietibk
Op. Medes: Net Applicable
UNPL'\NNED rise in plant radiation
UNPLt\J'fNED rise in PD },}.t2
PD l.U2
levels that impedes plant aceess req<rired to maintain
plant radiation levels.
spent fuel integrity.
Op. Medes: l1iet Afifilieable
Op. Uedes: NetApplicttble
UNPLt\NNED spent
PD 8U1
fuel pool temperature rise.
Op. Medes: ,\"let Applicable

PD HU1
Confirmed
SECURITY CONDITION or threat.
Op. Mf'lrks: ,\ietApplieablc

PD HAl
HOSTILE ACTION within the
O'NNER CONTROLLED AREl·. ol' airborne attack
threat within 30 minutes.
Op. Mf'ldes: NetAfifiliettb.le

PD HU2
Ha>"ardous eveat
affecting SAFETY SYSTEM eqaipment necessary
for spent fuel cooling.
Op. Modes: ,\ret AfJfilicable
Other conditions exist
PD HU3
which in the judgment of the Emergency Director
'Narrant deelaration of a (NO)UE.
Op. Aff'lfles: Net Applicable

PD HA3
Other-€en:ditions exist ·.vhich ffi the
j<ldgment of the Emergeflcy Directol' ·.varraflt
declaration of an }Jert.
Op. Medes: }\fetApplicabk

r------------------,:

C-2

: :fable if1tea8ed for use I:Jy
I EAL sevelopers.
1
· · r
: Ine 1US!Ofll~Iee!lsee
.
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:
:
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PD AU1
ECL: Notification ofUnust:al Event
Initiating Condition: Release ofgaseO'dS or liquid radioactivity greater than 2 times the
(site speeific effluent release controlling document) limits for 60 min~:tes or longer.
---Ol-mfHffitting 1\'Isde Aflfllieability:

~!ot

Applicaele

Examflle EmHgeaey A,etien Levels: (1 or 2)

•
•
•

The Emergenoy Direotor sll:ould deolare the Unus~:al Event pron1f!tly upon
determining that 60 mirn:tes has been eJweeded, or will likely be exoeeded.
If an ongoing release is detected and the release start time is ~:nlmow~. assume that the
release duration has eKceeded 60 minates.
.
If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is knovm to have stopped due to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effbent monitor reading is no longer valid fur
classification purposes.

(1)

Reading on 2\:.."!Y effluent radiation monitor greater than 2 times the alarm setpoint
established by a ourrent radioaotivity disoharge permit fur 60 minutes or longer.

(2)

Sample analysis fur a gaseous or liquid release indicates a concentration or release rate
greater than 2 times the (site specific effkent release controlling document) limits fur 60
minutes or longer.

Basis:
This IC addresses a potential deorease in the level of safety of the plant as indioated ey a levi
level radiological release that exceeds regulatory oommitments fur an eJ<tended period of time
(e.g., an uncontrolled release). It inoludes any gaseous or liquid radiological release, monitored
or <lil monitored, including those for which a radioactivity discharge permit is nom1ally prepared.
Nuclear power plants incorporate design features intended to control the release of
radioactive effluents to the environment. FtHther, there are admiHistrativc coHtrols estaelished to
prevent unintentional releases, and to control and monitor intentional releases. The occtHTence
of an OJ<tended, unoontro!led radioactive release to the environment is indicative of degradation
i n these features and/or controls.
Radiological effluent EALs are also included to pi'ovide a basis fur classifying events and
conditions that cannot eo readily or appropriately olassified on the easis of plant conditions
alone. The inclusion of both plant condition and radiological effluent EALs more fully addresses
t he spectrum of possible accident events and conditions.
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ClassificatioR based OR efflueRt moRitor readiRgs assumes that a release path to the
environment is established. If the effluent flow past an efflt:ent monitor is known to have stopped
due to actioRs to isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for
classificatioR purposes.
Releases shm:!ld Hot be pmrated or averaged. For enan'lple, a release enceeding 4 tin1es
release limits for 30 minutes does Hot meet the EAL.
EAL #1 This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that cause efflueRt radiation 111oRitor
readiHgs to eReeed 2 times the limit established by a radioactivity discharge pen11it. This EAL
will typically be associated with plaHHed batch releases from Ron eontinuoas release pathvrays
(e.g., fllEhYaste, waste gas).
EAL #2 This EAL addresses ml:controlled gasem1s or liq1:1id releases that are detected by
sample aRalyses or enviroHmental sun·oys, partic1:1larly on unmonitored pathways (e.g., spills of
radioactive liq1:1ids iRto storm drains, heat e1whanger leakage in river water systems, etc.).
EscalatioR ofthe eRlergeHcy classification level 'NOuld be via IC PD AAl.

Developer Notes:
The "site specific efflueHt release controlling doc1:1meHt" is the Radiological EffllleRt
Technical £pecificatiORS (RET£) or, forplauts that have implemented Generic Letter 89 orl-l-,--the
Offsite Dose Calc<JlatioH MaiKJal (ODCM). These documents implen1ent regulations related to
efflueRt coRtrols (e.g., 10 CFR Pa1i 20 aRd 10 CFR Part 50, Appendi)( I). As appropriate, the
RETS or ODCM methodology should be used for establishing the monitor thresholds for this IC.
Listed moHitors shoald include the effluent moRitors described in the RETS or ODCM.
Developers may also consider iRck-Jding iRstalled monitors associated with other poteRtial
effluent pathways that are Rot described iR the RETS or ODC~f~H. Ifincl1:1ded, EAL values for
these monitors should be deten11ined using the most applicable dose/release limits presented-fn
the RET8 or ODCM. It is recognized that a calculated EAL value may be-belov!' what the
monitor can read; in that case, the monitor does not need to be iRcluded in the list. ,6Jso, some
monitors may not be govemed by Technical Specifications or other liceHse related related
requirements; therefore, it is imp01iant that the associated EAL and basis section clearly ideHtify
aHy limitations on the 1:1se or availability of these monitors.

H Jmplementetien efPregmmmetie Centre is jer Radie/17-gieel Ej].'ue:zt Teehnieel Speeijieetiens in the
Adn!i:zistrative Centre!s &elien efihe Teehnieai Spee(fieetiens end the Re!TJeetien efPreeedural Details e-fRETS te
the Ojfsite Dese Cefculatien Manuel er te the Precess Cent, ·e! Pre-gram
H This in eludes eonsidemtioR of the efflaent moRitors deseribed in the site emergeney plan seetion(s) wllieh address
the reqwirements of I 0 CFR 50.'17(b)~nd-f9)-,
43
Developers shmild keep in mind !'he requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(q) and the guidanee provided by IJ>IPO related
to emergeney response eqnipment when eonsidering tlle addition of ofher effluent monitors.
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PO AU2
ECL: Notification of Unusual Event
Iaitiatiag Coaditioa: UNPLANNED rise in plant radiation levels.
Operatiag 1\'Iode Applicability: Not A:pplieablo
Example Emergency ,A..etion Levels: (1 or 2)
(1)

a.

UNPLANNED water level drop in the spent fuel pool as indicated by ANY of tho
following:
(site specific le'rel indications).

h.

illl'PLt\"NNED rise in area radiation levels as indicated hy Ac"tY of the fellowiBg
radiation monitors.
(site specific list of area radiation monitors).

(2)

Area radiation monitor readiBg or survey result indicates aB UNPLANNED rise of 25
mRAlr over ·NORMAL LEVELS.

This !C addresses elevateti pla11t ratiiation levels caHsed hy a tie crease iB water level
ahove irradiated (spent) fuel or other UNPLAl'il'IED events. The increased radiation levels are
iBdicative of a minor loss in the ahility to control radiation le'.'els withiB the plant or radieaoti>re
materials. Either oondition is a potential degradation in the level of safety of tho plant.
A \Yater level decrease x.vill he primarily determined by iBdications from available level
instrumenffition. Other sources of level i11dieations may include reports from plant personnel or
video camera ohservations (if available). /\ significant dt·op in the water level may also ca~:se an
increase in the radiation levels of adjacent areas that can be detected hy moBiters in those
locations.
Tho effects of planned evolutions should be considered. Note that EAL #1 is applicable
only in cases '.Vhoro the elevated reading is due to aB illl"PLANNED water level drop. EAL #2
exeh:dos radiation level increases that result from planned activities such as use of radiographic
sources and movement of radioactive waste matotials.
Escalation of tho emergency classification level would he via IC PD /v\1 or PD AA2.
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DeYeleiJer Notes:

Fm· EAL #1 8ite specific indications may inelade instmn10ntation values such as water
level and area radiation monitor readings, and personnel reports. If available, video cameras may
allov1 for remote observation. Depending on available instrmnentation, the deelaration may also
be based on indications of water makellp rate and/or decreases in the level of a water storage
tank:
For EAL #2 The specified value of 25 mR!hr may be set to another value for a specific
application with appropriate justification.
ECL Assigrtffient Attribates: 3 .l.l.B
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PO HU 1
ECL: Notifica-tion of Um:st:al Event
Initiating CeRditieR: Confirmed

~ECURITY

CONDITION or threat.

OperatiRg Mode Applicability: Not Applicable
Example EmergeRey ,-\etieu Levels: (1 or 2 or 3)

(1)

A ~ECURITY CONDITION that does not involve a HO~TILE ACTION as reported by
the (site Sflecific sec1:1rity shift s1:1pervision).

(2)

Notification of a credihle security threat directed at tlte site.

(3)

A validated notifieation from the NRC flFOvicling infefffia-tion of an aircraft threat.

Basist

This IC addresses e~·ents that flOSe a threat to fllaHt j:'lersoHHel or the eEJ:l:liflment necessary to
maintain cooling of Sflent fuel, aH:d thus refJFesent a potential degradation ifl the level of fllaH:t
safet)'· ~ee:'lrity e'.<eH:ts which do not meet one of these EALs are acleEjtlately addl:'essed hy the
reqnil:'ements of 10 CFR § 73.71 or 10 CFR § 50.72. ~ecarity eveH:ts assesseE! as HO~TILE
f.CTION~ al:'e classifiahle 1:1nder IC PD HAJ.
Timely aHEl accHrate com!ffiffi:ications hetween ~ecHrity ~hift ~:'!fleF.<ision aH:d the CoH:trol Room
is essential fer profJer classification of a sec1:1rity relatecl e';eH:t. Glassification of these eveHts
will initiate aflflFOflriate threat related H:otifications to fllaH:t flersonH:el aH:d ORDs.
~ecHrity fllans and termiH:ology are eased on the gHidance flFO'ficled hy NEI 03 12, Template far
the &eurit)• Pl-Etn, Training end- (luelijieetien Pl-Etn, &lfoguertl-!i Gen#ngeney Pltm {-endIndependent Spent Fuel Sterege Jnstellatien &eurit)• Pregt'{lfHj-;

EAL #1 references (site Sflecific sec1:1rity shift s<~pe~·ision) hecat~se these are the iH:di,,•idHals
trained to confifffi that a sect::rity e'reHt is ocot1rring or has occHrred. Training on sec:irity e'<'ent
confirmation and classification is controlled d:w to the nature of ~afegHards and 10 CFR § 2.39
infermation.
EAL #2 aclclresses the receiflt of a credihle security threat. The creclihility of the threat is
assessed in accorclaHce with (site Sflecific flroeedure).
EAL #3 addresses the threat from the ifllfJact of an aircraft OR the fllant. The l'iRC HeadE}uarters
Oflerations Officer (HOG) will commHHicate to the lieeHsee if the threat iH';olves all aireraft.
The stat1:1s and si~e of the fllane may also ee fli'O'fided by l'tORAD thro~:~gh the :t>tRC. Validation
of the threat is flerfermed in accorclance v:ith (site Sflecific procedare).
Emergency fllans and iFllfllemeH:ting fli'OceclHres are Hhlic clocHments; therefere EA:Ls shol:!ld
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not incorporate Seo~wity sensitive infom1ation. Tfiis inoludes information tHat may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the partiodal'S ce11cerning a speoifio threat or
threat location. Secmity sensitive infonnatio11 should be contained in non public documents
such as tfie Security PlaR.
Esealation of the emergeney classification le'tel weald be via IC PD HAl.
Developer Nates:
The (site specific sec~a·ity shift supervision) is the title of the on shift individual responsible for
supervision of the on shift security force.
The (site specific procedare) is the procedure(s) used by Control Room aHdlor Security
personnel to determiRe if a secmity tfireat is credible, and to validate receipt of aircraft threat
information.
Emergency pla11s and implementing prooedures are public documents; tl10refore, EALs should
11ot i11corporate Secmity sensitive information. This incbdes i11fonnation tHat may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the pa1iiculars co11cerning a specific threat or
threat location. Seemity sensitive information should be eontained in non pub lie documents
such as ilie Security Plan.
With dae consideration given to the above developer note, EALs may contain alpha or numbered
references to selected events described h: the Sec:1rity Plan and associated implementing
procedures. Such references should not contain a recognizable desCiiption of ilie event. For
example, an EAL may be '.Vorded as "Security event #2, #5 or #9 is reported by the (site specific
security shift supervision)."
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3 .l.l.A
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PO HU2
ECL: NotificatioR ofURusaal EveRt
Initiating Condition: Hazardous eveRt affectiRg SAFETY SYSTEM equipment necessary for
spoRt fuel eoelffig,(}pet·ating ~Mode Applicability: }lot Applicable
Example Emergency Aetion Levels:
(1)

a.

The occmrefl:ce oL\NY of the followiRg hazanlous eveRts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seismic eveRt (earthq-<1ake)
IRtemal or extemal floodiRg eveRt
High ',viRds or tomado strike
FIRE
EXPLOSION
(site specific hazards)
Other events with similar hazard characteristics as determined by the Shift
~Manager

AND
b.

The eveRt has damaged at least
spoRt fuel cooling.

m~e

train of a SAFETY SYSTEM Reeded for

AND
e.

The damaged SAFETY SYSTEM train(s) cannot, or potentially cannot perferm
its design functioR based on EITHER:
'
•
•

IRdieatioRs of degraded performance
VISIBLE DAMAGE

This IC addresses a hazardo11s event that causes damage to at least one train of a SAFETY
SYSTEM needed for spent fuel cooling. The damage mast be of sufficient magRih<de that the
system(s) train cannot, or potentially cannot, perfonn its design function. This condition reduces
the margin to a loss or potential loss of the fuel clad barrier, and therefore represeflts a pete:lltia±
degradation of the level of safety of the plaRt.
For EA:L l.c, the first bullet addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM traia that is in
service/operation since iRdications for it will be readily available.
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For EAL I.e, the second bullet addresses damage to a 8AFETY 8Y8TEM train that is not in
service/operation or readily apparent thrmJgh indications alone. Operators will make this
dete1mination based on the totality of available event and damage report information. This is
intended to be a brief assessment not requiring lengthy analysis or quantification of the damage.
EscalatioH ofthe emergency classificatioH level cou-ld, depending ltpon the eveRt, be based on
aey of the Alert ICs; PD AAl, PD AA2, PD HAl or PD HA3.

Develeper Netes:
For (site specific hazards), developers sho~:ld consider including other significant, site specific
hazards to the bdleted list eontaiHed iH EAL l.a (e.g., a seiche).
Nuclear power plaHt 8AFETY 8Y8TEM8 are comprised eftwo or more separate and redundaHt
trains of equipment in accordance with site specific design criteria.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.1.A and 3.1.1C
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PO HU3
ECL: Notification of Unasual Event
Iaitiating Coaditioa: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director
wanaat declaration of a (NO)UE.
Operatiag Mode Applicability: Not ApJ3lieable
Example Emergeae:t' Aetioa LeYels:
(1)

Other conditions eJCist vrhich in the j1:1dgment ofthe Emergency Director ifldicate that
events are in progress or have occmnd which indicate a potential degradation of the level
of safety of the j'llant or indicate a see~irity threat to facility protection has beefi initiated.
No releases of radioactive material recyailing offsite reSj'lonse or monitorifig are expected
ttnless ft:rther degradatiofi of safety systems occurs.

This IC addresses unanticipated eoflditiofis Hot addressed ellplieitly elsevA1ere ba-t that wanaflt
declaratiofi of an emergency because conditions exist v;hieh are believed by the Emergefley
Director to fall ~:nder the emergency classification level description for a NOUE.
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PO J\A1
ECL: Alert
Iaitiatiag Comlitioa: R~lease of gaseous or liquid radioactivity resalting in offsite dose
greater than 10 11lf·em. TBDE or 50 m.rem. thyroid CDE.
Opeuting Mode l\pplieability: Not t\.j3plicable
Example Emergency Action
Levels: (1 or 2 or 3 or 4)
---N~6·tesf

•
•
•

•

(1)

Tho Emergency Director should deelare the Alert promptly upon determining that tho
applicable time has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
If an ongoing release is detected and tlw release start time is tmlmown, asstmlo that tho
release dm-ation has exceeded 15 minutes.
If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is lmovm to have stopped duo to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for classification
purposes.
The pre ealculated efflue11t mo11itor values presoRted i11 EAL #1 shottld lle used for
emerge11cy olassification assessments until the results from a dose assessment ~using actGal
meteorology are availallle.
Reading OR ANY of the follo'>YiE:g fadiatieE: monitors greater thaE: the feading shewn for
15 minutes or leE:ger:
(site specific monitor list and threshold values)
(2) Dose assessm.eat using actual m.eteorolegy indicates doses gfeater than 10 mrem TEDE
er 50 11lf'em. thyroid CDE at er lleyGB:d (site specific dese recepter point).

(3)

Analysis ef a liquid effluent sample iE:dicates a ceE:centration or release rate that wottld
result iE: doses greater than 10 mrem. TEDE er 50 1m-em thyreid CDE at or lleyond (site
specific dose receptor point) fer one hem of OJlpOSUFe-;-

(4)

Field survey results i11dicate EITHER ef tho fol!G'.viag at or lleyead (site specific dose
recepter point):
•
•

Closed windo'.v dose rates greater than 10 mR/hr expected to centilR~e for 60 minutes
or longer.
Analyses of field s~ayey samples indicate thyroid CDE greater thaE: 50 mrem fer ene
hour of inhalation.

Basis:
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This IC addresses a release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity that results in projected or aotual
offsite doses greater tHan or equal to 1% ofthe EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). It
includes both monitored and un modtored releases. Releases ofthis magnittlde represefl-t an
actual or potential sabstantial degradation ofthe level of safety offue plant as iHdieated by a
radiological release that significaHtly mceeeds regulatory limits (e.g., a significant ancontrolled
release).
Radiological effluent EALs are also iHcbded to provide a I:Jasis for classifying O'l'ents and
conditioHS that caHnot be readily or approptiatcly classified OR the basis ofplaHt conditioHs
aloHe. The iHolusion ofboth plaHt condition and radiological effluent EALs more fully addresses
tfle spectrum of possible accident events and conditions.
The TEDE dose is set at 1% of the EPA PAG of 1,000 mf'em ·.vhi1e tfle 50 mrem thyroid
CDE was established in consideration ofthe 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid
G9B,.

Classifieation based on effluent monitor readings assumes that a release path to the
environment is established. If fue effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped
dae te actions to isolate fue release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for
classification purpeses;.

'tlhile this IC may not be met absent challenges to the cooling of spent fuel, it provides
classification diversity and may be used to elassify events that would not reach the same ECL
based on plant conditions alone.
The EPA PAGs are expressed in terms ofthe sum oftfle effective dose equivalent (EDE)
and the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE), or as the th)q·oid committed dose
equivalent (CDE). For the purpose of these IC/EALs, the dose quantity total effective dose
equivalent (TEDE), as defined in 10 CFR § 20, is used in lieu of" ... sum ofEDE and CEDE .... ".
The EPA PAG guidance provides for the use adult thyroid dose conversion factors;
hoviever, some states have decided to base protective actions on child thyroid CDE. Naclear
power plant ICs/BALs Heed to be coHsistent with the protective actioH n~ethodologies eHlpleyed
by tfle £tates viithin tHeir EPZs. The th;q·oid CDE dose ased in the IC aBd EALs should be
adjusted as neeessary to align with £tate protective actioH decisioB making crit01ia.
The "site specific n1onitor list and threshold values" should be determined witH
consideration ofthe following:
•
•

•

£election of the appropriate installed gaseous and liquid effluent monitors.
The effluent monitor readings sho:1ld correspoad to a dose ef 10 mrem TEDE or 50 mrem
thyroid CDE at the "site specific dose receptor point" (consistent with the calcul-ation
methedolegy employed) for oRe hm1r of ellposure.
Monitor readiBgs will be calculated using a set of assumed n1eteorological data or
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. atmospheric dispersion factors; the data or factors selected fof llSO should be the same as
those employed to calculate the monitof readings for IC PD lJJl.
• Tho calculation of monitor readings vlill also require use of an assumed release isotopic mix;
tho selected milE shedd be the same as that employed to cal ell-late n1onitor readings for IC
PD AUl.
.o-Depending ltpon the methodology used to caledate the EAL vah:es, there may be ovei'lap of
some valaes bet·.veen different ICs. Developel's v:ill need to address tllis overlap by adjusting
these values in a IHannef that enst:res a logical escalation in the ECL.
The "site specific dose receptor point" is the distance(s) and/or locations used by the
licensee to distinguish between on site and offsite doses. The selected distanee(s) and/or
locations should reflect the eoB:teB:t of the emergency plan, aHa the pweeduralmethodology t:sed
to determine offsite doses and Proteetive Action ReeommendatioHs. The variatioH in selected
dose receptor poiB:ts means there may be some diffefenees in the distance from the release point
to the calculated dose point from site to site.
Developers should research radiation monitor design doeaments or other information
somees to ensure that 1) the EAL value being considered is ·,vithin the usable response and
display range of the instnm1ollt, and 2) there are no automatic features tl1at may render the
molliter reading invalid (e.g., an auto purge feature triggered at a particular indicatiolllevel).
It is recogniz:ed that tl1e condition described by this IC may result in a radiological
effluent valae beyond the operating or display range of tl1e installed efflacnt monitor. In those
eases, EAL values shoald be determilled ·.vith a margin sufficient to ensure that an accurate
monitor reading is available. For eKample, all EAL monitor reading might be set at 90% to 95%
of the highest aecm·ate monitor reading. This provision notwithstandillg, if the
estimated/calculated monitor reading is greater than approximately 110% of the highest accurate
molliter reading, then developers may choose not to include the monitof as an indication and
identify an alternate EAL threshold.

Although the IC references TEDE, field sm·vey results are generally available only as a
'\vhole body" dose rate. For tllis reason, the field sm·vey EAL specifies a "closed vlindow"
sm·vey readiflg.
Indicatiofls from a real time dose projection system are not ifleluded in the generie EALs.
Mally licensees do Rot have this capability. For those that do, the capability n1ay not be viithin
the scope of the plaflt Technical Specifications. A licensee may request to include an EAL using
real time dose projection system results; approval will be eonsidered on a case by case basis.
Indications from a perimetef monitoriflg system are not included in the generic EALs.
Many licensees do Hot have this capability. For those that do, these monitors may 11ot be
controlled aHd maintained to the same level as pla11t equipment, or witl1in the scope of the plant
Tech11ical Specifications. I11 additioH, readiHgs may be influeHced by el1viro!1B1eHtal or other
factors. A licensee may request to include an EAL using a perimeter monitoring system;
approval will be considered on a case by ease basis.
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ECL Assignment l\ttributes: 3 .1.2. C
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PDAA2
ECL: Alert
Initiating Conditiom ill!PLANNED rise in plant radiation levels that impedes plant access
required to InaintaiR spent fuel iRtegrity.
Operating ·Mode AtJtJiieability: Net }qlplieable
ExamtJie EmeFgeney Action Levels: (1 or 2)
(1)

UNPLANNED close rate greater than 15 mRJhrin ANY of the follO'.ving areas recrairing
continuo~~s occupancy to maintaiR control of radioactive material or operation of systen1s
needed to maintain spent fuel integrity:
(site specific area list)

(2)

U:t'!PLf,:t'tNED Area Raeiation Molliter reaeings or survey results indicate a rise ey 100
mRJhr over NORMAL LEVELS that impedes access to ANY of the folloviing areas
needed to maintain coR:trol ofFadioactive 111aterial or operation efsystems needee to
maintain spent ft~el integrity.
(site specific area list)

This IC addresses increase araeiation levels that impede necessary access to areas
eontaimng ecpipment that nust as operated manually or that requires local monitoring, in order
to maintain systems needed to maintain spent fuel integrity. As ltsed here, 'il11flede' inckdes
hindering or interfering, provides that the interference or delay is sufficient to sigmficantly
threateRnecessary plant access. It is this il11tJaired access that results iR the actual or potential
substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
This IC eoes not apply to anticipated tel11flora1y iRcreases

d~~e

to planRed e'•'ents.

DevelotJer Notes:
The value of 15mR/hr is eerived from the GDC 19 value of 5 rem in 30 days v1ith
'adjt:stmeRt for expected occapancy times. Although Section III.D.3 ofN1JREG 0737,
<Clarifieatien efTMI Actien Plan Requirements, provides that the 15 mR/hr value can be
averages O'rer the 30 days, the value is usee here \Vithout averaging, as a 30 eay duration implies
an eveRt potentially mofO significant than an Alert.
The speeified value of 100 mRJhr may be set to anotl1er value for a specific application
with appropriate jastification.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.2.C
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PO HA1
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION within the O\:V1'1ER CONTROLLED AREA or
aifbome attack threat within 30 miootes.
{}pe¥Utiag Mede-Applieability: Not Aflfllicable
Exam~le

( 1)

(2)

EmeFgeaeyAetieH Levels: (1 or 2)

A HOSTILE ACTIO}! is occurring or has occunea within the 0 1N1'fER CONTROLLED
AREA as reflortea by the (site Sflecific security shift suflervision).
A validated notification from NRC of an aircraft attack threat viithln 3 0 minutes of the
ffi.te.,

This IC addresses the occ~o:rrence of a HOSTILE ACTION within the OWNER Cill!TROLLED
AREA or notification of an aircraft attack threat. Tins event v;ill require raflid resflonse ana
assistance a::e to the flOSsibility ofthe attack flrogressing to the PROTECTED AREA, Of the
need to pre{lare the fllant ana Staff for a flOtential aircraft imflaCt.
Timely ana accurate con1n1unications between Security Shift Sllflervision ana the Control Room
is essential for flroflel' slassification of a security related event.
Security fllans ana terminology afe based on the g~:~iElance flFOviaea by NEI 03 12, Template fi3r
the Security P!-an, Training end Quelificetien Plen, &tfeguerds Centingency Plan {and
Independent Spent F'uel Sterage Jnsta!latien Security Progrem}.
As time ana conditions allovl, these events reqt:ire a heightened state of readiness by the fllant
staff ana il1lfllementation of onsite flFStective measures (e.g., evacuation, diSflersal or sheltering).
The Alert declaration '.Vill also heighten the av:areness of Offsite Resflonse Organizations,
allowing them to be better flreflarea shmlla it be necessary to consider further actions.
This IC does not aflflly to incidents that are accidental e'fents, acts of civil disobedience, or
otherwise are not a HOSTILE ACTION peFfletratea by a HOSTILE FORCE. Exalllflles include
the crash of a small aircraft, shots from hunters, physical diSflutes bet>.veen elllflloyees, etc.
Reflorting of these ty{les of events is adequately addressed by other EALs, or the requirements of
10 CFR § 73.71 Of 10 CFR § 50.72.
EAL #1 is aflplicable for any HOSTILE ACTION occurring, or that has oscurrea, in the
O'm'fER CONTRDLLED AREA. This includes any actioH: directed agaiH:st an ISFSI that is
located w':ithin the OW1'1ER CONTROLLED Al{EA.
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EAL #2 addresses the threat from the impact of an aircraft on the plant, and the anticipated
arrival time is within 30 nrinutes. The intent of this Ef,L is to ensure that threat related
notifications are made in a timely manner so that plant personnel and OROs are in a heightened
state of readiness. This EAL is n1et when the threat Ielated infoll'B:ation has been 'falidated in
accordance with (site specific procedme).
The NRC Headqaarters Operations Officer (HOO) will comnmnieate to the licensee if the threat
involves an aircraft. The status and sil':e of the plane may Be provided BY NORAD through the
NRG.-

In some cases, it may not be Ieadily apparent if an aircraft impact within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA v!'as intentional (i.e., a Hm;TILE ACTION). It is ellpeeted, although
not certain, that notification by an appropriate Federal agency to the site would clarify this point.
In this ease, the appropriate federal agency is intended to be ·NORAD, FBI, FAA or F-IRC. The
emergency declaration, including one based on other ICs/EALs, should not be unduly delayed
while awaiting notificatioR by a Federal agency.
Emergency plans and implementing prooedures al'e pd1lio documents; therefore, EALs should
not incorporate 8ecurity sensitive info1mation. This includes infonnation that may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the pa1iiculars concerning a specifie threat or
threat location. 8ecmity sensitive infom1ation should be contained in non public documents
such as the Security Plan.
Developer Notes:
The (site specific security shift supervision) is the title of the on shift individualiesponsible for
supervision of the on shift security force.
Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs
should not incorporate 8ecurity sensitive info1mation. This in clades infonnation that may Be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat or
threat location. 8eeurity sensitive infonnation should Be contained in non public doC<lments
such as the Security Plan.
·
With due oonsideration given to the wove developer note, EALs may contain alpha or
numbered references to selected events descriBed in the 8ecurity Plan and associated
implementing piocedmes. Such references should not contain a recogniz:able descriptio11 of tho
eveRt. For example, a11 EAL may be worded as "8ecarity event #2, #5 or #9 is reported by the
(site specific security shift Sllpervision)."
See the related Developer Note i11 Appe11dix B, Definitions, for guidance on the developn1ent of
a scheme defi11itio11 for the O'tlN"ER CONTROLLED AREA.
ECL Assig11ment Attribates: 3 .1.2.D
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PO HA3
ECL: l'Aert
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist whieh ifl the judgment of the Emergency Director
wanaflt declaration of an Alert.
·
~e

Aflfllieability: Not Applieable

Example Emergeney Aetien LeYels:

(1)

Other conditiofls e1dst w-hich in thejadgment of the En'l:ergeRcy Director indicate that
eveRts are iR progress or have occurred v;hich involve aR actual or poteRtial substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plaRt or a sec:1rity eveRt that itwoh•es probable
life threatening risk to site persoRRel or damage to site equipmeRt because of HOSTILE
ACTION. Any releases are eJlpected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA
Protective Aetion Gddeline exposure levels.

This IC addresses :manticipated conditions Rot addressed explicitly elsev.'-here but that wanaRt
deelaration of an emergency because conditions eJlist '.Vhich are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall :mder the emergency classifieation level deseriptioR for an Alert.
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POINT BEACH EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS
BASIS DOCUMENT
1
1.1

REGULATORY BACKGROUND
OPERATING REACTORS

Title 10, Code ofFederal Regulations (CFR), Energy, contains the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations that apply to nuclear power facilities.
Several of these regulations govern various aspects of an emergency classification
scheme. A review of the relevant sections listed below will aid the reader in
understanding the key terminology provided in Section 3.0 of this document.
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 CFR § 50.47(a)(l)(i)
10 CFR § 50.47(b)(4)
10 CFR § 50.54(q)
10 CFR § 50.72(a)
10 CFR §50, Appendix E, IV.B, Assessment Actions
10 CFR §50, Appendix E, IV.C, Activation of Emergency Organization

The above regulations are supplemented by various regulatory guidance documents.
Three documents of particular relevance to NEI 99-01 are:
•

•
•

NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of
Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support ofNuclear
Power Plants, October 1980. [Refer to Appendix 1, Emergency Action Level
Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plants]
NUREG-1022, Event Reporting Guidelines 10 CFR § 50.72 and§ 50.73
Regulatory Guide 1.101, Emergency Response Planning and Preparedness for
Nuclear Power Reactors
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1.2

INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION {ISFSI)

Selected guidance in NEI 99-01 is applicable to licensees electing to use their 10 CFR 50
emergency plan to fulfill the requirements of 10 CFR 72.32 for a stand-alone ISFSI. The
emergency classification levels applicable to an ISFSI are consistent with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50 and the guidance in NUREG 0654/FEMA-REP-1. The
initiating conditions germane to a 10 CFR 72.32 emergency plan (as described in
NUREG-1567) are subsumed within the classification scheme for a 10 CFR 50.47
emergency plan.
The generic ICs and EALs for an ISFSI are presented in Section 8, ISFSI ICs/EALs. IC
EU1 covers the spectrum of credible natural and man-made events included within the
scope of an ISFSI design. This IC is not applicable to installations or facilities that may
process and/or repackage spent fuel (e.g., a Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility or an
ISFSI at a spent fuel processing facility). In addition, appropriate aspects ofiC HUl and
IC HAl should also be included to address a HOSTILE ACTION directed against an
ISFSI.
The analysis of potential onsite and offsite consequences of accidental releases associated
with the operation of an ISFSI is contained in NUREG-1140, A Regulatory Analysis on
Emergency Preparedness for Fuel Cycle and Other Radioactive Material Licensees.
NUREG-1140 concluded that the postulated worst-case accident involving an ISFSI has
insignificant consequences to public health and safety. This evaluation shows that the
maximum offsite dose to a member of the public due to an accidental release of
radioactive materials would not exceed 1 rem Effective Dose Equivalent.
Regarding the above information, the expectations for an offsite response to an Alert
classified under a 10 CFR 72.32 emergency plan are generally consistent with those for
an Unusual Event in a 10 CFR 50.47 emergency plan (e.g., to provide assistance if
requested). Also, the licensee's Emergency Response Organization (ERO) required for
10 CFR 72.32 emergency plan is different than that prescribed for a 10 CFR 50.4 7
emergency plan (e.g., no emergency technical support function).
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1.3

NRC ORDER EA-12-051
The Fukushima Daiichi accident of March 11, 2012, was the result of a tsunami that
exceeded the plant's design basis and flooded the site's emergency electrical power
supplies and distribution systems. This caused an extended loss of power that severely
compromised the key safety functions of core cooling and containment integrity, and
ultimately led to core damage in three reactors. While the loss of pow~r also impaired the
spent fuel pool cooling function, sufficient water inventory was maintained in the pools
to preclude fuel damage from the loss of cooling.
Following a review of the Fukushima Daiichi accident, the NRC concluded that several
measures were necessary to ensure adequate protection of public health and safety under
the provisions of the backfit rule, 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(ii). Among them was to provide
each spent fuel pool with reliable level instrumentation to significantly enhance the
ability ofkey decision-makers to allocate resources effectively following a beyond design
basis event. To this end, the NRC issued Order EA-12-051, Issuance of Order to Modify
Licenses with Regard to Reliable Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation, on March 12, 2012, to
all US nuclear plants with an operating license, construction permit, or combined
construction and operating license.
NRC Order EA-12-051 states, in part, "All licensees ... shall have a reliable indication of
the water level in associated spent fuel storage pools capable of supporting identification
of the following pool water level conditions by trained personnel: (1) level that is
adequate to support operation of the normal fuel pool cooling system, (2) level that is
adequate to provide substantial radiation shielding for a person standing on the spent fuel
pool operating deck, and (3) level where fuel remains covered and actions to implement
make-up water addition should no longer be deferred." To this end, all licensees must
provide:
•

A primary and back-up level instrument that will monitor water level from the normal
level to the top of the used fuel rack in the pool;
• A display in an area accessible following a severe event; and
.~ Independent electrical power to each instrument channel and provide an alternate
remote power connection capability.
NEI 12-02, Industry Guidance for Compliance with NRC Order EA-12-051, "To Modify
Licenses with Regard to Reliable Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation, "provides guidance
for complying with NRC Order EA-12-051.
NEI 99-01, Revision 6, includes three EALs that reflect the availability of the enhanced
spent fuel pool level instrumentation associated with NRC Order EA-12-051. These
EALs are included within ICs RA2, RS2, and RG2.
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2

KEY TERMINOLOGY USED IN NEI 99·01

There are several key terms that appear throughout the EAL methodology. These terms are
introduced in this section to support understanding of subsequent material. As an aid to the
reader, the following table is provided as an overview to illustrate the relationship of the terms to
each other.
Emergency Classification Level
Unusual Event

J

Alert

I

SAE

I

GE

Initiating Condition

Initiating Condition

Initiating Condition

Initiating Condition

Emergency Action
Level (1)
• Operating Mode
Applicability
• Notes
• Basis

Emergency Action
Level (1)
• Operating Mode
Applicability

Emergency Action
Level (1)
• Operating Mode
Applicability
• Notes
• Basis

Emergency Action
Level (1)
• Operating Mode
Applicability
• Notes
• Basis

• Notes
• Basis

(1) - When making an emergency classification, the Emergency Director must consider all
information having a bearing on the proper assessment of an Initiating Condition. This includes
the Emergency Action Level (EAL) plus the associated Operating Mode Applicability, Notes
and the informing Basis information. In the Recognition Category F matrices, EALs are referred
to as Fission Product Barrier Thresholds; the thresholds serve the same function as an EAL.
2.1

EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL (ECL)

One of a set of names or titles established by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) for grouping off-normal events or conditions according to (1) potential or actual
effects or consequences, and (2) resulting onsite and offsite response actions. The
emergency classification levels, in ascending order of severity, are:
• Unusual Event (UE)
• Alert
• Site Area Emergency (SAE)
• General Emergency (GE)
2.1.1

Unusual Event (UE)
Events are in progress or have occurred which indicate a potential degradation of the
level of safety of the plant or indicate a security threat to facility protection has been
initiated. No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring are
expected unless further degradation of SAFETY SYSTEMS occurs.

Purpose: The purpose of this classification is to assure that the first step in future
response has been carried out, to bring the operations staff to a state of readiness, and to
provide systematic handling of unusual event information and decision-making.
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2.1.2

Alert
Events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable
life threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE
ACTION. Any releases are expected to be limited to small fractions ofthe EPA PAG
exposure levels.
Purpose: The purpose of this classification is to assure that emergency personnel are
readily available to respond if the situation becomes more serious or to perform
confirmatory radiation monitoring if required, and provide offsite authorities current
information on plant status and parameters.

2.1.3

Site Area Emergency
Events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE ACTION that results in
intentional damage or malicious acts; 1) toward site personnel or equipment that could
lead to the likely failure of or; 2) that prevent effective access to, equipment needed for
the protection of the public. Any releases are not expected to result in exposure levels
which exceed EPA PAG exposure levels beyond the site boundary.
Purpose: The purpose of the Site Area Emergency declaration is to assure that
emergency response centers are staffed, to assure that monitoring teams are dispatched, to
assure that personnel required for evacuation of near-site areas are at duty stations if the
situation becomes more serious, to provide consultation with offsite authorities, and to
provide updates to the public through government authorities.

2.1.4

General Emergency (GE)
Events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or IMMINENT substantial
core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity or HOSTILE
ACTION that results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA PAG exposure levels offsite for more than the
immediate site area.
Purpose: The purpose of the General Emergency declaration is to initiate predetermined
protective actions for the public, to provide continuous assessment of information from
the licensee and offsite organizational measurements, to initiate additional measures as
indicated by actual or potential releases, to provide consultation with offsite authorities,
and to provide updates for the public through government authorities.
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2.2

INITIATING CONDITION (IC)

An event or condition that aligns with the definition of one of the four emergency
classification levels by virtue of the potential or actual effects or consequences.

Discussion: An IC describes an event or condition, the severity or consequences of which
meets the definition of an emergency classification level. An IC can be expressed as a
continuous, measurable parameter (e.g., RCS leakage), an event (e.g., an earthquake) or
the status of one or more fission product barriers (e.g., loss of the RCS barrier).
Appendix 1 ofNUREG-0654 does not contain example Emergency Action
Levels (EALs) for each ECL, but rather Initiating Conditions (i.e., plant conditions that
indicate that a radiological emergency, or events that could lead to a radiological
emergency, has occurred). NUREG-0654 states that the Initiating Conditions form the
basis for establishment by a licensee of the specific plant instrumentation readings (as
applicable) which, if exceeded, would initiate the emergency classification. Thus, it is the
specific instrument readings that would be the EALs.
2.3

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL (EAL)

A pre-determined, site-specific, observable threshold for an Initiating Condition that,
when met or exceeded, places the plant in a given emergency classification level.
Discussion: EAL statements may utilize a variety of criteria including instrument
readings and status indications; observable events; results of calculations and analyses;
entry into particular procedures; and the occurrence of natural phenomena.
2.4

FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER THRESHOLD

A pre-determined, site-specific, observable threshold indicating the loss or potential loss
of a fission product barrier.
Discussion: Fission product barrier thresholds represent threats to the defense in depth
design concept that precludes the release of radioactive fission products to the
environment. This concept relies on multiple physical barriers, any one of which, if
maintained intact, precludes the release of significant amounts of radioactive fission
products to the environment. The primary fission product barriers are:
• Fuel Clad
• Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
• Containment
Upon determination that one or more fission product barrier thresholds have been
exceeded, the combination ofbarrier loss and/or potential loss thresholds is compared to
the fission product barrier IC/EAL criteria to determine the appropriate ECL. In some
accident sequences, the ICs and EALs presented in the Abnormal Radiation Levels/
Radiological Effluent (R) Recognition Category will be exceeded at the same time, or
shortly after, the loss of one or more fission product barriers. This redundancy is
intentional as the former ICs address radioactivity releases that result in certain offsite
doses from whatever cause, including events that might not be fully encompassed by
fission product barriers (e.g., spent fuel pool accidents, design containment leakage
following a LOCA, etc.).
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3
3.1

DESIGN OF THE PBNP EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
ASSIGNMENT OF EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVELS (ECLs)

An effective emergency classification scheme must incorporate a realistic and accurate
assessment of risk, both to plant workers and the public. There are obvious health and
safety risks in underestimating the potential or actual threat from an event or condition;
however, there are also risks in overestimating the threat as well (e.g., harm that may
occur during an evacuation). The PBNP emergency classification scheme attempts to
strike an appropriate balance between reasonably anticipated event or condition
consequences, potential accident trajectories, and risk avoidance or minimization.
There are a range of "non-emergency events" reported to the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) staff in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.72.
Guidance concerning these reporting requirements, and example events, are provided in
NUREG-1022. Certain events reportable under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.72 may also
require the declaration of an emergency.
In order to align each Initiating Conditions (IC) with the appropriate ECL, it was
necessary to determine the attributes of each ECL. The goal of this process is to answer
the question, "What events or conditions should be placed under each ECL ?" The
following sources provided information and context for the development of ECL
attributes.
• Assessments of the effects and consequences of different types of events and
conditions
• PBNP abnormal and emergency operating procedure setpoints and transition criteria
• PBNP Technical Specification limits and controls
• Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) radiological release limits
• Review of selected Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) accident analyses
• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Protective Action Guidelines (P AGs)
• NUREG 0654, Appendix 1, Emergency Action Level Guidelines for Nuclear Power
Plants
• Industry Operating Experience
• Input from PBNP subject matter experts
The following ECL attributes were created to aid in the development of ICs and
Emergency Action Levels (EALs). The attributes may be useful in briefing and training
settings (e.g., helping an Emergency Director understand why a particular condition is
classified as an Alert).
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3 .1.1

Unusual Event (UE)
An Unusual Event, as defined in section 2.1.1, includes but is not limited to an event or
condition that involves:

(A) A precursor to a more significant event or condition.
(B) A minor loss of control of radioactive materials or the ability to control radiation
levels within the plant.
(C) A consequence otherwise significant enough to warrant notification to local, State and
Federal authorities.
3.1.2

Alert
An Alert, as defined in section 2.1.2, includes but is not limited to an event or condition
that involves:

(A) A loss or potential loss of either the fuel clad or Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
fission product barrier.
(B) An event or condition that significantly reduces the margin to a loss or potential loss
of the fuel clad or RCS fission product barrier.
(C) A significant loss of control of radioactive materials resulting in an inability to
control radiation levels within the plant, or a release of radioactive materials to the
environment that could result in doses greater than 1% of an EPA PAG at or beyond
the site boundary.
(D) A HOSTILE ACTION occurring within the OWNER CONTROLLED AREA,
including those directed at an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI).
3.1.3

Site Area Emergency (SAE)
A Site Area Emergency, as defined in section 2.1.3, includes but is not limited to an event
or condition that involves:
(A) A loss or potential loss of any two fission product barriers- fuel clad, RCS and/or
containment.
(B) A precursor event or condition that may lead to the loss or potential loss of multiple
fission product barriers within a relatively short period of time. Precursor events and
conditions of this type include those that challenge the monitoring and/or control of
multiple SAFETY SYSTEMS.
(C) A release of radioactive materials to the environment that could result in doses greater
than 10% of an EPA PAG at or beyond the site boundary.
(D) A HOSTILE ACTION occurring within the plant PROTECTED AREA.
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3.1.4

General Emergency (GE)
A General Emergency, as defined in section 2.1.4, includes but is not limited to an event
or condition that involves:
(A) Loss of any two fission product barriers AND loss or potential loss of the third barrier
-fuel clad, RCS and/or containment.
(B) A precursor event or condition that, unmitigated, may lead to a loss of all three fission
product barriers. Precursor events and conditions of this type include those that lead
directly to core damage and loss of containment integrity.
(C) A release of radioactive materials to the environment that could result in doses greater
than an EPA PAG at or beyond the site boundary.
(D) A HOSTILE ACTION resulting in the loss ofkey safety functions (reactivity control,
core cooling/RPV water level or RCS heat removal) or damage to spent fuel.
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3.1.5

Risk-Informed Insights
Emergency preparedness is a defense-in-depth measure that is independent of the
assessed risk from any particular accident sequence; however, the development of an
effective emergency classification scheme can benefit from a review of risk-based
assessment results. To that end, the development and assignment of certain ICs and
EALs also considered insights from several site-specific probabilistic safety assessments.
Some generic insights from this review included:
1. Accident sequences involving a prolonged loss of all AC power are significant
contributors to core damage frequency at many Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs).
For this reason, a loss of all AC power for greater than 15 minutes, with the plant at
or above Hot Shutdown, was assigned an ECL of Site Area Emergency. Precursor
events to a loss of all AC power were also included as an Unusual Event and an Alert.
A station blackout coping analyses performed in response to 10 CFR 50.63 and
Regulatory Guide 1.155, Station Blackout, may be used to determine a time-based
criterion to demarcate between a Site Area Emergency and a General Emergency.
The time dimension is critical to a properly anticipatory emergency declaration since
the goal is to maximize the time available for State and local officials to develop and
implement offsite protective actions.
2. For severe core damage events, uncertainties exist in phenomena important to
accident progressions leading to containment failure. Because of these uncertainties,
predicting the status of containment integrity may be difficult under severe accident
conditions. This is why maintaining containment integrity alone following sequences
leading to severe core damage is an insufficient basis for not escalating to a General
Emergency.
3. PSAs indicated that leading contributors to latent fatalities were sequences involving
a containment bypass, a large Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) with early
containment failure, a Station Blackout lasting longer than the PBNP coping period,
and a reactor coolant pump seal failure. The generic EAL methodology needs to be
sufficiently rigorous to address these sequences in a timely fashion.
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3.2

TYPES OF INITIATING CONDITIONS AND EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS

The NEI 99-01 methodology makes use of symptom-based, barrier-based and eventbased ICs and EALs. Each type is discussed below.
Symptom-based ICs and EALs are parameters or conditions that are measurable over
some range using plant instrumentation (e.g., core temperature, reactor coolant level,
radiological effluent, etc.). When one or more of these parameters or conditions are offnormal, reactor operators will implement procedures to identify the probable cause(s) and
take corrective action.
Fission product barrier-based ICs and EALs are the subset of symptom-based EALs that
refer specifically to the level of challenge to the principal barriers against the release of
radioactive material from the reactor core to the environment. These barriers are the fuel
cladding, the reactor coolant system pressure boundary, and the containment. The
barrier-based ICs and EALs consider the level of challenge to each individual barrierpotentially lost and lost- and the total number of barriers under challenge.
Event-based ICs and EALs define a variety of specific occurrences that have potential or
actual safety significance. These include the failure of an automatic reactor scram/trip to
shut down the reactor, natural phenomena (e.g., an earthquake), or man-made hazards
such as a toxic gas release.
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3.3

PBNP-SPECIFIC ORGANIZATION AND PRESENTATION OF GENERIC INFORMATION

The scheme's generic information is organized by Recognition Category in the following
order.
•
•
•
•
•
•

R . , Abnormal Radiation Levels I Radiological Effluent- Section 6
C - Cold Shutdown I Refueling System Malfunction- Section 7
E - Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) - Section 8
F - Fission Product Barrier- Section 9
H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety- Section 10
S - System Malfunction- Section 11

Each Recognition Category section contains a matrix showing the ICs and their
associated emergency classification levels.
The following information and guidance is provided for each IC:

•

ECL -the assigned emergency classification level for the IC.

•

Initiating Condition -provides a summary description of the emergency event or
condition.

•

Operating Mode Applicability- Lists the modes during which the IC and associated
EAL(s) are applicable (i.e., are to be used to classify events or conditions).

•

Emergency Action Level(s)- Provides examples of reports and indications that are
considered to meet the intent of the IC.
For Recognition Category F, the fission product barrier thresholds are presented in
tables and arranged by fission product barrier and the degree of barrier challenge
(i.e., potential loss or loss). This presentation method shows the synergism among
the thresholds, and supports accurate assessments.

•

Basis - Provides background information that explains the intent and application of
the IC and EALs. In some cases, the basis also includes relevant source information
and references.
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IC AND EAL MODE APPLICABILITY

3.4

The PBNP emergency classification scheme was developed recognizing that the
applicability of ICs and EALs will vary with plant mode. For example, some symptombased ICs and EALs can be assessed only during the power operations, startup, or hot
standby/shutdown modes of operation when all fission product barriers are in place, and
plant instrumentation and SAFETY SYSTEMS are fully operational. In the cold
shutdown and refueling modes, different symptom-based ICs and EALs will come into
play to reflect the opening of systems for routine maintenance, the unavailability of some
SAFETY SYSTEM components and the use of alternate instrumentation.
The following table shows which Recognition Categories are applicable in each plant
mode. The ICs and EALs for a given Recognition Category are applicable in the
indicated modes.

MODE APPLICABILITY MATRIX
Recognition Category
E

F

H

s

X

X

X

X

X

Startup

X

X

X

X

X

Hot Standby

X

X

X

X

X

Hot Shutdown

X

X

X

X

X

Cold Shutdown

X

X

X

X

Refueling

X

X

X

X

Defueled

X

X

X

X

Mode

R

Power Operations

c

PBNP OPERATING MODES
MODE

1
2
3
4
5
6

N/A

TITLE

Power Operation
Startup
Hot Standby
Hot Shutdown(oJ
Cold Shutdown (OJ
Refueling (cJ
Defueled

REACTIVITY
CONDITION

%RATED
THERMAL
POWERCa)

AVERAGE
REACTOR
COOLANT
(Kerr)
TEMPERATURE
(oF)
NA
~.99
>5
:::;5
NA
~.99
;::350
<0.99
NA
<0.99
NA
350 > Tavg > 200
:::;200
<0.99
NA
NA
NA
NA
All fuel removed from the reactor vessel (full core offload
during refueling or extended outage)

(a) Excluding decay heat
(b) All reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned.
(c) One or more reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned.
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4
4.1

PBNP SCHEME DEVELOPMENT
GENERAL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The PBNP ICs and EALs were developed to be unambiguous and readily assessable.
The IC is the fundamental event or condition requiring a declaration. The EAL(s) is the
pre-determined threshold that defines when the IC is met.
Useful acronyms and abbreviations associated with the PBNP emergency classification
scheme are presented in Appendix A, Acronyms and Abbreviations.
Many words or terms used in the PBNP emergency classification scheme have schemespecific definitions. These words and terms are identified by being set in all capital
letters (i.e., ALL CAPS). The definitions are presented in Appendix B, Definitions.
4.2

CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS

When crafting the scheme, PBNP ensured that certain critical characteristics have been
met. These critical characteristics are listed below.
•

•

•
•
•
•

The ICs, EALs, Operating Mode Applicability criteria, Notes and Basis information
are consistent with industry guidance; while the actual wording may be different, the
classification intent is maintained. With respect to Recognition Category F, PBNP
includes a user-aid to facilitate timely and accurate classification of fission product
barrier losses and/or potential losses. The user-aid logic is consistent with the
classification logic presented in Section 9.
The ICs, EALs, Operating Mode Applicability criteria, Notes and Basis information
are technically complete and accurate (i.e., they contain the information necessary to
make a correct classification).
EAL statements use objective criteria and observable values.
ICs, EALs, Operating Mode Applicability and Note statements and formatting
consider human factors and are user-friendly.
The scheme facilitates upgrading and downgrading of the emergency classification
where necessary.
The scheme facilitates classification of multiple concurrent events or conditions.
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4.3

INSTRUMENTATIONUSEDFOREALS

PBNP incorporated instrumentation that is reliable and routinely maintained in
accordance with site programs and procedures. Alarms referenced in EAL statements are
those that are the most operationally significant for the described event or condition.
EAL setpoints are within the calibrated range of the referenced instrumentation, and
consider any automatic instrumentation functions that may impact accurate EAL
assessment. In addition, EAL setpoint values do not use terms such as "off-scale low" or
"off-scale high" since that type of reading may not be readily differentiated from an
instrument failure.
4.4

EAL/THRESHOLD REFERENCES TO AOP AND EOP SETPOINTS/CRITERIA

Some of the criteria/values used in several EALs and fission product barrier thresholds
may be drawn from PBNP's AOPs and EOPs. This approach is intended to maintain
good alignment between operational diagnoses and emergency classification assessments.
Appropriate administrative controls are in place to ensure that a subsequent change to an
AOP or EOP is screened to determine if an evaluation pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(q) is
required.
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5
5.1

GUIDANCE ON MAKING EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATIONS
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

When making an emergency classification, the Emergency Director must consider all
information having a bearing on the proper assessment of an Initiating Condition (IC).
This includes the Emergency Action Level (EAL) plus the associated Operating Mode
Applicability, Notes and the informing Basis information. In the Recognition Category F
matrices, EALs are referred to as Fission Product Barrier Thresholds; the thresholds serve
the same function as an EAL.
NRC regulations require the licensee to establish and maintain the capability to assess,
classify, and declare an emergency condition within 15 minutes after the availability of
indications to plant operators that an emergency action level has been exceeded and to
promptly declare the emergency condition as soon as possible following identification of
the appropriate emergency classification level. The NRC staff has provided guidance on
implementing this requirement in NSIR/DPR-ISG-01, Interim Staff Guidance,
Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants.
All emergency classification assessments should be based upon valid indications, reports
or conditions. A valid indication, report, or condition, is one that has been verified
through appropriate means such that there is no doubt regarding the indicator's
operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy. For example, validation
could be accomplished through an instrument channel check, response on related or
redundant indicators, or direCt observation by plant personnel. The validation of
indications should be completed in a manner that supports timely emergency declaration.
For ICs and EALs that have a stipulated time duration (e.g., 15 minutes, 30 minutes, etc.),
the Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should
declare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition has exceeded, or will
likely exceed, the applicable time. If an ongoing radiological release is detected and the
release start time is unknown, it should be assumed that the release duration specified in
the IC/EAL has been exceeded, absent data to the contrary.
For EAL thresholds that specify a duration of the off-normal condition, the NRC expects
that the emergency declaration process run concurrently with the specified threshold
duration. Once the off-normal condition has existed for the duration specified in the
EAL, no further effort on this declaration is necessary-the EAL has been exceeded.
Consider as an example, the EAL "fire which is not extinguished within 15 minutes of
detection." On receipt of a fire alarm, the plant fire brigade is dispatched to the scene to
begin fire suppression efforts.
•

If the fire brigade reports that the fire can be extinguished before the specified
duration, the emergency declaration is placed on hold while firefighting activities
continue. If the fire brigade is successful in extinguishing the fire within the
specified duration from detection, no emergency declaration is warranted based on
that EAL.
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•

If the fire is still burning after the specified duration has elapsed, the EAL is
exceeded, no further assessment is necessary, and the emergency declaration would
be made promptly. As used here, "promptly" means at the first available
opportunity (e.g., if the Shift Manager is receiving an update from the fire briga<;le at
the 15-minute mark, it is expected that the declaration will occur as the next action
after the call ends).

•

If, for example, the fire brigade notifies the shift supervision 5 minutes after
detection that the brigade itself cannot extinguish the fire such that the EAL will be
met imminently and cannot be avoided, the NRC would not consider it a violation of
the licensee's emergencyplan to declare the event before the EAL is met (e.g., the
15-minute duration has elapsed). While a prompt declaration would be beneficial to
public health and safety and is encouraged, it is not required by regulation.

•

In all of the above, the fire duration is measured from the time the alarm, indication,
or report was first received by the plant operators. Validation or confirmation
establishes that the fire started as early as the time of the alarm, indication, or report.

A planned work activity that results in an expected event or condition which meets or
exceeds an EAL does not warrant an emergency declaration provided that 1) the activity
proceeds as planned and 2) the plant remains within the limits imposed by the operating
license. Such activities include planned work to test, manipulate, repair, maintain or
modify a system or component. In these cases, the controls associated with the planning,
preparation and execution of the work will ensure that compliance is maintained with all
aspects of the operating license provided that the activity proceeds and concludes as
expected. Events or conditions of this type may be subject to the reporting requirements
of 10 CFR 50.72.
The assessment of some EALs is based on the results of analyses that are necessary to
ascertain whether a specific EAL threshold has been exceeded (e.g., dose assessments,
chemistry sampling, RCS leak rate calculation, etc.); the EAL and/or the associated basis
discussion will identify the necessary analysis. In these cases, the 15-minute declaration
period starts with the availability of the analysis results that show the threshold to be
exceeded (i.e., this is the time that the EAL information is first available). The NRC
expects licensees to establish the capability to initiate and complete EAL-related analyses
within a reasonable period oftime (e.g., maintain the necessary expertise on-shift).
While the EALs have been developed to address a full spectrum of possible events and
conditions which may warrant emergency classification, a provision for classification
based on operator/management experience and judgment is still necessary. This scheme
provides the Emergency Director with the ability to classify events and conditions based
upon judgment using EALs that are consistent with the Emergency Classification Level
(ECL) definitions (refer to Category H). The Emergency Director will need to determine
if the effects or consequences of the event or condition reasonably meet or exceed a
particular ECL definition. A similar provision is incorporated into the Fission Product
Barrier Tables; judgment may be used to determine the status of a fission product barrier.
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5.2

CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY

To make an emergency classification, the user will compare an event or condition (i.e.,
the relevant plant indications and reports) to an EAL(s) and determine if the EAL has
been met or exceeded. The evaluation of an EAL(s) must be consistent with the related
Operating Mode Applicability and Notes. If an EAL has been met or exceeded, then the
IC is considered met and the associated ECL is declared in accordance with plant
procedures.
When assessing an EAL that specifies a time duration for the off-normal condition, the
"clock" for the EAL time duration runs concurrently with the emergency classification
process "clock." For a full discussion of this timing requirement, refer to
NSIR/DPR-ISG-01.

5.3

CLASSIFICATION OF MULTIPLE EVENTS AND CONDITIONS

When multiple emergency events or conditions are present, the user will identify all met
or exceeded EALs. The highest applicable ECL identified during this review is declared.
For example:
•

If an Alert EAL and a Site Area Emergency EAL are met, whether at one unit or at
two different units, a Site Area Emergency should be declared.

There is no "additive" effect from multiple EALs meeting the same ECL. For example:
•

If two Alert EALs are met, whether at one unit or at two different units, an Alert
should be declared.

Related guidance concerning classification of rapidly escalating events or conditions is
provided in Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2007-02, Clarification ofNRC Guidance
for Emergency Notifications During Quickly Changing Events.
5.4

CONSIDERATION OF MODE CHANGES DURING CLASSIFICATION

The mode in effect at the time that an event or condition occurred, and prior to any plant
or operator response, is the mode that determines whether or not an IC is applicable. If
an event or condition occurs, and results in a mode change before the emergency is
declared, the emergency classification level is still based on the mode that existed at the
time that the event or condition was initiated (and not when it was declared). Once a
different mode is reached, any new event or condition, not related to the original event or
condition, requiring emergency classification should be evaluated against the ICs and
EALs applicable to the operating mode at the time of the new event or condition.
For events that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refueling, escalation is via EALs that are
applicable in the Cold Shutdown or Refueling modes, even if Hot Shutdown (or a higher
mode) is entered during the subsequent plant response. In particular, the fission product
barrier EALs are applicable only to events that initiate in the Hot Shutdown mode or
higher.
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5.5

CLASSIFICATION OF IMMINENT CONDITIONS

Although EALs provide specific thresholds, the Emergency Director must remain alert to
events or conditions that could lead to meeting or exceeding an EAL within a relatively
short period oftime (i.e., a change in the ECL is IMMINENT). If, in the judgment of the
Emergency Director, meeting an EAL is IMMINENT, the emergency classification
should be made as if the EAL has been met. While applicable to all emergency
classification levels, this approach is particularly important at the higher emergency
classification levels since it provides additional time for implementation of protective
measures.
5.6

EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL UPGRADING AND DOWNGRADING

An ECL may be downgraded when the event or condition that meets the highest IC and
EAL no longer exists, and other site-specific downgrading requirements are met. If
downgrading the ECL is deemed appropriate, the new ECL would then be based on a
lower applicable IC(s) and EAL(s). The ECL may also simply be terminated.
The following approach to downgrading or terminating an ECL is recommended.
ECL

Action When Condition No Longer Exists

Unusual Event

Terminate the emergency in accordance with plant
procedures.

Alert

Downgrade or terminate the emergency in
accordance with plant procedures.

Site Area Emergency with no
long-term plant damage

Downgrade or terminate the emergency in
accordance with plant procedures.

Site Area Emergency with
long-term plant damage

Terminate the emergency and enter recovery in
accordance with plant procedures.

General Emergency

Terminate the emergency and enter recovery in
accordance with plant procedures.

As noted above, guidance concerning classification of rapidly escalating events or
conditions is provided in RIS 2007-02.
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5. 7

CLASSIFICATION OF SHORT-LIVED EVENTS

As discussed in Section 3.2, event-based ICs and EALs define a variety of specific
occurrences that have potential or actual safety significance. By their nature, some of
these events may be short-lived and, thus, over before the emergency classification
assessment can be completed. If an event occurs that meets or exceeds an EAL, the
associated ECL must be declared regardless of its continued presence at the time of
declaration. Examples of such events include a failure of the reactor protection system to
automatically scram/trip the reactor followed by a successful manual scram/trip or an
earthquake.
5.8

CLASSIFICATION OF TRANSIENT CONDITIONS

Many of the ICs and/or EALs contained in this document employ time-based criteria.
These criteria will require that the IC/EAL conditions be present for a defined period of
time before an emergency declaration is warranted. In cases where no time-based
criterion is specified, it is recognized that some transient conditions may cause an EAL to
be met for a brief period oftime (e.g., a few seconds to a few minutes). The following
guidance should be applied to the classification of these conditions.
EAL momentarily met during expected plant response - In instances where an EAL is
briefly met during an expected (normal) plant response, an emergency declaration is not
warranted provided that associated systems and components are operating as expected,
and operator actions are performed in accordance with procedures.
EAL momentarily met but the condition is corrected prior to an emergency declarationIf an operator takes prompt manual action to address a condition, and the action is
successful in correcting the condition prior to the emergency declaration, then the
applicable EAL is not considered met and the associated emergency declaration is not
required. For illustrative purposes, consider the following example.
An ATWS occurs and the auxiliary feedwater system fails to automatically start.
Steam generator levels rapidly decrease and the plant enters an inadequate RCS
heat removal condition (a potential loss ofboth the fuel clad and RCS barriers). If
an operator manually starts the auxiliary feedwater system in accordance with an
EOP step and clears the inadequate RCS heat removal condition prior to an
emergency declaration, then the classification should be based on the ATWS
only.
It is important to stress that the 15-minute emergency classification assessment period is
not a "grace period" during which a classification may be delayed to allow the
performance of a corrective action that would obviate the need to classify the event;
emergency classification assessments must be deliberate and timely, with no undue
delays. The provision discussed above addresses only those rapidly evolving situations
where an operator is able to take a successful corrective action prior to the Emergency
Director completing the review and steps necessary to make the emergency declaration.
This provision is included to ensure that any public protective actions resulting from the
emergency classification are truly warranted by the plant conditions.
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5.9

AFTER-THE-FACT DISCOVERY OF AN EMERGENCY EVENT OR CONDITION

In some cases, an EAL may be met but the emergency classification was not made at the
time of the event or condition. This situation can occur when personnel discover that an
event or condition existed which met an EAL, but no emergency was declared, and the
event or condition no longer exists at the time of discovery. This may be due to the event
or condition not being recognized at the time or an error that was made in the emergency
classification process.
In these cases, no emergency declaration is warranted; however, the guidance contained
in NUREG-1 022 is applicable. Specifically, the event should be reported to the NRC in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 within one hour of the discovery of the undeclared event
or condition. The licensee should also notify appropriate State and local agencies in
accordance with the agreed upon arrangements.
5.10

RETRACTION OF AN EMERGENCY DECLARATION

Guidance on the retraction of an emergency declaration reported to the NRC is discussed
in NUREG-1 022.
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6

ABNORMAL RAD LEVELS/ RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT ICS/EALS
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RU1
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity greater than 2 times the ODCM
limits for 60 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Notes:
•
•
•

RU1.1

The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining that
60 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
If an ongoing release is detected and the release start time is unknown, assume that the
release duration has exceeded 60 minutes.
If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for classification
purposes.
Reading on ANY of the following effluent radiation monitors greater than the reading
shown for 60 minutes or longer:
Monitor

Reading

1(2)RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
with only containment purge in operation (25,000 cfi:n)

2RE-305 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Low Range Gas
with both purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm)

2RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
with both purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm)

2RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
with only GS building ventilation in operation (13,000 cfm)

2RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
with only forced vent of containment (35 cfm)

2RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas
with only forced vent of containment (35 cfm)

1.4E-2 f.LCi/cc
9.4E-3 f.LCi/cc
9.4E-3 f.LCi/cc
2.8E-2 f.LCi/cc
1.0E+ 1 f.LCi/cc
l.OE+ 1 f.LCi/cc

RE-315 AB Exhaust Low Range Gas

5.4E-3 f.LCi/cc

RE-317 AB Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

5.4E-3 f.LCi/cc

RE-325 Drumming Area Exhaust Low Range Gas

8.4E-3 f.LCi/cc

RE-327 Drumming Area Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

8.4E-3 f.LCi/cc

1(2)RE-229 Service Water Overboard

2.3E-3 f.LCi/cc

RU1.2

Reading on ANY effluent radiation monitor greater than 2 times the alarm setpoint
established by a current radioactivity discharge permit for 60 minutes or longer.

RU1.3

Sample analysis for a gaseous or liquid release indicates a concentration or release rate
greater than 2 times the ODCM limits for 60 minutes or longer.
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Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a lowlevel radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period oftime
(e.g., an uncontrolled release). It includes any gaseous or liquid radiological release, monitored
or un-monitored, including those for which a radioactivity discharge permit is normally prepared.
PBNP incorporates design features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to the
environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, and to control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of an extended,
uncontrolled radioactive release to the environment is indicative of degradation in these features
and/or controls.
Radiological effluent EALs are also included to provide a basis for classifying events and
conditions that cannot be readily or appropriately classified on the basis of plant conditions
alone. The inclusion of both plant condition and radiological effluent EALs more fully addresses
the spectrum of possible accident events and conditions.
Classification based on effluent monitor readings assumes that a release path to the environment
is established. If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to
actions to isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for
classification purposes.
Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4 times release
limits for 30 minutes does not meet the EAL.
EAL RUl.l - This EAL addresses normally occurring continuous radioactivity releases from
monitored gaseous or liquid effluent pathways.
EAL RU1.2 - This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that cause effluent radiation monitor
readings to exceed 2 times the limit established by a radioactivity discharge permit. This EAL
will typically be associated with planned batch releases from non-continuous release pathways
(e.g., radwaste, waste gas).
EAL RU1.3 - This EAL addresses uncontrolled gaseous or liquid releases that are detected by
sample analyses or environmental surveys, particularly on unmonitored pathways (e.g., spills of
radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger leakage in river water systems, etc.).
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC RAl.
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RU2
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss ofwater level above irradiated fuel.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
RU2.1

a.

UNPLANNED water level drop in the REFUELING PATHWAY as indicated by
ANY of the following:
•

Spent fuel pool low water level alarm

•

Visual observation

AND
b.

UNPLANNED rise in area radiation levels as indicated by ANY of the following
radiation monitors.
•

RE-1 05 SFP Area Low Range Radiation Monitor

•

RE-135 SFP Area High Range Radiation Monitor

•

1(2)RE-102 El. 66' CONTAINMENT Low Range Monitor

Definitions:
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended
evolution or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or
event may be known or unknown.
REFUELING PATHWAY: The reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool and fuel transfer canal.
Basis:
This IC addresses a decrease in water level above irradiated fuel sufficient to cause elevated
radiation levels. This condition could be a precursor to a more serious event and is also
indicative of a minor loss in the ability to control radiation levels within the plant. It is therefore
a potential de gradation in the level of safety of the plant.
A water level decrease will be primarily determined by indications from available level
instrumentation. The low level alarm is actuated by LC-634, SFP Level Indicator at
62ft. 8 in. based on maintaining at least 6ft. of water on a withdrawn fuel assembly. Other
sources of level indications may include reports from plant personnel (e.g., from a refueling
crew) or video camera observations (if available). A significant drop in the water level may also
cause an increase in the radiation levels of adjacent areas that can be detected by monitors in
those locations.
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The effects of planned evolutions should be considered. For example, a refueling bridge area
radiation monitor reading may increase due to planned evolutions such as lifting of the reactor
vessel head or movement of a fuel assembly. Note that this EAL is applicable only in cases
where the elevated reading is due to an UNPLANNED loss of water level.
A drop in water level above irradiated fuel within the reactor vessel may be classified in
accordance Recognition Category C during the Cold Shutdown and Refueling modes.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC RA2.
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RA1
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity resulting in offsite dose greater
than 10 mrem TEDE or 50 mrem thyroid CDE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Notes:

•
•
•

•

RA1.1

The Emergency Director should declare the Alert promptly upon determining that the
applicable time has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
If an ongoing release is detected and the release start time is unknown, assume that the
release duration has exceeded 15 minutes.
If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for classification
purposes.
The pre-calculated effluent monitor values presented in EAL RA1.1 should only be used for
emergency classification assessments until the results from a dose assessment using actual
meteorology are available.
Reading on ANY of the following radiation monitors greater than the reading shown for
15 minutes or longer:
Monitor

Reading

1(2)RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

6.0E+O )lCi/cc

with only containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)

1(2)RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

6.0E+O JlCi/cc

with only containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)

2RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

4.0E+O JlCi/cc

with both purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm)

2RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

4.0E+O JlCi/cc

with both purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm)

2RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

1.2E+ 1 JlCi/cc

with only GS building ventilation in operation (13,000 cfm)

RE-317 AB Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

1.0E+O 11Ci/cc

RE-319 AB Exhaust High Range Gas

1.0E+O JlCi/cc

RE-327 Drumming Area Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

1.6E+O JlCi/cc

1(2)RE-231 Steam Line 1A(2A)- 1(2)RE-232 Steam Line 1B(2B)

•
•

1 Atmospheric Steam Dump Valve Open

1.9E-1 JlCi/cc

Any Open S/G Safety Valve

7.4E-2 JlCi/cc
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RA1.2

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses greater than 10 mrem TEDE
or 50 mrem thyroid CDE at or beyond SITE BOUNDARY.

RA1.3

Analysis of a liquid effluent sample indicates a concentration or release rate that would
result in doses greater than 10 mrem TEDE or 50 mrem thyroid CDE at or beyond the
SITE BOUNDARY for one hour of exposure.

RA1.4

Field survey results indicate EITHER of the following at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY:
• Closed window dose rates greater than 10 mR/hr expected to continue for 60 minutes
or longer.
• Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE greater than 50 mrem for one
hour of inhalation.

Definitions:
SITE BOUNDARY: That line beyond which the land is neither owned, nor leased, nor otherwise
controlled by the licensee.
Basis:
This IC addresses a release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity that results in projected or actual
offsite doses greater than or equal to 1% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). It includes
both monitored and un-monitored releases. Releases of this magnitude represent an actual or
potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a radiological
release that significantly exceeds regulatory limits (e.g., a significant uncontrolled release).
This IC is modified by a note that EAL RAl.l is only assessed for emergency classification until a
qualified dose assessor is performing assessments using dose projection software incorporating
actual meteorological data and current radiological conditions.
Radiological effluent EALs are also included to provide a basis for classifying events and
conditions that cannot be readily or appropriately classified on the basis of plant conditions alone.
The inclusion of both plant condition and radiological effluent EALs more fully addresses the
spectrum of possible accident events and conditions.
The TEDE dose is set at 1% of the EPA PAG of 1,000 mrem while the 50 mrem thyroid CDE was
established in consideration ofthe 1:5 ratio ofthe EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.
Classification based on effluent monitor readings assumes that a release path to the environment is
established. If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for classification
purposes.
For EAL RA1.3, there are no site-specific liquid radiation monitors capable of monitoring liquid
effluent releases at the classification threshold for this EAL because their detector operating range
is exceeded prior to reaching these levels. Entry into this EAL for a liquid radioactivity release will
be based on sampling initiated due to entry into EAL RUl. In practical terms, this means that entry
into IC RUl will start sampling (per RMS Alarm Setpoint and Response Book) which will then
allow detection of the setpoint for RAl.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC RS 1.
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RA2
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Significant lowering of water level above, or damage to, irradiated fuel.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:

RA2.1

Uncovery of irradiated fuel in the REFUELING PATHWAY.

RA2.2

Damage to irradiated fuel resulting in a release of radioactivity from the fuel as indicated
by a reading on ANY of the following radiation monitors greater than the value shown:
Reading

Monitor

RA2.3

RE-1 05 SFP Area Low Range Radiation Monitor

4 Rlhr

1(2)RE-126 Containment High Radiation Monitor

7 Rlhr

1(2)RE-127 Containment High Radiation Monitor

7 Rlhr

1(2)RE-128 Containment High Radiation Monitor

7 Rlhr

Lowering of spent fuel pool level to 49 ft.O in.

Definitions:

REFUELING PATHWAY- The reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool and fuel transfer canal.
Basis:

This IC addresses events that have caused IMMINENT or actual damage to an irradiated fuel
assembly, or a significant lowering of water level within the spent fuel pool. These events
present radiological safety challenges to plant personnel and are precursors to a release of
radioactivity to the environment. As such, they represent an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
This IC applies to irradiated fuel that is licensed for dry storage up to the point that the loaded
storage cask is sealed. Once sealed, damage to a loaded cask causing loss of the
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY is classified in accordance with IC EUl.
Escalation of the emergency would be based on either Recognition Category R or C ICs.
EALRA2.1
This EAL escalates from RU2 in that the loss of level, in the affected portion of the
REFUELING PATHWAY, is of sufficient magnitude to have resulted in uncovery of irradiated
fuel. Indications of irradiated fuel uncovery may include direct or indirect visual observation
(e.g., reports from personnel or camera images), as well as significant changes in water and
radiation levels, or other plant parameters. Computational aids may also be used. Classification
of an event using this EAL should be based on the totality of available indications, reports, and
observations.
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While an area radiation monitor could detect an increase in a dose rate due to a lowering of water
level in some portion of the REFUELING PATHWAY, the reading may not be a reliable
indication of whether or not the fuel is actually uncovered. To the degree possible, readings
should be considered in combination with other available indications of inventory loss.
A drop in water level above irradiated fuel within the reactor vessel may be classified in
accordance Recognition Category C during the Cold Shutdown and Refueling modes.
EALRA2.2
This EAL addresses a release of radioactive material caused by mechanical damage to irradiated
fuel. Damaging events may include the dropping, bumping or binding of an assembly, or
dropping a heavy load onto an assembly. A rise in readings on radiation monitors should be
considered in conjunction with in-plant reports or observations of a potential fuel damaging
event (e.g., a fuel handling accident).
EALRA2.3
Spent fuel pool water level at this value is within the lower end of the level range necessary to
prevent significant dose consequences from direct gamma radiation to personnel performing
operations in the vicinity of the spent fuel pool. This condition reflects a significant loss of spent
fuel pool water inventory and thus it is also a precursor to a loss of the ability to adequately cool
the irradiated fuel assembles stored in the pool.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs RSl or RS2.
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RA3
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Radiation levels that impede access to equipment necessary for normal
plant operations, cooldown or shutdown.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: If the equipment in the listed room or area was already inoperable or out-of-service
before the event occurred, then no emergency classification is warranted.
RA3.1

Dose rate greater than 15 mR/hr in ANY of the following areas:
•
•
•

RA3.2

Control Room (RE-I 01)
Central Alarm Station (by survey)
Secondary Alarm Station (by survey)

An UNPLANNED event results in radiation levels that prohibit or impede access to any.
of the following plant rooms or areas:
Mode
1
1
1, 2, 3, 4
ALL
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
3,4
3,4
1, 2, 3, 4
3, 4

Area
Ul Rod Drive Room
U2 Rod Drive Room
Turbine Building
PAB
Ul Fa<;ade
U2 Facade
Ul Containment
U2 Containment
Circ Water Pump House
Auxiliary FW Pum_p Room

Definitions:
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.

Basis:
This IC addresses elevated radiation levels in certain plant rooms/areas sufficient to preclude or
impede personnel from performing actions necessary to maintain normal plant operation, or to
perform a normal plant cooldown and shutdown. As such, it represents an actual or potential
substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The Emergency Director should
consider the cause of the increased radiation levels and determine if another IC may be
applicable.
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For EAL RA3.2, an Alert declaration is warranted if entry into the affected room/area is, or may
be, procedurally required during the plant operating mode in effect at the time of the elevated
radiation levels. The emergency classification is not contingent upon whether entry is actually
necessary at the time of the increased radiation levels. Access should be considered as impeded
if extraordinary measures are necessary to facilitate entry of personnel into the affected
room/area (e.g., installing temporary shielding, requiring use of non-routine protective
equipment, requesting an extension in dose limits beyond normal administrative limits).
An emergency declaration is not warranted if any of the following conditions apply.
•

'

•
•

The plant is in an operating mode different than the mode specified for the affected
room/area (i.e., entry is not required during the operating mode in effect at the time of the
elevated radiation levels). For example, the plant is in Mode 1 when the radiation increase
occurs, and the procedures used for normal operation, cooldown and shutdown do not require
entry into the affected room until Mode 4.
The increased radiation levels are a result of a planned activity that includes compensatory
measures which address the temporary inaccessibility of a room or area (e.g., radiography,
spent filter or resin transfer, etc.).
The action for which room/area entry is required is of an administrative or record keeping
nature (e.g., normal rounds or routine inspections).
The access control measures are of a conservative or precautionary nature, and would not
actually prevent or impede a required action.

Areas listed are either VITAL AREAS, contiguous to VITAL AREAS, or contain equipment
required for FIRE safe shutdown, safe shutdown or station blackout response. The Turbine
Building and Circulating Water Pump House have no installed radiation monitor capability;
therefore entry into the EAL is based on radiation surveys in these areas.
The list of plant rooms or areas in EAL RA3.2 was generated from a step-by-step review of
OP-3A, B, and C. For rod drive room access, the intent is to be able to access the reactor trip
breakers. If access is impeded to other portions of the rod drive rooms, this EAL is not applicable
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via Recognition Category R, C or F
ICs.
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RS1
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous radioactivity resulting in offsite dose greater than 100
mrem TEDE or 500 mrem thyroid CDE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Notes:
•
•
•

•

RSl.l

The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Emergency promptly upon
determining that the applicable time has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
If an ongoing release is detected and the release start time is unknown, assume that the
release duration has exceeded 15 minutes.
If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for classification
purposes.
The pre-calculated effluent monitor values presented in EAL RS 1.1 should only be used for
emergency classification assessments until the results from a dose assessment using actual
meteorology are available.
Reading on ANY of the following radiation monitor greater than the reading shown for
15 minutes or longer:

Monitor
1(2)RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

Reading
6.0E+ 1 11Ci/cc

with only containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)

1(2)RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

6.0E+ 1 11Ci/cc

with only containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)

2RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

4.0E+ 1 11Ci/cc

with both purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm)

2RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

4.0E+ 1 11Ci/cc

with both purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm)

2RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas

1.2E+2 11Ci/cc

with only GS building ventilation in operation (13,000 cfm)

RE-317 AB Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

l.OE+ 1 11Ci/cc

RE-319 AB Exhaust High Range Gas

l.OE+ 1 11Ci/cc

RE-327 Drumming Area Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

1.6E+ 1 11Ci/cc

1(2)RE-231 Steam Line 1A(2A)- 1(2)RE-232 Steam Line 1B(2B)

•

•

Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) release
Main Steam Safety Valve _(MSSV) release
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1.9E+O 11Ci/cc
7.4E-1 11Ci/cc

RS1.2

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses greater than 100 mrem TEDE
or 500 mrem thyroid CDE at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY.

RS1.3

Field survey results indicate EITHER of the following at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY:
•
•

Closed window dose rates greater than 100 mR/hr expected to continue for
60 minutes or longer.
Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE greater than 500 mrem for one
hour of inhalation.

Definitions:

SITE BOUNDARY: That line beyond which the land is neither owned, nor leased, nor otherwise
controlled by the licensee.
Basis:

This IC addresses a release of gaseous radioactivity that results in projected or actual offsite
doses greater than or equal to 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (P AGs ). It includes
both monitored and un-monitored releases. Releases of this magnitude are associated with the
failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.
This IC is modified by a note that EAL RS 1.1 is only assessed for emergency classification until
a qualified dose assessor is performing assessments using dose projection software incorporating
actual meteorological data and current radiological conditions.
Radiological effluent EALs are also included to provide a basis for classifying events and
conditions that cannot be readily or appropriately classified on the basis of plant conditions
alone. The inclusion of both plant condition and radiological effluent EALs more fully addresses
the spectrum of possible accident events and conditions.
The TEDE dose is set at 10% ofthe EPA PAG of 1,000 mrem while the 500 mrem thyroid CDE
was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.
Classification based on effluent monitor readings assumes that a release path to the environment
is established. If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to
actions to isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for
classification purposes.
Escalation ofthe emergency classification level would be via IC RG1.
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RS2
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Spent fuel pool level at 40ft. 8 in.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
RS2.1

Lowering of spent fuel pool level to 40 ft. 8 in ..

Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses a significant loss of spent fuel pool inventory control and makeup capability
leading to IMMINENT fuel damage. This condition entails major failures of plant functions
needed for protection of the public and thus warrant a Site Area Emergency declaration.
It is recognized that this IC would likely not be met until well after another Site Area Emergency
IC was met; however, it is included to provide classification diversity.

Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC RGl or RG2.
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RG1
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous radioactivity resulting in offsite dose greater than
1,000 mrem TEDE or 5,000 mrem thyroid CDE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Notes:
•
•
•

•

RG1.1

The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency promptly upon determining
that the applicable time has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
If an ongoing release is detected and the release start time is unknown, assume that the
release duration has exceeded 15 minutes.
If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to actions to
isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for classification
purposes.
The pre-calculated effluent monitor values presented in EAL RG 1.1 should only be used for
emergency classification assessments until the results from a dose assessment using actual
meteorology are available.
Reading on ANY of the following radiation monitor greater than the reading shown for
15 minutes or longer:
Monitor

Reading

1(2)RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas
with only containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)

2RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas
with both purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm)

2RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust High Range Gas
with only GS building ventilation in operation (13,000 cfm)

6.0E+2

~-tCi/cc

4.0E+2

~-tCi/cc

1.2E+3 J.!Ci/cc

RE-317 AB Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

1.0E+2

~-tCi/cc

RE-319 AB Exhaust High Range Gas

1.0E+2

~-tCi/cc

1(2)RE-231 Steam Line 1A(2A)- 1(2)RE-232 Steam Line 1B(2B)

•
•

1 Atmo~heric Steam Dump Valve open
Any Open S/G Safety Valve

1.9E+ 1 ~-tCi/cc
7.4E+O ~-tCi/cc

RG1.2

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses greater than 1,000 mrem
TEDE or 5,000 mrem thyroid CDE at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY.

RG1.3

Field survey results indicate EITHER of the following at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY:
•
•

Closed window dose rates greater than 1,000 mR/hr expected to continue for
60 minutes or longer.
Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE greater than 5,000 mrem for
one hour of inhalation.
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Definitions:
SITE BOUNDARY: That line beyond which the land is neither owned, nor leased, nor otherwise
controlled by the licensee.

Basis:
This IC addresses a release of gaseous radioactivity that results in projected or actual offsite
doses greater than or equal to the EPA Protective Action Guides (P AGs ). It includes both
monitored and un-monitored releases. Releases of this magnitude will require implementation of
protective actions for the public.
This IC is modified by a note that EAL RG 1.1 is only assessed for emergency classification until
a qualified dose assessor is performing assessments using dose projection software incorporating
actual meteorological data and current radiological conditions.
Radiological effluent EALs are also included to provide a basis for classifying events and
conditions that cannot be readily or appropriately classified on the basis of plant conditions
alone. The inclusion of both plant condition and radiological effluent EALs more fully addresses
the spectrum of possible accident events and conditions.
The TEDE dose is set at the EPA PAG of 1,000 mrem while the 5,000 mrem thyroid CDE was
established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.
Classification based on effluent monitor readings assumes that a release path to the environment
is established. If the effluent flow past an effluent monitor is known to have stopped due to
actions to isolate the release path, then the effluent monitor reading is no longer valid for
classification purposes.
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RG2
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: Spent fuel pool level cannot be restored to at least 40 ft.8 in. for
60 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency promptly upon
determining that 60 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
RG2.1

Spent fuel pool level cannot be restored to at least 40ft. 8 in. for 60 minutes or longer.

Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses a significant loss of spent fuel pool inventory control and makeup capability
leading to a prolonged uncovery of spent fuel. This condition will lead to fuel damage and a
radiological release to the environment.
It is recognized that this IC would likely not be met until well after another General Emergency
IC was met; however, it is included to provide classification diversity.
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7

COLD SHUTDOWN/ REFUELING SYSTEM MALFUNCTION ICS/EALS
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CU1
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of reactor vessel/RCS inventory for 15 minutes or
longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
CUI. I

UNPLANNED loss of reactor coolant results in reactor vessel/RCS level less than a
required lower limit for 15 minutes or longer.

CU1.2

a.

Reactor vessel/RCS level cannot be monitored.

AND
b.

UNPLANNED increase in Containment Sump A levels.

Definitions:
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause ofthe parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.

Basis:
This IC addresses the inability to restore and maintain water level to a required minimum level
(or the lower limit of a level band), or a loss of the ability to monitor reactor vessel/RCS level
concurrent with indications of coolant leakage. Either of these conditions is considered to be a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
Refueling evolutions that decrease RCS water inventory are carefully planned and controlled.
An UNPLANNED event that results in water level decreasing below a procedurally required
limit warrants the declaration of an Unusual Event due to the reduced water inventory that is
available to keep the core covered.
EAL CUI.l recognizes that the minimum required reactor vessel/RCS level can change several
times during the course of a refueling outage as different plant configurations and system lineups
are implemented. This EAL is met if the minimum level, specified for the current plant
conditions, cannot be maintained for 15 minutes or longer. The minimum level is typically
specified in the applicable operating procedure but may be specified in another controlling
document.
The 15-minute threshold duration allows sufficient time for prompt operator actions to restore
and maintain the expected water level. This criterion excludes transient conditions causing a
brieflowering of water level.
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EAL CU1.2 addresses a condition where all means to determine reactor vessel/RCS level have
been lost. In this condition, operators may determine that an inventory loss is occurring by
observing changes in sump and/or tank levels. Sump and/or tank level changes must be
evaluated against other potential sources of water flow to ensure they are indicative of leakage
from the reactor vessel/RCS.
Continued loss of RCS inventory may result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification
level via either IC CAl or CA3.
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CU2
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Loss of all but one AC power source to emergency buses for 15 minutes
or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6, Defueled
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
CU2.1

a.

AC power capability to 1(2)A-05 and 1(2)A-06 is reduced to a single power
source for 15 minutes or longer.

AND
b.

Any additional single power source failure will result in loss of all AC power to
SAFETY SYSTEMS.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.

Basis:
This IC describes a significant degradation of offsite and onsite AC power sources such that any
additional single failure would result in a loss of all AC power to SAFETY SYSTEMS. In this
condition, the sole AC power source may be powering one, or more than one, train of
safety-related equipment.
When in the cold shutdown, refueling, or defueled mode, this condition is not classified as an
Alert because of the increased time available to restore another power source to service.
Additional time is available due to the reduced core decay heat load, and the lower temperatures
and pressures in various plant systems. Thus, when in these modes, this condition is considered
to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
An "AC power source" is a source recognized in AOPs and EOPs, and capable of supplying
required power to an emergency bus. Some examples of this condition are presented below.
•
•

•

A loss of all offsite power with a concurrent failure of all but one emergency power source
(e.g., an onsite diesel generator).
A loss of all offsite power and loss of all emergency power sources (e.g., onsite diesel
generators) with a single train of emergency buses being back-fed from the unit main
generator.
A loss of emergency power sources (e.g., onsite diesel generators) with a single train of
emergency buses being back-fed from an offsite power source.
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Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.
Note: with respect to this EAL, "Station Blackout is Unit 1(2) specific."
Unit 1(2) offsite power sources include:
• 345 KVAC system supplying power to the 13.8 KVAC system and the
1(2)X04 transformer
• cross-tying with the opposite unit power supply
• Power to the 1(2)X -02 Auxiliary transformer through the 19 KVAC system and the
1(2)X-01 main step-up transformer
The capability to cross-tie AC power takes credit for the redundant power source for this IC.
The inability to implement the cross-tie within 15 minutes warrants declaring a UE.
The subsequent loss of the remaining single power source would escalate the event to an Alert in
accordance with IC CA2.
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CU3
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED increase in RCS temperature.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

CU3.1

UNPLANNED increase in RCS temperature to greater than 200°F.

CU3.2

Loss of ALL RCS temperature and reactor vessel/RCS level indication for 15 minutes or
longer.

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended
evolution or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change
or event may be known or unknown.
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: The procedurally defined conditions or actions taken to secure
containment and its associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to
fission product release under shutdown conditions.
Basis:

This IC addresses an UNPLANNED increase in RCS temperature above the Technical
Specification cold shutdown temperature limit, or the inability to determine RCS temperature
and level, represents a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. If the RCS is not
intact and CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is not established during this event, the Emergency
Director should also refer to IC CA3.
A momentary UNPLANNED excursion above the Technical Specification cold shutdown
temperature limit when the heat removal function is available does not warrant a classification.
EAL CU3 .1 involves a loss of decay heat removal capability, or an addition of heat to the RCS in
excess of that which can currently be removed, such that reactor coolant temperature cannot be
maintained below the cold shutdown temperature limit specified in Technical Specifications.
During this condition, there is no immediate threat of fuel damage because the core decay heat
load has been reduced since the cessation of power operation.
During an outage, the level in the reactor vessel will normally be maintained above the reactor
vessel flange. Refueling evolutions that lower water level below the reactor vessel flange are
carefully planned and controlled. A loss of forced decay heat removal at reduced inventory may
result in a rapid increase in reactor coolant temperature depending on the time after shutdown.
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EAL CU3 .2 reflects a condition where there has been a significant loss of instrumentation
capability necessary to monitor RCS conditions and operators would be unable to monitor key
parameters necessary to assure core decay heat removal. During this condition, there is no
immediate threat of fuel damage because the core decay heat load has been reduced since the
cessation of power operation.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of
indication.
Escalation to Alert would be via IC CAl based on an inventory loss or IC CA3 based on
exceeding plant configuration-specific time criteria.
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CU4
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Loss ofVital DC power for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or willlikel y be exceeded.
CU4.1

Indicated voltage is less than 115 VDC on required Vital DC buses D-01, D-02,
D-03, or D-04 for 15 minutes or longer.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.

Basis:
This IC addresses a loss of Vital DC power which compromises the ability to monitor and
control operable SAFETY SYSTEMS when the plant is in the cold shutdown or refueling mode.
In these modes, the core decay heat load has been significantly reduced, and coolant system
temperatures and pressures are lower; these conditions increase the time available to restore a
vital DC bus to service. Thus, this condition is considered to be a potential degradation of the
level of safety of the plant.
As used in this EAL, "required" means the Vital DC buses necessary to support operation of the
in-service, or operable, train or trains of SAFETY SYSTEM equipment. For example, if Train A
is out-of-service (inoperable) for scheduled outage maintenance work and Train B is in-service
(operable), then a loss of Vital DC power affecting Train B would require the declaration of an
Unusual Event. A loss of Vital DC power to Train A would not warrant an emergency
classification.
The safety-related 125 VDC system consist of four main buses; D-01, D.:.02, D-03, and D-04.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
Depending upon the event, escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC CAl
or CA3, or an IC in Recognition Category R.
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CU5
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6, Defueled
Emergency Action Levels:
CU5.1

Loss of ALL of the following onsite communication methods:
•
•
•
•

CU5.2

Loss of ALL of the following offsite response organization communications methods:
•
•
•
•

CU5.3

Plant Public Address System
Security Radio
Commercial Phone System
Portable Radios

Nuclear Accident Reporting System (NARS)
Commercial Phone System
General Telephone Lines
Manitowoc County Sheriffs Department Radio

Loss of ALL of the following NRC communications methods:
•
•
•

FTS Phone System
Commercial Phone System
General Telephone Lines

Definitions:
None
Basis:
This IC addresses a significant loss of on-site or offsite communications capabilities. While not
a direct challenge to plant or personnel safety, this event warrants prompt notifications to offsite
response organizations and the NRC.
This IC should be assessed only when extraordinary means are being utilized to make
communications possible (e.g., use of non-plant, privately owned equipment, relaying of on-site
information via individuals or multiple radio transmission points, individuals being sent to offsite
locations, etc.).
EAL CU5.1 addresses a total loss of the communications methods used in support of routine
plant operations.
EAL CU5.2 addresses a total loss of the communications methods used to notify all offsite
response organizations of an emergency declaration. The offsite response organizations referred
to here are the State of Wisconsin, Manitowoc County, and Kewaunee County.
EAL CU5.3 addresses a total loss of the communications methods used to notify the NRC of an
emergency declaration.
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CA1
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Loss of reactor vesseliRCS inventory.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Alert promptly upon determining that
15 minutes has been exceeded, or willlikely be exceeded.
CAI.l

Loss of reactor vesseliRCS inventory as indicated by level less than 16%
on LI-447 I LI-447A.

CA1.2

a.

Reactor vesseliRCS level cannot be monitored for 15 minutes or longer

AND
b.

UNPLANNED increase in Containment Sump A level due to a loss of reactor
vesseliRCS inventory.

Definitions:
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.
·

Basis:
This IC addresses conditions that are precursors to a loss of the ability to adequately cool
irradiated fuel (i.e., a precursor to a challenge to the fuel clad barrier). This condition represents
a potential substantial reduction in the level of plant safety.
For EAL CA1.1, a lowering ofwater level below 16% on LI-447 I LI-447A indicates that
operator actions have not been successful in restoring and maintaining reactor vesseliRCS water
level. The heat-up rate of the coolant will increase as the available water inventory is reduced.
A continuing decrease in water level will lead to core uncovery. The LI-44 7ILl -447A threshold
corresponds to the minimum shutdown reactor vessel level required for operation of RHR
without air binding the suction.
Although related, EAL CA1.1 is concerned with the loss of RCS inventory and not the potential
concurrent effects on systems needed for decay heat removal (e.g., loss of a Residual Heat
Removal suction point). An increase in RCS temperature caused by a loss of decay heat removal
capability is evaluated under IC CA3.
For EAL CA1.2, the inability to monitor reactor vesseliRCS level may be caused by
instrumentation and/or power failures, or water level dropping below the range of available
instrumentation. If water level cannot be monitored, operators may determine that an inventory
loss is occurring by observing changes in sump and/or tank levels. Sump and/or tank level
changes must be evaluated against other potential sources of water flow to ensure they are
indicative ofleakage from the reactor vesseliRCS.
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The 15-minute duration for the loss of level indication was chosen because it is half of the EAL
duration specified in IC CS 1
If the reactor vessel/RCS inventory level continues to lower, then escalation to Site Area
Emergency would be via IC CS 1.
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CA2
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to emergency buses for 15
minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6, Defueled
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Alert promptly upon determining that
15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
CA2.1

Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC Power to 1(2)A-05 and 1(2)A-06 for 15 minutes
or longer.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.

Basis:
This IC addresses a total loss of AC power that compromises the performance of all SAFETY
SYSTEMS requiring electric power including those necessary for emergency core cooling,
containment heat removal/pressure control, spent fuel heat removal and the ultimate heat sink.
When in the cold shutdown, refueling, or defueled mode, this condition is not classified as a Site
Area Emergency because of the increased time available to restore an emergency bus to service.
Additional time is available due to the reduced core decay heat load, and the lower temperatures
and pressures in various plant systems. Thus, when in these modes, this condition represents an
actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
For the purpose of classification under this EAL, offsite power sources are unit specific.
Note: with respect to this EAL, "Station Blackout is Unit 1(2) specific."
•

Unit 1(2) offsite power sources include:
- 345 KVAC 1(2)X-03 through the 13.8 KVAC system to the 1(2)X04 transformer
- 345 KVAC through the 19 KVAC system to the aux transformer 1(2)X-02

•

Unit 1(2) onsite power sources consist of:
emergency diesel generators
gas turbine generator
unit main turbine generator
power supplied from the opposite unit

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC CS 1 or RS 1.
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CA3
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Inability to maintain the plant in cold shutdown.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Alert promptly upon determining that the
applicable time has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
CA3.1

UNPLANNED increase in RCS temperature to greater than 200°F for greater than the
duration specified in the following table.

Table: RCS Heat-up Duration Thresholds
RCS Status

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE
Status

Heat-up Duration

Intact (but not at reduced
inventory)

Not applicable

60 minutes*

Established

20 minutes*

Not Established

0 minutes

'

Not intact (or at reduced
inventory)

* If RHR is in operation within this time frame and RCS temperature is being
reduced, the EAL is not applicable.

CA3.2

UNPLANNED RCS pressure increase greater than 25 psig. (This EAL does not apply
during water-solid plant conditions.)

Definitions:
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended
evolution or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or
event may be lmown or unknown.
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: The procedurally defined conditions or actions taken to secure
containment and its associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to ·
fission product release under shutdown conditions.

Basis:
This IC addresses conditions involving a loss of decay heat removal capability or an addition of
heat to the RCS in excess of that which can currently be removed. Either condition represents an
actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
A momentary UNPLANNED excursion above the Technical Specification cold shutdown
temperature limit when the heat removal function is available does not warrant a classification.
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The RCS Heat-up Duration Thresholds table addresses an increase in RCS temperature when
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is established but the RCS is not intact, or RCS inventory is
reduced (e.g., mid-loop operation in PWRs). The 20-minute criterion was included to allow time
for operator action to address the temperature increase.
The RCS Heat-up Duration Thresholds table also addresses an increase in RCS temperature with
the RCS intact. The status of CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is not crucial in this condition since
the intact RCS is providing a high pressure barrier to a fission product release. The 60-minute
time frame should allow sufficient time to address the temperature increase without a substantial
degradation in plant safety.
Finally, in the case where there is an increase in RCS temperature, the RCS is not intact or is at
reduced inventory, and CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is not established, no heat-up duration is
allowed (i.e., 0 minutes). This is because
1) the evaporated reactor coolant may be released directly into the Containment atmosphere
and subsequently to the environment, and 2) there is reduced reactor coolant inventory above the top of irradiated fuel.
EAL CA3.2 provides a pressure-based indication ofRCS heat-up.
Escalation ofthe emergency classification level would be via IC CSl or RSl.
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CA6
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Hazardous event affecting a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current
operating mode.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6
Emergency Action Levels:
Notes:
• If the affected SAFETY SYSTEM train was already inoperable or out of service
before the hazardous event occurred, then this emergency classification is not
warranted.
•
If the hazardous event only resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE, with no indications
of degraded performance to at least one train of a SAFETY SYSTEM, then this
emergency classification is not warranted.
CA6.1

a.

The
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

occurrence of ANY of the following hazardous events:
Seismic event (earthquake)
Internal or external flooding event
High winds or tornado strike
FIRE
EXPLOSION
Lake level greater than or equal to 9.0 ft. (Plant elevation)
Other events with similar hazard characteristics as determined by the Shift
Manager or Emergency Director

AND
b.

1.

Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance in one train
of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode.

AND
2.

EITHER of the following:
•

Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance to a
second train of the SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current
operating mode, or

•

The event has resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second train of a
SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode.
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Definitions:
FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.
EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent and catastrophic failure of a piece of equipment due to
combustion, chemical reaction, or overpressurization. A release of steam (from high energy
lines or components) or an electrical component failure (caused by short circuits, grounding,
arcing, etc.) should not automatically be considered an explosion. Such events may require a
post-event inspection to determine if the attributes of an explosion are present.
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold -shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.
VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a component or structure that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. The visual impact of the damage is sufficient to cause
concern regarding the operability or reliability of the affected component or structure. Damage
resulting from an equipment failure and limited to the failed component (i.e., the failure did not
cause damage to a structure or any other equipment) is not VISIBLE DAMAGE.

Basis:
This IC addresses a hazardous event that causes damage to SAFETY SYSTEMS needed for the
current operating mode. In order to provide the appropriate context for consideration of an
ALERT classification, the hazardous event must have caused indications of degraded SAFETY
SYSTEM performance in one train, and there must be either indications of performance issues
with the second SAFETY SYSTEM train or VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second train such that
the potential exists for this second SAFETY SYSTEM train to have performance issues. In other
words, in order for this EAL to be classified, the hazardous event must occur, at least one
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded performance, and the second
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded performance or VISIBLE
DAMAGE such that the potential exists for performance issues. Note that this second SAFETY
SYSTEM train is from the same SAFETY SYSTEM that has indications of degraded
performance for criteria CA6.l.b.l of this EAL; commercial nuclear p<;>wer plants are designed
to be able to support single system issues without compromising public health and safety from
radiological events.
Indications of degraded performance addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is in
service/operation since indications for it will be readily available. The indications of degraded
performance should be significant enough to cause concern regarding the operability or
reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
VISIBLE DAMAGE addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is not in
service/operation and that potentially could cause performance issues. Operators will make this
determination based on the totality of available event and damage report information. This is
intended to be a brief assessment not requiring lengthy analysis or quantification of the damage.
This VISIBLE DAMAGE should be significant enough to cause concern regarding the
operability or reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC RS 1.
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CS1
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Loss of reactor vessel/RCS inventory affecting core decay heat removal
capability.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Emergency promptly upon
determining that 30 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

CSI.l

a.

Reactor vessel/RCS level cannot be monitored for 30 minutes or longer.
AND

b.

Core uncovery is indicated by ANY of the following:
• Containment High Radiation Monitor, 1(2)RE-126, 1(2)RE-127, or
1(2)RE-128, reading greater than 100 R/hr
• Erratic source range monitor indication
• UNPLANNED increase in Containment Sump A levels of sufficient
magnitude to indicate core uncovery

Definitions:
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.
Basis:
This IC addresses a significant and prolonged loss of reactor vessel/RCS inventory control and
makeup capability leading to IMMINENT fuel damage. The lost inventory may be due to a RCS
component failure, a loss of configuration control or prolonged boiling of reactor coolant. These
conditions entail major failures of plant functions needed for protection of the public and thus
warrant a Site Area Emergency declaration.
Following an extended loss of core decay heat removal and inventory makeup, decay heat will
cause reactor coolant boiling and a further reduction in reactor vessel level. IfRCS/reactor
vessel level cannot be restored, fuel damage is probable.
In EAL CS l.l.a, the 30-minute criterion is tied to a readily recognizable event start time (i.e., the
total loss of ability to monitor level), and allows sufficient time to monitor, assess and correlate
reactor and plant conditions to determine if core uncovery has actually occurred (i.e., to account
for various accident progression and instrumentation uncertainties). It also allows sufficient time
for performance of actions to terminate leakage, recover inventory control/makeup equipment
and/or restore level monitoring.
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For EAL CS 1.1.a, the calculated radiation level on the Containment High Radiation Monitors
(RE-126, RE-127, or RE-128)is without the reactor head in place. Calculated radiation levels
with the reactor head in place are below the usable scale of these monitors.
The inability to monitor reactor vessel/RCS level may be caused by instrumentation and/or
power failures, equipment not calibrated for the plant conditions (e.g., hot cal only), or water
level dropping below the range of available instrumentation. If water level cannot be monitored,
operators may determine that an inventory loss is occurring by observing changes in sump and/or
tank levels. Sump and/or tanlc level changes must be evaluated against other potential sources of
water flow to ensure they are indicative of leakage from the reactor vessel/RCS.
These EALs address concerns raised by Generic Letter 88-17, Loss ofDecay Heat Removal;
SECY 91-283, Evaluation of Shutdown and Low Power Risk Issues; NUREG-1449, Shutdown
and Low-Power Operation at Commercial Nuclear Power Plants in the United States; and
NUMARC 91-06, Guidelines for Industry Actions to Assess Shutdown Management.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC CG 1 or RG 1.
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CG1
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: Loss of reactor vessel/RCS inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with
containment challenged.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency promptly upon
determining that 30 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
CG1.1

a.

Reactor vessel/RCS level cannot be monitored for 30 minutes or longer.

AND
b.

Core uncovery is indicated by ANY of the following:
•

Containment High Radiation Monitors, 1(2)RE-126, 1(2)RE-127, or
1(2)RE-128, reading greater than 100 Rlhr

•

Erratic source range monitor indication

•

UNPLANNED increase in Containment Sump A level of sufficient magnitude
to indicate core uncovery

AND
c.

ANY indication from the Containment Challenge Table C-1.
Containment Challenge Table C-1
•
•
•

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established*
6% H2 exists inside containment
UNPLANNED increase in containment pressure

* If CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is re-established prior to exceeding
the 30 minute time limit, then declaration of a General Emergency is
not required.
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Definitions:
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: The procedurally defined conditions or actions taken to secure
containment and its associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to
fission product release under shutdown conditions.
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.
·

Basis:
This IC addresses the inability to restore and maintain reactor vessel level above the top of active
fuel with containment challenged. This condition represents actual or IMMINENT substantial
core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA PAG exposure levels offsite for more than the immediate
site area.
Following an extended loss of core decay heat removal and inventory makeup, decay heat will
cause reactor coolant boiling and a further reduction in reactor vessel level. If RCS/reactor
vessel level cannot be restored, fuel damage is probable.
With CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established, there is a high potential for a direct and
unmonitored release of radioactivity to the environment. If CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is reestablished prior to exceeding ·the 30-minute time limit, then declaration of a General Emergency
is not required.
The existence of an explosive mixture means, at a minimum, that the containment atmospheric
hydrogen concentration is sufficient to support a hydrogen bum (i.e., at the lower deflagration
limit). A hydrogen bum will raise containment pressure and could result in collateral equipment
damage leading to a loss of containment integrity. It therefore represents a challenge to
Containment integrity.
In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup due to a core
uncovery could result in an explosive gas mixture in containment. If all installed hydrogen gas
monitors are out-of-service during an event leading to fuel cladding damage, it may not be
possible to obtain a containment hydrogen gas concentration reading as ambient conditions
within the containment will preclude personnel access. During periods when installed
containment hydrogen gas monitors are out-of-service, operators may use the other listed
indications to assess whether or not containment is challenged.

In EAL CG l.l.a, the 30-minute criterion is tied to a readily recognizable event start time (i.e.,
the total loss of ability to monitor level), and allows sufficient time to monitor, assess and
correlate reactor and plant conditions to determine if core uncovery has actually occurred (i.e., to
account for various accident progression and instrumentation uncertainties). It also allows
sufficient time for performance of actions to terminate leakage, recover inventory
control/makeup equipment and/or restore level monitoring.
For EAL CGl.l.b, the calculated radiation level on the Containment High Radiation Monitors,
1(2)RE-126, 1(2)RE-127, or 1(2)RE-128, is without the reactor head in place. Calculated
radiation levels with the reactor head in place are below the usable scale of these monitors.
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The inability to monitor reactor vessel/RCS level may be cause4 by instrumentation and/or
power failures, equipment not calibrated for the plant conditions (e.g., hot cal only), or water
level dropping below the range of available instrumentation. If water level cannot be monitored,
operators may determine that an inventory loss is occurring by observing changes in sump and/or
tanlc levels. Sump and/or tank level changes must be evaluated against other potential sources of
water flow to ensure they are indicative ofleakage from the reactor vessel/RCS.
These EALs address concerns raised by Generic Letter 88-17, Loss ofDecay Heat Removal;
SECY 91-283, Evaluation of Shutdown and Low Power Risk Issues; NUREG-1449, Shutdown
and Low-Power Operation at Commercial Nuclear Power Plants in the United States; and
NUMARC 91-06, Guidelines for Industry Actions to Assess Shutdown Management.

r
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8

INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI) ICS/EALS
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ISFSI MALFUNCTION

EU1
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Damage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
EUI.l

Damage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY as indicated by an on-contact
radiation reading greater than the values shown below on the surface of the spent fuel
cask.
32PTDSC
Front Surface
Door Centerline
End Shield Wall Exterior
VSC-24
Sides
Top
Air Inlets
Air Outlets

1700 mrem/hr
400 mrem/hr
12 mrem/hr
200 mrem/hr
400mrem/hr
700mrem/hr
200 mrem/hr

Definition:
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY: The barrier(s) between spent fuel and the environment once the
spent fuel is processed for dry storage.
Basis:
This IC addresses an event that results in damage to the CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY of a
storage cask containing spent fuel. It applies to irradiated fuel that is licensed for dry storage
beginning at the point that the loaded storage cask is sealed. The issues of concern are the
creation of a potential or actual release path to the environment, degradation of one or more fuel
assemblies due to environmental factors, and configuration changes which could cause
challenges in removing the cask or fuel from storage.
The existence of "damage" is determined by radiological survey. The technical specification
multiple of"2 times", which is also used in Recognition Category RIC RUI, is used here to
distinguish between non-emergency and emergency conditions. The emphasis for this
classification is the degradation in the level of safety of the spent fuel cask and not the magnitude
of the associated dose or dose rate. It is recognized that in the case of extreme damage to a
loaded cask, the fact that the "on-contact" dose rate limit is exceeded may be determined based
on measurement of a dose rate at some distance from the cask.
Security-related events for ISFSis are covered under ICs HUI and HAl.
'
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Table 9-F-1: EAL Fission Product Barrier Table
Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Barriers
FAlALERT

FSl SITE AREA EMERGENCY

· Loss or Potential Loss of any two barriers.
Any Loss or any Potential Loss of either
the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier.
Operating ModeApplicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Operating Mode Applicability: I, 2, 3, 4

FGlGENERALEMERGENCY
Loss of any two barriers and Loss or
Potential Loss of the third barrier.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4

----

Fuel Clad Barrier
POTENTIAL LOSS
LOSS
1. Critical Safety Function Status
A. Conditions
A. Conditions
requiring entry into
requiring entry
Core Cooling
into Core Cooling
ORANGE Path
RED Path (CSP
(CSP C.2) are met.
C.l) are met.

RCS Barrier
POTENTIAL LOSS
LOSS
1. Critical Safety Function Status
Not Applicable
A. Conditions
requiring entry into
Heat Sink RED
Path (CSP H.l) are
met.

OR
B. Conditions
requiring entry into
Heat Sink RED
Path (CSP H.l) are
met.

OR
B. Conditions
requiring entry into
RCS Integrity
RED Path (CSP
P.l) are met.

2. RCS or SG Tube Leakage
Not Applicable

Not Applicable

1.

Containment Barrier
LOSS
POTENTIAL LOSS
Critical Safety Function Status
Not Applicable
A. 1. Conditions
requiring entry
into Core
Cooling RED
Path (CSP C.l)
are met.
AND
2. CSP C.l not
effective within
15 minutes.

2. RCS or SG Tube Leakage

2. RCS or SG Tube Leakage

A. An automatic or
manual ECCS (SI)
actuation is required
by EITHER of the
following:
1. UNISOLABLE
RCS leakage

A. A leaking or
RUPTURED SG is
FAULTED outside of
containment.

OR
2. SGtube
RUPTURE.

A. Operation of a
standby charging
(makeup) pump is
required by
EITHER of the
following:
1. UNISOLABLE
RCS leakage
2.
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OR
SGtube
leakage.

Not Applicable

3. RCS Activity I Containment Radiation
A. Containment
radiation monitor
reading greater
than 577 R/hr
indicated on ANY
of the following.
• 1(2)RE-126
• 1(2)RE-127
• 1(2)RE-128

Not Applicable

3. RCS Activity I Containment Radiation
A. Containment
radiation monitor
reading greater than
11 Rlhr indicated on
ANY ofthe
following:
• 1(2)RE-126
• 1(2)RE-127
• 1(2)RE-128

3.

Not Applicable

RCS Activity I Containment Radiation
Not Applicable
A. Containment
radiation monitor
reading greater than
18,500 Rlhr
indicated on ANY
of the following.
• 1(2)RE-126
• 1(2)RE-127
• 1(2)RE-128

OR
B. 1(2)RE-109 greater
than 4,500 mR/hr
4. Containment Integrity or Bypass
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

4. Containment Integrity or Bypass
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
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4.

Containment Integrity or Bypass
A. Containment isolation A. Containment
is required
pressure greater
than 60 psig.
AND EITHER of the
following:
OR
B. 6% H 2 inside
1. Containment
integrity has been
containment.
lost based on
OR
Emergency
C. 1. Containment
Director
pressure greater
judgment.
than 25 psig.
OR
AND
2. UNISOLABLE
2. Less than one
pathway from the
full train of
containment to
depressurization
the environment
equipment is
exis.ts.
operating per
OR
design for
B. Indications ofRCS
15 minutes or
leakage outside of
longer.
containment.

5. Emergency Director Judgment
A. ANY condition in A. ANY condition in
the opinion of the
the opinion of the
Emergency
Emergency
Director that
Director that
indicates Potential
indicates Loss of
the Fuel Clad
Loss of the Fuel
Clad Barrier.
Barrier.

5. Emergency Director Judgment
A. ANY condition in the A. ANY condition in
opinion of the
the opinion of the
Emergency Director
Emergency
that indicates Loss of
Director that
indicates Potential
the RCS Barrier.
Loss of the RCS
Barrier.
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5. Emergency Director Judgment
A. ANY condition in the A. ANY co.ndition in
opinion of the
the opinion of the
Emergency Director
Emergency Director
that indicates Loss of
that indicates
the Containment
Potential Loss of
Barrier.
the Containment
Barrier.

Basis Information For
Fission Product Barrier Table 9-F-1
FUEL CLAD BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

The Fuel Clad Barrier consists of the cladding material that contains the fuel pellets.
1.

Critical Safety Function Status

Loss l.A
This reading indicates temperatures within the core are sufficient to cause significant
superheating of reactor coolant.
Core Cooling - RED indicates significant superheating and core uncovery and is
considered to indicate loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier. CSP-C.l is the Critical Safety
Procedure that provides directions to restore core cooling.
Potential Loss l.A
This reading indicates temperatures within the core are sufficient to allow the onset of
heat-induced cladding damage.
Core Cooling - ORANGE indicates subcooling has been lost and that some clad damage
may occur. CSP-C.2 is the Critical Safety Procedure that provides directions to restore
adequate core cooling.
Potential Loss l.B
This condition indicates an extreme challenge to the ability to remove RCS heat using the
steam generators (i.e., loss of an effective secondary-side heat sink). This condition
represents a potential loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier. Verification of the EALs for CSP-H.l
should include an assessment of if feed flow was reduced based on the actions performed
for an uncontrolled depressurization ofboth steam generators. If this is the case, then
declaration requirements shouldnot be considered to be met. This does not affect the
time that the CSFST initially changed color and met the CSP entry conditions for
potential EAL event classification. Alternatively, ifCSP-H.l was entered during a loss
of coolant accident, it may be exited if secondary heat sink is not required based on RCS
pressure less than non-faulted S/G pressure. If this is the case, then declaration
requirements should not be considered to be met.
Core Cooling- ORANGE indicates subcooling has been lost and that some clad damage
may occur. CSP-C.2 is the Critical Safety Procedure that provides directions to restore
adequate core cooling.
Meeting this threshold results in a Site Area Emergency because this threshold is
identical to RCS Barrier Potential Loss threshold 2.A; both will be met. This condition
warrants a Site Area Emergency declaration because inadequate RCS heat removal may
result in fuel heat-up sufficient to damage the cladding and increase RCS pressure to the
point where mass will be lost from the system.
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FUEL CLAD BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
2.

RCS or SG Tube Leakage
There are no Loss or Potential Loss thresholds associated with RCS or SG Tube Leakage.

3.

RCS Activity I Containment Radiation
Loss 3.A
The radiation monitor reading corresponds to an instantaneous release of all reactor
coolant mass into the containment, assuming that reactor coolant activity equals
300!-lCilgm dose equivalent I-131. Reactor coolant activity above this level is greater
than that expeCted for iodine spikes and corresponds to an approximate range of 2% to
5% fuel clad damage. Since this condition indicates that a significant amount of fuel clad
damage has occurred, it represents a loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier.
The radiation monitor reading in this threshold is higher than that specified for RCS
Barrier Loss threshold 3.A since it indicates a loss ofboth the Fuel Clad Barrier and the
RCS Barrier. Note that a combination of the two monitor readings appropriately
escalates the emergency classification level to a Site Area Emergency.
Loss 3.B
This threshold indicates that RCS radioactivity concentration is greater than 300 1-1Cilgm
dose equivalent I-131. Reactor coolant activity above this level is greater than that
expected for iodine spikes and corresponds to an approximate range of 2% to 5% fuel
clad damage. Since this condition indicates that a significant amount of fuel clad damage
has occurred, it represents a loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier.
There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with RCS Activity I Containment
Radiation.

4.

Containment Integrity or Bypass
Not Applicable (included for numbering consistency)

5.

Emergency Director Judgment
Loss 5.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Fuel Clad Barrier is lost.
Potential Loss 5.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Fuel Clad Barrier is potentially lost. The Emergency Director
should also consider whether or not to declare the barrier potentially lost in the event that
barrier status cannot be monitored.
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RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

The RCS Barrier includes the RCS primary side and its connections up to and including the
pressurizer safety andreliefvalves, and other connections up to and including the primary
isolation valves.
1.

Critical Safety Function Status

There is no Loss threshold associated with Critical Safety Function Status.
Potential Loss l.A
This condition indicates an extreme challenge to the ability to remove RCS heat using the
steam generators (i.e., loss of an effective secondary-side heat sink). This condition
represents a potential loss ofthe RCS Barrier. IfCSP-H.l was entered during a loss of
coolant accident, it may be exited if secondary heat sink is not required based on RCS
pressure less than non-faulted S/G pressure. If this is the case, then declaration
requirements should not be considered to be met.
Meeting this threshold results in a Site Area Emergency because this threshold is
identical to Fuel Clad Barrier Potential Loss threshold l.B; both will be met. This
condition warrants a Site Area Emergency declaration because inadequate RCS heat
removal may result in fuel heat-up sufficient to damage the cladding and increase RCS
pressure to the point where mass will be lost from the system.
CSP-H.l is the Critical Safety Procedure that provides directions if the ultimate heat sink
function is under extreme challenge. This condition addresses loss of functions required
for hot shutdown with the reactor at pressure and temperature and thus a Potential Loss of
the RCS barrier.
Potential Loss l.B
This condition indicates an extreme challenge to the integrity of the RCS pressure
boundary due to pressurized thermal shock- a transient that causes rapid RCS cooldown
while the RCS is in Mode 3 or higher (i.e., hot and pressurized).
CSP-P .1 is the Critical Safety Procedure that provides directions to avoid, or limit,
thermal shock or pressurized thermal shock to the reactor pressure vessel or
overpressurization conditions at low temperatures.
IF CSP-P .1 is entered during a large break loss of coolant accident, it may be exited if
RCS pressure is low enough to allow for RHR forward flow. If CSP-P.l is exited for this
reason, then the Potential Loss criteria should not be considered met.
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2.

RCS or SG Tube Leakage
Loss 2.A
This threshold is based on an UNISOLABLE RCS leak of sufficient size to require an
automatic or manual actuation of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS). This
condition clearly represents a loss of the RCS Barrier.
This threshold is applicable to unidentified and pressure boundary leakage, as well as
identified leakage. It is also applicable to UNISOLABLE RCS leakage through an
interfacing system. The mass loss may be into any location- inside containment, to the
secondary-side (i.e., steam generator tube leakage) or outside of containment.
A steam generator with primary-to-secondary leakage of sufficient magnitude to require a
safety injection is considered to be RUPTURED. If a RUPTURED steam generator is
also FAULTED outside of containment, the declaration escalates to a Site Area
Emergency since the Containment Barrier Loss threshold l.A will also be met.
Potential Loss 2.A
This threshold is based on an UNISOLABLE RCS leak that results in the inability to
maintain pressurizer level within specified limits by operation of a normally used
charging (makeup) pump, but an ECCS (SI) actuation has not occurred. The threshold is
met when an operating procedure, or operating crew supervision, directs that a standby
charging (makeup) pump be placed in service to restore and maintain pressurizer level.
This threshold is applicable to unidentified and pressure boundary leakage, as well as
identified leakage. It is also applicable to UNISOLABLE RCS leakage through an
interfacing system. The mass loss may be into any location - inside containment, to the
secondary-side (i.e., steam generator tube leakage) or outside of containment.
If a leaking steam generator is also FAULTED outside of containment, the declaration
escalates to a Site Area Emergency since the Containment Barrier Loss threshold l.A will
also be met.

3.

RCS Activity I Containment Radiation
Loss 3.A
The radiation monitor reading corresponds to an instantaneous release of all reactor
coolant mass into the containment, assuming that reactor coolant activity equals
Technical Specification allowable limits. This value is lower than that specified for Fuel
Clad Barrier Loss threshold 3 .A since it indicates a loss of the RCS Barrier only.
There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with RCS Activity I Containment
Radiation.
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RCS BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

4.

Containment Integrity or Bypass
Not Applicable (included for numbering consistency)

5.

Emergency Director Judgment
Loss 5.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS Barrier is lost.
Potential Loss 5 .A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS Barrier is potentially lost. The Emergency Director should
also consider whether or not to declare the barrier potentially lost in the event that barrier
status cannot be monitored.
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CONTAINMENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
The Containment Barrier includes the containment building and connections up to and including
the outermost containment isolation valves. This barrier also includes the main steam,
feedwater, and blowdown line extensions outside the containment building up to and including
the outermost secondary side isolation valve. Containment Barrier thresholds are used as criteria
for escalation of the ECL from Alert to a Site Area Emergency or a General Emergency.
1.

Critical Safety Function Status Tree
There is no Loss threshold associated with CSFST.
Potential Loss 1.A
This condition represents an IMMINENT core melt sequence which, if not corrected,
could lead to vessel failure and an increased potential for containment failure. For this
condition to occur, there must already have been a loss ofthe RCS Barrier and the Fuel
Clad Barrier. If implementation of a procedure(s) to restore adequate core cooling is not
effective (successful) within 15 minutes, it is assumed that the event trajectory will likely
lead to core melting and a subsequent challenge of the Containment Barrier.
The restoration procedure is considered "effective" if core exit thermocouple readings are
decreasing and/or if reactor vessel level is increasing. Whether or not the procedure(s)
will be effective should be apparent within 15 minutes. The Emergency Director should
escalate the emergency classification level as soon as it is determined that the
procedure(s) will not be effective.
Severe accident analyses (e.g., NUREG-1150) have concluded that function restoration
procedures can arrest core degradation in a significant fraction of core damage scenarios,
and that the likelihood of containment failure is very small in these events. Given this, it
is appropriate to provide 15 minutes beyond the required entry point to determine if
procedural actions can reverse the core melt sequence.

2.

RCS or SG Tube Leakage
Loss 2.A
This threshold addresses a leaking or RUPTURED Steam Generator (SG) that is also
FAULTED outside of containment. The condition of the SG, whether leaking or
RUPTURED, is determined in accordance with the thresholds for RCS Barrier Potential
Loss 1.A and Loss 1.A, respectively. This condition represents a bypass of the
containment barrier.
FAULTED is a defined term within the NEI 99-01 methodology; this determination is
not necessarily dependent upon entry into, or diagnostic steps within, an EOP. For
example, if the pressure in a steam generator is decreasing uncontrollably [part of the
FAULTED definition] and the faulted steam generator isolation procedure is not entered
because EOP user rules are dictating implementation of another procedure to address a
higher priority condition, the steam generator is still considered FAULTED for
emergency classification purposes.
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CONTAINMENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:

The FAULTED criterion establishes an appropriate lower bound on the size of a steam
release that may require an emergency classification. Steam releases of this size are
readily observable with normal Control Room indications. The lower bound for this
aspect of the containment barrier is analogous to the lower bound criteria specified in IC
SU4 for the fuel clad barrier (i.e., RCS activity values) and IC SU5 for the RCS barrier
(i.e., RCS leak rate values).
This threshold also applies to prolonged steam releases necessitated by operational
considerations such as the forced steaming of a leaking or RUPTURED steam generator
directly to atmosphere to cooldown the plant, or to drive an auxiliary (emergency) feed
water pump. These types of conditions will result in a significant and sustained release of
radioactive steam to the environment (and are thus similar to a FAULTED condition).
The inability to isolate the steam flow without an adverse effect on plant cooldown meets
the intent of a loss of containment.
Steam releases associated with the expected operation of a SG atmospheric dump valve
or safety relief valve do not meet the intent of this threshold. Such releases may occur
intermittently for a short period of time following a reactor trip as operators process
through emergency operating procedures to bring the plant to a stable condition and
prepare to initiate a plant cooldown. Steam releases associated with the unexpected
operation of a valve (e.g., a stuck-open safety valve) do meet this threshold.
Following an SG tube leak or rupture, there may be minor radiological releases through a
secondary-side system component (e.g., air ejectors, glad seal exhausters, valve packing,
etc.). These types of releases do not constitute a loss or potential loss of containment but
should be evaluated using the Recognition Category R ICs.
The emergency classification levels resulting from primary-to-secondary leakage, with or
without a steam release from the FAULTED SG, are summarized below.

P-to-S Leak Rate
Less than or equal to 25 gpm
Greater than 25 gpm
Requires operation of a
standby charging (makeup)
pump (RCS Barrier Potential
Loss)
Requires an automatic or
manual ECCS (SI) actuation
(RCS Barrier Loss)

Affected SG is FAULTED
Outside of Containment?
Yes
No
No classification
No classification
Unusual Event per SU4 Unusual Event per SU4

Site Area Emergency
per FSl

Alert per FA 1

Site Area Emergency
per FSl

Alert per FAl

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with RCS or SG Tube Leakage.
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CONTAINMENT BARRIER THRESHOLDS:
3.

RCS Activity I Containment Radiation
There is no Loss threshold associated with RCS Activity I Containment Radiation.
Potential Loss 3 .A
The radiation monitor reading corresponds to an instantaneous release of all reactor
coolant mass into the containment, assuming that 20% of the fuel cladding has failed.
This level of fuel clad failure is well above that used to determine the analogous Fuel
Clad Barrier Loss and RCS Barrier Loss thresholds.
NUREG-1228, Source Estimations During Incident Response to Severe Nuclear Power
Plant Accidents, indicates the fuel clad failure must be greater than approximately 20% in
order for there to be a major release of radioactivity requiring offsite protective actions.
For this condition to exist there must already have been a loss ofthe RCS Barrier and the
Fuel Clad Barrier. It is therefore prudent to treat this condition as a potential loss of
containment which would then escalate the emergency classification level to a General
Emergency.

4.

Containment Integrity or Bypass
Loss 4.A
These thresholds address a situation where containment isolation is required and one of
two conditions exists as discussed below. Users are reminded that there may be accident
and release conditions that simultaneously meet both thresholds 4.A.l and 4.A.2.
4.A.l - Containment integrity has been lost, i.e., the actual containment atmospheric leak
rate likely exceeds that associated with allowable leakage (or sometimes referred to as
design leakage (La)). Following the release ofRCS mass into containment, containment
pressure will fluctuate based on a variety of factors; a loss of containment integrity
condition may (or may not) be accompanied by a noticeable drop in containment
pressure. Recognizing the inherent difficulties in determining a containment leak rate
during accident conditions, it is expected that the Emergency Director will assess this
threshold using judgment, and with due consideration given to current plant conditions,
and available operational and radiological data (e.g., containment pressure, readings on
radiation monitors outside containment, operating status of containment pressure control
equipment, etc.).
Refer to the middle piping run of Figure 9-F-2. Two simplified examples are provided.
One is leakage from a penetration and the other is leakage from an in-service system
valve. Depending upon radiation monitor locations and sensitivities, the leakage could be
detected by any of the four monitors depicted in the figure.
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Another example would be a loss or potential loss of the RCS barrier, and the
simultaneous occurrence oftwo FAULTED locations on a steam generator where one
fault is located inside containment (e.g., on a steam or feedwater line) and the other
outside of containment. In this case, the associated steam line provides a pathway for the
containment atmosphere to escape to an area outside the containment.
Following the leakage ofRCS mass into containment and a rise in containment pressure,
there may be minor radiological releases associated with allowable (design) containment
leakage through various penetrations or system components. These releases do not
constitute a loss or potential loss of containment but should be evaluated using the
Recognition Category R ICs.
4.A.2 -Conditions are such that there is an UNISOLABLE pathway for the migration of
radioactive material from the containment atmosphere to the environment. As used here,
the term "environment" includes the atmosphere of a room or area, outside the
containment, that may, in turn, communicate with the outside-the-plant atmosphere (e.g.,
through discharge of a ventilation system or atmospheric leakage). Depending upon a
variety of factors, this condition may or may not be accompanied by a noticeable drop in
containment pressure.
Refer to the top piping run of Figure 9-F-2. In this simplified example, the inboard and
outboard isolation valves remained open after a containment isolation was required (i.e.,
containment isolation was not successful). There is now an UNISOLABLE pathway
from the containment to the environment.
The existence of a filter is not considered in the threshold assessment. Filters do not
remove fission product noble gases. In addition, a filter could become ineffective due to
iodine and/or particulate loading beyond design limits (i.e., retention ability has been
exceeded) or water saturation from steam/high humidity in the release stream.
Leakage between two interfacing liquid systems, by itself, does not meet this threshold.
Refer to the bottom piping run of Figure 9-F -2. In this simplified example, leakage in an
RCP seal cooler is allowing radioactive material to enter the Auxiliary Building. The
radioactivity would be detected by the Process Monitor. If there is no leakage from the
closed water cooling system to the Auxiliary Building, then no threshold has been met. If
the pump or system piping developed a leak that allowed steam/water to enter the
Auxiliary Building, then threshold 4.B would be met. Depending upon radiation monitor
locations and sensitivities, this leakage could be detected by any of the four monitors
depicted in the figure and cause threshold 4.A.l to be met as well.
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Following the leakage of RCS mass into containment and a rise in containment pressure,
there may be minor radiological releases associated with allowable (design) containment
leakage through various penetrations or system components. Minor releases may also
occur if a containment isolation valve(s) fails to close but the containment atmosphere
escapes to a closed system. These releases do not constitute a loss or potential loss of
containment but should be evaluated using the Recognition Category R ICs.
The status of the containment barrier during an event involving steam generator tube
leakage is assessed using Loss Threshold 2.A.
Loss 4.B
Containment sump, temperature, pressure and/or radiation levels will increase if reactor
coolant mass is leaking into the containment. If these parameters have not increased,
then the reactor coolant mass may be leaking outside of containment (i.e., a containment
bypass sequence). Increases in sump, temperature, pressure, flow and/or radiation level
readings outside of the contairiment may indicate that the RCS mass is being lost outside
of containment.
Unexpected elevated readings and alarms on radiation monitors with detectors outside
containment should be corroborated with other available indications to confirm that the
source is a loss ofRCS mass outside of containment. If the fuel clad barrier has not been
lost, radiation monitor readings outside of containment may not increase significantly;
however, other unexpected changes in sump levels, area temperatures or pressures, flow
rates, etc. should be sufficient to determine if RCS mass is being lost outside of the
containment.
Refer to the middle piping run of Figure 9-F-2. In this simplified example, a leak has
occurred at a reducer on a pipe carrying reactor coolant in the Auxiliary Building.
Depending upon radiation monitor locations and sensitivities, the leakage could be
detected by any of the four monitors depicted in the figure and cause threshold 4.A.l to
be met as well.
To ensure proper escalation of the emergency classification, the RCS leakage outside of
containment must be related to the mass loss that is causing the RCS Loss and/or
Potential Loss threshold 2.A to be met.
Potential Loss 4.A
If containment pressure exceeds the design pressure, there exists a potential to lose the
Containment Barrier. To reach this level, there must be an inadequate core cooling
condition for an extended period of time; therefore, the RCS and Fuel Clad barriers
would already be lost. Thus, this threshold is a discriminator between a Site Area
Emergency and General Emergency since there is now a potential to lose the third
barrier.
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Potential Loss 4.B
The existence of an explosive mixture means, at a minimum, that the containment
atmospheric hydrogen concentration is sufficient to support a hydrogen bum (i.e., at the
lower deflagration limit). A hydrogen bum will raise containment pressure and could
result in collateral equipment damage leading to a loss of containment integrity. It
therefore represents a potential loss of the Containment. Barrier.
Potential Loss 4.C
This threshold describes a condition where containment pressure is greater than the
setpoint at which containment energy (heat) removal systems are designed to
automatically actuate, and less than one full train of equipment is capable of operating
per design. The 15-minute criterion is included to allow operators time to manually start
equipment that may not have automatically started, if possible. This threshold represents
a potential loss of containment in that containment heat removal/depressurization systems
(e.g., containment sprays, containment accident fans, etc., but not including containment
venting strategies) are either lost or performing in a degraded manner.
During a design basis accident, a minimum of two CONTAINMENT Accident Fan
Cooler Units with their accident fans running and one CONTAINMENT spray train are
required to maintain the CONTAINMENT peak pressure and temperature below the
design limits. Each CONTAINMENT Spray train is a CONTAINMENT spray pump,
spray header, nozzles, valves and piping. Each CONTAINMENT Accident Fan Cooler
Unit consists of cooling coils, accident backdraft damper, accident fan, service water
outlet valves, and controls necessary to ensure an operable service water flow path.

5.

Emergency Director Judgment
Loss 5.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment Barrier is lost.
Potential Loss 5.A
This threshold addresses any other factors that may be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment Barrier is potentially lost. The Emergency
Director should also consider whether or not to declare the barrier potentially lost in the
event that barrier status cannot be monitored.
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Figure 9-F-2: Containment Integrity or Bypass Examples
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10 HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS AFFECTING PLANT SAFETY ICS/EALS
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HU1
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Confirmed SECURITY CONDITION or threat.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
HULl

A SECURITY CONDITION that does not involve a HOSTILE ACTION as reported by
the Security Shift Supervisor.

HU1.2

Notification of a credible security threat directed at PBNP.

HU1.3

A validated notification from the NRC providing information of an aircraft threat.

Definitions:
SECURITY CONDITION: Any Security Event as listed in the approved security contingency
plan that constitutes a threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a
potential degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A SECURITY CONDITION does not
involve a HOSTILE ACTION.
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end.
This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be
included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or
felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the nuclear power plant.
Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.

Basis:
This IC addresses events that pose a threat to plant personnel or SAFETY SYSTEM equipment,
and thus represent a potential degradation in the level of plant safety. Security events which do
not meet one of these EALs are adequately addressed by the requirements of 10 CFR 73.71 or
10 CFR 50.72. Security events assessed as HOSTILE ACTIONS are classifiable under ICs
HAl, HSl and HGl.
Timely and accurate communications between Security Shift Supervisor and the Control Room
is essential for proper classification of a security-related event. Classification of these events
will initiate appropriate threat-related notifications to plant personnel and offsite response
organizations.
Security plans and terminology are based on the guidance provided by NEI 03-12, Template for
the Security Plan, Training and Qualification Plan, Safeguards Contingency Plan [and
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Security Program].
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EAL HUl.l references Security Shift Supervisor because these are the individuals trained to
confirm that a security event is occurring or has occurred. Training on security event
confirmation and classification is controlled due to the nature of Safeguards and 10 CFR § 2.390
information.
EAL HU1.2 addresses the receipt of a credible security threat. The credibility of the threat is
assessed in accordance with SY-AA-102-1014, Threat Assessment and Reporting.
EAL HU1.3 addresses the threat from the impact of an aircraft on the plant. The NRC
Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee ifthe threat involves
an aircraft. The status and size of the plane may also be provided by NORAD through the NRC.
Validation of the threat is performed in accordance with AOP-29, Security Threat.
Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs should
not incorporate Security-sensitive information. This includes information that may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat or
threat location. Security-sensitive information should be contained in non-public documents
such as the Security Plan.
Escalation ofthe emergency classification level would be via IC HAl.
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HU2
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Seismic event greater than OBE levels.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
HU2.1

Seismic event greater than Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) as indicated by seismic
monitor indication of ground acceleration greater than:
•

0. 06 g horizontal

OR
•

0.04 g vertical.

Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses a seismic event that results in accelerations at the plant site greater than those
specified for an Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) 1• An earthquake greater than an OBE but
less than a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) 2 should have no significant impact on safety-related
systems, structures and components; however, some time may be required for the plant staff to
ascertain the actual post-event condition of the plant (e.g., performs walk-downs and post-event
inspections). Given the time necessary to perform walk-downs and inspections, and fully
understand any impacts, this event represents a potential degradation of the level of safety of the
plant.
Event verification with external sources should not be necessary during or following an OBE.
Earthquakes of this magnitude should be readily felt by on-site personnel and recognized as a
seismic event. The Shift Manager or Emergency Director may seek external verification if
deemed appropriate (e.g., a call to the USGS, check internet news sources, etc.); however, the
verification action must not preclude a timely emergency declaration.
Depending upon the plant mode at the time of the event, escalation of the emergency
classification level would be via IC CA6 or SA9.

1

An OBE is vibratory ground motion for which those features of a nuclear power plant necessary for continued
operation without undue risk to the health and safety ofthe public will remain functional.
2
An SSE is vibratory ground motion for which certain (generally, safety-related) structures, systems, and
components must be designed to remain functional.
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HU3
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Hazardous events
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: EAL HU3.4 does not apply to routine traffic impediments such as fog, snow, ice, or
vehicle breakdowns or accidents. ·
HU3.1

A tornado strike within the PROTECTED AREA.

HU3.2

Internal room or area flooding of a magnitude sufficient to require manual or automatic
electrical isolation of a SAFETY SYSTEM component needed for the current operating
mode.

HU3.3

Movement of personnel within the PROTECTED AREA is impeded due to an offsite
event involving hazardous materials (e.g., an offsite chemical spill or toxic gas release).

HU3.4

A hazardous event that results in on-site conditions sufficient to prohibit the plant staff
from accessing the site via personal vehicles.

HU3.5

Lake level greater than or equal to +8.0 ft. (Plant elevation).

HU3.6

Pump bay level less than -15.0 ft.

Definitions:
PROTECTED AREA: The area under continuous access monitoring and control, and armed
protection as described in the site Security Plan.
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.

Basis:
This IC addresses hazardous events that are considered to represent a potential degradation of the
level of safety of the plant.
EAL HU3 .1 addresses a tornado striking (touching down) within the Protected Area.
EAL HU3 .2 addresses flooding of a building room or area that results in operators isolating
power to a SAFETY SYSTEM component due to water level or other wetting concerns.
Classification is also required if the water level or related wetting causes an automatic isolation
of a SAFETY SYSTEM component from its power source (e.g., a breaker or relay trip). To
warrant classification, operability of the affected component must be required by Technical
Specifications for the current operating mode.
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EAL HU3.3 addresses a hazardous materials event originating at an offsite location and of
sufficient magnitude to impede the movement of personnel within the PROTECTED AREA.
EAL HU3 .4 addresses a hazardous event that causes an on-site impediment to vehicle movement
and significant enough to prohibit the plant staff from accessing the site using personal vehicles.
Examples of such an event include site flooding caused by a hurricane, heavy rains, up-river
water releases, dam failure, etc., or an on-site train derailment blocking the access road.
This EAL is not intended apply to routine impediments such as fog, snow, ice, or vehicle
breakdowns or accidents, but rather to more significant conditions such as the Hurricane Andrew
strike on Turkey Point in 1992, the flooding around the Cooper Station during the Midwest
floods of 1993, or the flooding around Ft. Calhoun Station in 2011.
EAL HU3.5 addresses lake water level as the Turbine Building is susceptible to external
flooding. +8.0 ft. corresponds to the Turbine Building floor elevation.
EAL HU3.6 addresses operability of the Emergency Diesel Generators and all Containment fan
coolers. The pump bay level of -15.0 ft. represents the value at which the Emergency Diesel
Generators and all Containment Fan Coolers must be declared inoperable, and is four feet above
the level at which the service water pumps may begin to cavitate.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be based on ICs in Recognition
Categories R, F, S or C.
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HU4
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: FIRE potentially degrading the level of safety of the plant.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Notes:
• The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon
determining that the applicable time has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
• A Containment fire alarm is considered valid upon receipt of multiple zones (more
than 1) on the FACP system (this note is applicable in Modes 1 and 2 only).

HU4.1

a.
A FIRE is NOT extinguished within 15-minutes of ANY of the following FIRE
detection indications:
• Report from the field (i.e., visual observation)
• Receipt of multiple (more than 1) fire alarms or indications
• Field verification of a single fire alarm
AND
b.
The FIRE is located within ANY Table H -1 plant rooms or areas

HU4.2

a.
b.

c.

Receipt of a single fire alarm with no other indications of a FIRE.
AND
The FIRE is located within ANY Table H-1 plant rooms or areas except
Containment in Modes 1 and 2 (see Note above):
AND
The existence of a FIRE is not verified within 30-minutes of alarm receipt.

HU4.3

A FIRE within the plant or ISFSI PROTECTED AREA not extinguished within
60 minutes of the initial report, alarm or indication.

HU4.4

A FIRE within the plant or ISFSI PROTECTED AREA that requires firefighting support
by an offsite fire response agency to extinguish.
Table H-1 Areas
Control Room
Containment
PAB
G05 building
13.8kV Building
Cable Spreading Room
Vital Switchgear Room
AFW Pump Room
G-0 1/02 Rooms
EDG Building
Service Water Pump Rooms
Fac;;ade 85'
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Definitions:
FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
preferred but is NOT required iflarge quantities of smoke and heat are observed.
PROTECTED AREA: The area under continuous access monitoring and control, and armed
protection as described in the site Security Plan.

Basis:
This IC addresses the magnitude and extent of FIRES that may be indicative of a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
With regard to containment fire alarms, there is constant air movement in containment due to the
operation of the air handling system drawing air to the cooling units past the smoke detectors. It
can reasonably be expected that a fire that burns for 15 minutes would produce sufficient
products of combustion to cause fire detectors in multiple zones to alarm.
EALHU4.1
The intent of the 15-minute duration is to size the FIRE and to discriminate against small FIRES
that are readily extinguished (e.g., smoldering waste paper basket). In addition to alarms, other
indications of a FIRE could be a drop in fire main pressure, automatic activation of a suppression
system, etc.
Upon receipt, operators will take prompt actions to confirm the validity of an initial fire alarm,
indication, or report. For EAL assessment purposes, the emergency declaration clock starts at
the time that the initial alarm, indication, or report was received, and not the time that a
subsequent verification action was performed. Similarly, the fire duration clock also starts at the
time of receipt of the initial alarm, indication or report.
EALHU4.2
This EAL addresses receipt of a single fire alarm, and the existence of a FIRE is not verified
(i.e., proved or disproved) within 30-minutes of the alarm. Upon receipt, operators will take
prompt actions to confirm the validity of a single fire alarm. For EAL assessment purposes, the
30-minute clock starts at the time that the initial alarm was received, and not the time that a
subsequent verification action was performed.
A single fire alarm, absent other indication(s) of a FIRE, may be indicative of equipment failure
or a spurious activation, and not an actual FIRE. For this reason, additional time is allowed to
verify the validity of the alarm. Except for the Containment Building in Modes 1 or 2, the
30-minute period is a reasonable amount of time to determine if an actual FIRE exists; however,
after that time, and absent information to the contrary, it is assumed that an actual FIRE is in
progress.
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If an actual FIRE is verified by a report from the field, then EAL HU4.1 is immediately
applicable, and the emergency must be declared if the FIRE is not extinguished within
15-minutes ofthe report. If the alarm is verified to be due to an equipment failure or a spurious
activation, and this verification occurs within 30-minutes of the receipt of the alarm, then this
EAL is not applicable and no emergency declaration is warranted.
EALHU4.3
In addition to a FIRE addressed by EAL HU4.1 or EAL HU4.2, a FIRE within the plant
PROTECTED AREA not extinguished within 60-minutes may also potentially degrade the level
of plant safety. This basis extends to a FIRE occurring within the PROTECTED AREA of the
ISFSI.
EALHU4.4
If a FIRE within the plant or ISFSI PROTECTED AREA is of sufficient size to require a
response by an offsite firefighting agency (e.g., a local town Fire Department), then the level of
plant safety is potentially degraded. The dispatch of an offsite firefighting agency to the site
requires an emergency declaration only if it is needed to actively support firefighting efforts
because the fire is beyond the capability of the Fire Brigade to extinguish. Declaration is not
necessary if the agency resources are placed on stand-by, or supporting post-extinguishment
recovery or investigation actions.
Basis-Related Requirements from Appendix Rand NFPA-805
Criterion 3 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 states in part that "structures, systems, and
components important to safety shall be designed and located to minimize, consistent with
other safety requirements, the probability and effect of fires and explosions."
The Nuclear Safety Goal (''NSG") in NFPA 805, Section 1.3.1 states, "The nuclear safety
goal is to provide reasonable assurance that a fire during any operational mode and plant
configuration will not prevent the plant from achieving and maintaining the fuel in a safe and
stable condition."
When considering the effects of fire, those systems associated with achieving and
maintaining safe shutdown conditions assume major importance because a safe shutdown
success path, free of fire damage, must be available to meet the nuclear safety goals,
objectives and performance criteria for a fire under any plant operational mode or
configuration.
Because fire may affect safe shutdown systems and because the loss of function of systems
used to mitigate the consequences of design basis accidents under post-fire conditions does
not per se impact public safety, the need to limit fire damage to systems required to achieve
and maintain safe shutdown conditions is greater than the need to limit fire damage to those
systems required to mitigate the consequences of design basis accidents.
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In addition, Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, requires, among other considerations, the use of 1-hour
fire barriers for the enclosure of cable and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of one
redundant train (G.2.c). Even though PBNP has adopted the alternate approach provided by
NFPA-805 in lieu ofthe deterministic requirements of Appendix R, the 30-minutes to verify a
single alarm as used in EAL HU4.2 is considered a reasonable amount of time to determine if an
actual FIRE exists without presenting a challenge to the nuclear safety performance criteria.

Depending upon the plant mode at the time of the event, escalation of the emergency
classification level would be via IC CA6 or SA9.
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HU7
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of a UE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
HU7.1

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which indicate a potential degradation of the level
of safety of the plant or indicate a security threat to facility protection has been initiated.
No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring are expected
unless further degradation of SAFETY SYSTEMS occurs.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.

Basis:
This IC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for a UE.
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HA1
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION within the OWNER CONTROLLED AREA or
airborne attack threat within 30 minutes.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
HAl.l

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the OWNER CONTROLLED
AREA as reported by the Security Shift Supervisor.

HA1.2

A validated notification from NRC of an aircraft attack threat within 30 minutes of the
site.

Definitions:
HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met
by the station.
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an
end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILES,
vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall
intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the nuclear power
plant. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may
include violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
OWNER CONTROLLED AREA: The site property owned by or otherwise under the control
of the licensee.
PROJECTILE: An object directed toward a nuclear power plant that could cause concern for
its continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.

Basis:
This IC addresses the occurrence of a HOSTILE ACTION within the OWNER CONTROLLED
AREA or notification of an aircraft attack threat. This event will require rapid response and
assistance due to the possibility of the attack progressing to the PROTECTED AREA, or the
need to prepare the plant and staff for a potential aircraft impact.
Timely and accurate communications between Security Shift Supervisor and the Control Room
is essential for proper classification of a security-related event.
Security plans and terminology are based on the guidance provided by NEI 03-12, Template for
the Security Plan, Training and Qualification Plan, Safeguards Contingency Plan [and
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Security Program].
As time and conditions allow, these events require a heightened state of readiness by the plant
staff and implementation of onsite protective measures (e.g., evacuation, dispersal or sheltering).
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The Alert declaration will also heighten the awareness of Offsite Response Organizations,
allowing them to be better prepared should it be necessary to consider further actions.
This IC does not apply to incidents that are accidental events, acts of civil disobedience, or
otherwise are not a HOSTILE ACTION perpetrated by a HOSTILE FORCE. Examples include
the crash of a small aircraft, shots from hunters, physical disputes between employees, etc.
Reporting of these types of events is adequately addressed by other EALs, or the requirements of
10 CFR 73.71 or 10 CFR 50.72.
EAL HA1.1 is applicable for any HOSTILE ACTION occurring, or that has occurred, in the
OWNER CONTROLLED AREA. This includes any action directed against an ISFSI that is
located outside the plant PROTECTED AREA.
EAL HA1.2 addresses the threat from the impact of an aircraft on the plant, and the anticipated
arrival time is within 30 minutes. The intent of this EAL is to ensure that threat-related
notifications are made in a timely manner so that plant personnel and offsite response
organizations are in a heightened state of readiness. This EAL is met when the threat-related
information has been validated in accordance with SY-AA-102-1014, Threat Assessment and
Reporting.
The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the threat
involves an aircraft. The status and size ofthe plane maybe provided byNORAD through the
NRC.
In some cases, it may not be readily apparent if an aircraft impact within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA was intentional (i.e., a HOSTILE ACTION). It is expected, although
not certain, that notification by an appropriate Federal agency to the site would clarify this point.
In this case, the appropriate federal agency is intended to be NORAD, FBI, FAA or NRC. The
emergency declaration, including one based on other ICs/EALs, should not be unduly delayed
while awaiting notification by a Federal agency.
Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs should
not incorporate Security-sensitive information. This includes information that may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat or
threat location. Security-sensitive information should be contained in non-public documents
such as the Security Plan.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC HS 1.
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HAS
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Gaseous release impeding access to equipment necessary for normal plant
operations, cooldown, or shutdown.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: If the equipment in the listed room or area was already inoperable or out-of-service
before the event occurred, then no emergency classification is warranted.

HA5.1

a.

Release of a toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gas into any of the
following plant rooms or areas:
Area
U1 Rod Drive Room
U2 Rod Drive Room
Turbine Building
PAB
U1 Fa<;ade
U2 Fa<;ade
U1 Containment
U2 Containment
Circ. Water Pump House
Auxiliary FW Pump Room

Mode
1
1
1, 2, 3, 4
ALL
1, 2, 3, 4
1,2,3,4
3, 4
3,4
1, 2, 3, 4
3,4

AND

b.

Entry into the room or area is prohibited or impeded.

Definitions:

None
Basis:

This IC addresses an event involving a release of a hazardous gas that precludes or impedes
access to equipment necessary to maintain normal plant operation, or required for a normal plant
cooldown and shutdown. This condition represents an actual or potential substantial degradation
of the level of safety of the plant.
An Alert declaration is warranted if entry into the affected room/area is, or may be, procedurally
required during the plant operating mode in effect at the time of the gaseous release. The
emergency classification is not contingent upon whether entry is actually necessary at the time of
the release.

Evaluation of the IC and EAL do not require atmospheric sampling; it only requires the
Emergency Director's judgment that the gas concentration in the affected room/area is sufficient
to preclude or significantly impede procedurally required access. This judgment may be based
on a variety of factors including an existing job hazard analysis, report of ill effects on personnel,
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advice from a subject matter expert or operating experience with the same or similar hazards.
Access should be considered as impeded if extraordinary measures are necessary to facilitate
entry of personnel into the affected room/area (e.g., requiring use of protective equipment, such
as SCBAs, that is not routinely employed).

An emergency declaration is not warranted if any of the following conditions apply.
•

•
•
•

The plant is in an operating mode different than the mode specified for the affected
room/area (i.e., entry is not required during the operating mode in effect at the time of the
gaseous release). For example, the plant is in Mode 1 when the gaseous release occurs, and
the procedures used for normal operation, cooldown and shutdown do not require entry into
the affected room until Mode 4.
The gas release is a planned activity that includes compensatory measures which address the
temporary inaccessibility of a room or area (e.g., fire suppression system testing).
The action for which room/area entry is required is of an administrative or record keeping
nature (e.g., normal rounds or routine inspections).
The access control measures are of a conservative or precautionary nature, and would not
actually prevent or impede a required action.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness, or even death.
The list of plant rooms or areas in EAL HA5.1 was generated from a step-by-step review of
OP-3A, B, and C.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via Recognition Category R, Cor F
ICs.
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HA6
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation resulting in transfer of plant control to alternate
locations.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
HA6.1

An event has resulted in plant control being transferred from the Control Room to AOP
local control stations.

Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses an evacuation of the Control Room that results in transfer of plant control to
alternate locations outside the Control Room. The loss of the ability to control the plant from the
Control Room is considered to be a potential substantial degradation in the level of plant safety.
Following a Control Room evacuation, control of the plant will be transferred to alternate
shutdown locations. The necessity to control a plant shutdown from outside the Control Room,
in addition to responding to the event that required the evacuation of the Control Room, will
present challenges to plant operators and other on-shift personnel. Activation of the ERO and
emergency response facilities will assist in responding to these challenges.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC HS6.
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HA7
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of an Alert.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
HA7.1

Other conditions exist which, in the judgment of the Emergency Director, indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable
life threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE
ACTION. Any releases are expected to be limited to small fractions ofthe EPA
Protective Action Guideline exposure levels.

Definitions:
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force
to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other
devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be
included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or
felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the nuclear power plant.
Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
Basis:
This IC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for an Alert.
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HS1
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION within the PROTECTED AREA.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
HSl.l

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as
reported by the Security Shift Supervisor.

Definitions:
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an
end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs,
vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall
intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the nuclear power
plant. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may
include violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met
by the station.
HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly
or by stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or
causing destruction.
INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI): A complex that is
designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive
materials associated with spent fuel storage.
PROJECTILE: An object directed toward a nuclear power plant that could cause concern for its
continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.
PROTECTED AREA: The area under continuous access monitoring and control, and armed
protection as described in the site Security Plan.
Basis:
This IC addresses the occurrence of a HOSTILE ACTION within the PROTECTED AREA.
This event will require rapid response and assistance due to the possibility for damage to plant
equipment.
Timely and accurate communications between Security Shift Supervisor and the Control Room
is essential for proper classification of a security-related event.
Security plans and terminology are based on the guidance provided by NEI 03-12, Template for
the Security Plan, Training and Qualification Plan, Safeguards Contingency Plan [and
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Security Program].
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As time and conditions allow, these events require a heightened state of readiness by the plant
staff and implementation of onsite protective measures (e.g., evacuation, dispersal or sheltering).
The Site Area Emergency declaration will mobilize offsite response organization resources and
have them available to develop and implement public protective actions in the unlikely event that
the attack is successful in impairing multiple safety functions.
This IC does not apply to a HOSTILE ACTION directed at an ISFSI PROTECTED AREA
located outside the plant PROTECTED AREA; such an attack should be assessed using IC HAl.
It also does not apply to incidents that are accidental events, acts of civil disobedience, or
otherwise are not a HOSTILE ACTION perpetrated by a HOSTILE FORCE. Examples include
the crash of a small aircraft, shots from hunters, physical disputes between employees, etc.
Reporting of these types of events is adequately addressed by other EALs, or the requirements of
10 CFR 73.71 or 10 CFR 50.72.
Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs should
not incorporate Security-sensitive information. This includes information that may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat or
threat location. Security-sensitive information should be contained in non-public documents
such as the Security Plan.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC HGl.
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HS6
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Inability to control a key safety function from outside the Control Room.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Emergency promptly upon
determining that 30 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
HS6.1

a.

An event has resulted in plant control being transferred from the Control Room to
AOP local control stations.

AND
b.

Control of ANY of the following key safety functions is not reestablished within
30 minutes.
•
•
•

Reactivity control
Core cooling
RCS heat removal

Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses an evacuation of the Control Room that results in transfer of plant control to
alternate locations, and the control of a key safety function cannot be reestablished in a timely
manner. The failure to gain control of a key safety function following a transfer ofplant control
to alternate locations is a precursor to a challenge to one or more fission product barriers within a
relatively short period of time.
The determination of whether or not "control" is established at the remote safe shutdown
location(s) is based on Emergency Director judgment. The Emergency Director is expected to
make a reasonable, informed judgment within 30 minutes whether or not the operating staff has
control ofkey safety functions from the remote safe shutdown location(s). PBNP Operations
Manual assumes that the soonest operator action taken from a remote safe shutdown location is
30 minutes.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC FG 1 or CG 1.
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HS7
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of a Site Area Emergency.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
HS7.1

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE ACTION that results in
intentional damage or malicious acts, (1) toward site personnel or equipment that could
lead to the likely failure of or, (2) that prevent effective access to equipment needed for the
protection of the public. Any releases are not expected to result in exposure levels which
exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels beyond the site boundary.

Definitions:
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force
to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other
devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be
included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or
felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the nuclear power plant.
Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Basis:
This IC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for a Site Area Emergency.
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HG1
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION resulting in loss of physical control of the facility.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
HGl.l

a.

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the PROTECTED
AREA as reported by the Security Shift Supervisor.

AND
b.

EITHER of the following has occurred:
1.

ANY of the following safety functions cannot be controlled or maintained.
•
•
•

Reactivity control
Core cooling
RCS heat removal

OR
2.

Damage to spent fuel has occurred or is IMMINENT.

Definitions:
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end.
This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be
included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or
felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the nuclear power plant.
Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly
or by stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or
causing destruction.
IMMINENT: The trajectory of events or conditions is such that an EAL will be met within a
relatively short period of time regardless of mitigation or corrective actions.
PROTECTED AREA: The area under continuous access monitoring and control, and armed
protection as described in the site Security Plan.
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Basis:
This IC addresses an event in which a HOSTILE FORCE has taken physical control of the
facility to the extent that the plant staff can no longer operate equipment necessary to maintain
key safety functions. It also addresses a HOSTILE ACTION leading to a loss of physical control
that results in actual or IMMINENT damage to spent fuel due to 1) damage to a spent fuel pool
cooling system (e.g., pumps, heat exchangers, controls, etc.) or, 2) loss of spent fuel pool
integrity such that sufficient water level cannot be maintained.
Timely and accurate communications between Security Shift Supervisor and the Control Room
is essential for proper classification of a security-related event.
Security plans and terminology are based on the guidance provided by NEI 03-12, Template for
the Security Plan, Training and Qualification Plan, Safeguards Contingency Plan [and
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Security Program].
Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs should
not incorporate Security-sensitive information. This includes information that may be
advantageous to a potential adversary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat or
threat location. Security-sensitive information should be contained in non-public documents
such as the Security Plan.
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HG7
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of a General Emergency.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Emergency Action Levels:
HG7.1

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or IMMINENT substantial
core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity or HOSTILE
ACTION that results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels offsite
for more than the immediate site area.

Definitions:
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward PBNP or its personnel that includes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an
end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs,
vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall
intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the nuclear power
plant. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may
include violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
IMMINENT: The trajectory of events or conditions is such that an EAL will be met within a
relatively short period oftime regardless of mitigation or corrective actions.
Basis:
This IC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for a General Emergency.
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11 SYSTEM MALFUNCTION ICS/EALS
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SU1
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite AC power capability to emergency buses for
15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
SUl.l

Loss of ALL offsite AC power capability to 1(2)A-05 and 1(2)A-06 for 15 minutes or
longer.

Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses a prolonged loss of offsite power. The loss of offsite power sources renders
the plant more vulnerable to a complete loss of power to AC emergency buses. This condition
represents a potential reduction in the level of safety of the plant.
For emergency classification purposes, "capability" means that an offsite AC power source(s) is
available to the emergency buses, whether or not the buses are powered from it.
Note: with respect to this EAL, "Station Blackout is Unit 1(2) specific."
Unit 1(2) offsite power sources include:
• 345 KVAC system supplying power to the 13.8 KVAC system and the 1(2)X04
transformer
• cross-tying with the opposite unit power supply
• Power to the 1(2)X-02 auxiliary transformer through the 19 KVAC system and
thel(2)X-Ol main step-up transformer
The capability to cross-tie AC power takes credit for the redundant power source for this IC. The
inability to effect the cross-tie within 15 minutes warrants declaring a UE.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of offsite
power.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC SAl.
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SU3
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of Control Room indications for 15 minutes or
longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
SU3.1

a.
An UNPLANNED event results in the inability to monitor one or more of the
following parameters from within the Control Room for 15 minutes or longer.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reactor Power
RCS I Pressurizer Level
RCS I Pressurizer Pressure
Core Exit I RCS Temperature
Level in at least one steam generator
Steam Generator Auxiliary Feed Water Flow

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant
and/or placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be lmown or unknown.

Basis:
This IC addresses the difficulty associated with monitoring normal plant conditions without the
ability to obtain SAFETY SYSTEM parameters from within the Control Room. This condition
is a precursor to a more significant event and represents a potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant.
As used in this EAL, an "inability to monitor" means that values for one or more of the listed
parameters cannot be determined from within the Control Room. This situation would require a
loss of all of the Control Room sources for the given parameter(s). For example, the reactor
power level cannot be determined from any analog, digital and recorder source within the
Control Room.
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An event involving a loss of plant indications, annunciators and/or display systems is evaluated
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (and associated guidance in NUREG-1022) to determine if an
NRC event report is required. The event would be reported if it significantly impaired the
capability to perform emergency assessments. In particular, emergency assessments necessary to
implement abnormal operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, and emergency
plan implementing procedures addressing emergency classification, accident assessment, or
protective action decision-making.
This EAL is focused on a selected subset of plant parameters associated with the key safety
functions of reactivity control, core cooling and RCS heat removal. The loss of the ability to
determine one or more of these parameters from within the Control Room is considered to be
more significant than simply a reportable condition. In addition, if all indication sources for one
or more of the listed parameters are lost, then the ability to determine the values of other
SAFETY SYSTEM parameters may be impacted as well. For example, if the value for reactor
vessel level cannot be determined from the indications and recorders on a main control board, the
SPDS or the plant computer, the availability of other parameter values may be compromised as
well.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of
indication.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC SA3.
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SU4
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Reactor coolant activity greater than Technical Specification allowable
limits.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
SU4.1

Failed Fuel Monitor 1(2)RE-109 reading greater than 750 mR/hr.

SU4.2

Sample analysis indicates that a reactor coolant activity value is greater than 50 )lCi/gm
dose equivalent I-131.

Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses a reactor coolant activity value that exceeds an allowable limit specified in
Technical Specifications. This condition is a precursor to a more significant event and represents
a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs FA1 or the Recognition
Category R ICs.
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sus
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: RCS leakage for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusual Event promptly upon determining
that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
SU5.1

RCS unidentified or pressure boundary leakage greater than 10 gpm for 15 minutes or
longer.

SU5.2

RCS identified leakage greater than 25 gpm for 15 minutes or longer.

SU5.3

Leakage from the RCS to a location outside containment, or Steam Generator tube
leakage, greater than 25 gpm for 15 minutes or longer.

Definitions:
UNISOLABLE: An open or breached system line that cannot be isolated, remotely or locally.

Basis:
This IC addresses RCS leakage which may be a precursor to a more significant event. In this
case, RCS leakage has been detected and operators, following applicable procedures, have been
unable to promptly isolate the leak. This condition is considered to be a potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant.
EAL SU5.1 and EAL SU5.2 are focused on a loss of mass from the RCS due to "unidentified
leakage", "pressure boundary leakage" or "identified leakage" (as these leakage types are defined
in the plant Technical Specifications).
EAL SU5.3 addresses aRCS mass loss caused by an UNISOLABLE leak through an interfacing
system. These EALs thus apply to leakage into the containment, a secondary-side system (e.g.,
steam generator tube leakage) or a location outside of containment.
The leak rate values for each EAL were selected because they are usually observable with
normal Control Room indications. Lesser values typically require time-consuming calculations
to determine (e.g., a mass balance calculation). EAL SU5.1 uses a lower value that reflects the
greater significance of unidentified or pressure boundary leakage.
The release of mass from the RCS due to the as-designed/expected operation of a relief valve
does not warrant an emergency classification. For PBNP, an emergency classification would be
required if a mass loss is caused by a relief valve that is not functioning as designed/expected
(e.g., a relief valve sticks open and the line flow cannot be isolated).
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The 15-minute threshold duration allows sufficient time for prompt operator actions to isolate the
leakage, if possible.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs of Recognition Category R or
F.
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SU6
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Automatic or manual trip fails to shutdown the reactor.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: A manual action is any operator action, or set of actions, which causes the control rods to
be rapidly inserted into the core, and does not include manually driving in control rods or
implementation ofboron injection strategies.
SU6.1

An automatic trip did not shutdown the reactor.

a.

AND

SU6.2

b.

A subsequent manual action taken at the reactor control consoles is successful in
shutting down the reactor.

a.

A manual trip did not shutdown the reactor.

AND
EITHER of the following:

b.

1.

A subsequent manual action taken at the reactor control consoles is
successful in shutting down the reactor.

OR
2.

A subsequent automatic trip is successful in shutting down the reactor.

Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses a failure of the RPS to initiate or complete an automatic or manual reactor trip
that results in a reactor shutdown, and either a subsequent operator manual action taken at the
reactor control consoles or an automatic trip is successful in shutting down the reactor. This
event is a precursor to a more significant condition and thus represents a potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant.
NOTE:

For PBNP, the phrase "at the reactor control consoles" means the reactor trip
pushbuttons on the following panels:
• Unit 1 on panels 1C04 and CO 1
• Unit 2 on panels 2C04 and C02
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Following the failure on an automatic reactor trip, operators will promptly initiate manual actions
in the Control Room to shutdown the reactor (e.g., initiate a manual reactor trip). If these
manual actions are successful in shutting down the reactor, core heat generation will quickly fall
to a level within the capabilities ofthe plant's decay heat removal systems.
If an initial manual reactor trip is unsuccessful, operators will promptly take manual action at
another location(s) on the reactor control consoles to shutdown the reactor (e.g., initiate a manual
reactor trip) using a different switch). Depending upon several factors, the initial or subsequent
effort to manually trip the reactor, or a concurrent plant condition, may lead to the generation of
an automatic reactor trip signal. If a subsequent manual or automatic trip is successful in
shutting down the reactor, core heat generation will quickly fall to a level within the capabilities
of the plant's decay heat removal systems.
A manual action in the Control Room is any operator action, or set of actions, which causes the
control rods to be rapidly inserted into the core (e.g., initiating a manual reactor trip). This
action does not include manually driving in control rods or implementation of boron injection
strategies. Actions taken at back-panels or other locations within the Control Room, or any
location outside the Control Room, are not considered to be "at the reactor control consoles".
The plant response to the failure of an automatic or manual reactor trip will vary based upon
several factors including the reactor power level prior to the event, availability ofthe condenser,
performance of mitigation equipment and actions, other concurrent plant conditions, etc. If
subsequent operator manual actions taken at the reactor control consoles are also unsuccessful in
shutting down the reactor, then the emergency classification level will escalate to an Alert via IC
SA6. Depending upon the plant response, escalation is also possible via IC FAl. Absent the
plant conditions needed to meet either IC SA6 or FAl, an Unusual Event declaration is
appropriate for this event.
A reactor shutdown is determined in accordance with applicable Emergency Operating
Procedure criteria.
Should a reactor trip signal be generated as a result of plant work (e.g., RPS setpoint testing), the
following classification guidance should be applied.
•

If the signal causes a plant transient that should have included an automatic reactor trip and
the RPS fails to automatically shutdown the reactor, then this IC and the EALs are
applicable, and should be evaluated.

•

If the signal does not cause a plant transient and the trip failure is determined through other
means (e.g., assessment of test results), then this IC and the EALs are not applicable and no
classification is warranted.
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SU7
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
SU7.1

Loss of ALL of the following onsite communication methods:
• Plant Public Address System
• Security Radio
• Commercial Phone System
• Portable Radios

SU7.2

Loss of ALL of the following offsite response organization communications methods:
• Nuclear Accident Reporting System (NARS)
• Commercial Phone System
• General Telephone Lines
• Manitowoc County Sherriffs Department Radio

SU7.3

Loss of ALL of the following NRC communications methods:
• FTS Phone System
• Commercial Phone System
• General Telephone Lines

Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses a significant loss of on-site or offsite communications capabilities. While not
a direct challenge to plant or personnel safety, this event warrants prompt notifications to offsite
response organizations and the NRC.
This IC should be assessed only when extraordinary means are being utilized to make
communications possible (e.g., use of non-plant, privately owned equipment, relaying of on-site
information via individuals or multiple radio transmission points, individuals being sent to offsite
locations, etc.).
EAL SU7 .1 addresses a total loss of the communications methods used in support of routine
plant operations.
EAL SU7 .2 addresses a total loss of the communications methods used to notify all offsite
response organizations of an emergency declaration. The offsite response organizations referred
to here are the State of Wisconsin, Manitowoc County, and Kewaunee County.
EAL SU7 .3 addresses a total loss of the communications methods used to notify the NRC of an
emergency declaration.
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sua
ECL: Unusual Event
Initiating Condition: Failure to isolate containment or loss of containment pressure control.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
SU8.1

a.

Failure of containment to isolate when required by an actuation signal.

AND

SU8.2

b.

ALL required penetrations are not closed within 15 minutes of the actuation
signal.

a.

Containment pressure greater than 25 psig.

AND
b.

Less than one full train of Containment Cooling System equipment is operating
per design for 15 minutes or longer.

Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses a failure of one or more containment penetrations to automatically isolate
(close) when required by an actuation signal. It also addresses an event that results in high
containment pressure with a concurrent failure of containment pressure control systems. Absent
challenges to another fission product barrier, either condition represents potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant.
For EAL SU8.1, the containment isolation signal must be generated as the result on an offnormal/accident condition (e.g., a safety injection or high containment pressure); a failure
resulting from testing or maintenance does not warrant classification. The determination of
containment and penetration status - isolated or not isolated- should be made in accordance
with the appropriate criteria contained in the plant AOPs and EOPs. The 15-minute criterion is
included to allow operators time to manually isolate the required penetrations, if possible.
EAL SU8.2 addresses a condition where containment pressure is greater than the setpoint at
which containment energy (heat) removal systems are designed to automatically actuate, and less
than one full train of equipment is capable of operating per design. During a design basis
accident, a minimum of two containment accident fan cooler units with their accident fans
running and one containment spray train are required to maintain the containment peak pressure
and temperature below the design limits. Each containment spray train is a containment spray
pump, spray header, nozzles, valves and piping. Each containment accident fan cooler unit
consists of cooling coils, accident backdraft damper, accident fan, service water outlet valves,
and controls necessary to ensure an operable service water flow path.
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The 15-minute criterion is included to allow operators time to manually start equipment that may
not have automatically started, if possible. The inability to start the required equipment indicates
that containment heat removal/depressurization systems are either lost or performing in a
degraded manner.
This event would escalate to a Site Area Emergency in accordance with IC FSl if there were a
concurrent loss or potential loss of either the Fuel Clad or RCS fission product barriers.
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SA1
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Loss of all but one AC power source to emergency buses for 15 minutes
or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Alert pro~ptly upon determining that
15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
SAl.l

a.

AC power capability to 1(2)A-05 AND 1(2)A-06 is reduced to a single power
source for 15 minutes or longer.
AND

b.

Any additional single power source failure will result in a loss of ALL AC power
to SAFETY SYSTEMS.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.
Basis:
This IC describes a significant degradation of offsite and onsite AC power sources such that any
additional single failure would result in a loss of all AC power to SAFETY SYSTEMS. In this
condition, the sole AC power source may be powering one, or more than one, train of
safety-related equipment. This IC provides an escalation path from IC SUI.
An "AC power source" is a source recognized in AOPs and EOPs, and capable of supplying
required power to an emergency bus. Some examples of this condition are presented below.
•
•

•

A loss of all offsite power with a concurrent failure of all but one emergency power source
(e.g., an onsite diesel generator).
A loss of all offsite power and loss of all emergency power sources (e.g., onsite diesel
generators) with a single train of emergency buses being back-fed from the unit main
generator.
A loss of emergency power sources (e.g., onsite diesel generators) with a single train of
emergency buses being back-fed from an offsite power source.

Unit 1(2) offsite power sources include:
• 345 KVAC system supplying power to the 13.8 KVAC system and the 1(2)X04
transformer
• cross-tying with the opposite unit power supply
• Power to the 1(2)X-02 Auxiliary transformer through the 19 KVAC system and the
1(2)X-Ol main step-up transformer
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The capability to cross-tie AC power takes credit for the redundant power source for this IC. The
inability to implement the cross-tie within 15 minutes warrants declaring a UE.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.
Escalation ofthe emergency classification level would be via IC SS1.
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SA3
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of Control Room indications for 15 minutes or longer
with a significant transient in progress.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Alert promptly upon determining that
15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
SA3.1

a.

An UNPLANNED event results in the inability to monitor one or more of the
following parameters from within the Control Room for 15 minutes or longer.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reactor Power
RCS I Pressurizer Level
RCS I Pressurizer Pressure
Core Exit I RCS Temperature
Levels in at least one steam generator
Steam Generator Auxiliary Feed Water Flow

AND
b.

ANY of the following transient events in progress.
•
•
•
•

Automatic or manual runback greater than 25% thermal reactor power
Electrical load rejection greater than 25% full electrical load
Reactor trip
SI actuation

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant
and/or placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.

Basis:
This IC addresses the difficulty associated with monitoring rapidly changing plant conditions
during a transient without the ability to obtain SAFETY SYSTEM parameters from within the
Control Room. During this condition, the margin to a potential fission product barrier challenge
is reduced. It thus represents a potential substantial degradation in the level of safety of the
plant.
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As used in this EAL, an "inability to monitor" means that values for one or more of the listed
parameters cannot be determined from within the Control Room. This situation would require a
loss of all of the Control Room sources for the given parameter(s). For example, the reactor
power level cannot be determined from any analog, digital and recorder source within the
Control Room.
An event involving a loss of plant indications, annunciators and/or display systems is evaluated
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (and associated guidance in NUREG-1022) to determine if an
NRC event report is required. The event would be reported if it significantly impaired the
capability to perform emergency assessments. In particular, emergency assessments necessary to
implement abnormal operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, and emergency
plan implementing procedures addressing emergency classification, accident assessment, or
protective action decision-making.
This EAL is focused on a selected subset of plant parameters associated with the key safety
functions of reactivity control, core cooling and RCS heat removal. The loss of the ability to
determine one or more of these parameters from within the Control Room is considered to be
more significant than simply a reportable condition. In addition, if all indication sources for one
or more of the listed parameters are lost, then the ability to determine the values of other
SAFETY SYSTEM parameters may be impacted as well. For example, if the value for reactor
vessel level cannot be determined from the indications and recorders on a main control board, the
SPDS or the plant computer, the availability of other parameter values may be compromised as
well.
Fifteen minutes was se1ec.ted as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of
indication.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs FS 1 or IC RS 1.
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SA6
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Automatic or manual trip fails to shutdown the reactor, and subsequent
manual actions taken at the reactor control consoles are not successful in shutting down the
reactor.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1
Note: A manual action is any operator action, or set of actions, which causes the control rods to
be rapidly inserted into the core, and does not include manually driving in control rods or
implementation ofboron injection strategies.
Emergency Action Levels:

SA6.1

a.

An automatic or manual trip did not shutdown the reactor.
AND

b.

Manual actions taken at the reactor control consoles are not successful in shutting
down the reactor.

Definitions:

None
Basis:

This IC addresses a failure of the RPS to initiate or complete an automatic or manual reactor trip
that results in a reactor shutdown, and subsequent operator manual actions taken at the reactor
control consoles to shutdown the reactor are also unsuccessful. This condition represents an
actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant. An emergency
declaration is required even if the reactor is subsequently shutdown by an action taken away
from the reactor control consoles since this event entails a significant failure of the RPS.
NOTE:

For PBNP, the phrase "at the reactor control consoles" means the reactor trip
pushbuttons on the following panels:
• Unit 1 on panels 1C04 and CO 1
• Unit 2 on panels 2C04 and C02

A manual action at the reactor control consoles is any operator action, or set of actions, which
causes the control rods to be rapidly inserted into the core (e.g., initiating a manual reactor trip).
This action does not include manually driving in control rods or implementation ofboron
injection strategies. If this action(s) is unsuccessful, operators would immediately pursue
additional manual actions at locations away from the reactor control consoles (e.g., locally
opening breakers). Actions taken at back-panels or other locations within the Control Room, or
any location outside the Control Room, are not considered to be "at the reactor control consoles."
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The plant response to the failure of an automatic or manual reactor trip will vary based upon
several factors including the reactor power level prior to the event, availability of the condenser,
performance of mitigation equipment and actions, other concurrent plant conditions, etc. If the
failure to shutdown the reactor is prolonged enough to cause a challenge to the core cooling or
RCS heat removal safety functions, the emergency classification level will escalate to a Site Area
Emergency via IC SS6. Depending upon plant responses and symptoms, escalation is also
possible via IC FS 1. Absent the plant conditions needed to meet either IC SS6 or FS 1, an Alert
declaration is appropriate for this event.
It is recognized that plant responses or symptoms may also require an Alert declaration in
accordance with the Recognition Category F ICs; however, this IC and EAL are included to
ensure a timely emergency declaration.

A reactor shutdown is determined in accordance with applicable Emergency Operating
Procedure criteria.
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SA9
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Hazardous event affecting a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current
operating mode.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
Notes:
• If the affected SAFETY SYSTEM train was already inoperable or out of service
before the hazardous event occurred, then this emergency classification is not
warranted.
• If the hazardous event only resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE, with no indications
of degraded performance to at least one train of a SAFETY SYSTEM, then this
emergency classification is not warranted.
SA9.1

a.

The occurrence of ANY of the following hazardous events:
• Seismic event (earthquake)
• Internal or external flooding event
• High winds or tornado strike
• FIRE
• EXPLOSION
• Lake level greater than or equal to +9.0 ft. (Plant elevation)
• Pump bay level less than -19.0 ft.
• Other events with similar hazard characteristics as determined by the Shift
Manager or Emergency Director

AND

b.

1.

Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance in one train
of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode.

AND
2.

EITHER of the following:
•

Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance to a
second train of the SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current
operating mode, or

•

The event has resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second train of a
SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode.
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Definitions:
EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent and catastrophic failure of a piece of equipment due to
combustion, chemical reaction or overpressurization. A release of steam (from high energy
lines or components) or an electrical component failure (caused by short circuits, grounding,
arcing, etc.) should not automatically be considered an explosion. Such events may require a
post-event inspection to determine if the attributes of an explosion are present.
FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.
VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a component or structure that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. The visual impact of the damage is sufficient to cause
concern regarding the operability or reliability of the affected component or structure. Damage
resulting from an equipment failure and limited to the failed component (i.e., the failure did not
cause damage to a structure or any other equipment) is not VISIBLE DAMAGE.

Basis:
This IC addresses a hazardous event that causes damage to SAFETY SYSTEMS needed for the
current operating mode. In order to provide the appropriate context for consideration of an
ALERT classification, the hazardous event must have caused indications of degraded SAFETY
SYSTEM performance in one train, and there must be either indications of performance issues
with the second SAFETY SYSTEM train or VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second train such that
the potential exists for this second SAFETY SYSTEM train to have performance issues. In other
words, in order for this EAL to be classified, the hazardous event must occur, at least one
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded performance, and the second
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded performance or VISIBLE
DAMAGE such that the potential exists for performance issues. Note that this second SAFETY
SYSTEM train is from the same SAFETY SYSTEM that has indications of degraded
performance for criteria SA9.l.b.1 of this EAL; commercial nuclear power plants are designed to
be able to support single system issues without compromising public health and safety from
radiological events.
Indications of degraded performance addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is in
service/operation since indications for it will be readily available. The indications of degraded
performance should be significant enough to cause concern regarding the operability or
reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
VISIBLE J?AMAGE addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is not in
service/operation and that potentially could cause performance issues. Operators will make this
determination based on the totality of available event and damage report information. This is
intended to be a brief assessment not requiring lengthy analysis or quantification of the damage.
This VISIBLE DAMAGE should be significant enough to cause concern regarding the
operability or reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
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High lake water level conditions that may have resulted in a plant VITAL AREA being subjected
to levels beyond design limits, and thus damage may be assumed to have occurred to plant
SAFETY SYSTEMS. Lake water level at +9.0 feet corresponds to the license basis flood
elevation and is one foot above the Turbine Building floor elevation. The low pump bay level
threshold corresponds to the level that is calculated to correspond to the onset of cavitation of the
service water pumps.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC FSI or RSl.
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551
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to emergency buses for 15
minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Emergency promptly upon
determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power to 1(2)A-05 and 1(2)A-06 for 15 minutes
or longer.
Definitions:

SS1.1

SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.
Basis:
This IC addresses a total loss of AC power that compromises the performance of all SAFETY
SYSTEMS requiring electric power including those necessary for emergency core cooling,
containment heat removal/pressure control, spent fuel heat removal and the ultimate heat sink.
In addition, fission product barrier monitoring capabilities may be degraded under these
conditions. This IC represents a condition that involves actual or likely major failures of plant
functions needed for the protection of the public.
Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or provide
Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of AC power to safety-related 4160
V AC busses. Even though a safety-related 4160 V AC bus may be energized, if necessary loads
(i.e., loads that iflost would inhibit decay heat removal capability or Reactor Vessel makeup
capability) are not operable on the energized bus then the bus should not be considered operable.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs RG1, FG1 or SGI.
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SS2
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Loss of all Vital DC power for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Emergency promptly upon
determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or willlikel y be exceeded.

SS2.1

Indicated voltage is less than 115 VDC on ALL Vital DC busses D-0 1, D-02, D-03,
and D-04 for 15 minutes or longer.

Definitions:

SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.
Basis:

This IC addresses a loss of Vital DC power which compromises the ability to monitor and
control SAFETY SYSTEMS. In modes above Cold Shutdown, this condition involves a major
failure of plant functions needed for the protection of the public.
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs RG 1, FG 1 or SG2.
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SS6
ECL: Site Area Emergency
Initiating Condition: Inability to shutdown the reactor causing a challenge to core cooling or
RCS heat removal.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1
Emergency Action Levels:
SS6.1

a.

An automatic or manual trip did not shutdown the reactor.

AND
b.

All manual actions to shutdown the reactor have been unsuccessful.

AND
c.

EITHER of the following conditions exist:
•
•

Conditions requiring entry into Core Cooling- Red Path (CSP-C.1) are met.
Conditions requiring entry into Heat Sink- Red Path (CSP-H.1) are met.

Definitions:
None

Basis:
This IC addresses a failure of the RPS to initiate or complete an automatic or manual reactor trip
that results in a reactor shutdown, all subsequent operator actions to manually shutdown the
reactor are unsuccessful, and continued power generation is challenging the capability to
adequately remove heat from the core and/or the RCS. This condition will lead to fuel damage if
additional mitigation actions are unsuccessful and thus warrants the declaration of a Site Area
Emergency.
In some instances, the emergency classification resulting from this IC/EAL may be higher than
that resulting from an assessment of the plant responses and symptoms against the Recognition
Category F ICs/EALs. This is appropriate in that the Recognition Category F ICs/EALs do not
address the additional threat posed by a failure to shutdown the reactor. The inclusion of this IC
and EAL ensures the timely declaration of a Site Area Emergency in response to prolonged
failure to shutdown the reactor.
A reactor shutdown is determined in accordance with applicable Emergency Operating
Procedure criteria.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC RG 1 or FG 1.
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SG1
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: Prolonged loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to emergency buses.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency promptly upon
determining that 4 hours has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
SG1.1

a.

Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power to 1(2)A-05 and 1(2)A-06.
AND

b.

EITHER of the following:
•
•

Restoration of at least one AC emergency bus in less than 4 hours is not
likely.
Conditions requiring entry into Core Cooling- Red Path (CSP-C.1) are met.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.

Basis:
This IC addresses a prolonged loss of all power sources to AC emergency buses. A loss of all
AC power compromises the performance of all SAFETY SYSTEMS requiring electric power
including those necessary for emergency core cooling, containment heat removal/pressure
control, spent fuel heat removal and the ultimate heat sink. A prolonged loss of these buses will
lead to a loss of one or more fission product barriers. In addition, fission product barrier
monitoring capabilities may be degraded under these conditions.
The EAL should require declaration of a General Emergency prior to meeting the thresholds for
IC FG 1. This will allow additional time for implementation of offsite protective actions.
Escalation of the emergency classification from Site Area Emergency will occur if it is projected
that power cannot be restored to at least one AC emergency bus by the end of the analyzed
station blackout coping period. Beyond this time, plant responses and event trajectory are
subject to greater uncertainty, and there is an increased likelihood of challenges to multiple
fission product barriers.
The estimate for restoring at least one emergency bus should be based on a realistic appraisal of
the situation. Mitigation actions with a low probability of success should not be used as a basis
for delaying a classification upgrade. The goal is to maximize the time available to prepare for,
and implement, protective actions for the public.
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The EAL will also require a General Emergency declaration if the loss of AC power results in
parameters that indicate an inability to adequately remove decay heat from the core. However,
verification of the EALs for CSPs should include an assessment of the plant response to the
immediate operator actions per EOP-0, which could include SI verification steps (steps prior to
event diagnosis), to allow starting of equipment that did not automatically start. If this results in
the CSP entry conditions no longer existing, then declaration requirements should not be
considered to be met. This does not affect the time that the CSFST initially changed color and
met the CSP entry conditions for potential EAL event classification.
In addition, under these conditions, fission product barrier monitoring capability may be
degraded. Although it may be difficult to predict when power can be restored, it is necessary to
give the Emergency Director a reasonable idea of how quickly the need to declare a General
Emergency based on two major considerations:
(1) Are there any present indications that core cooling is already degraded to the point that
Loss or Potential Loss of Fission Product Barriers is imminent? (Refer to Table 9-F-1 for
more information.)
(2) If there are no present indications of such core cooling degradation, how likely is it that
power can be restored in time to assure that a loss of two barriers with a potential loss of
the third barrier can be prevented?
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SG2
ECL: General Emergency
Initiating Condition: Loss of all AC and Vital DC power sources for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4
Emergency Action Levels:
Note: The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency promptly upon
determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.
SG2.1

a.

Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power to 1(2)A-05 and 1(2)A-06 for
15 minutes or longer.
AND

b.

Indicated voltage is less than 115 VDC on ALL Vital DC busses D-01, D-02,
D-03 and D-04 for 15 minutes or longer.

Definitions:
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. Systems classified as
safety-related.

Basis:
This IC addresses a concurrent and prolonged loss of both AC and Vital DC power. A loss of all
AC power compromises the performance of all SAFETY SYSTEMS requiring electric power
including those necessary for emergency core cooling, containment heat removal/pressure
control, spent fuel heat removal and the ultimate heat sink. A loss of Vital DC power
compromises the ability to monitor and control SAFETY SYSTEMS. A sustained loss of both
AC and DC power will lead to multiple challenges to fission product barriers. ·
Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses. The
15-minute emergency declaration clock begins at the point when both EAL thresholds are met.
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APPENDIX A - ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AC ...................................................................................................................... Alternating Current
AOP ................................................................................................. Abnormal Operating Procedure
ATWS ................................................................................... Anticipated Transient Without Scram
CDE ...................................................................................................... Committed Dose Equivalent
CFR ...................................................................................................... Code ofFederal Regulations
CNMT ........................................................................................................................... Containment
CSF ............................................................................................................. Critical Safety Function
CSFST ...................................................................................... Critical Safety Function Status Tree
DC .............................................................................................................................. Direct Current
EAL ........................................................................................................... Emergency Action Level
ECCS ............................................................................................ Emergency Core Cooling System
ECL ................................................................................................ Emergency Classification Level
EOF .................................................................................................. Emergency Operations Facility
EOP ............................................................................................... Emergency Operating Procedure
EPA ............................................................................................. Environmental Protection Agency
EPG ............................................................................................... Emergency Procedure Guidelii).e
FEMA ............................................................................. Federal Emergency Management Agency
GE ...................................................................................................................... General Emergency
IC ........................................................................................................................ Initiating Condition
ID ............................................................................................................................. Inside Diameter
ISFSI ........................................................................... Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
Keff .................................................................................... Effective Neutron Multiplication Factor
LCO ............................................................................................... Limiting Condition of Operation
LOCA ........................................................................................................ Loss of Coolant Accident
mR, mRem, mrem, mREM ............................................................ milli-Roentgen Equivalent Man
MW .................................................................................................................................... Megawatt
NEI ............................................................................................................. Nuclear Energy Institute
NRC .............................................................................................. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NORAD ................................................................. North American Aerospace Defense Command
NUMARC 1................................................................ Nuclear Management and Resources Council
OBE ....................................................................................................... Operating Basis Earthquake
OCA ............................................................................................................. Owner Controlled Area
ODCM .......................................................................................... Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
PA .............................................................................................................................. Protected Area
PAG ....................................................................................................... Protective Action Guideline
PRA/PSA .................................... Probabilistic Risk Assessment I Probabilistic Safety Assessment
PWR ........................................................................................................ Pressurized Water Reactor
PSIG ................................................................................................. Pounds per Square Inch Gauge
R ......................................................................................................................................... Roentgen
RCS ............................................................................................................. Reactor Coolant System
Rem, rem, REM ...................................................................................... Roentgen Equivalent Man
RPS ......................................................................................................... Reactor Protection System
RPV ............................................................................................................. Reactor Pressure Vessel
RVLIS ...................................................................... Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation System
1

NUMARC was a predecessor organization ofthe Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).

A-I

SCBA................. .... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. ... ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
SG ........................................................................................................................... Steam Generator
SI .............................................................................................................................. Safety Injection
SPDS ............................................................................................ Safety Parameter Display System
TEDE ............................................................................................. Total Effective Dose Equivalent
TSC .......................................................................................................... Technical Support Center
UE ...................................................... ;....................................................................... Unusual Event
UFSAR ................................................................................. Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
WOG .................................................................................................. Westinghouse Owners Group
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APPENDIX B - DEFINITIONS
The following definitions are taken from Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, and related
regulatory guidance documents.
Alert: Events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable life
threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE ACTION.
Any releases are expected to be limited to small fractions ofthe EPA PAG exposure levels.
General Emergency: Events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or
IMMINENT substantial core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment
integrity or HOSTILE ACTION that results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility.
Releases can be reasonably expected to exceed EPA P AG exposure levels offsite for more than
the immediate site area.
Unusual Event (UE): Events are in progress or have occurred which indicate a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or indicate a security threat to facility protection
has been initiated. No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring
are expected unless further degradation of SAFETY SYSTEMS occurs.
Site Area Emergency: Events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely
major failures of plant functions needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE ACTION that
results in intentional damage or malicious acts; 1) toward site personnel or equipment that could
lead to the likely failure of or; 2) that prevent effective access to, equipment needed for the
protection of the public. Any releases are not expected to result in exposure levels which exceed
EPA P AG exposure levels beyond the site boundary.
The following are key terms necessary for overall understanding the NEI 99-01 emergency
classification scheme.
Emergency Action Level (EAL): A pre-determined, site-specific, observable threshold for an
Initiating Condition that, when met or exceeded, places the plant in a given emergency
classification level.
Emergency Classification Level (ECL): One of a set of names or titles established by the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for grouping off-normal events or conditions according
to (1) potential or actual effects or consequences, and (2) resulting onsite and offsite response
actions. The emergency classification levels, in ascending order of severity, are:
• Unusual Event (UE)
• Alert
• · Site Area Emergency (SAE)
• General Emergency (GE)
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Fission Product Barrier Threshold: A pre-determined, site-specific, observable threshold
indicating the loss or potential loss of a fission product barrier.
Initiating Condition (IC): An event or condition that aligns with the definition of one of the four
emergency classification levels by virtue of the potential or actual effects or consequences.

Selected terms used in Initiating Condition and Emergency Action Level statements are set in all
capital letters (e.g., ALL CAPS). These words are defined terms that have specific meanings as
used in this document. The definitions of these terms are provided below.
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY: The barrier(s) between spent fuel and the environment once the
spent fuel is processed for dry storage.
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: The procedurally defined conditions or actions taken to secure
containment and its associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to
fission product release under shutdown conditions.
EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent and catastrophic failure of a piece of equipment due to
combustion, chemical reaction or overpressurization. A release of steam (from high energy lines
or components) or an electrical component failure (caused by short circuits, grounding, arcing,
etc.) should not automatically be considered an explosion. Such events may require a post-event
inspection to determine if the attributes of an explosion are present.
FAULTED: The term applied to a steam generator that has a steam leak on the secondary side of
sufficient size to cause an uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steam generator
to become completely depressurized.
FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
preferred but is NOT required iflarge quantities of smoke and heat are observed.
HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met
by the station.
HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward a nuclear power plant or its personnel that includes the use
ofviolent force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to
achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives,
PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that
satisfy the overall intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to
include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the
nuclear power plant. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities
(i.e., this may include violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly or
by stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or causing
destruction.
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IMMINENT: The trajectory of events or conditions is such that an EAL will be met within a
relatively short period of time regardless of mitigation or corrective actions.
INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI): A complex that is
designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive
materials associated with spent fuel storage.
OWNER CONTROLLED AREA: This term is typically taken to mean the site property owned
by or otherwise under the control of the licensee.
PROJECTILE: An object directed toward a nuclear power plant that could cause concern for its
continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.
PROTECTED AREA: The area under continuous access monitoring and control, and armed
protection as described in the site Security Plan.
REFUELING PATHWAY: The reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool and fuel transfer canal.
RUPTURE(D): The condition of a steam generator in which primary-to-secondary leakage is of
sufficient magnitude to require a safety injection.
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or
placing it in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. These systems are classified as
safety-related.
SECURITY CONDITION: Any Security Event as listed in the approved security contingency
plan that constitutes a threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a
potential degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A SECURITY CONDITION does not
involve a HOSTILE ACTION.
SITE BOUNDARY: That line beyond which the land is neither owned, nor leased, nor otherwise
controlled by the licensee.
UNISOLABLE: An open or breached system line that cannot be isolated, remotely or locally.
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution
or 2) an expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may
be known or unknown.
VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a component or structure that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. The visual impact of the damage is sufficient to cause
concern regarding the operability or reliability of the affected component or structure. Damage
resulting from an equipment failure and limited to the failed component (i.e., the failure did not
cause damage to a structure or any other equipment) is not VISIBLE DAMAGE.
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Section

GLOBAL#l
GLOBAL#2
GLOBAL#3

GLOBAL#4
GLOBAL#S

GLOBAL#6
GLOBAL#7
GLOBAL#8

GLOBAL#9

l

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

Replaced with PBNP
Replaced with TBD, 2018
Defined terms in Appendix B;
Upper Case

Difference
Difference
Difference

BWR specific references
Recognition Category AAbnormal Radiation
Levels/Radiological Effluent
category and Emergency Action
Levels; AU, AA, AS, and AG
Permanently Defueled Section

BWR references removed
Recognition Category RAbnormal Radiation
Levels/Radiological Effluent
category and Emergency Action
Levels; RU, RA, RS, and RG
Deleted references to
Permanently Defueled Station
Deleted

Difference
Difference

Acknowledgments, Notice and
Executive Summary
Parameters or indications listed
in EALs
Site specific information or
indication statements

GLOBAL#ll
GLOBAL#12

Example EAL statement

GLOBAL#13

The following terms: "all, any"
are sometimes capitalized and/or
balded in ICs and EALs
Defined terms are only listed in
APPENDIX B- DEFINITIONS

GLOBAL#14

~- Change

PBNP

References to NEI 99-01
Effective date
Defined terms in Appendix B;
Title Case

Operating Mode Applicability lists
mode names (i.e., Power
Operation, Startup)
Developer's Notes

GLOBAL#lO

I

T

Justification

Convert generic guidance to PBNP specific.
Convert generic guidance to PBNP specific.
All defined terms in Appendix B used in the
document are in upper case (CAPs) to
indicate that the terms are defined.
PBNP is a PWR
PBNP implemented the optional
designation of "R" for radiological related
items to maintain continuity with previous
practice at PBNP.

Difference

Not Applicable to PBNP

Difference

Not Applicable to PBNP

Some parameters or indications
listed in EALs were placed in
tables or bulletized lists.
Site specific information or
indication statements were
replaced with PBNP information
or indications where applicable
and the statement deleted.
Operating Mode Applicability lists
mode numbers (i.e., Modes 1 and
2)
Developer's Notes deleted

Difference

Tables or bullets were created to present
PBNP-specific information in a manner
familiar to and desired by scheme users.
Compliance with intent ofthe guidance.

"Example" deleted from
statement
Consistently capitalized and
balded the following terms: "all,
any" in ICs and EALs.
Defined terms are also listed as in
separate section of each IC/EAL
where the defined terms are
used.

Difference

2

Difference

IValidation# l
None
None
None
None

None

None
None

None

None

Difference

Difference

Difference

Difference

Mode numbers used for consistency with
PBNP procedures and training.
Developer's notes are not reflected in the
implementation of the EALs.
In adopting the EAL, the "example" status
is no longer applicable.
Capitalized and balded conditional terms in
ICs and EALs for consistency based on user
feedback.
Aid to the user to present all needed
information within the same section of the
Basis document.

None

None
None

None

None
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I

Section

COVER PAGE

Introduction

TOC
I

TOC
TOC
TOC
TOC
TOC
TOC
TOC
TOC

TOC
TOC
TOC
TOC
1.1

1.2
1.3
1.4

I

NEI 99-:01 Rev. 6
Development of Emergency
Action Levels for Non-Passive
Reactors
Acknowledgments, Notice and
Executive Summary
1. Regulatory Background
1.1 Operating Reactors
1.2 Permanently Defueled Station
1.3 Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (ISFSI)
1.4 NRC Order EA-12-051
1.5 Applicability of Advance and
Small Modular Reactor Designs
3.Design ofthe NEI 99-01
Emergency Classification Scheme
3.3 NSSS Design Differences
3.4 Organization and
Presentation of Generic
Information
4.0 Site-Specific Scheme
Development
4.4; 4.5; 4.6; 4.8
4.7 Developer and User Feedback
Appendix (-Permanently
Defueled Station ICs/EALs
Regulatory Background

Permanently Defueled Station
1.3 Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (ISFSI)
1.4 NRC Order EA-12-051

I

I

PBNP

Change

I

-Justification

}§lidation_~

Point Beach Emergency Action
Level Bases Document

Difference

Changes made to adapt the generic NEI
guidance to a PBNP-specific document

None

Deleted

Difference

Not Applicable to PBNP

None

1. Development of Emergency
Action Levels
1.1 Regulatory Background
Deleted section
1.2 Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (ISFSI)
1.3 NRC Order EA-12-051
Deleted section

Difference

Title change

None

Difference
Difference
Difference

Title change
Not Applicable to PBNP
Re-numbered

None
None
None

Difference
Difference

Re-numbered
Not Applicable to PBNP

None
None

3. Design ofthe PBNP Emergency
Classification Scheme
Deleted section

Difference

Title Change

None

Difference

None

Changed to 3.3 PBNP 3.4
Organization and Presentation of
Generic Information
4.0 PBNP Scheme Development

Difference

Changes made to adapt the generic NEI
guidance to a PBNP-specific document
Changes made to adapt the generic NEI
guidance to a PBNP-specific document

Difference

Title change

None

Deleted sections

Difference

Changes made to adapt the generic NEI
guidance to a PBNP-specific document

None

Deleted section

Difference

Regulatory Background

Difference

Section deleted
1.2 Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (ISFSI)
1.3 NRC Order EA-12-051

Difference
Difference

3

Difference

Changes made to adapt the generic NEI
guidance to a PBNP-specific document
Changes made to adapt the generic NEI
guidance to a PBNP-specific document and
removed developer information
Not Applicable to PBNP
Re-numbered section and renamed E-HU1
to EU1 to prevent user confusion.
Re-numbered and removed wording to add
these readings once the instruments are
installed
(PBNP installation completed).

None

None
None
None

None
None
None
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I

Section

1.5

2
3

3.1

3.2
3.3

3.4

I

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

I

PBNP

Change

~-

Justification

_j

Validation#

Applicability to Advanced and
Small Modular Reactor Designs
KEY TERMINOLOGY USED IN NEI
99-01
DESIGN OF THE NEI 99-01
EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION
SCHEME
Assignment of Emergency
Classification Levels (ECLs)

Section deleted

Difference

Not Applicable to PBNP

None

KEY TERMINOLOGY USED IN NEI
99-01
DESIGN OF THE PBNP
EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION
SCHEME
Assignment of Emergency
Classification Levels (ECLs)

Difference

Minor changes to reflect PBNP-specific
implementation.
Changes made to adapt the generic NEI
guidance to a PBNP-specific document

None

Changes made to adapt the generic NEI
guidance to a PBNP-specific document,
removed references to BWRs, and removed
developer information.

None

Types of Initiating Conditions and
Emergency Action Levels
Text referring to NSSS design
differences for various types or
nuclear plants; Developer
guidance
Organization and Presentation of
Generic Information

Types of Initiating Conditions and
Emergency Action Levels
Deleted

Verbatim
Difference

Guidance is now PBNP specific

None

PBNP-Specific Organization and
Presentation of Generic
Information
Deleted "Permanently Defueled"
section of matrix; replaced
Typical PWR Operating Modes
with PBNP Operating Modes

Difference

Renumbered to 3.3, made PBNP-specific,
and deleted developer information

None

Difference

Renumbered to 3.4, removed BWR
information, removed permanently
defueled, and inserted PBNP Operating
Modes to comply with the intent of the
document.
Global comment #5

PBNP Scheme Development

Difference

GUIDANCE ON MAKING
EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATIONS

Difference

Updated to reflect PBNP specific scheme
development process.
Added text from Section IV.H.7 of
NSIR/DPR-ISG-01 explaining how to treat
concurrent time periods when making an
emergency declaration. Information was
added to address a frequently asked
question by the PBNP operators.

3.5

Mode of Applicability Matrix;
Typical PWR Operating Modes

4

Site Specific Scheme
Development Guidance
GUIDANCE ON MAKING
EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATIONS

5

I

4

Difference

Difference

None

None

V1

None
V2

I
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I

Section
6-11

I

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category IC/EAL
Matrixes

I

I Change

PBNP
removed

Difference

5

I

Justification
Tables (matrixes) were intended for use by
EAL developers. Inclusion in licensee
scheme is not desired.

J\falidation #
None
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NEI 99·01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: AUl
Initiating Condition: Release of
gaseous or liquid radioactivity
greater than 2 times the (sitespecific effluent release
controlling document) limits for
60 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode of Applicability:
All

I

I

PBNP

Change

RUl
Release of gaseous or liquid
radioactivity greater than 2 times
the ODCM limits for 60 minutes
or longer.

Difference
Difference

Operating Mode of Applicability:
All

Verbatim

7

I

Justification
Global Comment #5
Global Comment #9

J\falidation # j
None
None

None
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Section

NEI99-01 Rev. 6
(1)

~

..;..;

=
0

~

'-'
,..-(

~

Reading on ANY effluent
radiation monitor greater
than 2 times the (sitespecific effluent release
controlling document)
limits for 60 minutes or
longer: (site-specific
monitor list and threshold
values corresponding to 2
times the controlling
document limits)

I

PBNP

Change

(1) Reading on ANY of the
following effluent radiation
monitors greater than the
reading shown for 60
minutes or longer:
Monitor

Reading

1(2)-RE-307 CTMNT Purge
Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with only
containment purge in operation
(25,000 cfm)

1.4E-2
[.lCi/cc

2-RE-305 CTMNT Purge Exhaust
Low Range Gas with both purge
and GS building ventilation in
operation (38,000 cfm)

9.4E-3
[.lCi/cc

2-RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust
Mid-Range Gas with both purge
and GS building ventilation in
operation (38,000 cfm)

9.4E-3
[.lCi/cc

2-RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust
Mid-Range Gas with only GS
building ventilation in operation
(13,000 cfm)

2.8E-2
[.lCi/cc

2-RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust
Mid-Range Gas with only forced
vent of containment {35 cfm)

1.0E+1
[.lCi/cc

2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust
High Range Gas with only forced
vent of containment {35 cfm)

l.OE+1
[.lCi/cc

RE-315 AB Exhaust Low Range
Gas

5.4E-3
[.lCi/cc

RE-317 AB Exhaust Mid-Range
Gas

5.4E-3
[.lCi/cc

RE-325 Drumming Area Exhaust
Low Range Gas

8.4E-3
[.lCi/cc

RE-327 Drumming Area Exhaust
Mid-Range Gas

8.4E-3
[.lCi/cc

1{2) RE-229 Service Water
Overboard

2.3E-3
[.lCi/cc

8

Difference

Justification
See Global Comments #8, 9, 12, & 13.
Reworded EAL statement to remove
operator confusion as to whether they
needed to multiply the values of the
following table by 2 or if the value provided
already was 2X. Wording now matches
wording of RS1 and RG1 allowing for easier
operator progression through the EALs.

Validation #
V3 &V4
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NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

I

I Change

PBNP

I

Justification

Jyalidation #

(2)

Reading on ANY effluent
radiation monitor greater
than 2 times the alarm
setpoint established by a
current radioactivity
discharge permit for 60
minutes or longer.

(2) Reading on ANY effluent
radiation monitor greater
than 2 times the alarm
setpoint established by a
current radioactivity
discharge permit for 60
minutes or longer.

Difference

Global Comment #13

None

(3)

Sample analysis for a
gaseous or liquid release
indicates a concentration
or release rate greater
than 2 times the (sitespecific effluent release
controlling document)
limits for 60 minutes or
longer.

(3) Sample analysis for a gaseous
or liquid release indicates a
concentration or release rate
greater than 2 times the
ODCM limits for 60 minutes
or longer.

Difference

Global Comment #9

None

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
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I

section

I

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: AU2
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED
loss of water level above
irradiated fuel.
Operating Mode of Applicability:
All
(1) a. UNPLANNED water level
drop in the REFUELING
PATHWAY as indicated by
ANY of the following:
(site-specific level
indications).

I
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PBNP

·

-T Change T

RU2
UNPLANNED loss of water level
above irradiated fuel.

Difference
Verbatim

Operating Mode of Applicability:
All
(1) a UNPLANNED water level
drop in the REFUELING
PATHWAY as indicated by
ANY ofthe following:
• Spent fuel pool low
water level alarm
• Visual observation

Verbatim

·--Justification
Global Comment #5 & 14

IValidation # I
None
None

None

Difference

Global Comment #9, 12 & 13

None

Difference

Global Comments #9 & 13

None

AND
AND

N

:::::»

<(

b. UNPLANNED increase in
area radiation levels as
indicated by ANY of the
following radiation
monitors.
(site-specific list of area
radiation monitors)

b.

UNPLANNED rise in area
radiation levels as
indicated by ANY of the
following radiation
monitors.
• RE-105 SFP Area Low
Range Radiation
Monitor
• RE-135 SFP Area High
Range Radiation
Monitor
• 1(2) RE-102 El. 66'
CONTAINMENT Low
Range Monitor

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: AA1
Initiating condition: Release of
gaseous or liquid radioactivity
resulting in offsite dose greater
than 10 mrem TEDE or SO mrem
thyroid CDE.
Operating Mode of Applicability:
All

[

I

PBNP

Change

RA1
Release of gaseous or liquid
radioactivity resulting in offsite
dose greater than 10 mrem TEDE
or SO mrem thyroid CDE.

Difference
Verbatim

Operating Mode of Applicability:
All

Verbatim

11

I

Justification
Global Comment #S & 14

I Validation #
None
None

None
-

I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

Section

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

I
(1)

Reading on ANY of the
following radiation
monitors greater than the
reading shown for 15
minutes or longer:
(site-specific monitor list and
threshold values)

...;
s:::

0

u

.-I

<(
<(

PBNP

I

Change

(1) Reading on ANY of the
following radiation monitors
greater than the reading
shown for 15 minutes or
longer:
Monitor

Reading

1(2)-RE-307 CTMNT Purge
Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with
only containment purge in
operation {25,000 cfm)

6.0E+O

1(2)-RE-309 CTMNT Purge
Exhaust High Range Gas with
only containment purge in
operation {25,000 cfm)

6.0E+O

2-RE-307 CTMNT Purge
Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with
both purge and GS building
ventilation in operation
(38,000 cfm)

4.0E+O

2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge
Exhaust High Range Gas with
both purge and GS building
ventilation in operation
(38,000 cfm)

4.0E+O

2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge
Exhaust High Range Gas with
only GS building ventilation in
operation (13,000 cfm)

1.2E+1

RE-317 AB Exhaust Mid-Range
Gas

1.0E+O

RE-319 AB Exhaust High Range
Gas

1.0E+O

RE-327 Drumming Area
Exhaust Mid-Range Gas

1.6E+O

~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc
~Ci/cc

1(2)-RE-231 Steam Line 1A(2A)- 1(2)-RE232 Steam Line 1B{2B)

.
.

1 Atmospheric Steam
Dump Valve Open

1.9E-1

Any Open S/G Safety
Valve

7.4E-2

~Ci/cc
~Ci/cc

12

Difference

Justification
Global Comment #8, 9, 12 & 13

Validation #
V5

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

Section

I

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
(2)

(3)

(4)

.....

1:

0
~
.-I

<(
<(

Dose assessment using
actual meteorology
indicates doses greater
than 10 mrem TEDE or SO
mrem thyroid CDE at or
beyond (site-specific dose
receptor point).
Analysis of a liquid
effluent sample indicates
a concentration or release
rate that would result in
doses greater than 10
mrem TEDE or SO mrem
thyroid CDE at or beyond
(site-specific dose
receptor point) for one
hour of exposure.
Field survey results
indicate EITHER of the
following at or beyond
(site-specific dose
receptor point):
• Closed window dose
rates greater than 10
mR/hr expected to
continue for 60
minutes or longer.
• Analyses of field survey
samples indicate
thyroid CDE greater
than SO mrem for one
hour of inhalation.

I

PBNP

Change

(2) Dose assessment using actual
meteorology indicates doses
greater than 10 mrem TEDE
or SO mrem thyroid CDE at or
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY.

Difference

Global Comment #9

(3) Analysis of a liquid effluent
sample indicates a
concentration or release rate
that would result in doses
greater than 10 mrem TEDE
or SO mrem thyroid CDE at or
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY
for one hour of exposure.

Difference

Global Comment #9

(4) Field survey results indicate
EITHER ofthe following at or
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY:
• Closed window dose
rates greater than 10
mR/hr expected to
continue for 60 minutes
or longer.
• Analyses of field survey
samples indicate thyroid
CDE greater than SO
mrem for one hour of
inhalation.

Difference

Global Comment #9

Justification

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
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Validation # j
None

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

J..

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

I

I Change

PBNP

I

Justification

I Validatio~ #

- -

Recognition Category: AA2
Initiating Condition: Significant
lowering of water level above, or
damage to, irradiated fuel.
Operating Mode of Applicability:
All
Uncovery of irradiated fuel
{1)
in the REFUELING
PATHWAY.
Damage to irradiated fuel
{2)
resulting in a release of
radioactivity from the fuel
as indicated by ANY of the
following radiation
monitors:
N

<(
<(

(site-specific listing of radiation
monitors, and the associated
readings, setpoints and/or
alarms)

{3)

Lowering of spent fuel pool
level to (site-specific Level
2 value). [See Developer
Notes

Global Comment #5 & 14

RA2
Significant lowering of water
level above, or damage to,
irradiated fuel.
Operating Mode of Applicability:
All
(1) Uncovery of irradiated fuel in
the REFUELING PATHWAY.

Difference
Verbatim

(2) Damage to irradiated fuel
resulting in a release of
radioactivity from the fuel as
indicated by reading on ANY
of the following radiation
monitors greater than the
reading shown:

Difference

Global Comment #8, 9, 12 & 13

V6

Difference

Global Comment #9

V7

Monitor
RE-105 SFP Area Low
Range Radiation
Monitor
1(2)-RE-126
Containment High
Radiation Monitor
1(2)-RE-127
Containment High
Radiation Monitor
1(2)-RE-128
Containment High
Radiation Monitor

None
None

Verbatim

None

Verbatim

None

Reading
4 R/hr

7 R/hr

7 R/hr

7 R/hr

{3) Lowering of spent
fuel pool level to 49
ft. 0 in.

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Secti~n- ~ ]_

NEJ 99-01 Rev. 6

]---- - - - - -PBNP
-··

Recognition Category: AA3
Initiating Condition: Radiation
levels that impede access to
equipment necessary for normal
plant operations, cooldown or
shutdown.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Dose rate greater than 15
(1)
mR/hr in ANY of the
following areas:
• Control Room
• Central Alarm Station
• (other site-specific
areas/rooms)

I
I

···-···--··-···

··-···-

J

-

Change -~- - - - - - - - -Justification

------

RA3
Radiation levels that impede
access to equipment necessary
for normal plant operations,
cooldown or shutdown.

Difference
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) Dose rate greater than 15
mR/hr in ANY of the
following areas:
• Control Room (RE-101)
• Central Alarm Station (by
survey)
Secondary
Alarm Station
•
(by survey)

Verbatim
Difference

Global Comment #5 & 14

Global Comment #9, 12 & 13

I Validation #
None
None

None
None

m

<(
<(

(2)

An UNPLANNED event
results in radiation levels
that prohibit or impede
access to any of the
following plant rooms or
areas:

(2) An UNPLANNED event results
in radiation levels that
prohibit or impede access to
ANY of the following plant
rooms or areas:
Area

(site-specific list of plant rooms
or areas with entry-related mode
applicability identified)

1

U2 Rod Drive Room

1
1,2,3,4

PAB
U1 Fa~ade
U2 Facade
U1 Containment
U2 Containment
Circ. Water Pump
House
Auxiliary FW Pump
House

Global Comment #8, 9 & 13

Mode

U1 Rod Drive Room
Turbine Building

Difference

ALL
1, 2, 3,4
1, 2, 3,4
3,4
3,4
1, 2, 3,4
3,4

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
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I

V8

I
I
I

I

Section__

J

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX
NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
-~-----~

.-1

1./'1
c(

__T______

I

PBNP

Change

I

...... - ------Justification

I Validation # I

--

Recognition Category: AS1
Initiating Condition: Release of
gaseous radioactivity resulting in
offsite dose greater than 100
mrem TEDE or 500 mrem thyroid
CDE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All

RS1
Release of gaseous radioactivity
resulting in offsite dose greater
than 100 mrem TEDE or 500
mrem thyroid CDE.

Difference
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Verbatim

16

Global Comment #5 & 14

None
None

None

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

Section

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
(1)

Reading on ANY ofthe
following radiation
monitors greater than the
reading shown for 15
minutes or longer:
(site-specific monitor list and
threshold values)

-....
c

0
~
.-I

V'l

<(

I

PBNP

I

(1) Reading on ANY of the
following radiation monitors
greater than the reading
shown for 15 minutes or
longer:
Monitor

Reading

1{2)-RE-307 CTMNT Purge
Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with
only containment purge in
operation {25,000 cfm)

6.0E+1

1{2)-RE-309 CTMNT Purge
Exhaust High Range Gas with
only containment purge in
operation (2S,OOO cfm)

6.0E+1

2-RE-307 CTMNT Purge Exhaust
Mid-Range Gas with both purge
and GS building ventilation in
operation (38,000 cfm)

4.0E+1

2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust
High Range Gas with both
purge and GS building
ventilation in operation {38,000
cfm)

4.0E+1

2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge Exhaust
High Range Gas with only GS
building ventilation in
operation {13,000 cfm)

1.2E+2

RE-317 AB Exhaust Mid-Range
Gas

1.0E+1

RE-319 AB Exhaust High Range
Gas

1.0E+1

RE-327 Drumming Area Exhaust
Mid-Range Gas

1.6E+1

~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc
~Ci/cc

~Ci/cc

1(2)-RE-231 Steam Line 1A(2A)- 1(2)-RE232 Steam Line 1B(2B)
•

1 Atmospheric Steam
Dump Valve Open

1.9E+O ~Ci/cc

•

Any Open S/G Safety
Valve

7.4E-1 ~Ci/cc

17

Change
Difference

Justification
Global Comment #8, 9, 12 & 13

I Validation #
V5

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

NE199-01 Rev. 6.

Section
(2)

(3)

.....c:

0
~

......
tn

~

Dose assessment using
actual meteorology
indicates doses greater
than 100 mrem TEDE or
500 mrem thyroid CDE at
or beyond (site-specific
dose receptor point).
Field survey results
indicate EITHER ofthe
following at or beyond
(site-specific dose receptor
point):
• Closed window dose
rates greater than 100
mR/hr expected to
continue for 60 minutes
or longer.
• Analyses of field survey
samples indicate thyroid
CDE greater than 500
mrem for one hour of
inhalation.

I

I

PBNP

Change

(2) Dose assessment using actual
meteorology indicates doses
greater than 100 mrem TEDE
or 500 mrem thyroid CDE at
or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY.

Difference

Global Comment #3 & 9

None

(3) Field survey results indicate
EITHER of the following at or
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY:
Closed window dose
rates greater than 100
mR/hr expected to
continue for 60
minutes or longer.
Analyses offield survey
samples indicate
thyroid CDE greater
than 500 mrem for one
hour of inhalation.

Difference

Global Comment #3 & 9

None

Justification

•

•

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
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Validation #

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

1

se.ction

N

II)

<(

1

NEI99•0l

Rev. 6

Recognition Category: AS2
Initiating Condition: Spent fuel
pool level at {site-specific Level 3
description).
Operating Mode Applicability: All
{1)
Lowering of spent fuel pool
level to (site-specific Level
3 value).

I

PBNP

---- · · · ·1--

Change---r--

RS2
Spent fuel pool level at 40ft. 8 in.

Difference
Difference

Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) Lowering of spent fuel pool
level to 40ft. 8 in.

Verbatim
Difference

Justification

1validation# 1

Global Comment #5
Global Comment #9

None
V7

Global Comment #9 & 12

None
V7

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
--

-·--
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I

Section

I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

_T ____________ PBNP ____________J Change

NEI99-01 Rev. 6

Recognition Category: AG1
Initiating Condition: Release of
gaseous radioactivity resulting in
offsite dose greater than 1/000
mrem TEDE or 51000 mrem
thyroid CDE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All

RG1
Release of gaseous radioactivity
resulting in offsite dose greater
than 11000 mrem TEDE or 51000
mrem thyroid CDE.

Difference
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Verbatim

{1)

(1) Reading on ANY of the
following radiation monitors
greater than the reading
shown for 15 minutes or
longer:

Difference

Reading on ANY of the
following radiation
monitors greater than the
reading shown for 15
minutes or longer:
(site-specific monitor list and
threshold values)

'

.-1

l!:l

<(

Monitor
1(2)-RE-309 CTMNT Purge
Exhaust High Range Gas with
only containment purge in
operation (25,000 cfm)
2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge
Exhaust High Range Gas with
both purge and GS building
ventilation in operation
(38,000 cfm)
2-RE-309 CTMNT Purge
Exhaust High Range Gas with
only GS building ventilation in
operation (13,000 cfm)

Reading

-------

Justification

Global Comment #5 & 14

I Validation# I
None
None

None
Global Comment #8 19112 & 13

V5

II
I

'

6.0E+2
).!Ci/cc

4.0E+2
).!Ci/cc

1.2E+3
).!Ci/cc

RE-317 A8 Exhaust Mid-Range
Gas

1.0E+2
).!Ci/cc

RE-319 AB Exhaust High Range
Gas

1.0E+2
).!Ci/cc

1(2) RE-231 Steam Line 1A(2A)- 1(2)
RE-232 Steam Line 18(28)
1.9E+l
1 Atmospheric Steam
Dump Valve open
).!Ci/cc
7.4E+O
Any Open S/G Safety Valve
---·--·--·---

j

~-tCi/cc
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

-.....
c:

0
~

.....

l!)

<t

I

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

l

PBNP

Change

I

Justification

j Validation # j

(2)

Dose assessment using
actual meteorology
indicates doses greater
than 1,000 mrem TEDE or
5,000 mrem thyroid CDE at
or beyond (site-specific
dose receptor point).

(2} Dose assessment using actual
meteorology indicates doses
greater than 1,000 mrem
TEDE or 5,000 mrem thyroid
CDE at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY.

Difference

Global Comment #3 & 9

None

(3)

Field survey results
indicate EITHER of the
following at or beyond
(site-specific dose receptor
point):
• Closed window dose
rates greater than 1,000
mR/hr expected to
continue for 60 minutes
or longer.
• Analyses of field survey
samples indicate thyroid
CDE greater than 5,000
mrem for one hour of
inhalation.

(3} Field survey results indicate
EITHER ofthe following at or
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY:
• Closed window dose
rates greater than 1,000
mR/hr expected to
continue for 60 minutes
or longer.
• Analyses of field survey
samples indicate thyroid
CDE greater than 5,000
mrem for one hour of
inhalation.

Difference

Global Comment #3 & 9

None

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.

-
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I

-~NEI99-01

~--······--

N
I!)

ct

--~~

~-

ReV. 6

I Change- I

PBNP

Justification

-

-

Recognition Category: AG2
Initiating Condition: Spent fuel
pool level cannot be restored to
at least (site-specific Level 3
description) for 60 minutes or
longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) Spent fuel pool level cannot
be restored to at least (sitespecific Level 3 value) for 60
minutes or longer.

RG2
Spent fuel pool level cannot be
restored to at least 40ft. 8 in. for
60 minutes or longer.

Difference
Difference

Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) Spent fuel pool level cannot
be restored to at least 40 ft. 8
in. for 60 minutes or longer.

Verbatim
Difference

-

Global Comment #5
Global Comment #9

-

-

22

I

None
V7
I

Global Comment #9 & 12

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
-

jyalidation #

None
V7
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I
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I
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:::>
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NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

L----- -PBNP - -- - - - [change I

Recognition Category: CU1
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED
loss of (reactor vessei/RCS [PWR]
or RPV [BWR]) inventory for 15
minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Cold Shutdown, Refueling
UNPLANNED loss of
{1)
reactor coolant results in
(reactor vessei/RCS [PWR]
or RPV [BWR]) level less
than a required lower limit
for 15 minutes or longer.
(2) a. {Reactor vessei/RCS [PWR]
or RPV [BWR]) level cannot
be monitored.
AND
b. UNPLANNED increase in
(site-specific sump and/or
tank) levels.

Justification

_I _y~~id~tion # I

CU1
UNPLANNED loss of reactor
vessei/RCS inventory for 15
minutes or longer

Verbatim
Difference

Global Comment #14
Global Comment #4

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 5,

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

{1) UNPLANNED loss of reactor
coolant results in reactor
vessei/RCS level less than a
required lower limit for 15
minutes or longer

Difference

Global Comment #4 & 12

None

(2) a. Reactor vessei/RCS level
cannot be monitored.

Difference

Global Comment #4

None

Difference

Global Comment #9

V9

6

I
I

AND
b. UNPLANNED increase in
Containment Sump A
levels.

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I_

I

NEt 99-01 Rev. 6
~···-

N

::J

u

Recognition Category: CU2
Initiating Condition: Loss of all
but one AC power source to
emergency buses for 15 minutes
or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Cold Shutdown, Refueling,
Defueled
(1) a. AC power capability to
(site-specific emergency
buses) is reduced to a
single power source for 15
minutes or longer.

AND
b. Any additional single
power source failure will
result in loss of all AC
power to SAFETY SYSTEMS.

PBNP

---·

-

~

~-

---[Change_]_- -

---

Justification

I Validation# I

CU2
Loss of all but one AC power
source to emergency buses for 15
minutes or longer.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Global Comment #14

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 5,
6, Defueled

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) a. AC power capability to
1(2)-A05 and 1(2)- A06 is
reduced to a single power
source for 15 minutes or
longer.

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12

I

AND
b.

Any additional single
power source failure will
result in loss of all AC
power to SAFETY
SYSTEMS.
Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

~ec~i~~l

NEI99-0.1 Rev. 6

I

PBNP

--I Change

----CU3
Recognition Category: CU3
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED UNPLANNED increase in RCS
temperature.
increase in RCS temperature.
Operating Mode Applicability: 5,
Operating Mode Applicability:
6
Cold Shutdown, Refueling
{1) UNPLANNED increase in RCS
UNPLANNED increase in
{1)
temperature to greater than
RCS temperature to
2oo·F
greater than (site-specific
Technical Specification
cold shutdown
temperature limit).

I

{2)
m

:::::l

u

Loss of ALL RCS
temperature and (reactor
vessei/RCS [PWR] or RPV
[BWR]) level indication for
15 minutes or longer.

(2) Loss of ALL RCS temperature
and reactor vessei/RCS level
indication for 15 minutes or
longer

I

--

Justification

----

I Validation#

Verbatim
Verbatim

Global Comment #14

None
None

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12

V1

Difference

Global Comment #4 & 13

None

I

I

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.

-
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I

Section

o::t

::::l

u

I.

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

NEI99-0lRev~6- - - ~- - - - - P-BNP - -

Recognition Category: CU4
Initiating Condition: Loss of Vital
DC power for 15 minutes or
longer.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Cold Shutdown, Refueling
{1)
Indicated voltage is less
than (site-specific bus
voltage value) on required
Vital DC buses for 15
minutes or longer.

-

TChange

J

Justification

[v~id~tion #

CU4
Loss of Vital DC powerfor 15
minutes or longer.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Global Comment #14

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 5,
6
(1) Indicated voltage is less than
115VDC on required Vital DC
buses D-01, D-02, D-03 or D04 for 15 minutes or longer

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12

V11

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
- -
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I

.
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-- [- - - - -

Recognition Category: CUS
Initiating Condition: Loss of all
onsite or offsite communications
capabilities.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Cold Shutdown, Refueling,
Defueled
(1)
Loss of ALL of the following
onsite communication
methods:
(site-specific list of
communications methods)

cus

Lll

::::>

__ . .~ _

Verbatim
Verbatim

Loss of all onsite or offsite
communications capabilities.

_I

Validation#
None
None

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) Loss of ALL of the following
onsite communication
methods:
• Plant Public Address
System
• Security Radio
• Commercial Phone System
• Portable Radios

Difference

Global Comment #9, 12 & 13

None

(2)

Loss of ALL of the following
ORO communications
methods:
(site-specific list of
communications methods)

(2) Loss of ALL of the following
offsite response organization
communications methods:
• Nuclear Accident
Reporting System (NARS)
• Commercial Phone System
• General Telephone Lines
• Manitowoc County
Sheriff's Department
Radio

Difference

Global Comment #9, 12 & 13

None

(3)

(3) Loss of ALL of the following
NRC communications
methods:
• FTS Phone System
• Commercial Phone System
• General Telephone Lines

Difference

Global Comment #9, 12 & 13

None

Loss of ALL of the following
NRC communications
methods:
(site-specific list of
communications methods)

L.....

Justification

Operating Mode Applicability: 5,
6, Defueled

I

u

PBNP- -----[Change I

L----~-~----~

---

-~

-···-·· --···--
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Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
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I

se~ti~~~
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u
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Recognition Category: CAl
Initiating Condition: Loss of
(reactor vessei/RCS [PWR] or RPV
[BWR]) inventory.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Cold Shutdown} Refueling
Loss of (reactor vessei/RCS
{1)
[PWR] or RPV [BWR])
inventory as indicated by
level less than (site-specific
level).
(2) a. (Reactor vessei/RCS [PWR]
or RPV [BWR]) level cannot
be monitored for 15
minutes or longer
AND
b. UNPLANNED increase in
{site-specific sump and/or
tank) levels due to a loss of
(reactor vessel/RCS [PWR]
or RPV [BWR]) inventory.

~ [ -Change]---

PBNP

Justification

___ _ \Validation#

CAl
Loss of reactor vessei/RCS
inventory.

Verbatim
Difference

Global Comment #14
Global Comment #4

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 5 1
6
(1) Loss of reactor vessei/RCS
inventory as indicated by
level less than 16% on Ll447 I Ll-447 A

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

Difference

Global Comment #4 1 9 & 12

Vl2

(2) a. Reactor vessel/RCS level
cannot be monitored for
15 minutes or longer

Difference

Global Comment #4

None

I

I
I

AND

Difference

Global Comment #41 9 & 13

b. UNPLANNED increase in
Containment Sump A
levels due to a loss of
reactor vessei/RCS
inventory.
Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
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NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: CA2
Initiating Condition: Loss of all
offsite and all onsite AC power to
emergency buses for 15 minutes
or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Cold Shutdown, Refueling,
Defueled
(1)
Loss of ALL offsite and ALL
onsite AC Power to (sitespecific emergency buses)
for 15 minutes or longer.

N

<t

u

J~---

- PBNP- -

- - -

J -Change- [ -

Justification

CA2
Loss of all offsite and all onsite
AC power to emergency buses for
15 minutes or longer.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Global Comment #14

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 5,
6, Defueled

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) Loss of ALL offsite and ALL
onsite AC Power to 1(2)-A05
and 1(2)-A06 for 15 minutes
or longer.

Difference

Global Comment #9, 12 & 13

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
-

I Validation#

--~
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I

I
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J

j
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- - - PBNP-

- - - -

Recognition Category: CA3
Initiating Condition: Inability to
maintain the plant in cold
shutdown.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Cold Shutdown, Refueling
UNPLANNED increase in
(1)
RCS temperature to
greater than (site-specific
Technical Specification
cold shutdown
temperature limit) for
greater than the duration
specified in the following
table.

RCS Status

Containment
Closure Status

u

Intact (but not at
reduced inventory
[PWR])

Not applicable

<(

I

Change

-

J

- - -.JUStifiCation

I Validation# I

CA3
Inability to maintain the plant in
cold shutdown.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Global Comment #14

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 5,
6
{1) UNPLANNED increase in RCS
temperature to greater than
2oo•F for greater than the
duration specified in the
following table:

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12

RCS Heat-up Duration Threshc

Table: RCS Heat-up Duration Thre

m

-

RCS Status
Intact (but not at
reduced inventory)
Not intact (or at
reduced inventory)

V1

I

Difference

Containment Closure
Status

Global Comment #9

None

Replaced "RCS heat removal system" with
"RHR" to reflect site-specific nomenclature
familiar to the operators.

Not Applicable
Established

Established

Not intact (or at reduced
inventory [PWR])

Not Established
Not Established

* If RHR is in operation within this time frame
temperature is being reduced, the EAL is not a

* If an RCS heat removal system is in operatic
frame and RCS temperature is being reduce
applicable.

{2)

UNPLANNED RCS pressure
increase greater than (sitespecific pressure reading).
(This EAL does not apply
during water-solid plant
conditions. [PWR])

-

-

-

--

--

{2) UNPLANNED RCS pressure
increase greater than 25 psig.
{This EAL does not apply
during water-solid plant
conditions.)

Difference

Global Comment #4 & 9

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.

--
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I
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u

I
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Recognition Category: CA6
Initiating Condition: Hazardous
event affecting a SAFETY SYSTEM
needed for the current operating
mode.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Cold Shutdown, Refueling
(1) a. The occurrence of ANY of
the following hazardous
events:
• Seismic event
(earthquake)
• Internal or external
flooding event
• High winds or tornado
strike
• FIRE
• EXPLOSION
• (site specific hazards)
• Other events with
similar hazard
characteristics as
determined by the Shift
Manager

AND
b. EITHER of the following:
1. Event damage has
caused indications of
degraded performance
in at least one train of a
SAFETY SYSTEM needed
for the current
operating mode.

I

-f Change

PBNP

I

Justification

I Validation#

CA6
Hazardous event affecting a
SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the
current operating mode.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Global Comment #14

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 5,
6
(1) a. The occurrence of ANY of
the following hazardous
events:
• Seismic event
(earthquake)
• Internal or external
flooding event
• High winds or tornado
strike
• FIRE
• EXPLOSION
• Lake level greater than
or equal to 9.0 ft. (Plant
elevation)
• Other events with
similar hazard
characteristics as
determined by the Shift
Manager

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

Difference

Global Comment #9, 12 & 13

V14

I
I

AND
b. 1.

V15
Event damage has
caused indications of
degraded
performance in one
train of a SAFETY
SYSTEM needed for
the current operating
mode.

AND
32

I

Deviation

Adopted the revised EAL wording provided
in proposed EAL FAQ 2016-02.

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I __ ~~9-01 Rev.

6

OR
1. The event has caused
VISIBLE DAMAGE to a
SAFETY SYSTEM
component or structure
needed for the current
operating mode.

I

PBNP
2.

-·-Tchange

EITHER of the
following:
• Event damage has
caused indications
of degraded
performance to a
second train of the
SAFETY SYSTEM
needed for the
current operating
mode, or
• The event has
resulted in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to the
second train of a
SAFETY SYSTEM
needed for the
current operating
mode.

33

Deviation

I

Justification
Adopted the revised EAL wording provided
in proposed EAL FAQ 2016-02.

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.

I Validation #
VlS

I
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- - [ - - - - - PBNP-

Recognition Category: CS1
Initiating Condition: Loss of
(reactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV
[BWR]) inventory affecting core
decay heat removal capability.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Cold Shutdown, Refueling
(1) a. CONTAINMENT CLOSURE
not established.

.....
VI

u

--[

Change

Justification

~ _ _ _ _I yaH dation # I

CS1
Loss of reactor vessel/RCS
inventory affecting core decay
heat removal capability.

Verbatim
Difference

Global Comment #14
Global Comment #4

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 5,

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12
PBNP design and operation of water level
instrumentation is such that this level value
cannot be accurately determined during
Cold Shutdown or Refueling modes,
therefore this EAL was not included.
Global Comment #4 & 9
PBNP design and operation of water level
instrumentation is such that this level value
cannot be accurately determined during
Cold Shutdown or Refueling modes,
therefore this EAL was not included.

None

6
Not used

AND
b. (Reactor vessel/RCS [PWR]
or RPV [BWR]) level less
than (site-specific level).
(1) a. CONTAINMENT CLOSURE
established.

I

Difference

Not used

AND
b. (Reactor vessel/RCS [PWR]
or RPV [BWR]) level less
than (site-specific level).

34
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None
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Section

I
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-]- - - - -

{3) a. (Reactor vessei/RCS [PWR]
or RPV [BWR]) level cannot
be monitored for 30
minutes or longer.
AND

.,.;

c

0
u

......
11"1
u

b. Core uncovery is indicated
by ANY oft he following:
• (Site-specific radiation
monitor) reading greater
than {site-specific value)
• Erratic source range
monitor indication
[PWR]
• UNPLANNED increase in
(site-specific sump
and/or tank) levels of
sufficient magnitude to
indicate core uncovery
• {Other site-specific
indications)

PBNP- - - -

-[change

{1) a. Reactor vessei/RCS level
cannot be monitored for
30 minutes or longer.

I

Justification

Difference

Global Comment #4

Difference

Global Comment #9 &13

_ [v~liti_ation #
None

AND

b. Core uncovery is indicated
by ANY of the following:
Containment High
Radiation Monitor
(1(2)-RE-126, RE-127,
or RE-128) reading
greater than 100 R/hr
Erratic source range
monitor indication
UNPLANNED increase
in Containment Sump
A levels of sufficient
magnitude to indicate
core uncovery

•

•
•

35

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
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J

-

-Change-

-·-·····---

.-I
C)

u

I

- -JUstification -

---

I Validation#

Recognition Category: CG1

CG1

Verbatim

Global Comment #14

None

Initiating Condition: Loss of
(reactor vessei/RCS [PWR] or RPV
[BWR]) inventory affecting fuel
clad integrity with containment
challenged.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Cold Shutdown, Refueling
(1) a. (Reactor vessei/RCS [PWR]
or RPV [BWR]) level less
than (site-specific level) for
30 minutes or longer.

Loss of reactor vessei/RCS
inventory affecting fuel clad
integrity with containment
challenged.

Difference

Global Comment #4

None

Operating Mode Applicability: 5,
6
b. Not used

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

Difference

Global Comment #4, 9, 12 & 13
PBNP design and operation of water level
instrumentation is such that this level value
cannot be accurately determined during
Cold Shutdown or Refueling modes,
therefore this EAL was not included.

None

(1) a. Reactor vessei/RCS level
cannot be monitored for
30 minutes or longer.

Difference

Global Comment #4

None

AND
b. ANY indication from the
Containment Challenge
Table (see below).
(2) a. (Reactor vessei/RCS [PWR]
or RPV [BWR]) level cannot
be monitored for 30
minutes or longer.
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I
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I

AND
b. Core uncovery is indicated
by ANY of the following:
• (Site-specific radiation
monitor) reading greater
than (site-specific value)
• Erratic source range
monitor indication
[PWR]
• UNPLANNED increase in
(site-specific sump
and/or tank) levels of
sufficient magnitude to
indicate core uncovery

AND

•

c. ANY indication from the
Containment Challenge
Table (see below).

l

Justification

c.

AND
ANY indication from

Difference

Global Comment #8, 9 & 13

Difference

Global Comment #8 & 9

None

Difference

Global Comment #8 & 9

V17

V8 &V16

Containment Challenge
Table C-1

Containment Challenge Table C
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established*

xplosive mixture) exists inside containment
NPLANNED increase in containment pressure

•

UNPLANNED increase in containment pres

6% H2 concentration exists inside containn

~condary containment radiation monitor reading

ite specific value) [BWR]

* If CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is
re-established prior to exceeding
the 30-minute time limit, then
declaration of a General
Emergency is not required.

f Validation #

UNPLANNED increase in
Containment Sump A
level of sufficient
magnitude to indicate
core uncovery

.
.

ONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established*

Change

b. Core uncovery is indicated
by ANY oft he following:
• Containment High
Radiation Monitor (1(2)RE-126, RE-127, or RE128) reading greater
than 100 R/hr
• Erratic source range
monitor indication

AND

Containment Challenge Table

I

PBNP

*If CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is
re-established prior to exceeding
the 30-minute time limit, then
declaration of a General
Emergency is not required.
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Verbatim

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
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Section

I

NEI
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[ Ch~u\ge- ] - - -

PBNP

Justification

I

_I \f~li~ation #
-

'

I

I

.-4

:::::1

:c
I

w

Recognition Category: E-HU1

EU1

Difference

Initiating Condition: Damage to a
loaded cask CONFINEMENT
BOUNDARY.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1)
Damage to a loaded cask
CONFINEMENT
BOUNDARY as indicated by
an on-contact radiation
reading greater than (2
times the site-specific cask
specific technical
specification allowable
radiation level) on the
surface of the spent fuel
cask.

Damage to a loaded cask
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.

Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) Damage to a loaded cask
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY as
indicated by an on-contact
radiation reading greater
than the values shown below
on the surface of the spent
fuel cask.

Verbatim
Difference

PBNP changed Recognition Category to
maintain continuity with previous practice
at PBNP.
Global Comment #14

None

Global Comment #8, 9 & 12

None
V18

I
I

32 PT DSC
Front Surface
1700 mrem/ hr
Door Centerline
400 mrem/ hr
End Shield Wall
12 mrem/ hr
Exterior
VSC-24
Sides
200 mrem/ hr
Top
400 mrem/ hr
Air Inlets
700 mrem/ hr
Air Outlets
200 mrem/ hr

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
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FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER ICS/EALS

The following section is configured in a manner that is different from the
Fission Product Barrier Tables in the PBNP EAL Technical Bases Document.
Where the Technical Bases Document evaluates all three fission product
barriers simultaneously for a specific sub-category, this matrix presents
each fission product barrier individually for all sub-categories. The
significance ofthis presentation is that where the fission product barrier
table in the Technical Bases Document moves vertically through the subcategories, this matrix moves horizontally.
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Fission Product Barrier Emergency Classifications
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i

PBNP

Change

Justification

Validation#

Table 9-F-1: Recognition Category "F" Initiating
Condition Matrix
Site Area
Emergency

Alert

General
Emergency

Loss of any two
barriers and
Loss or
Potential Loss
of the third
barrier.
Op Modes:
Op Modes:
Op Modes:
Power
Power
Power
Operation, Hot
Operation Hot Operation
Hot Standby,
Standby,
Standby,
Startup, Hot
Startup, Hot
Startup, Hot
Shutdown
Shutdown
Shutdown
Table 9-F-2: BWR EAL Fission Product Barrier
Table Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of
Barriers

Any Loss or
any Potential
Loss of either
the Fuel Clad
or RCS barrier.

Loss or
Potential
Loss of any
two barriers.

Difference

Deleted

I

I

Deleted

Difference

Global Comment #4

None

Renumbered and re-labeled due to
deletion ofTables 9-F-1 & 2.
Added
Global Comment #9

None

Table 9-F-1: EAL Fission Product
Barrier Table Thresholds for LOSS or
POTENTIAL LOSS of Barriers

Difference

Basis. Information For PWR EAL Fission Product
Barrier Table 9-F-3 Developer Notes.

Deleted Developer Notes

Difference

Figure 9-F-4: PWR Containment Integrity or
Bypass Example

Figure 9-F-2: Containment Integrity or
Bypass Example

Difference

·-···--

·-·

-·

·-·

-------------------~~~-~--

None

Global Comment #10

Table 9-F-3: PWR EAL Fission Product Barrier
Table Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of
Barriers

-··-·

Deleted per developer note. Mode
applicability carried over onto Table 9F-1 EAL listing.

- - L.~----------

L______
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Transform generic NEt 99-01 guidance
into PBNP specific application.
Renumbered and re-labeled due to
deletion of prior Tables.
Global Comment #9

---···-· ·-····-·······--

·····-

-

None

None

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX
Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Fuel Clad Barrier
I

NE199-01 Rev. 6

Table 9-F-1
Sub-Catego.ry
Critical Safety
Function Status

Loss
Not Used

Potential Loss
Not Used

PBNP
A.

Loss
Conditions requiring
entry into Core
Cooling RED Path
(CSP C.l) are met.

A.

Potential Loss
Conditions requiring
entry into Core
Cooling ORANGE
Path {CSP C.2) are
met.

Change

Justification

Difference

V19 - CSF status
consolidated into a
separate sub-category to
allow operators to quickly
assess barrier status via
CSF status at one time.

OR

B. Conditions requiring
entry into Heat Sink
RED Path {CSP H.l)
are met.

1. RCS orSG
Tube Leakage

Not Applicable

2. Inadequate
Heat Rem.oval

A.

Core exit
thermocouple
readings greater than
{site-specific
temperature value).

A.

RCS/reactor vessel
level less than (sitespecific level).

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Difference

A.

Core exit
thermocouple
readings greater
than {site-specific
temperature value).
OR
Inadequate RCS
heat removal
capability via steam
generators as
indicated by (sitespecific indications).

Sub-category not used

Sub-category not used

Difference

B.

V20 - CSF status used
consistent with
recommendations for
Westinghouse ERG plants.
CSF status used consistent
with recommendations for
Westinghouse ERG plants,
but listed in separate subcategory 1.
CSF status consolidated
into a separate subcategory to allow
operators to quickly assess
barrier status via CSF
status at one time.
CSF status used consistent
with recommendations for
Westinghouse ERG plants.

-····-
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Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Fuel Clad Barrier
I

Sub...category
3. RCS Activity I
Containment
Radia.tion

PBNP

NE199-0l Rev. 6

Table 9-F-1

Loss
A. Containment
radiation monitor
reading greater than
(site-specific value).
OR
B. {Site-specific
indications that
reactor coolant
activity is greater
than 300 iJ.Ci/gm dose
equivalent 1-131).

Potential Loss
Not Applicable

Loss
A.

Containment
radiation monitor
reading greater than
577 R/hr indicated
on ANY of the
following.

•
•
•
B.

Potential Loss
Not Applicable

Change

Justification

Difference

V21- Global Comment #9

1(2)-RE-126
1{2)-RE-127

I

1{2)-RE-128
OR
1(2)-RE-109 greater
than 4,500 mR/hr

V22- Global Comment #9

4. Containment
Integrity or
Bypass
S.Other
Indications

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Verbatim

None

A. (site-specific as
applicable)

A. {site-specific as
applicable)

Sub-category not used

Sub-category not used

Difference

6. Emergency
Director
Judgment

A. ANY condition in the
opinion ofthe
Emergency Director
that indicates Loss of
the Fuel Clad Barrier.

A. ANY condition in the
opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates
Potential Loss ofthe
Fuel Clad Barrier.

A. ANY condition in the
opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates Loss of
the Fuel Clad Barrier.

A. ANY condition in the
opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates
Potential Loss ofthe
Fuel Clad Barrier.

Verbatim

Global Comment #9
No other site-specific
thresholds were identified
for PBNP.
None
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Table9-'f-1
Critical Safety
Function Stat.us

Not Used

Loss

Potential Loss

Loss

Sub-Category

Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of RCS Barrier
PBNP

Not Used

Not Applicable

Change

Justification

Difference

V20 - CSF status
consolidated into a
separate sub-category to
allow operators to quickly
assess barrier status via
CSF status at one time.

Potential Loss
A.

Conditions requiring
entry into Heat Sink
RED Path (CSP H.1)
are met.

OR
B.

1.

RCS or SG
Tube
leakage

A.

An automatic or
manual ECCS (51)
actuation is required
by EITHER of the
following:
1. UNISOLABLE RCS
leakage

A.

Operation of a
standby charging
(makeup) pump is
required by EITHER
of the following:
1. UNISOLABLE
RCSieakage

OR

OR
2.

2.

SG tube RUPTURE.

SG tube
leakage.

OR
B.

A.

An automatic or
manual ECCS (SI)
actuation is required
by EITHER of the
following:
1. UNISOLABLE RCS
leakage

A.

Conditions requiring
entry into RCS
Integrity RED Path
(CSP P.1) are met.

Operation of a
standby charging
(makeup) pump is
required by EITHER
of the following:
1. UNISOLABLE
RCSieakage

OR
2. SG tube
RUPTURE.

RCS cooldown rate
greater than (sitespecific pressurized
thermal shock
criteria/lim its
defined by sitespecific indications).

44

OR
2.

SG tube leakage.

V23 - CSF status used
consistent with
recommendations for
Westinghouse ERG plants.
Difference

Global Comment #9
CSF status consolidated
into a separate subcategory to allow
operators to quickly assess
barrier status via CSF
status at one time.
CSF status used consistent
with recommendations for
Westinghouse ERG plants.

I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX
Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of RCS Barrier
NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

Table 9-F-1

2. Inadequate

Not Applicable

heatRemoval

3. RCS. A.ctivity/

A.

Containment
Radiation

4. Containment

Containment
radiation monitor
reading greater than
(site-specific value).

Not Applicable

A.

Inadequate RCS
heat removal
capability via steam
generators as
indicated by (sitespecific
indications).
Not Applicable

Not Applicable

PBNP

Change

Justification

Sub-category not used

Sub-category not used

Difference

CSF status consolidated
into a separate subcategory to allow
operators to quickly
assess barrier status via
CSF status at one time.

Containment radiation
monitor reading
greater than 11 R/hr on
ANY of the following:
• 1(2)-RE-126
• 1(2)-RE-127
• 1(2)-RE-128

Not Applicable

Difference

V21- Global Comment
#9

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Verbatim

None

Sub-category not used

Sub-category not used

Difference

A. ANY condition in
the opinion of the
Emergency
Director that
indicates Potential
Loss of the RCS
Barrier.

Verbatim

Global Comment #9
No other site-specific
thresholds were
identified for PBNP.
None

I
I

Integrity or
Bypass

s.

Other
Indications

A.

6.

Emergency

A. ANY condition in the
opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates Loss of
the RCS Barrier.

Direct~r

Judgme.nt

(site-specific as
applicable)

A.

(site-specific as
applicable)

A. ANY condition in
the opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates
Potential Loss of
the RCS Barrier.

A.

ANY condition in
the opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates Loss
of the RCS Barrier.

- -
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'
I
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Table 9.-F-2

Sub-Category
Critical Safety
Function Status

Loss

Not Used

PBNP

Potential Loss

Not Used

Loss

Not Applicable

Change

Justification

Difference

V19- Global comment #9
CSF status consolidated
into a separate subcategory to allow
operators to quickly assess
barrier status via CSF
status at one time.

Potential Loss

A.

1.

Conditions
requiring entry
into Core
Cooling RED
Path (CSP C.1)
are met.
AND

2. CSP C.1 not
effective within
15 minutes.
1. RCSo.r SG
Tube Leakage

A.

A leaking or
RUPTURED SG is
FAULTED outside of
containment.

2. Inadequate
heat Removal

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

A.

A leaking or
RUPTURED SG is
FAULTED outside of
containment.

A 1 (Site-specific criteria
for entry into core
cooling restoration
procedure)

Sub-category not used

AND

2 Restoration
procedure not
effective within 15
minutes.

Not Applicable

Sub-category not used

Verbatim

Difference

CSF status used consistent
with recommendations for
Westinghouse ERG plants.
None

CSF status consolidated
into a separate subcategory to allow
operators to quickly assess
barrier status via CSF
status at one time.

-··-···-··--
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX
Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Containment Barrier
NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
PBNP

Table 9-F-2

Sub-Category
3. RCS Activity I
Containment
·Radiation

4. Containment
Integrity or
Bypass

Loss

Not Applicable

A.

Containment isolation
is required AND
EITHER of the
following:

Potential Loss

A.

A.

Containment
radiation monitor
reading greater than
(site-specific value).

Containment
pressure greater
than (site-specific
value)

Loss

Not Applicable

A.

OR

1.

Containment
integrity has been
lost based on
Emergency
Director
judgment.
OR

2.

UNISOLABLE
pathway from the
containment to
the environment
exists.

OR

B.

Indications of RCS
leakage outside of
containment

B.

Containment
isolation is required

OR

2.

UNISOLABLE
pathway from
the containment
to the
environment
exists.

OR

B.

1(2)-RE-126

•

1(2)-RE-128

Indications of RCS
leakage outside of
containment.

B.

Difference

V21- Global Comment #9

Difference

V24- Global Comment #9

1(2)-RE-127

OR

AND

2. Less than one full
train of (site-specific
system or
equipment) is
operating per
design for 15
minutes or longer.

•
•

AND EITHER ofthe

OR

C 1.Containment
pressure greater
than (site-specific
pressure setpoint)

A.

Containment
radiation monitor
reading greater than
18,500 R/hr
indicated on ANY of
the following.

following:
Containment
integrity has
been lost based
on Emergency
Director
judgment.

V17

6% H2 inside
containment.
OR

c.

1. Containment
pressure greater
than 25 psig.

V25

AND

2. Less than one full
train of
depressurization
equipment is
operating per
design for 15
minutes or
longer.

-

47

Justification

Potential Loss

A.

Containment
pressure greater
than 60 psig.

1.

Explosive mixture
exists inside
containment

Change

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX
Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Containment Barrier
NEI99-01 Rev. 6

Table 9-F-2

Sub-Category

PBNP
Loss

Potential Loss

Loss

Change

Justification

Global Comment #9
No other site-specific
thresholds were identified
for PBNP.
None

Potential Loss

S.Other
Indications

A.

(site-specific as
applicable}

A.

(site-specific as
applicable}

Sub-category not used

Sub-category not used

Difference

6.Emergency
Director
Judgment

A.

ANY condition in the

B.

ANY condition in the

c.

D. ANY condition in the
opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates
Potential Loss of the
Containment
Barrier.

Verbatim

opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates Loss of
the Containment
Barrier.
-

-

-

opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates
Potential Loss of the
Containment
Barrier.

ANY condition in the

opinion of the
Emergency Director
that indicates Loss
of the Containment
Barrier.

---------···-
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I

I

NEI 99-0lRev~

6 - - - J - - - - - -P-BNP-

- - - J-alange

I

Justification

I Validation #

Recognition Category: HU1
Initiating Condition: Confirmed
SECURITY CONDITION or threat.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1)
A SECURITY CONDITION
that does not involve a
HOSTILE ACTION as
reported by the (sitespecific security shift
supervision) .

HU1
Confirmed SECURITY CONDITION
or threat.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) A SECURITY CONDITION that
does not involve a HOSTILE
ACTION as reported by the
Security Shift Supervisor.

Verbatim
Verbatim

(2)

Notification of a credible
security threat directed at
the site.

{2) Notification of a credible
security threat directed at
PBNP.

Difference

Global Comment #8 & 9

None

{3)

A validated notification
from the NRC providing
information of an aircraft
threat.

(3) A validated notification from
the NRC providing
information of an aircraft
threat.

Difference

Global Comment #8 & 9

None

Verbatim
Difference

Global Comment #14

Global Comment #9 & 12

None
None
None
None
I
I

..-1

::>

::c

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
-

·-

··-···-··--····-·

-······----

~--~---------
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I
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-

-

c-·-- PBNP-

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

N

::I
:I:

I

NEt 99-01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: HU2
Initiating Condition: Seismic
event greater than OBE levels.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1)
Seismic event greater than
Operating Basis
Earthquake (OBE) as
indicated by:
(site-specific indication that a
seismic event met or exceeded
OBE limits)

-

I

Change I

Justification

Verbatim
Verbatim

HU2
Seismic event greater than OBE
levels.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) Seismic event greater than
Operating Basis Earthquake
(OBE) as indicated by seismic
monitor indication of ground
acceleration greater than:
• 0.06 g horizontal

Verbatim
Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12
Sentence structure altered from list to
accommodate a single indication as defined
by PBNP procedure NP 7.2.29.

0.04 g vertical

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
-

-

····--

-

-····--····-~-------··--
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L

.. ~-

I

None
None

OR

•

I Validation#

- - - L_

--

--

-

-

None
V26

I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I
I

rt'l

:::>

:I:

I

NE199-.01Rev..6

_[ ______ PBNP--:-----J Change

Recognition Category: HU3
Initiating Condition: Hazardous
event.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
A tornado strike within the
(1)
PROTECTED AREA.
(2)
Internal room or area
flooding of a magnitude
sufficient to require
manual or automatic
electrical isolation of a
SAFETY SYSTEM
component needed for the
current operating mode.
Movement of personnel
{3)
within the PROTECTED
AREA is impeded due to an
offsite event involving
hazardous materials (e.g.,
an offsite chemical spill or
toxic gas release).
A hazardous event that
{4)
results in on-site
conditions sufficient to
prohibit the plant staff
from accessing the site via
personal vehicles.
{Site-specific list of natural
{5)
or technological hazard
events)

j

Justification

! Validation# I

HU3
Hazardous event.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All
{1) A tornado strike within the
PROTECTED AREA.
(2) Internal room or area
flooding of a magnitude
sufficient to require manual
or automatic electrical
isolation of a SAFETY SYSTEM
component needed for the
current operating mode.

Verbatim
Verbatim

(3) Movement of personnel
within the PROTECTED AREA
is impeded due to an offsite
event involving hazardous
materials (e.g., an offsite
chemical spill or toxic gas
release).
{4) A hazardous event that
results in on-site conditions
sufficient to prohibit the plant
staff from accessing the site
via personal vehicles.

Verbatim

None

Verbatim

None

{5) Lake level greater than or
equal to +8.0 ft.
{Plant elevation)

Difference

Global Comment #9

V14

{6) Pump bay level less than15.0 ft.

Difference

Global Comment #9
Added as a 6th EAL versus a list in EAL #5 to
maintain consistent format
Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.

V14

52

Global Comment #14

Global Comment #12

Verbatim

None
None
None
None
None

I
I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

I

section

NEI99~0l Rev. 6 - - - [ - - - - Recognition Category: HU4
Initiating Condition: FIRE
potentially degrading the level of
safety of the plant.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) a. A FIRE is NOT extinguished
within 15-minutes of ANY
of the following FIRE
detection indications:
• Report from the field
(i.e., visual observation)
• Receipt of multiple
(more than 1) fire
alarms or indications
• Field verification of a
single fire alarm

'

I

AND

PBNP - - - - - [ Change I

Justification

I Validation#

HU4
FIRE potentially degrading the
level of safety of the plant.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) a. A FIRE is NOT extinguished
within 15-minutes of ANY
of the following FIRE
detection indications:
• Report from the field
(i.e., visual
observation)
• Receipt of multiple
(more than 1) fire
alarms or indications
• Field verification of a
single fire alarm

Verbatim
Difference

Global Comment #12 & 13

None
None

Difference

Global Comment #8, 9, & 13

None

Deviation

PBNP proposes to make EAL HU4.2
applicable to a single fire alarm in
Containment during operation in Modes 3
and 4 only. Note added to IC that a

Global Comment #14

None
None

AND
b. The FIRE is located within
ANY of the following plant
rooms or areas:
(site-specific list of plant rooms
or areas)

o:::t

:::::>

b.

I

The FIRE is located within
ANY Table H-1 plant
rooms or areas:

::c
(2) a. Receipt of a single fire
alarm (i.e., no other
indications of a FIRE).

AND
b. The FIRE is located within
ANY ofthe following plant
rooms or areas:
(site-specific list of plant rooms
or areas)

AND
l .... _

-

--

----

--

(2) a. Receipt of a single fire
alarm with no other
indications of a FIRE.

AND
b.

I

The FIRE is located within
ANY Table H-1 plant rooms
or areas except
Containment in Modes 1
and 2 (see Note above):

AND

---

53

"Containment fire alarm is considered valid
upon receipt of multiple zones (more than
1) on the FACP system (this note is
applicable in Modes 1 and 2 only)."
Global Comment #8, 9 & 13

V35

I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX
Section

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

PBNP

c. The existence of a FIRE is
not verified within 30minutes of alarm receipt.

c.

I

Change

Justification

Validation#

The existence of a FIRE is
not verified within 30minutes of alarm receipt.

{3)

A FIRE within the plant or
ISFSI [for plants with an
ISFSI outside the plant
Protected Area]
PROTECTED AREA not
extinguished within 60minutes of the initial
report, alarm or indication.

(2)

A FIRE within the plant or
ISFSI PROTECTED AREA not
extinguished within 60minutes ofthe initial
report, alarm or indication

Difference

I Global Comment #9

None

{4)

A FIRE within the plant or
ISFSI [for plants with an
ISFSI outside the plant
Protected Area]
PROTECTED AREA that
requires firefighting
support by an offsite fire
response agency to
extinguish.

(3)

A FIRE within the plant or
ISFSI PROTECTED AREA
that requires firefighting
support by an offsite fire
response agency to
extinguish.

Difference

I Global Comment #9

V27

Difference

I Global Comment #8 & 9

Table H-1 Areas
Control Room
Containment

Basis revised to include clarification of
Containment fire alarms, and to include
NFPA-805 in the discussion of Appendix R
basis for the EAL thresholds.

PAB
GOS building
13.8kV Building
Cable Spreading Room
Vital Switchgear Room
AFW Pump Room
G-01/02 Rooms
EDG Building

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.

Service Water Pump Rooms
Fa<;ade 85'
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None

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

.....

::I
:I:

I

-NE:i99=ol ReV: 6
Recognition Category: HU7
Initiating Condition: Other
conditions exist which in the
judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a
(NO) UE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Other conditions exist
(1)
which in the judgment of
the Emergency Director
indicate that events are in
progress or have occurred
which indicate a potential
degradation of the level of
safety oft he plant or
indicate a security threat
to facility protection has
been initiated. No releases
of radioactive material
requiring offsite response
or monitoring are
expected unless further
degradation of safety
systems occurs.

·1

PBNP

J -Change- [ -

HU7
Other conditions exist which in
the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a
(NO) UE.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1)
Other conditions exist
which in the judgment of
the Emergency Director
indicate that events are in
progress or have occurred
which indicate a potential
degradation of the level of
safety of the plant or
indicate a security threat
to facility protection has
been initiated. No releases
of radioactive material
requiring offsite response
or monitoring are
expected unless further
degradation of safety
systems occurs.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Global Comment #14

I

None
None

None
None

Global Comment #12

I

~---
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I Validation#

Justification

---

--

-

··-

. ··---

-

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

.-1

c:t

J:

NEI99..01 Rev. 6

]-------PBNP--- ---[

Recognition Category: HAl
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE
ACTION within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA or airborne
attack threat within 30 minutes.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
A HOSTILE ACTION is
(1)
occurring or has occurred
within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA as
reported by the (sitespecific security shift
supervision).

HAl
HOSTILE ACTION within the
OWNER CONTROLLED AREA or
airborne attack threat within 30
minutes.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1)
A HOSTILE ACTION is
occurring or has occurred
within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA as
reported by the Security
Shift Supervisor.

Verbatim
Verbatim

(2)

Verbatim

j

(2)

A validated notification
from NRC of an aircraft
attack threat within 30
minutes of the site.

A validated notification
from NRC of an aircraft
attack threat within 30
minutes ofthe site.

Change

Verbatim
Difference

j

Justification
Global Comment #14

Global Comment #9 & 12

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
--

56

jvalidation #

I

None
None

None
None

I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I

Ln

I

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

- [ - - - - - PBNP- - - - - - [Change

Recognition Category: HAS
Initiating Condition: Gaseous
release impeding access to
equipment necessary for normal
plant operations, cooldown or
shutdown.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) a. Release of a toxic,
corrosive, asphyxiant or
flammable gas into any of
the following plant rooms
or areas:
(site-specific list of plant rooms
or areas with entry-related mode
applicability identified)

<(

:I:

AND
b. Entry into the room or
area is prohibited or
impeded.

HAS
Gaseous release impeding access
to equipment necessary for
normal plant operations,
cooldown or shutdown.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) a. Release of a toxic,
corrosive, asphyxiant or
flammable gas into any of
the following plant rooms
or areas:

Verbatim
Difference

I

Justification

I Validation#

I

None
None

Global Comment #8, 9 & 12

None
V28

I
I

Area
U1 Rod Drive room
U2 Rod Drive Room
Turbine Building
PAB
U1 Fa~ade
U2 Fa~ade
U1 Containment
U2 Containment
Circ. Water Pump
House
Auxiliary FW Pump
Room

Mode
1
1
1,2, 3,4
ALL
1, 2, 3,4
1,2, 3,4
3,4
3,4
1, 2, 3,4
3,4

AND
a.

Verbatim

None

Entry into the room or
area is prohibited or
impeded.
Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

1.0

c::(
:::r::

I

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: HA6
Initiating Condition: Control
Room evacuation resulting in
transfer of plant control to
alternate locations.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
An event has resulted in
{1)
plant control being
transferred from the
Control Room to (sitespecific remote shutdown
panels and local control
stations).

j

PBNP - - - - - -~-CJ·mnge-[
HA6
Control Room evacuation
resulting in transfer of plant
control to alternate locations.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) An event has resulted in plant
control being transferred
from the Control Room to
AOP local control stations.

Verbatim
Difference

Justification

I Validation# I
None
None

None
None

Global Comment #9 & 12

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
-----
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I

Section

......

<(

:I:

I

NE199-01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: HA7
Initiating Condition: Other
conditions exist which in the
judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of
an Alert.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Other conditions exist
{1)
which, in the judgment of
the Emergency Director,
indicate that events are in
progress or have occurred
which involve an actual or
potential substantial
degradation of the level of
safety of the plant or a
security event that
involves probable life
threatening risk to site
personnel or damage to
site equipment because of
HOSTILE ACTION. Any
releases are expected to
be limited to small
fractions ofthe EPA
Protective Action Guideline
exposure levels.

I

PBNP

[Change

HA7
Other conditions exist which in
the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of
an Alert.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All
{1) Other conditions exist which,
in the judgment of the
Emergency Director, indicate
that events are in progress or
have occurred which involve
an actual or potential
substantial degradation of
the level of safety of the
plant or a security event that
involves probable life
threatening risk to site
personnel or damage to site
equipment because of
HOSTILE ACTION. Any
releases are expected to be
limited to small fractions of
the EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels.

Verbatim
Verbatim

59

I

Justification
Global Comment #14

Global Comment #12

I Validation#

I

None
None

None
None

I

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

.....

(/')

:I:

I

NEI99=01Re~

6-

Recognition Category: HS1
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE
ACTION within the PROTECTED
AREA.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1)
A HOSTILE ACTION is
occurring or has occurred
within the PROTECTED
AREA as reported by the
(site-specific security shift
supervision).

[

!

PBNP

Change -~ - - - - - Justification

HS1
HOSTILE ACTION within the
PROTECTED AREA.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) A HOSTILE ACTION is
occurring or has occurred
within the PROTECTED AREA
as reported by the Security
Shift Supervisor.

Verbatim
Difference

Global Comment #14

Global Comment #9 & 12

I

None
None

None
None

I

I

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
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I Validation#

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

1.0
V'l

:X:

I

NEI99-01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: HS6
Initiating Condition: Inability to
control a key safety function
from outside the Control Room.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Note: The Emergency Director
should declare the Site Area
Emergency promptly upon
determining that {site specific
number of) minutes has been
exceeded, or will likely be
exceeded.
(1) a. An event has resulted in
plant control being
transferred from the
Control Room to (sitespecific remote shutdown
panels and local control
stations).
AND
b. Control of ANY of the
following key safety
functions is not
reestablished within (sitespecific number of
minutes).
• Reactivity control
• Core cooling [PWR] I
RPV water level [BWR]
• RCS heat removal

I

--~ ~PBNP-

- - - -

I -Chcntge-

HS6
Inability to control a key safety
function from outside the Control
Room.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
Note: The Emergency Director
should declare the Site Area
Emergency promptly upon
determining that 30 minutes has
been exceeded, or will likely be
exceeded.

Verbatim
Verbatim

{1) a. An event has resulted in
plant control being
transferred from the
Control Room to AOP local
control stations.

Difference

AND
b. Control of ANY of the
following key safety
functions is not
reestablished within 30
minutes.
• Reactivity Control
• Core Cooling

Difference

•

r-

~~--Justification

I

None
None

Verbatim
Global Comment #9

None
V29

Global Comment #9 & 12

None

I
I

Global Comment #9

RCS Heat Removal

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.

61

I Validation#

None

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I

I

NEI 99-01 Rev.

V)

:I:

- PBNP-m - - - - - [

Change

Recognition Category: HS7
Initiating Condition: Other
conditions exist which in the
judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a
Site Area Emergency.

Recognition Category: HS7
Initiating Condition: Other
conditions exist which in the
judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a
Site Area Emergency.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All

Operating Mode Applicability:
ALL
(1) Other conditions exist which
in the judgment of the
Emergency Director indicate
that events are in progress or
have occurred which involve
actual or likely major failures
of plant functions needed for
protection of the public or
HOSTILE ACTION that results
in intentional damage or
malicious acts, (1) toward site
personnel or equipment that
could lead to the likely failure
of or, (2) that prevent
effective access to equipment
needed for the protection of
the public. Any releases are
not expected to result in
exposure levels which exceed
EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels
beyond the site boundary.

Verbatim

(1)

.....

6- - - [ - -

Other conditions exist
which in the judgment of
the Emergency Director
indicate that events are in
progress or have occurred
which involve actual or
likely major failures of
plant functions needed for
protection ofthe public or
HOSTILE ACTION that
results in intentional
damage or malicious acts,
(1) toward site personnel
or equipment that could
lead to the likely failure of
or, (2) that prevent
effective access to
equipment needed for the
protection of the public.
Any releases are not
expected to result in
exposure levels which
exceed EPA Protective
Action Guideline exposure
levels beyond the site
boundary.

Verbatim

I

I Validation #

Justification
Global Comment #14

None
None

None
Global Comment #12

None

I

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered

~··--
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: HG1
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE
ACTION resulting in loss of
physical control of the facility.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) a. A HOSTILE ACTION is
occurring or has occurred
within the PROTECTED
AREA as reported by the
(site-specific security shift
supervision).

AND
......

l!l
:I:

b. EITHER of the following
has occurred:
1. ANY ofthe following
safety functions cannot
be controlled or
maintained.
• Reactivity control
• Core cooling [PWR] I
RPV water level
[BWR]
• RCS heat removal
OR
2. Damage to spent fuel
has occurred or is
IMMINENT.

J-- - - - PBNP- - - - - I -:-Change [

I Validation#

Justification

HG1
HOSTILE ACTION resulting in loss
of physical control of the facility.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1) a. A HOSTILE ACTION is
occurring or has occurred
within the PROTECTED
AREA as reported by the
Security Shift Supervisor.

Verbatim
Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12

None
None

AND

Difference

Global Comment #9

None

Global Comment #14

I

None
None
I

b. EITHER of the following
has occurred:
1. ANY of the following
safety functions cannot
be controlled or
maintained.
• Reactivity Control
• Core Cooling
• RCS Heat Removal

OR
2. Damage to spent fuel
has occurred or is
IMMINENT.

Verbatim

None

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
------··-····-···-
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I

Section

......
~

::I:

I

NE199-0l Rev. 6

J---- --PBNP - - - - - -~- Chan-ge J- --

Recognition Category: HG7
Initiating Condition: Other
conditions exist which in the
judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a
General Emergency.
Operating Mode Applicability: All
(1)
Other conditions exist
which in the judgment of
the Emergency Director
indicate that events are in
progress or have occurred
which involve actual or
IMMINENT substantial
core degradation or
melting with potential for
loss of containment
integrity or HOSTILE
ACTION that results in an
actual loss of physical
control of the facility.
Releases can be reasonably
expected to exceed EPA
Protective Action Guideline
exposure levels offsite for
more than the immediate
site area.

HG7
Other conditions exist which in
the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a
General Emergency.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Justification

Global Comment #14

!Validation# I
None
None

I

Operating Mode Applicability: All
{1) Other conditions exist which
in the judgment of the
Emergency Director indicate
that events are in progress or
have occurred which involve
actual or IMMINENT
substantial core degradation
or melting with potential for
loss of containment integrity
or HOSTILE ACTION that
results in an actual loss of
physical control of the
facility. Releases can be
reasonably expected to
exceed EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels
offsite for more than the
immediate site area.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Global Comment #12

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered
-

··-

-
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

.-4

::::>

VI

I

NE199~01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: SU1
Initiating Condition: Loss of all
offsite AC power capability to
emergency buses for 15 minutes
or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
{1)
Loss of ALL offsite AC
power capability to (sitespecific emergency buses)
for 15 minutes or longer.

I

PBNP

-[Change

SU1
Loss of all offsite AC power
capability to emergency buses for
15 minutes or longer.

I

Justification

Verbatim
Verbatim

I Validation#

I

None
None
I

I
I

Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
2,3,4

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) Loss of ALL offsite AC power
capability to 1{2)-A05 and
1{2)-A06 for 15 minutes or
longer.

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12

None

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
-····-····-··-
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I

I

N

::>
(,/')

j

NE199-01 Rev. 6----

I------ -PBNP------- [-Change

I

I Validation#

Justification

Recognition Category: SU2

SU3

Verbatim

Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED
loss of Control Room indications
for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
(1) a. An UNPLANNED event
results in the inability to
monitor one or more of
the following parameters
from within the Control
Room for 15 minutes or
longer.

UNPLANNED loss of Control
Room indications for 15 minutes
or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
2,3,4

Verbatim

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

{1) a. An UNPLANNED event
results in the inability to
monitor one or more of
the following parameters
from within the Control
Room for 15 minutes or
longer.

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12

None

Difference

Global Comment #9

None

[BWR parameter
list]
Reactor Power
RPV Water Level
RPV Pressure
Primary
Containment
Pressure
Suppression Pool
Level

Suppression Pool
Temperature

[PWR
parameter list]
Reactor Power
RCS Level
RCS Pressure
In-Core/Core
Exit
Temperature
Levels in at least
(site-specific
number) two
steam
generators
Steam
Generator
Auxiliary or
Emergency
Feed Water
Flow

•
•
•
•

•
•

Global Comment #14, Renumbered to align
with other similar ICs

···-

··- ···-···-······-··-

Reactor Power
RCS I Pressurizer
Level
RCS I Pressurizer
Pressure
Core Exit
Temperature
Level in at least one
steam generator
Steam Generator
Auxiliary Feed Water
Flow

-· -····-···----------

----------------------- -------------
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None
None

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
-

j
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

M

::I

V)

I

NEI 99-01 ~v.-6---- -~Recognition Category: SU3
Initiating Condition: Reactor
coolant activity greater than
Technical Specification allowable
limits.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
(Site-specific radiation
(1)
monitor) reading greater
than (site-specific value).
Sample analysis indicates
(2)
that a reactor coolant
activity value is greater
than an allowable limit
specified in Technical
Specifications.

--- ----PB-NP- --- --

--~

Change

I

Justification

I Validation#

SU4
Reactor coolant activity greater
than Technical Specification
allowable limits.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Renumbered to align with other similar ICs

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
2,3,4

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) Failed Fuel Monitor 1(2)-RE109 reading greater than 750
mR/hr
(2) Coolant sample
activity greater than
50 J.1Ci/gm dose
equivalent 1-131

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12

V30

Difference

Global Comment #9

V31

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
-----

----------------
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

o::t
::::::1

(,/')

I

NEI99-01 Rev. 6

-PBNP- -- -

I

-,-change-,----- Justification

I Validation#

Recognition Category: SU4

sus

Verbatim

Initiating Condition: RCS leakage
for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
RCS unidentified or
(1)
pressure boundary leakage
greater than (site-specific
value) for 15 minutes or
longer.
RCS identified leakage
(2)
greater than (site-specific
value) for 15 minutes or
longer.
Leakage from the RCS to a
(3)
location outside
containment greater than
25 gpm for 15 minutes or
longer.

RCS leakage for 15 minutes or
longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
2,3,4

Verbatim
Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) RCS unidentified or pressure
boundary leakage greater
than 10 gpm for 15 minutes
or longer.

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12

None

(2) RCS identified leakage greater
than 25 gpm for 15 minutes
or longer.

Difference

Global Comment #9

V32

(3) Leakage from the RCS to a
location outside containment,
or Steam Generator tube
leakage, greater than 25 gpm
for 15 minutes or longer.

Difference

Global Comment #9
Added specific language about SG tube
leakage to the EAL at the request of
operators

None

Global Comment #14, Renumbered to align
with other similar ICs

-

·-

·····-····-···-··-
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None
None

I

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
-

I

I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

j

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

J--ctlar\geT

PBNP

j

Recognition Category: SUS

SU6

Verbatim

Initiating Condition: Automatic or
manual (trip [PWR] I scram
[BWR]) fails to shutdown the
reactor.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation
(1) a. An automatic (trip [PWR] I
scram [BWR]) did not
shutdown the reactor.

Automatic or manual trip fails to
shutdown the reactor.

AND

Ln

:::::1
V'l

AND
b. EITHER ofthe following:
1. A subsequent manual
action taken at the
reactor control consoles
is successful in shutting
down the reactor.
OR

2. A subsequent automatic
(trip [PWR] I scram
[BWR]) is successful in
shutting down the
reactor.

j Validation#

None

Difference

Global Comment #14, Renumbered to align
with other similar ICs
Global Comment #4

Operating Mode Applicability: 1

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

{1) a. An automatic trip did not
shutdown the reactor.

Difference

Global Comment #4 & 12

None

I

b. A subsequent manual
action taken at the reactor
control consoles is
successful in shutting
down the reactor.
{2) a. A manual trip ([PWR] I
scram [BWR]) did not
shutdown the reactor.

Justification

AND

Verbatim

b. A subsequent manual
action taken at the reactor
control consoles is
successful in shutting
down the reactor.
{2) a. A manual trip did not
shutdown the reactor.

AND

None

None
I

Difference

Global Comment #4

Verbatim

None

None

b. EITHER ofthe following:
1. A subsequent manual
action taken at the
reactor control consoles
is successful in shutting
down the reactor.
Difference

OR

2. A subsequent automatic
trip is successful in
shutting down the
reactor.

70

I

Global Comment #4
Added Note to basis to define PBNP "at the
reactor control consoles" as meaning the
reactor trip push buttons on the following
panels:
• Unit 1 on panels 1C04 and COl
• Unit 2 on panels 2C04 and C02
Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.

None

r--- ---PBNP- - - - - - J

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: SU6
Initiating Condition: Loss of all
onsite or offsite communications
capabilities.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
Loss of ALL of the following
{1)
Onsite communication
methods:
(site-specific list of
communications methods)

I

\D

::::l

(,/)

-Change-

I

Justification

I Validation#

SU7
Loss of all onsite or offsite
communications capabilities.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Renumbered to align with other similar ICs

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
2, 3,4

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

{1) Loss of ALL of the following
Onsite communication
methods:
• Plant Public Address System
• Security Radio
• Commercial Phone System
• Portable Radios

Difference

Global Comment #9, 12 & 13

None

I
I

(2)

Loss of ALL of the following
ORO communications
methods:
{site-specific list of
communications methods)

(2) Loss of ALL of the following
offsite response organization
communications methods:
• Nuclear Accident Reporting
System (NARS)
• Commercial Phone System
• General Telephone Lines
• Manitowoc County Sherriffs
Department Radio

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 13

None

(3)

(3) Loss of ALL of the following
NRC communications
methods:
• FTS Phone System
• Commercial Phone System
• General Telephone Lines

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 13

None

Loss of ALL of the following
NRC communications
methods:
(site-specific list of
communications methods)

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.

---···---
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I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

[

NEt9g:-o1Rev.

6- -

Recognition Category: SU7
Initiating Condition: Failure to
isolate containment or loss of
containment pressure control.
[PWR]
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
(1} a. Failure of containment to
isolate when required by
an actuation signal.

I

I

AND
.......
:::::1

II)

b. All required penetrations
are not closed within 15
minutes ofthe actuation
signal.
(2} a. Containment pressure
greater than (site-specific
pressure).

AND
b. Less than one full train of
(site-specific system or
equipment) is operating
per design for 15 minutes
or longer.

Justification

I Validation# I

Verbatim
Difference

Renumbered to align with other similar ICs
Global Comment #4

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
2,3,4

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) a. Failure of containment to
isolate when required by
an actuation signal.

Verbatim

Global Comment #12

None

[

l

PBNP

sus
Failure to isolate containment or
loss of containment pressure
control.

AND

Change ] - -- -~

I
I

Verbatim

None

b. All required penetrations
are not closed within 15
minutes of the actuation
signal.
(2} a. Containment pressure
greater than 25 psig.

AND

Difference

Global Comment #9

V25

Difference

Global Comment #9

None

b. Less than one full train of
Containment Cooling
System equipment is
operating per design for 15
minutes or longer.
Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
- - - · · - -
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Secti.on

......

<(

Ill

I

NEI99-01 Rev. 6

I

PBNP

---[change

I

I Validation#

Justification

Recognition Category: SAl

SAl

Verbatim

Initiating Condition: Loss of all
but one AC power source to
emergency buses for 15 minutes
or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
(1) a. AC power capability to
(site-specific emergency
buses) is reduced to a
single power source for 15
minutes or longer.
AND
b. Any additional single
power source failure will
result in a loss of all AC
power to SAFETY SYSTEMS.

Loss of all but one AC power
source to emergency buses for 15
minutes or longer.

Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
2, 3, 4

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) a. AC power capability to
1{2)-A05 AND 1(2)-A06
is reduced to a single
power source for 15
minutes or longer.

Difference

Global Comment #9, 12 & 13

None

b.

None
None

I

Difference

AND

Global Comment #14

Global Comment #13

None

Any additional single
power source failure will
result in a loss of ALL AC
power to SAFETY
SYSTEMS.
Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
-····-····-····-------~------
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX
Section

N

<t

Ill

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

PBNP

I

Cha.nge

Justification

Validation#

Global Comment #141 Renumbered to align
with other similar ICs

None

Recognition Category: SA2

SA3

Verbatim

Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED
loss of Control Room indications
for 15 minutes or longer with a
significant transient in progress.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation/ Startup/ Hot
Standby/ Hot Shutdown
(1) a. An UNPLANNED event
results in the inability to
monitor one or more of
the following parameters
from within the Control
Room for 15 minutes or
longer.

UNPLANNED loss of Control
Room indications for 15 minutes
or longer with a significant
transient in progress.
Operating Mode Applicability: 11
21314

Verbatim

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) a. An UNPLANNED event
results in the inability to
monitor one or more of
the following parameters
from within the Control
Room for 15 minutes or
longer.

Verbatim

Global Comment #12

None

Difference

Global Comment #41 8 & 9

None

[BWR
parameter list]
Reactor Power
RPVWater
Level
RPV Pressure
Primary
Containment
Pressure
Suppression
Pool Level

Suppression
Pool
Temperature

[PWR parameter
list]

•
•

Reactor Power
RCS Level

•

RCS Pressure

•

In-Core/Core Exit
Temperature
Levels in at least
(site-specific
number) steam
generators
Steam Generator
Auxiliary or
Emergency Feed
Water Flow

•
•

Reactor Power
RCS I Pressurizer
Level
RCS I Pressurizer
Pressure
Core Exit
Temperature
Levels in at least one
steam generator
Steam Generator
Auxiliary Feed Water
Flow

74

None

I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DifFERENCES MATRIX

Section

I

--NEt99-oi-Rev. -6-

- - - J ~· - - - - - - PBNP

- - - - --

I

Change

I

Justification

j

I

Validation #

I

AND
b. ANY of the following
transient events in
progress.
• Automatic or manual
run back greater than
25% thermal reactor
power
• Electrical load rejection
greater than 25% full
electrical load
• Reactor scram [BWR] I
trip [PWR]
• ECCS (SI) actuation
• Thermal power
oscillations greater than
10% [BWR]

AND
b. ANY of the following
transient events in
progress.
Automatic or manual
run back greater than
25% thermal reactor
power
Electrical load
rejection greater than
25% full electrical
load
Reactor trip
Sl actuation

Difference

Global Comment #4, 9

None

•

•

..

•

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
-·-
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I

Section

VI

<t

VI

I

NEI99-01 ReV.6-~~ ~IRecognition Category: SAS
Initiating Condition: Automatic or
manual (trip [PWR] I scram
[BWR]} fails to shutdown the
reactor, and subsequent manual
actions taken at the reactor
control consoles are not
successful in shutting down the
reactor.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation
(1) a. An automatic or manual
(trip [PWR] I scram [BWR])
did not shutdown the
reactor.

AND
b. Manual actions taken at
the reactor control
consoles are not successful
in shutting down the
reactor.

-- --

I

PBNP

Change -

r - - - -~--Justification

I Validation#

SA6
Automatic or manual trip fails to
shutdown the reactor, and
subsequent manual actions taken
in the Control room are not
successful in shutting down the
reactor.

Verbatim
Difference

Renumbered to align with other similar ICs
Global Comment #4 & 9

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 1

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) a. An automatic or manual
trip did not shutdown the
reactor.

Difference

Global Comment #4, 9 & 12

None

AND

Verbatim

b.

I
I

None

Manual actions taken at
the reactor control
consoles are not
successful in shutting
down the reactor.
Added Note to basis to define PBNP {/at the
reactor control consoles" as meaning the
reactor trip pushbuttons on the following
panels:
• Unit 1 on panels 1C04 and COl
• Unit 2 on panels 2C04 and C02
Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

j

NEI

99:01RE!v. -6-

- - -~-

Recognition Category: SA9
Initiating Condition: Hazardous
event affecting a SAFETY SYSTEM
needed for the current operating
mode.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
(1) a. The occurrence of ANY of
the following hazardous
events:

I
I

• Seismic event
(earthquake)
• Internal or external
flooding event
• High winds or tornado
strike
• FIRE
• EXPLOSION
• (site-specific hazards)
• Other events with
similar hazard
characteristics as
determined by the Shift
Manager

en

<C
Vl

-···-···-

-····-····-

PBNP

-

1-

Ch-ange -~- -

Justification

I Validation#

SA9
Hazardous event affecting a
SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the
current operating mode.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Global Comment #14

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
2, 3, 4

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) a. The occurrence of ANY of
the following hazardous
events:
Seismic event
(earthquake)
Internal or
external flooding
event
High winds or
tornado strike
FIRE
EXPLOSION
Lake level greater
than or equal to
+9.0 ft. (Plant
elevation)
Pump bay level
less than -19.0 ft.
Other events with
similar hazard
characteristics as
determined by the
Shift Manager or
Emergency
Director

Difference

Global Comment #12 & 13

None

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

77

Difference

Global Comment #8 & 9

V14

j

I

I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX
Section

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

AND

PBNP

I

Change

Justification

Validation #

AND

b. EITHER of the following:
1. Event damage has
caused indications of
degraded performance
in at least one train of a
SAFETY SYSTEM needed
for the current
operating mode.

b.1.

Event damage has
caused indications of
degraded
performance in one
train of a SAFETY
SYSTEM needed for
the current operating
mode.

OR
2. The event has caused
VISIBLE DAMAGE to a
SAFETY SYSTEM
component or structure
needed for the current
operating mode.

2.

EITHER of the
following:
• Event damage has
caused indications
of degraded
performance to a
second train of the
SAFETY SYSTEM
needed for the
current operating
model or
• The event has
resulted in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to the
second train of a
SAFETY SYSTEM
needed for the
current operating
mode.

Deviation

Adopted the revised EAL structure and
wording provided in proposed EAL FAQ
2016-02.

V15

Deviation

Adopted the revised EAL structure and
wording provided in proposed EAL FAQ
2016-02 .

V15

AND

-....
s::::

0
~
Ol
<(
II")

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
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I

Section

.-4
Vl
Vl

I

NEI

99*0iReV. 6 - - -

J-

Recognition Category: SS1
Initiating Condition: Loss of all
offsite and all onsite AC power to
emergency buses for 15 minutes
or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
Loss of ALL offsite and ALL
(1)
onsite AC power to (sitespecific emergency buses)
for 15 minutes or longer.

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

PBNP

Change

J - - - -~

I Validation #

Justification

SS1
Loss of all offsite and all onsite
AC power to emergency buses for
15 minutes or longer.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Global Comment #14

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
2, 3, 4

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) Loss of ALL offsite and ALL
onsite AC power to 1(2)-A05
and 1(2)-A06 for 15 minutes
or longer.

Difference

Global Comment #9, 12 & 13

None

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
-

-
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PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I

NE1 99-01 Rev. 6
Recognition Category: SSS
Initiating Condition: Inability to
shutdown the reactor causing a
challenge to (core cooling [PWR]
I RPV water level [BWR]) or RCS
heat removal.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation
(1) a. An automatic or manual
(trip [PWR] I scram [BWR])
did not shutdown the
reactor.

[---- --

SS6
Inability to shutdown the reactor
causing a challenge to core
cooling or RCS heat removal.

b. All manual actions to
shutdown the reactor have
been unsuccessful.

AND
c. EITHER of the following
conditions exist:
• (Site-specific indication
of an inability to
adequately remove heat
from the core)
• (Site-specific indication
of an inability to
adequately remove heat
from the RCS)

Change
Verbatim
Difference

j

Justification
Renumbered to align with other similar ICs
Global Comment #4

j Validation #

I

None
None
I

I
'

Operating Mode Applicability: 1

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) a. An automatic or manual
trip did not shutdown the
reactor.

Difference

Global Comment #4, 9 & 12

None

AND

AND
U'l
Vl
Vl

PBNP---- --J

b.

Verbatim

None

All manual actions to
shutdown the reactor
have been unsuccessful.

AND

Difference

Global Comment #9

c. EITHER of the following
conditions exist:
• Conditions requiring
entry into Core Cooling
-Red path (CSP-C.1)
are met.
• Conditions requiring
entry into Heat SinkRed path (CSP-H.1) are
met.
Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
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V19 & V20 ·

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

I

NEt99.:01Re\1: -6- - - - [ - - - - - Recognition Category: SS8

co
(,/')
(,/')

Initiating Condition: Loss of all
Vital DC power for 15 minutes or
longer.
Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
Indicated voltage is less
(1)
than (site-specific bus
voltage value) on ALL (sitespecific Vital DC busses) for
15 minutes or longer.

PBNP - -

j Change I

SS2

Verbatim

Justification
Global Comment #14; renumbered to align
with other emergency power source ICs

-

--------

Validation #

I

Verbatim

Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
2,3,4

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

(1) Indicated voltage is less
than 115 VDC on ALL
Vital DC busses D-01, D02, D-03, and D-04 for
15 minutes or longer.

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12

V33

None

---

---------------~--
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I

None

Loss of all Vital DC power for 15
minutes or longer.

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
-

j

I

PBNP DEVIATIONS AND DIFFERENCES MATRIX

I

Section

.-I

l!'

V)

I

NEI99-01 Rev. 6

j

PBNP---- - - J-Change]----

Justification

I Validation# j

Recognition Category: SG1
Initiating Condition: Prolonged
loss of all offsite and all onsite AC
power to emergency buses.

SG1
Prolonged loss of all offsite and
all onsite AC power to emergency
buses.

Verbatim
Verbatim

Global Comment #14

None
None

Operating Mode Applicability:
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
(1) a. Loss of ALL offsite and ALL
onsite AC power to {sitespecific emergency buses).
AND
b. EITHER of the following:
• Restoration of at least
one AC emergency bus
in less than (site-specific
hours) is not likely.
• {Site-specific indication
of an inability to
adequately remove heat
from the core)

Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
2, 3, 4

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

{1) a. Loss of ALL offsite and ALL
onsite AC power to 1{2)"
AOS and 1(2)-A06.
AND
b. EITHER of the following:
• Restoration of at least
one AC emergency bus
in less than 4 hours is
not likely.
• Conditions requiring
entry into Core Cooling
-Red Path (CSP-Cl)
are met.

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 13

None
I
I

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 13

V34

Difference

Global Comment #9

V19

Intent and meaning of the EALs are not
altered.
-
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Recognition Category: SG8
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-PBNP - - - -- - J-Change

SG2

Verbatim

Initiating Condition: Loss of all AC Loss of all AC and Vital DC power
sources for 15 minutes or longer.
and Vital DC power sources for
15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: 1,
Operating Mode Applicability:
2,3,4
Power Operation, Startup, Hot
Standby, Hot Shutdown
{1) a. Loss of ALL offsite and ALL
(1) a. Loss of ALL offsite and ALL
onsite AC power to 1{2)onsite AC power to (siteADS and 1(2)-A06 for 15
specific emergency buses)
minutes or longer.
for 15 minutes or longer.
AND
AND
b. Indicated voltage is less
b. Indicated voltage is less
than 115 VDC on ALL Vital
than (site-specific bus
DC busses D-01, D-02, Dvoltage value) on ALL (site03, and D-04 for 15
specific Vital DC busses) for
minutes or longer.
15 minutes or longer.

j

I Validation# I

Justification
Global Comment #14; renumbered to align
with other emergency power source ICs

None

Verbatim

None

Difference

Global Comment #10

None

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 12

None

Difference

Global Comment #9 & 13

V33

Intent and meaning ofthe EALs are not
altered.
'-
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NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
AC. ...... Aiternating Current
AOP ...... Abnormal Operating
Procedure
APRM ... Average Power Range
Meter
ATWS ... Anticipated Transient
Without Scram
B&W .... Babcock and Wilcox
BIIT...... Boron Injection Initiating
Temperature
BWR .... Boiling Water Reactor
CDE...... Committed Dose
Equivalent
CFR ...... Code of Federal
Regulations
CTMT/CNMT ... Containment
CSF ...... Critical Safety Function
CSFST ... Critical Safety Function
Status Tree
DBA ...... Design Basis Accident
DC. ....... Direct Current
EAL... .... Emergency Action Level
ECCS .... Emergency Core Cooling
System
ECL. ...... Emergency Classification
Level
EOF ...... Emergency Operations
Facility
EOP ...... Emergency Operating
Procedure
EPA ...... Environmental Protection
Agency
EPG ..... Emergency Procedure
Guideline
EPIP ..... Emergency Planning
Implementing Procedure

I

PBNP

----J-CilangeT_____

AC. ...... Aiternating Current
AOP ...... Abnormal Operating
Procedure

Verbatim
Verbatim
Difference

ATWS ... Anticipated Transient
Without Scram

CDE ...... Committed Dose
Equivalent
CFR ...... Code of Federal
Regulations
CNMT... Containment
CSF ...... Critical Safety Function
CSFST ... Critical Safety Function
Status Tree
DC ........ Direct Current
EAL. ...... Emergency Action Level
ECCS .... Emergency Core Cooling
System
ECL.. ..... Emergency Classification
Level
EOF ...... Emergency Operations
Facility
EOP ...... Emergency Operating
Procedure
EPA. ..... Environmental Protection
Agency
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Justification

I Validation# I
N/A
N/A

Not used

Verbatim

N/A
N/A

Difference
Difference

Not used
Not used

N/A
N/A

Difference
Verbatim

Not used

N/A
N/A

Verbatim

N/A

Difference
Verbatim
Verbatim

CTMT not used

N/A
N/A
N/A

Difference
Verbatim
Verbatim
Verbatim

Not used

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Verbatim

N/A

Verbatim

N/A

Verbatim

N/A

Verbatim

N/A

Difference

Not used

N/A

Difference

Not used

N/A
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EPR...... Evolutionary Power
Reactor
EPRI... .. Electric Power Research
Institute
ERG ..... Emergency Response
Guideline
FEMA ... Federal Emergency
Management Agency
FSAR .... Final Safety Analysis
Report
GE ........ General Emergency
HCTL. ... Heat Capacity
Temperature Limit
HPCI.. ... High Pressure Coolant
Injection
HSI.. ...... Human System Interface
IC. ......... Initiating Condition
ID .........Inside Diameter
IPEEE ... Individual Plant
Examination of External Events
(Generic Letter 88-20)
ISFSI.. .. Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation
Keff..... Effective Neutron
Multiplication Factor
LCO ..... Limited Condition of
Operation
LOCA... Loss of Coolant Accident
MCR.... Main Control Room
MSIV ... Main Steam Isolation
Valve
MSL..... Main Stem Line
mR, mRem, mrem, mREM .... milliRoentgen Equivalent Man
MW ..... Megawatt
NEI.. ..... Nuclear Energy Institute
NPP ...... Nuclear Power Plant

I

-PsNP- - - - -

-~-Change- [ - - ---Justification

FEMA... Federal Emergency
Management Agency

I Validation#

Difference

Not used

N/A

Difference

Not used

N/A

Difference

Not used

N/A

Verbatim
Difference

GE ........ General Emergency

IC. ......... Initiating Condition
ID ......... Inside Diameter

I

N/A
Not used

N/A

Verbatim
Difference

Not used

N/A
N/A

Difference

Not used

N/A

Difference
Verbatim
Verbatim
Difference

Not used

N/A
N/A

Not used

N/A
N/A
I

ISFSI....Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation
Keff..... Effective Neutron
Multiplication Factor
LCO ..... Limited Condition of
Operation
LOCA. .. Loss of Coolant Accident

mR, mRem, mrem, mREM .... milliRoentgen Equivalent Man
MW ..... Megawatt
NEt... .... Nuclear Energy Institute
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Verbatim

N/A

Verbatim

N/A

Verbatim

N/A

Verbatim
Verbatim
Difference

N/A
N/A
N/A

Difference
Verbatim
Verbatim
Verbatim
Difference

Not used
Not used

Not used

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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NRC. .... Nuclear Regulatory
Agency
NSSS .... Nuclear Steam Supply
System
NORAD ... North American
Aerospace Defense Command
(NO)UE ... (Notification of) Unusual
Event
NUMARC. ... Nuclear Management
and Resources Council
OBE ..... Operating Basis
Earthquake
OCA ..... Owner Controlled Area
ODCM/ODAM .... Offsite Dose
Calculation (Assessment) Manual
ORO ..... Offsite Response
Organization
PA ......... Protected Area
PACS .... Priority Information and
Control System
PAG ...... Protective Action
Guideline
PICS ..... Process Information and
Control System
PRA/PSA ... Probabilistic Risk
Assessment/Probabilistic Safety
Assessment
PWR .... Pressurized Water Reactor
PS ......... Protection System
PSI G.... Pounds per Square Inch
R.......... Roentgen
RCC. ... Reactor Control Console
RCIC. .. Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling

-

NRC..... Nuclear Regulatory
Agency

r

-Change- -,- - - - ---Justification

Verbatim
Difference

NORAD ... North American
Aerospace Defense Command
(NO)UE ... (Notification of) Unusual
Event
NUMARC. ... Nuclear Management
and Resources Council
OBE ..... Operating Basis
Earthquake
OCA ..... Owner Controlled Area
ODCM ... Offsite Dose Calculation
Manual
ORO ..... Offsite Response
Organization
PA ......... Protected Area

PSIG .... Pounds per Square Inch
R.......... Roentgen

-

Not used

N/A
N/A

Verbatim

N/A

Verbatim

N/A

Verbatim

N/A

Verbatim
Difference

N/A
N/A

I

PBNP uses ODCM

Verbatim
Verbatim
Difference

Difference
PRA/PSA ... Probabilistic Risk
Assessment/Probabilistic Safety
Assessment
PWR .... Pressurized Water Reactor

I

N/A

Not used

N/A
N/A
N/A

Not used

Verbatim

Verbatim
Difference
Verbatim
Verbatim
Difference
Difference

I

N/A

Verbatim

PAG ...... Protective Action
Guideline

I Validation#

N/A
N/A

Not used

Not used
Not used

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
L......-------~--------
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RCS ..... Reactor Coolant System
Rem/ rem 1 REM ... Roentgen
Equivalent Man
RETS .... Radiologica I Effluent
Technical Specifications
RPS ...... Reactor Protection System
RPV ...... Reactor Pressure Vessel
RVLIS ... Reactor Vessel Level
Instrumentation System
RWCU ... Reactor Water Cleanup
SAR ....... Safety Analysis Report
SAS ........ Safety Automation
System
SBO ....... Station Blackout
SCBA ..... Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus
SG .......... Steam Generator
Sl.. ......... Safety Injection
SICS ...... Safety Information
Control System
SPDS ..... Safety Parameter Display
System
SRO ....... Senior Reactor Operator
TEDE .....Total Effective Dose
Equivalent
TOAF .....Top of Active Fuel
TSC.. ......Technical Support
System
WOG ..... Westinghouse Owners
~ ~ _Groll e_ ~ ~ ~

_

---PBNP ~ ~ - - - - ~

-RCS ..... Reactor Coolant System
Rem/ rem/ REM ... Roentgen
Equivalent Man

-··-··-··-·

-···-

-·

-···-

-

r- -

-Change ··-

SCBA ..... Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus
SG ..........Steam Generator
Sl.. .........Safety Injection

~

-

Justification ~ - - - -

Verbatim
Verbatim
Difference

RPS ...... Reactor Protection System
RPV ...... Reactor Pressure Vessel
RVLIS ... Reactor Vessel Level
Instrumentation System

r --

IValidation # I
N/A
N/A

Not used

Verbatim
Verbatim
Verbatim

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Difference
Difference
Difference

Not used
Not used
Not used

N/A
N/A
N/A

Difference
Verbatim

Not used

N/A
N/A

Verbatim
Verbatim
Difference

Not used

I

N/A
N/A
N/A
I

SPDS ..... Safety Parameter Display
System
TEDE .....Total Effective Dose
Equivalent
TOAF .....Top of Active Fuel
TSC. .......Technical Support
System
UFSAR .... Final Safety Analysis
Report
WOG ..... Westinghouse Owners
Group

88

Verbatim
Difference
Verbatim

N/A
Not used

Verbatim
Verbatim
Difference
Verbatim

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Used in Section 3.1

N/A
N/A
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Alert: Events are in progress or have occurred
which involve an actual or potential
substantial degradation of the level of safety
of the plant or a security event that involves
probable life threatening risk to site
personnel or damage to site equipment
because of HOSTILE ACTION. Any releases are
expected to be limited to small fractions of
the EPA PAG exposure levels.
General Emergency: Events are in progress or
have occurred which involve actual or
IMMINENT substantial core degradation or
melting with potential for loss of
containment integrity or HOSTILE ACTION
that results in an actual loss of physical
control of the facility. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA PAG
exposure levels offsite for more than the
immediate site area.
Notification of Unusual Event: Events are in
progress or have occurred which indicate a
potential degradation of the level of safety of
the plant or indicate a security threat to
facility protection has been initiated. No
releases of radioactive material requiring
offsite response or monitoring are expected
unless further degradation of safety systems
occurs.

Alert: Events are in progress or have occurred Verbatim
which involve an actual or potential
substantial degradation of the level of safety
of the plant or a security event that involves
probable life threatening risk to site
personnel or damage to site equipment
because of HOSTILE ACTION. Any releases are
expected to be limited to small fractions of
the EPA PAG exposure levels.
General Emergency: Events are in progress or Verbatim
have occurred which involve actual or
IMMINENT substantial core degradation or
melting with potential for loss of
containment integrity or HOSTILE ACTION
that results in an actual loss of physical
control of the facility. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA PAG
exposure levels offsite for more than the
immediate site area.
Unusual Event: Events are in progress or have Difference
occurred which indicate a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant
or indicate a security threat to facility
protection has been initiated. No releases of
radioactive material requiring offsite
response or monitoring are expected unless
further degradation of safety systems occurs.
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Justification

jvalidation#j
None

I

None

See Global Comment #3

None
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I

Change

Site Area Emergency: Events are in progress
Verbatim
Site Area Emergency: Events are in progress
or
have
occurred
which
involve
actual
or
or have occurred which involve actual or
likely major failures of plant functions needed likely major failures of plant functions needed
for protection of the public or HOSTILE
for protection ofthe public or HOSTILE
ACTION that results in intentional damage or
ACTION that results in intentional damage or
malicious acts; 1) toward site personnel or
malicious acts; 1) toward site personnel or
equipment that could lead to the likely failure equipment that could lead to the likely failure
of or; 2) that prevent effective access to,
of or; 2) that prevent effective access to,
equipment needed for the protection oft he
equipment needed for the protection of the
public. Any releases are not expected to
public. Any releases are not expected to
result in exposure levels which exceed EPA
result in exposure levels which exceed EPA
PAG exposure levels beyond the site
PAG exposure levels beyond the site
boundary.
boundary.
Emergency Action Level (EAL): A preVerbatim
Emergency Action Level (EAL): A predetermined,
site-specific,
observable
determined, site-specific, observable
threshold for an Initiating Condition that,
threshold for an Initiating Condition that,
when met or exceeded, places the plant in a
when met or exceeded, places the plant in a
given emergency classification level.
given emergency classification level.
Emergency Classification Level (ECL): One of a Emergency Classification Level (ECL): One of a Difference
set of names or titles established by the US
set of names or titles established by the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for
grouping off-normal events or conditions
grouping off-normal events or conditions
according to (1) potential or actual effects or
according to (1) potential or actual effects or
consequences, and (2) resulting onsite and
consequences, and (2) resulting onsite and
offsite response actions. The emergency
offsite response actions. The emergency
classification levels, in ascending order of
classification levels, in ascending order of
severity, are:
severity, are:
• Notification of Unusual Event (NOUE)
• Unusual Event (UE)

•
•
•

Alert
Site Area Emergency (SAE)
General Emergency (GE)
-

····-

· · · · - ·····- · · · - · · · - · · · · · - · · - · - · · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•
•
•

Alert
Site Area Emergency (SAE)
General Emergency (GE)

--------------------'
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Justification

I Validation#

I

None

I

I

None

See Global Comment #3

None
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Fission Product Barrier Threshold: A predetermined, site-specific, observable
threshold indicating the loss or potential loss
of a fission product barrier.
Initiating Condition (IC): An event or
condition that aligns with the definition of
one of the four emergency classification
levels by virtue of the potential or actual
effects or consequences.
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY: (Insert a sitespecific definition for this term.) Developer
Note- The barrier(s) between spent fuel and
the environment once the spent fuel is
processed for dry storage.
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CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: (Insert a sitespecific definition for this term.) Developer
Note- The procedurally defined conditions
or actions taken to secure containment
(primary or secondary for BWR) and its
associated structures, systems, and
components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under shutdown conditions.

I

PBNP

Fission Product Barrier Threshold: A predetermined, site-specific, observable
threshold indicating the loss or potential loss
of a fission product barrier.
Initiating Condition (IC): An event or
condition that aligns with the definition of
one of the four emergency classification
levels by virtue of the potential or actual
effects or consequences.
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY: The barrier(s)
between spent fuel and the environment
once the spent fuel is processed for dry
storage. This corresponds to the pressure
boundary for the Dry Shielded Canister (DSC)
in NUHOMS 32PT casks and the Multiassembly Sealed Basket (MSB) for the VSC-24
Storage System.
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: Is the action taken
to secure containment and its assorted
structures, systems and components as a
functional barrier to fission product release
under existing plant conditions.
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is initiated perthe
SEPs or Shift Manager direction if plant
conditions change that could raise the risk of
a fission product release as a result of a loss
of decay heat removal. CONTAINMENT
CLOSURE requires that, upon a loss of decay
heat removal, any open penetration which is
listed on CL 1E, Containment Closure
Checklist, must be closed or capable of being
closed prior to RCS bulk boiling. This checklist
is maintained any time that the RCS is <200°F
and CONTAINMENT operability is not
maintained.
-------
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Change

I

Justification

I Validation #

Verbatim

None

Verbatim

None

Difference

Difference

-

.

Removed developer notes
and added site-specific
language.

None

Removed developer notes
and added existing
definition from present
EALs.

None

I

I

I

I

IC
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EXPLOSION: A rapid/ violent and catastrophic
failure of a piece of equipment due to
combustion/ chemical reaction or
overpressurization. A release of steam (from
high energy lines or components) or an
electrical component failure (caused by short
circuits/ grounding/ arcing/ etc.) should not
automatically be considered an explosion.
Such events may require a post-event
Vl inspection to determine ifthe attributes of an
z explosion are present.
0

~-

-

-

-

-

-PBNP - - . -- -···-[

Change

[

Justification

I Validation# I

EXPLOSION: A rapid 1 violent/ and catastrophic
failure of a piece of equipment due to
combustion/ chemical reaction/ or
overpressurization. A release of steam (from
high energy lines or components) or an
electrical component failure (caused by short
circuits/ grounding/ arcing/ etc.) should not
automatically be considered an explosion.
Such events may require a post-event
inspection to determine if the attributes of an
explosion are present.

Verbatim

FAULTED: The term applied to a steam
generator that has a steam leak on the
secondary side of sufficient size to cause an
uncontrolled drop in steam generator
pressure or the steam generator to become
completely depressurized.

Difference

FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and
light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do
not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
preferred but is NOT required if large
quantities of smoke and heat are observed.
HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage
against the station to ensure that demands
will be met by the station.

Verbatim

None

Verbatim

None

None

I

i=

zu:::

FAULTED: The term applied to a steam
generator that has a steam leak on the
I
a:! secondary side of sufficient size to cause an
X uncontrolled drop in steam generator
zw pressure or the steam generator to become
0... completely depressurized. Developer Note0...
<(
This term is applicable to PWRs only.
FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and
light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do
not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
preferred but is NOT required if large
quantities of smoke and heat are observed.
HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage
against the station to ensure that demands
will be met by the station.
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Removed developer note.

None
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Justification

Validation#

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward a NPP or its
personnel that includes the use of violent
force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES,
and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an
end. This includes attack by air, land, or water
using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles,
or other devices used to deliver destructive
force. Other acts that satisfy the overall
intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION
should not be construed to include acts of
civil disobedience or felonious acts that are
not part of a concerted attack on the NPP.
Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to
address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner
controlled area).

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward a nuclear
power plant or its personnel that includes the
use of violent force to destroy equipment,
take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the
licensee to achieve an end. This includes
attack by air, land, or water using guns,
explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other
devices used to deliver destructive force.
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may
be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be
construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not
part of a concerted attack on the nuclear
power plant. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities (i.e.,
this may include violent acts between
individuals in the owner controlled area).

Difference

HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who
are engaged in a determined assault, overtly
or by stealth and deception, equipped with
suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming,
or causing destruction.
IMMINENT: The trajectory of events or
conditions is such that an EAL will be met
within a relatively short period of time
regardless of mitigation or corrective actions.
INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE
INSTALLATION {ISFSI): A complex that is
designed and constructed for the interim
storage of spent nuclear fuel and other
radioactive materials associated with spent
fuel storage.

HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who
are engaged in a determined assault, overtly
or by stealth and deception, equipped with
suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming,
or causing destruction.
IMMINENT: The trajectory of events or
conditions is such that an EAL will be met
within a relatively short period of time
regardless of mitigation or corrective actions.
INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE
INSTALLATION {ISFSI): A complex that is
designed and constructed for the interim
storage of spent nuclear fuel and other
radioactive materials associated with spent
fuel storage.

Verbatim

None

Verbatim

None

Verbatim

None

94

Spelled out 'NPP' in 2
places

J

I

None

I
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NORMAL LEVELS: As applied to radiological
IC/EALs, the highest reading in the past
twenty-four hours excluding the current peak
value.
OWNER CONTROLLED AREA: (Insert a sitespecific definition for this term.) Developer
Note- This term is typically taken to mean
the site property owned by, or otherwise
under the control of, the licensee. In some
cases, it may be appropriate for a licensee to
define a smaller area with a perimeter closer
to the plant Protected Area perimeter (e.g., a
site with a large OCA where some portions of
the boundary may be a significant distance
from the Protected Area). In these cases,
developers should consider using the
boundary defined by the Restricted or
Secured Owner Controlled Area
(ROCA/SOCA). The area and boundary
selected for scheme use must be consistent
with the description of the same area and
boundary contained in the Security Plan.
PROJECTILE: An object directed toward a NPP
that could cause concern for its continued
operability, reliability, or personnel safety.
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PROTECTED AREA: (Insert a site-specific
definition for this term.) Developer NoteThis term is typically taken to mean the area
under continuous access monitoring and
control, and armed protection as described in
the site Security Plan.
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PBNP

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA: The site
property owned by or otherwise under the
control ofthe licensee.

I

Change

I

Justification

I Validation#

Difference

Term not used in this EAL
scheme

None

Difference

Definition from developer
notes used. Developer
Notes deleted.

None

j

I

PROJECTILE: An object directed toward a
nuclear power plant that could cause concern
for its continued operability, reliability, or
personnel safety.
PROTECTED AREA: The area under
continuous access monitoring and control,
and armed protection as described in the site
Security Plan.

-

-
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Difference

Spelled out 'NPP'

None

Difference

Definition from developer
notes used. Developer
Notes deleted.

None

I
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PBNP

I Change

1··-

Justification

I Validation #

REFUELING PATHWAY: (Insert a site-specific
definition for this term.) Developer NoteThis description should include all the
cavities, tubes, canals and pools through
which irradiated fuel may be moved, but not
including the reactor vessel.

REFUELING PATHWAY: The reactor refueling
cavity, spent fuel pool, and fuel transfer
canal.

Difference

PBNP-specific definition
supplied. Developer
Notes deleted.

None

RUPTURE(D): The condition of a steam
generator in which primary-to-secondary
leakage is of sufficient magnitude to require a
safety injection. Developer Note- This term
is applicable to PWRs only.

RUPTURE(D): The condition of a steam
generator in which primary-to-secondary
leakage is of sufficient magnitude to require a
safety injection.

Difference

Removed developer
notes.

None

SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe
plant operation, cooling down the plant
and/or placing it in the cold shutdown
condition, including the ECCS. These are
typically systems classified as safety-related.
Developer Note- This term may be modified
to include the attributes of "safety-related" in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.2 or other sitespecific terminology, if desired.

SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe
plant operation, cooling down the plant
and/or placing it in the cold shutdown
condition, including the ECCS. These systems
are classified as safety-related.

Difference

Removed developer notes
and clarified last sentence.

None

SECURITY CONDITION: Any Security Event as
listed in the approved security contingency
plan that constitutes a threat/compromise to
site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or
a potential degradation to the level of safety
of the plant. A SECURITY CONDITION does
not involve a HOSTILE ACTION.

SECURITY CONDITION: Any Security Event as
listed in the approved security contingency
plan that constitutes a threat/compromise to
site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or
a potential degradation to the level of safety
ofthe plant. A SECURITY CONDITION does
not involve a HOSTILE ACTION.

Verbatim

SITE BOUNDARY: That line beyond which the
land is neither owned, nor leased, nor
otherwise controlled by the licensee.

Difference
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None

Defined term from ODCM
needed for several EALs
- -

None

-
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I

IC

V'l

z

I

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6

1··

PBNP

-

I

ctlaOge

I

I Validation #

Justification

UNISOLABLE: An open or breached system
line that cannot be isolated, remotely or
locally.

UNISOLABLE: An open or breached system
line that cannot be isolated, remotely or
locally.

Verbatim

None

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an
event that is not 1) the result of an intended
evolution or 2) an expected plant response to
a transient. The cause of the parameter
change or event may be known or unknown.

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an
event that is not 1) the result of an intended
evolution or 2) an expected plant response to
a transient. The cause of the parameter
change or event may be known or unknown.

Verbatim

N/A

VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a component or
structure that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. The visual
impact ofthe damage is sufficient to cause
concern regarding the operability or
reliability ofthe affected component or
structure.

VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a component or
structure that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. The visual
impact ofthe damage is sufficient to cause
concern regarding the operability or
reliability ofthe affected component or
structure. Damage resulting from an
equipment failure and limited to the failed
component (i.e., the failure did not cause
damage to a structure or any other
equipment) is not VISIBLE DAMAGE.

Deviation
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Updated to reflect
wording and guidance of
proposed EAL FAQ 201602. The updated wording
clarifies damage
assessment meriting an
ALERT declaration as used
in ICs using this definition
(CA6 and SA9).
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-JustifiCation

I Not applicable to PBNP

I Validation# I
None
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NEXTERA ENERGY POINT BEACH, LLC
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2

LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST 286

SUPPORTING TECHNICAL INFORMATION

103 pages follow

Supporting Technical Information

Validation Document V1

Definitions
1.1
Table 1. 1-1 (page 1 of 1)
MODES

MODE

TITLE

REACTIVITY
CONDITION
(keff)

%RATED
THERMAL
POWER( a)

AVERAGE
REACTOR COOLANT
TEMPERATURE
(of)

1

Power Operation

c 0.99

>5

NA

2

Startup

2:

0.99

::;:5

NA

3

Hot Standby

< 0.99

NA

4

Hot Shutdown(b}

< 0.99

NA

350 > Tavg > 200

5

Cold Shutdown(b)

< 0.99

NA

s 200

6

Refueling( c)

NA

NA

NA

?:

350

(a)

Excluding decay heat.

(b)

All reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned.

(c)

One or more reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned.

Point Beach

1.1-7

Unit 1 -Amendment No. 201
Unit 2 -Amendment No. 206
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INTERIM STAFF GUIDANCE
EMERGENCY PLANNING FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
licensee to promptly declare the emergency condition as soon as possible following the
identification of the appropriate ECL. As used here, "promptly" means the next available
opportunity unimpeded by activities not related to the emergency declaration, unless
such activities are necessary for protecting health and safety. (See Paragraph 8 of this
section.)
6.

Consistent with the NRC's position that emergency declarations are made promptly, the
final rule states that the 15-minute criterion not be construed as a grace period in which
a licensee may attempt to restore plant conditions to avoid declaring an EAL that has
already been exceeded. This statement does not preclude licensees from acting to
correct or mitigate an off-normal condition, but once an EAL has been recognized as
being exceeded, the emergency declaration shall be made promptly without waiting for
the 15-minute period to elapse. This is particularly the case when the EAL threshold is
exceeded based on occurrence of a condition, rather than the duration of a condition.

7.

For EAL thresholds that specify a duration of the off-normal condition, the NRC expects
that the emergency declaration process run concurrently with the specified threshold
duration. Once the off-normal condition has existed for the duration specified in the
EAL, no further effort on this declaration is necessary-the EAL has been exceeded.
Consider as an example, the EAL "fire which is not extinguished within 15 minutes of
detection." On receipt of a fire alarm, the plant fire brigade is dispatched to the scene to
begin fire suppression efforts.
•

If the fire brigade reports that the fire can be extinguished before the specified
duration, the emergency declaration is placed on hold while firefighting activities
continue. If the fire brigade is successful in extinguishing the fire within the
specified duration from detection, no emergency declaration is warranted based
on that EAL.

•

If the fire is still burning after the specified duration has elapsed, the EAL is
exceeded, no further assessment is necessary, and the emergency declaration
would be made promptly. As used here, "promptly" means at the first available
opportunity (e.g., if the Shift Manager is receiving an update from the fire brigade
at the 15-minute mark, it is expected that the declaration will occur as the next
action after the call ends).

•

If, for example, the fire brigade notifies the shift supervision 5 minutes after
detection that the brigade itself cannot extinguish the fire such that the EAL will
be met imminently and cannot be avoided, the NRC would not consider it a
violation of the licensee's emergency plan to declare the event before the EAL is
met (e.g., the 15-minute duration has elapsed). While a prompt declaration
would be beneficial to public health and safety and is encouraged, it is not
required by regulation.

•

In all of the above, the fire duration is measured from the time the alarm,
indication, or report was first received by the plant operators. Validation or
confirmation establishes that the fire started as early as the time of the
alarm, indication, or report.

NSIR/DPR-ISG-01

-37-

Rev. 0 (November 2011)
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Calculation 2013-0018
Revision2
The monitor readings that correspond to the AUl initiating condition (2X ODCM Alarm Setpoints) under
NEI 99-01 Revision 4 are listed below:
Monitor
I RE-315, Auxiliary Building_Exhaust Low Range Gas
I RE-317, Auxiliary_ Building_ Exhaust Low Range Gas
1(2)RE-307 Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas, with
only containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)
2RE-307, Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with both
purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm).
2RE-305, Containment Purge Exhaust Low-Range Gas with both
purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm).
2RE-307, Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with only
GS building ventilation in operation (13,000 cfm).
2RE-307, Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with only
forced vent of containment (35 cfm).
2RE-309, Containment Purge Exhaust High Range Gas with only
forced vent of containment (35 cfm).
RE-325, Drumming Area Exhaust Low-Range Gas
RE-327,
Drumming Area Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
I

Page 23 of 23

Reading
5.4E-03 )lCi/cc
5.4E-03 )lCi/cc
1.4E-02 11Ci/cc
9.4E-03 11Ci/cc
9.4E-03 )lCi/cc
2.8E-02 )lCi/cc
l.OE+Ol 11Ci/cc
l.OE+Ol J.iCi/cc
8.4E-03 )lCi/cc
8.4E-03 JJ.Ci/cc
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POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT
OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL

ODCM
Revision 19
TOTAL REWRITE

OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL
TABLE 9-1
LIQUID EFFLUENT PATHWAYS
·.

LIQPJ]J
EFJ?L1JEN'f
PATHWAY.
.

c .. ·

MdNITo:R?
1

·.

..

•····

·.·.

Cr\.:LCULATE))
DEFAULT

DISC:tiAR~E

PATIIWAY

SETPO~TI

FLOWRATE

·.•

..

. ..

(GPM) •·

..

{JtCi/cc)

Recirculation Water None

Service Water
Return (normal cool
down per pump)

1(2)RE-229

Steam Generator
Blowdown

&

Waste Water
Effluene

RE-230

Spent Fuel Pool

RE-220*

Waste Distillate &
Condensate Storage
Tanlc Discharge

RE-218* &
RE-223*

Containment Fan
Cooler Return

1(2)RE-216*

1(2)RE-219*
Max Flow Rate

200

1.26E-Ol

1 (2)RE-222
Max Flow Rate (both
filter skids running in
parallel)
Max Flow Rate

700

1.22E-03

700

3.61E-02

Max Flow Rate

100

2.53E-Ol

Max Flow Rate (per
Containment)

4000

6.32E-03

NOTE 1:

Setpoints except for RE-230 are based on lOx the MEC values listed in 10CFR20, Appendix B, Table 2,
Column 2. PBNP TS Section 5.5.4.b allows concentrations of radioactive material released to
unrestricted areas to be lOx the MEC values.

NOTE 2:

RE-230 setpoint explanation can be found in section 9.1, Default Monitor Setpoints.

NOTE 3:

Monitors marl{ed with an asterisk(*) have a calculated default alarm setpoint above the monitors fail
high or saturation level. See section 9.1, High Alarm or Trip Setpoint Guidelines for further explanation.

2 times 1.14E-03 = 2.28E-03
Value rounded to 2.3E-03 for use in EAL RUI.l
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CALCULATION COVER SHEET .
(Page 1 of 1) .

Document Information:
Calculation (Doc) No: 2013-0018
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Title: RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENT INITIATING CONDITION VALUES FOR
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Calculation 2013-0018
Revision2
Results and Conclusions:
The results were calculated using a source term that is consistent with the ODCM and the guidance of
NEI 99-01. The results are applicable for a reactor thermal power operating level of 1800 MWth and are
applicable generally to other thermal power operating levels due to the use of activity fractional data
and not absolute activity values.
The monitor readings that correspond to the AG1 initiating condition value of 1 rem TED E or 5 rem
Thyroid CDE are listed below.
Monitor

I

Reading

1(2)RE-309, Containment Purge Exhaust High Range Gas with only
600 !!Ci/cc
containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)
2RE-309, Containment Purge Exhaust High Range Gas with both
400 !!Ci/cc
purge and GS Building in operation (38,000 cfm)
2RE-309, Containment Purge Exhaust High Range Gas with only
1200 !!Ci/cc
GS Building in operation (13,000 cfm)
RE-317, Auxiliary Building Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
100 !!Ci/cc
RE-319, Auxiliary Building Exhaust High Range Gas
100 !!Ci/cc
RE-327, Drumming Area Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
Off scale high*
1{2) RE-231, Steam line 1A(2A); 1(2)RE-232, Steam line 1(A)2(A)
Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) release
19!-lCi/cc
Main Steam Safety Valve (MSSV) release
7.4!-lCi/cc
*The upper range limit on R-327 is 100 !!Ci/cc, so this instrument would be over-ranged by the nominal
EAL IC of 160 !!Ci/cc. However, this is close enough to the upper range of the instrument that it is
judged appropriate to, in the absence of real-time dose projection capability and no oth er indications, to
make a classification declaration based on a valid off-scale high reading of this instrumen t.

EAL Developer gmdance from 99-01.

It is recognized that the condition described by this IC may result in a radiological effluent
value beyond the operating or display range of the installed effluent monitor. In those cases,
EAL values should be determined with a margin sufficient to ensure that an accurate
monitor reading is available. For example, an EAL monitor reading might be set at 90% to
95% of the highest accurate monitor reading. This ptovision notwithstanding, if the
estimated/calculated monitor reading is gt·eater than approximately 110% of the highest
accurate monitor reading, then developets may choose not to include the monitor as an
indication and identify an alternate EAL threshold.
Since the upper range of RE-327 is 100 J!Ci/cc and this instrument would be severely overranged by the calculated value of 160 f1Ci/cc (160% of range), this monitor will not he
included in this BAL.
Page 19 of 23

Calculation 2013-0018
Revision 2
The monitor readings that correspond to the AS1 initiating condition value of 100 mrem TEDE or 5 rem
Thyroid CDE are listed below for a one hour release duration.

I

Monitor
1(2)RE-307 Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas, with only
containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)
1(2)RE-309 Containment Purge Exhaust High-Range Gas, with only
containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm}
2RE-307, Containment Purge Exhaust Mid Range Gas with both
purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm}.
2RE-309, Containment Purge Exhaust High Range Gas with both
purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm}.
2RE-309, Containment Purge Exhaust High Range Gas with only
GS building ventilation in operation (13,000 cfm).
RE-317, Auxiliary Building Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
RE-319, Auxiliary Building Exhaust High Range Gas
RE-327, DrummingAreaExhaustMid-Range Gas
1(22 RE-231, Steam Line 1A(2A); 1(2)RE-232, Steam Line l(A)2(A)
Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) release
Main Steam Safety Valve (MSSV) release
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Reading_
60 JlCi/cc
60 JlCi/cc
40 JlCi/cc
40 JlCi/cc
120 JlCi/cc

10 J!Ci/cc
10 J!Cilcc
16 11Ci/cc
1.9 !lCi/cc
0.74 11Cilcc

Calculation 2013-00 18
Revision2
The monitor readings that correspond to the AA1 initiating condition (1/100 of AG1) un der NEI 99-01
Revision 6 are listed below. These wi/1 require submittal and approval of a License Amendment
Request to implement.

I

Monitor
1(2)RE-307 Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas, with only
containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)
1(2)RE-309 Containment Purge Exhaust High-Range Gas, with only
containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)
2RE-307, Containment Purge Exhaust Mid Range Gas with both
purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm).
2RE-309, Containment Purge Exhaust High Range Gas with both
purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm}.
2RE-309, Containment Purge Exhaust High Range Gas with only
GS building ventilation in operation (13,000 cfm).
RE-317, Auxiliary Building Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
RE-319, Auxiliaty BuildingExhaust High_ Range Gas
RE-327, Drumming Area Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
1(2) RE-231, Steam Line 1A(2A); 1(2)RE-232, Steam Line
l(A)2(A)
Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) release
Main Steam Safety Valve _(MSSV) release
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Reading
6.0 !J.Ci/cc
6.0 !J.Ci/cc
4.0 !J.Ci/cc
4.0 !J.Cilcc
12)1Ci/cc
1.0 )lCi/cc
1.0 ~:tCi/cc
1.6gCi!cc

0.19 )lCilcc
0.074~:tCilcc

Calculation 2013-0018
Revision2
The monitor readings that correspond to the AA1 initiating condition (200X ODCM Alar m Setpoints)
under NEI 99-01 Revision 4 are listed below:
Monitor
RE-315, Auxiliary Building Exhaust Low Range Gas
RE-317, Auxiliary Building Exhaust Low Range Gas
1(2)RE-307 Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas, with
only containmentpurg_e in <]J_eration (25,000 cfm)
1(2)RE-309 Containment Purge Exhaust High-Range Gas, with
only containment purge in operation (25,000 cfm)
2RE-307, Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with both
purge and GS building ventilation in operation (3 8,000 cfm).
2RE-307, Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with only
GS buildingventilation in operation (13,000 cfm).
2RE-309, Containment Purge Exhaust High Range Gas with only
GS building ventilation in operation (13,000 cfm).
2RE-309, Containment Purge Exhaust High Range Gas with only
forced vent of containment (35 cfm).
RE-327, Drumming Area Exhaust Mid-Range Gas
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Reading
5.4E-01 J.!Ci/cc
5.4E-01 J.!Cilcc
1.4E+OO J.!Ci/cc
1.4E+OO J.!Ci/cc
9.4E-Ol J.!Ci/cc
2.8E+OO J.!Ci/cc
2.8E+OO J.!Cilcc
l.OE+03 J.!Ci/cc
8.4E-Ol J.!Ci/cc

Calculation 2013-0018
Revision2
The monitor readings that correspond to the AU1 initiating condition (2X ODCM AlarmS etpoints) under
NEI 99-01 Revision 4 are listed below:

I

I
I

Monitor
RE-315, Auxiliary Building Exhaust Low Range Gas
RE-317, Auxiliary Building Exhaust Low Range Gas
1(2)RE-307 Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas, with
only containment purge in operation (25,000 c:fm)
2RE-307, Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with both
purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm).
2RE-305, Containment Purge Exhaust Low-Range Gas with both
purge and GS building ventilation in operation (38,000 cfm).
2RE-307, Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with only
GS building ventilation in operation (13,000 cfm).
2RE-307, Containment Purge Exhaust Mid-Range Gas with only
forced vent of containment (35 cfm).
2RE-309, Containment Purge Exhaust High Range Gas with only
forced vent of containment (35 cfm).
RE-325, Drumming Area Exhaust Low-Range Gas
RE-327, DrummingAreaExhaustMid-Range Gas
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Reading
5.4E-03 ~-tCi/cc
5.4E-03 ~-tCi/cc
1.4E-02 f..lCi/cc
9.4E-03 f..lCi/cc
9.4E-03 f..lCi/cc
2.8E-02 f..lCi/cc
l.OE+01 f..lCi/cc
l.OE+01 f..lCi/cc
8.4E-03 !lCi/cc
8.4E-03 !lCi/cc
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Fuel Handling Accident
Monitor Response for
EAL Thresholds

~:It ENERCON
t;.:rdlcnce

1.

tvflY (JW}CCt. [very do}'

CALC. NO.

NEE-363-CALC-002

REV.

0

PAGE NO. 6 of23

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this calculation is to determine the expected dose rates on radiation monitors
RE-126, RE-127, RE-128, and RE-135 during a fuel handling accident (FHA) at Point Beach
Nuclear Plant (PBNP). Monitors RE-126, RE-127, and RE-128 are located in the reactor
containment building (RCB). Monitor RE-135 is inside the Auxiliary (AUX) Building near the
Spent Fuel Pool (SFP). The accident occurs either in the SFP or RCB 408 hours after
shutdown. The results are used as threshold values for Emergency Action Level (EAL) RA2.2 in
the PBNP EAL Technical Basis document, which implements NEI 99-01, Revision 6,
"Development of Emergency Action Levels for Non-Passive Reactors". The containment
building, the auxiliary building, and components within the buildings are modeled simplistically
because only order of magnitude results are needed. As such, the dose rate results should be
considered as reasonably representative of the magnitude of the actual dose rate only. This
calculation is not Nuclear Safety Related as the results of the calculation does not affect the
design basis or Safety Related systems structures or components. This calculation represents
an as built analysis of plant conditions, therefore no acceptance criteria is required.

2.

Summary of Results and Conclusion

The results of this calculation are listed below.
Ta bl e 2 -1 Detec tor Response

Location
RCB
SFP

Monitor
RE-126
RE-127
RE-128
RE-135

Dose Rate (R/h)
5.73
5.57
5.57
3.84

Reading levels at or above the values listed in Table 2-1 will be indicative of a fuel handling
accident. The dose rates reported do not include the background (ambient) radiation readings
associated with the monitor calibration.

For monitors 126, 127, and 128, a normal background level of 1.5 R/hr was added
to the calculated value, and the resulting values were then rounded to whole
numbers as follows for use in EAL RA2.2.
RE-126 = 7 R/hr
RE-127 = 7 R/hr
RE-128 = 7 R/hr
SFP monitor RE-135 does not have an existing background reading of
significance, so the calculated value was rounded as follows for use in EAL RA2.2:
RE-135 =4 R/hr
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Table R-2 Validation

Area
Ul Rod
Drive Room
U2 Rod
Drive Room
Turbine
Building

PAB

Ul Facade

UZ Facade
Ul
Containment

uz
Containment
Circ Water
Pump House
AuxFW
Pump Room

Procedure
OP 3A- U1- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1
OP 3A- U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 2
OP 3A- U1/U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1/2
OP 3A- U1/U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1/2
OP 3A- Ul- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1
OP 3A- U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 2
OP 38- Reactor
Shutdown
OP 38- Reactor
Shutdown
OP 3A- Ul/U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1/2
OP 3A- U1/U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1/2

Who
AuxOp

Aux Op

Aux Op

AuxOp

Aux Op

Aux Op
Aux Op
AuxOp

AuxOp

AuxOp
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Lenkngc Detection Systems
FSAR Section 6.5

6.5

LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

The leak detection systems t'eveal the presence or significant leakage n·om the J'eactor coolant,
residual heat removal, and component cooling systems.
6.5.1

DESIGN BASIS

Monitol'ing Reactor Coolant Leakage

Criterion:

Means shall be provided to detect significant uncontmlled leakage fmm the reactot'
coolant pressure boundary. (GDC 16)

Positive indications In the conti'Ol room of leakage of coolant fl·om the t'eactor coohmt system to
the aontait1ment are provided by equipmentwhich permits continuou$ monitoring ofcon,tainment
air activity and hwnidity, and of nmoff fi·om the ah· recirculation units and containment floor
drains to containment Sump A.. This equipment provides indication of normal backgt'ound which
is Indicative of a basic level of leakage n·om primary systems and components. Any increase in
the observed parameters is an indication of change within the containment, and the equipment
provided is capable of monitol'ing this change. The basic design criterion is the detection of
deviations from normal containment environmental conditions including air particulate activity,
gaseous activity, humidity, condensate and flam· dl'ain runoff and, in addition, in the case of gross
leakage, the liquid inventot·y in the process systems and containment sump. See Section 15.4.3
for additional information regarding leak detection requirements for leak-before~break analyses.
Cl'ite1·ion:

Means shall be provided for monitoring the containment atmosphere and the facility
effluent discharge paths fot· radioactivity released from normal operations, from
anticipated transients, and from accident conditions. An environmental monitoring
program shall be maintained to confirm that radioactivity releases to the environs of
the plant have t10t been excessive. (GDC 17)

The following are monitored for radioactivity concentrations dming not·mal operation, anticipated
transients, and accident conditions; the containment atmosphere, the exhausts ft·om the 54 in.
auxiliat·y and sel'vice building vent, the 46 in. drumming area vent, the 36 in. containment area
vents, the4 in. combined ait· ejectm· exhaust vent, the service water discharge from the
containment fan coolersl the component cooling loop liquid, the liquid phase of the secondary
side of the steam genera tot·, waste disposal system liquid discharge, spent fuel pool heat
exchanger set·vice water retul'Jl, waste distillate discharge, gas stripper building ventilation
exlmust, service water discharge, wastewater effluent, steam line atmospheric release, and the
condenser ail' ejector. GDC 17 is also addressed in
Section 11.4, Radiation Protection. A continuing environmental monitoring program, discussed
in Sectiot12.0, is maintained.
Priticiples of Design
The principles for design of the leakage detection systems ca11 be summadzed as follows:
I.

l11cl'eased leakage could occut· as the result of failw·c of pump seals, valve packing glands,
flange gaskets, or instl'ument connections. The maximum leakage rate calculated for these
types of failures is 50 gpm which would be the anticipated flow rate of water through the
pump seal if the entire seal wer·e wiped out and the area between the shaft and housing were
completely open.

UFSAR2015
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======-----------------·
AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1
3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating
LCO 3.8.1

APPLICABILITY:

The following AC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE:
a.

One circuit between the offsite transmission network and the
associated unit's 4.16 kV Class 1E safeguards buses,
ADS and AD6, utilizlng the associated unit's 345/13.8 kV (XD3)
transformer or the opposite unit's 345/13.8 kV (X03)
transformer with the gas turbine in operation, and the
associated unit's 13.8/4.16 kV (XD4) transformer;

b.

One circuit between the offslte transmission network and the
opposite unit's 4.16 kV Class 1E safeguards buses,
ADS and A06; and

c.

One standby emergency power source capable of supplying
each 4.16 kV/480 V Class 1E safeguards bus.

-

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS
~--·----·-----~------··----------------------·-------~OTE--------------·---···----------------------

LCO 3.0.4.b is not applicable to standby emergency power sources.
--------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
A.

Associated unit
345/13.8 kV (X03)
transformer Inoperable.

A.1

.QR

Gas turbine not In
operation when utilizing
opposite unit's
345113.8 kV (X03)
transformer.

AMU
Point Beach

Verify one circuit
between the offsile
transmission network
and the associated unit's
4.16 kV Class 1E
safeguards buses,
AOS and A06, utilizing
the opposite unit's
345/13.8 kV (X03}
transformer.

COMPLETIONllME
24 hours

(continued)
Unit 1- Amendment No.~~g
Unit 2 -Amendment No.
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4
3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating
LCO 3.8.4

The D-01, D-02, D-03, and D-04 DC electrical power subsystems
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS
CONDITION
A.

REQUIRED ACTION

One DC electrical power
subsystem inoperable.

COMPLETION TIME

-----------------N 0 T E---------------Enter applicable Conditions and
Required Actions of LCO 3.8.9,
"Distribution SystemsOperating," when any DC bus is
de-energized.

------------------------------------------

B.

Required Action and
Associated Completion
Time not met.

A.1

Restore DC electrical
power subsystem to
OPERABLE status.

2 hours

B.1

Be in MODE 3.

6 hours

Be in MODE 5.

36 hours

AND
B.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8.4.1

FREQUENCY

Verify correct battery terminal voltage is within
limits on float charge.

In accordance
with the
Surveillance
Frequency
Control Program
(continued)

Point Beach

3.8.4-1

Unit 1 -Amendment No. 253
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 257
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POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT
SETPOINT DOCUMENT

STPT 25.1
Revision 14

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE (EOP) SETPOINTS
PNBP
STPT

ERG
STPT

F.18

Y.01

F.19

F.20

L.07

DESCRIPTION

PARAMETER
Rx Vessel Level
(shutdown)

Minimum shutdown reactor vessel level for operation ofRHR without air binding the
suction

Rx Vessel Level
(shutdown)

Shutdown reactor vessel level range for indication that level is on scale

Rx Vessel Level

Wide range level corresponding to a void fraction of25% with both RCPs running,
including normal channel accuracy

SETPOINT
Unit2
Unit 1
16%

16%

2010-0027

10%to 90%

10%to 90%

EOPSTPTDoc
F.19

65ft

65ft

2010-0018

2010-0018

SPARE

F.21

CALC
REFERENCE

F.22

L.ll

Rx Vessel Level

Wide Range reactor vessel level corresponding to a void fraction of 0% with both RCPs
running

85ft

85ft

2010-0018

F.23

L.12

Rx Vessel Level

Wide Range reactor vessel level corresponding to a void fraction of 0% with one RCP
running

45ft

45ft

2010-0018

F.24

Y.02

Rx Vessel Level

Shutdown reactor vessel level corresponding to mid-loop elevation in the RCS hot legs,
including allowances for normal channel accuracies.

20%

20%

2010-0027

F.25

Y.03

Rx Vessel Level

Shutdown reactor vessel level corresponding to just onscale in the RCS hot legs,
including allowances for normal channel accuracies.

4%

4%

2010-0027

F.26

Y.04

Rx Vessel Level

Shutdown reactor vessel level corresponding to the top ofthe RCS hot legs, including
allowances for normal channel accuracies.

33%

33%

2010-0027

G.1

M.01

SG Level
(narrow range)

Steam generator narrow range no-load level

64%

64%

2010-0019

G.2

M.02

SG Level
(narrow range)

Steam generator narrow range level indicating U-tubes covered, including normal
channel accuracy and process errors

32%

32%

2010-0019

Page 9 of28
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Hydrology
PSAR Section 2.5

Lake Level
Thl;l riominal waler l(}vcl in Luk" Michigan allhe time ofthe original license submiltal was -2 feet
relative to the Plant Datum. A maximum water level was recorded in 1886 at+ 1. 7 feet and
rninimurn reco1'ded to date occurred in I 964 at -4.8 feet. The site is, on average, about 20 ot· more
teet above plant elevation zei'O and thei'C is no record that it has been flooded by the lake.
The maximum analyzed value for high Jake level is +1.7 feet. Operators wlll take actions to
commence the orderly shutdown of any operating reactor per Abnormal Operating Procedure
diJ·ection prior io reaching the analyzed limit.
Flood Level
The Jicense.basis level for pl'Otection ofcdtical equipment ft·om lake flooding is +9.0 feet
(Reference 25). This is an acceptable and bounding value as each lake flooding source when
evaltiated individually, m· in the combined effects review, pt'Ovides resultant flood levels
conset·vatively below this threshold thereby satisfying the General Design Criteria 2 requirement
to include "an appropriate margin for withstanding forces greater than t·ecorded to t•eflect
uncertainties about the historical data and theit· suitability as a basis fot· desigt1."
The limiting design basis lake flood event is a combination of the maximum lake level, the
maximum wave run-up and a consel'Vative value for the wit1d setup effect Details are provided in
the following section et1titled "Combined Effects." The calculated level teaches +7.25 feet on the
l'ipmp shoreline and +8.42 feet on the vet·tical SlH'faces of the intake stt'llclure (Reference 28). All
critical plant components are thet·efore protected by the strategies outlined in Appendix A. 7
"Plant Flooding,"(Re!erence 30) .

Tides on Lake Michigan ct'eated by the attt·action ofthe moon and sun are illsignificanl. The total
range of oscillation does not exceed 2 inches.

Usit1g the method delineated in "The Prediction of Sm·ges in the South em Basin of Lake
Michigan, Pat'l I, The Dynamical Basis fol' P1·ediction" by G. W. Paltzman (Reference 31 ), the
stot·m surge that could occur at the site will be 4.14 feet due to the passage of a squall line with a
pressure jump of 8 millibars and a simultaneous speed of movement of 65 knots with a shoaling
factot· of3.5. Adding this surge of 4.14 feet to the maximum recorded watet• level in Lake
Michigan of +1.7 feet res~tlts in a maxirnum elevation of 5.84 teet, which is bounded by the
license basis flood level and is considerably lower than the turbine bJJilding. grade floor elevation
of +8.0 feet ol' the pumphouse operating floor elevation of +7 .0 feet.
The value of 4.14 feet was developed using Platzman's contoUI's of amp! itude for pressure. There
are no contours for the lake in the area of the site so a conservative approach was taken using the
reflected surge values for Waukegan at 90° with a speed of movement of 65 knots, giving a
press\n'e l'ise of 0.05 feet. Using 8 millibars or 0.236'\ the maxim~lm surge due to pressure with a
3.5 shoaling factor will, therefi:we, be

UPSAR2015
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Service Water (SW) System
TRM 3.7.7
3. 7. 7 Service Water (SW) System
TLCO 3.7.7

The SW System shall be operated in accordance with the evaluated
conditions and alignments of an analyses demonstrating the ability to
provide required cooling water flow to required equipment.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTIONS
---------------------------------------------------~OTE----------------------------------------------~-----

Performance of an evaluation, within the required Completion Time, that verifies the SW
System is capable of providing required cooling water flow to required equipment is an
acceptable alternative to the stated Required Actions.

CO~DITION

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

A.

SW Intake temperature
> 85°F,

A.1

Declare G-01, G-02,
Containment Fan
Coolers, PAB Battery
Room Vent Coolers,
Component Cooling
Water (CCW) heat
exchangers (HX),
Inoperable.

Immediately

B.

Pump Bay level < -11.5
feet.

B.1

Declare Unit 1 "A",
Unit 2 "A", and Unit 2
"B" accident fan cooler
units inoperable.

Immediately

c.

Pump Bay
.feet

0.1

Declare G01 and G02
inop~rable .~nd all

Immediately

level~

..15

containment fan coolers
inoperable.
(continued)

POINT BEACH TRM

3.7.7-1

November 2015

Determination of SW Pump Minimum Submergence
Calculation P-89-037, Revision 2

Page 8

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The SW pumps will perform adequately with a mi111'mum pumpbay water level at the -19 (/t) elevation and a11 i11dividual pump
jlowrale up to 7800 (gpm). A water level below the -19 (fl) elevation could result in vonexing due to inadequate inlet
submergence. Cavitation should not occur since adequate NPSH will be available down to the -26 (ft) elevation. Since the pump
inlet is located at the -26 (ft) elevation, the pump would become airbound prior to cavitation.
Pumpbuy water level is far superior to pump discharge pressure for indication of the onset of inadequate pump performnnce.
Adequate pump performance is n function of both submergence and flowrate inputs (flowrate is used directly in Equation (7) and
indirectly in Equation (6) to detemune NPSHR). Disc/large pressure alone c.annot serve a.~ an indicator of cavitation because
the fluctuaJing pump bay level is not accounted/or. Since minimum submergence has been determined for a conservatively high
flowrale, pumpbay level should be used in lieu of discharge pressure to directly indicate the onset in inadequate pump
performance.
The following documents and actions have been initiated by this cnlculation.
• Engineering Work Request (EWR)- Since the discharge pressure setpoinl is not based on cavitation prevention, an EWR
will be initiated to evaluate the proper source for the sctpoint.
• Potential Open Item For DBD Program (PBF-161 l)- Service Water Design Basis Document
• Procedure Feedbnek Request (PBF-0026p)- OI-70, Rev. 31, Sec. 3.13 will be revised to reflect the independence of
cavitation prevention from discharge pressure selpoint.
• Training Department Notification- Training Reference Handbook (TRHB) 11.8, Rev.7, See. 5.2.3 should be revised to
reflect the independence of cavitation prevention from discharge pressure.
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Emergency Preparedness Program Frequently Asked Question (EPFAQ)
EPFAQ Number:
Originator:
Organization:
Relevant Guidance:

2016-002
David Young
NEI
NEI 99-01, Methodology for Development of Emergency Action Levels,
Revisions 4 and 5; and NEI 99-01, Development of Emergency Action
Levels for Non-Passive Reactors, Revision 6.
NUMARC/NESP-007, Methodology for Development of Emergency
Action Levels.

Applicable Section(s):

Initiating Condition (I C) HA2 in NEI 99-01, Revisions 4 and 5, and
NUMARC/NESP-007, "FIRE or EXPLOSION Affecting the Operability of
Plant Safety Systems Required to Establish or Maintain Safe Shutdown"
ICs CA6 and SA9 in NEI 99-01, Revision 6: "Hazardous event affecting a
SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode"
Definition of VISIBLE DAMAGE in NEI 99-01, Revisions 4, 5 and 6, and
NUMARC/NESP-007

Status:

Available for Public Comment

NOTE:
Based on industry comments provided by letter dated February 16, 2017 (ADAMS Accession
No. ML 17079A228), and subsequent staff discussions, a proposed revision to these ICs was
proposed in the public meeting held on Apri/4, 2017, and was attached to the public meeting
notice (ADAMS Accession No. ML 17089A458). Based on comments provided by the industry
during the Apri/4, 2017 public meeting, the staff revised the proposed revisions to these /Cs.

QUESTION OR COMMENT:
A review of industry Operating Experience has identified a need to clarify an aspect of the
definition of VISIBLE DAMAGE as it relates to the ICs cited above; adding this clarity is
necessary to minimize the potential for an over-classification of an equipment failure. There
may be cases where VISIBLE DAMAGE is the result of an equipment failure and limited to the
failed component (i.e., the failure did not cause damage to any other component or a structure).
The current definition of VISIBLE DAMAGE does not adequately differentiate between damage
resulting from, and affecting only, the failed piece of equipment vs. an equipment failure
causing damage to another component or a structure (e.g., by a failure-induced fire or
explosion). Can the definition of VISIBLE DAMAGE be clarified to help avoid an inappropriate
emergency declaration in cases where an equipment failure does not result in damage to
another component or a structure (i.e., VISIBLE DAMAGE affects only the failed component)?
A related question is also posed - Consistent with the approach used in other ICs, should a
note be added to preclude an emergency declaration if the safety system affected by a hazard
was not functional before the event occurred (e.g., tagged out for maintenance)?

PROPOSED SOLUTION:
Yes; the sentence below may be added to the definition of VISIBLE DAMAGE [as defined in
NEI 99-01, Revisions 4, 5, and 6].
Damage resulting from an equipment failure and limited to the failed component (i.e., the failure
did not cause damage to a structure or any other equipment) is not VISIBLE DAMAGE.
From a plant safety and change-in-risk perspective, the consequences from the failure of a
piece of equipment, accompanied by a hazard (e.g., a fire or explosion) that does not damage
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any other equipment or a structure, are essentially the same as the equipment failing with no
attendant hazard. Neither event would appear to meet the definition of an Alert because the
outcome does not involve an actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of
the plant (e.g., there has been no significant reduction in the margin to a loss or potential loss
of a fission product barrier). Nuclear power plants are designed with redundant safety system
trains that are required to be separated (i.e., installed in separate plant areas or have
separation within an individual area).
Absent any collateral damage to another component or a structure, a hazard associated with an
equipment failure does not affect the ability to protect public health and safety, and there is no
additional response benefit to be gained by declaring an emergency. The normal plant
organization has sufficient resources and adequate guidance to respond to an equipment
failure- guidance includes operating procedures and Technical Specifications; the fire
protection [program], industrial safety and corrective action programs; and work management
and maintenance requirements.
Concerning the second question, an emergency declaration would not be appropriate in
response to a hazard affecting a piece of equipment or system that was non-functional prior to
the event (e.g., tagged out for maintenance). For this reason and consistent with the approach
used in other ICs, the following note may be added to IC HA2 (NEI 99-01 R4 and R5), or ICs
CA6 and SA9 (NEI 99-01 R6).
Note: If the affected safety system (or component) was already non-functional before the event
occurred, then no emergency classification is warranted.
Consistent with the guidance in Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2003-18, Supplement 2, Use
of Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99-01, "Methodology for Development of Emergency Action
Levels," Revision 4, dated January 2003, it is reasonable to conclude that the changes
proposed above would be considered as a "deviation."

NRC RESPONSE:
The proposed guidance is intended to ensure that an Alert should be declared only when actual
or potential performance issues with SAFETY SYSTEMS have occurred as a result of a
hazardous event. The occurrence of a hazardous event will result in a Notification of Unusual
Event (NOUE) classification at a minimum. In order to warrant escalation to the Alert
classification, the hazardous event should cause indications of degraded performance to one
train of a SAFETY SYSTEM with either indications of degraded performance on the second
SAFETY SYSTEM train or VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second SAFETY SYSTEM train, such that
the operability or reliability of the second train is a concern. In addition, escalation to the Alert
classification should not occur if the damage from the hazardous event is limited to a SAFETY
SYSTEM that was inoperable, or out of service, prior to the event occurring. As such, the
proposed guidance will reduce the potential of declaring an Alert when events are in progress
that do not involve an actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the
plant, i.e., does not cause significant concern with shutting down or cooling down the plant.
IC HA2 (NEI 99-01 R4 and R5; NUMARC/NESP-007), or ICs CA6 and SA9 (NEI 99-01 R6), do
not directly escalate to a Site Area Emergency or a General Emergency due to a hazardous
event. The Fission Product Barrier and/or Abnormal Radiation Levels/Radiological Effluent
recognition categories would provide an escalation path to a Site Area Emergency or a General
Emergency.
The proposed addition of the following notes, applicable to ICs HA2 (NEJ 99-01 R4 and R5;
NUMARC/NESP-007), or ICs CA6 and SA9 (NEI 99-01 R6}, provide further clarification as to
how these Alert emergency classifications are considered. The revisions to these EALs,
including the addition of the notes, are consistent with the current NRC-endorsed Alert
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classification language.
1. Adding the following note to the applicable EALs, per this EPFAQ, is acceptable
as it meets the intent of the EALs, is consistent with other EALs (e.g., EAL HAS
from NEI 99-01, Revision 6; this revision was endorsed by the NRC in a letter
dated March 28, 2013, available at ADAMS Accession No. ML 12346A463), and
ensures that declared emergencies are based upon unplanned events with the
potential to pose a radiological risk to the public.
If the affected safety system train (or component) was already inoperable
or out of setVice before the event occurred, then this emergency
classification is not warranted as long as the damage is limited to the
affected safety system train (or component).
2. Adding the following note to help explain the EAL is reasonable to succinctly
capture the more detailed information from the Basis section related to when
conditions would require the declaration of an Alert.
If the event results in VISIBLE DAMAGE, with no indications of degraded
performance to any SAFETY SYSTEM train, then this emergency
declaration is not warranted.
Revising the EALs and the Basis sections to ensure potential escalations from a NOUE to an
Alert, due to a hazardous event, is appropriate as the concern with these EALs is: (1) a
hazardous event has occurred, (2) one SAFETY SYSTEM train is having performance issues
as a result of the hazardous event, and (3) either the second SAFETY SYSTEM train is having
performance issues or the VISIBLE DAMAGE is enough to be concerned that the second
SAFETY SYSTEM train may have operability or reliability issues.
Revising the definition for VISIBLE DAMAGE is appropriate as this definition is only used for
these EALs and the revised EALs are based upon SAFETY SYSTEM trains rather than
individual components or structures.
All of the changes discussed above are addressed in the attached markups to NEI 99-01,
Revision 6. Licensees that use NESP-007, NEI 99-01 Revision 4, or NEI 99-01 Revision 5 EAL
schemes can adopt this language in the relevant format the staff approved for their use.
Consistent with the guidance in Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2003-18, Supplement 2, Use
of Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99-01, "Methodology for Development of Emergency Action
Levels," Revision 4, dated January 2003, it is reasonable to conclude that the changes
proposed (discussed above and as attached) would be considered as a "deviation."

RECOMMENDED FUTURE ACTION(S):

0
0

INFORMATION ONLY, MAINTAIN EPFAQ
UPDATE GUIDANCE DURING NEXT REVISION
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CA6
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Hazardous event affecting SAFETY SYSTEMS needed for the current
operating mode.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Refueling
Example Emergency Action Levels:
Notes:
• If the affected SAFETY SYSTEM train was already inoperable or out of service before
the hazardous event occurred, then this emergency classification is not warranted.

•

(1)

If the hazardous event only resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE, with no indications of
degraded performance to at least one train of a SAFETY SYSTEM, then this
emergency classification is not warranted.
a.

The occurrence of ANY of the following hazardous events:
• Seismic event (earthquake)
• Internal or external flooding event
• High winds or tornado strike
• FIRE
• EXPLOSION
• (site-specific hazards)
• Other events with similar hazard characteristics as determined by the
Shift Manager
AND

b.

1.

Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance on one
train of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode.
AND

2.

EITHER of the following:
• Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance to a
second train of the SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating
mode, or
• Event damage has resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second train of
a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode.

Basis:
This IC addresses a hazardous event that causes damage to SAFETY SYSTEMS needed for the
current operating mode. In order to provide the appropriate context for consideration of an
ALERT classification, the hazardous event must have caused indications of degraded SAFETY
SYSTEM performance in one train, and there must be either indications of performance issues
with the second SAFETY SYSTEM train or VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second train such that the
potential exists for this second SAFETY SYSTEM train to have performance issues. In other
words, in order for this EAL to be classified, the hazardous event must occur, at least one
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded performance, and the second
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded performance or VISIBLE DAMAGE
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such that the potential exists for performance issues. Note that this second SAFETY SYSTEM
train is from the same SAFETY SYSTEM that has indications of degraded performance for criteria
1.b.1 of this EAL; commercial nuclear power plants are designed to be able to support single
system issues without compromising public health and safety from radiological events.
Indications of degraded performance addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is in
service/operation since indications for it will be readily available. The indications of degraded
performance should be significant enough to cause concern regarding the operability or
reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
VISIBLE DAMAGE addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is not in
service/operation and that potentially could cause performance issues. Operators will make
this determination based on the totality of available event and damage report information. This
is intended to be a brief assessment not requiring lengthy analysis or quantification of the
damage. This VISIBLE DAMAGE should be significant enough to cause concern regarding
the operability or reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via IC AS1.
Developer Notes:
For (site-specific hazards), developers should consider including other significant, site-specific
hazards to the bulleted list contained in EAL 1.a (e.g., a seiche).
Nuclear power plant SAFETY SYSTEMS are comprised of two or more separate and
redundant trains of equipment in accordance with site-specific design criteria.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.2.8
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SA9
ECL: Alert
Initiating Condition: Hazardous event affecting SAFETY SYSTEMS needed for the current
operating mode.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown
Example Emergency Action Levels:
Notes:
• If the affected SAFETY SYSTEM train was already inoperable or out of service before
the hazardous event occurred, then this emergency classification is not warranted.
•

(1)

If the hazardous event only resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE, with no indications of
degraded performance to at least one train of a SAFETY SYSTEM, then this
emergency classification is not warranted.
a.

The occurrence of ANY of the following hazardous events:
• Seismic event (earthquake)
• Internal or external flooding event
• High winds or tornado strike
• FIRE
• EXPLOSION
• (site~specific hazards)
• Other events with similar hazard characteristics as determined by the
Shift Manager
AND

b.

1.

Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance on one
train of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode.
AND

2.

EITHER of the following:
• Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance to a
second train of the SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating
mode, or
• Event damage has resulted in VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second train of
a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode.

Basis:
This IC addresses a hazardous event that causes damage to SAFETY SYSTEMS needed for the
current operating mode. In order to provide the appropriate context for consideration of an
ALERT classification, the hazardous event must have caused indications of degraded SAFETY
SYSTEM performance in one train, and there must be either indications of performance issues
with the second SAFETY SYSTEM train or VISIBLE DAMAGE to the second train such that the
potential exists for this second SAFETY SYSTEM train to have performance issues. In other
words, in order for this EAL to be classified, the hazardous event must occur, at least one
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded performance, and the second
SAFETY SYSTEM train must have indications of degraded performance or VISIBLE DAMAGE
6

Emergency Preparedness Program Frequently Asked Question (EPFAQ)
such that the potential exists for performance issues. Note that this second SAFETY SYSTEM
train is from the same SAFETY SYSTEM that has indications of degraded performance for criteria
1.b.1 of this EAL; commercial nuclear power plants are designed to be able to support single
system issues without compromising public health and safety from radiological events.
Indications of degraded performance addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is in
service/operation since indications for it will be readily available. The indications of degraded
performance should be significant enough to cause concern regarding the operability or
reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
VISIBLE DAMAGE addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is not in
service/operation and that potentially could cause performance issues. Operators will make
this determination based on the totality of available event and damage report information. This
is intended to be a brief assessment not requiring lengthy analysis or quantification of the
damage. This VISIBLE DAMAGE should be significant enough to cause concern regarding the
operability or reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.
Escalation of the emergency classification level would be via ICs FS1 or AS1.
Developer Notes:
For (site-specific hazards), developers should consider including other significant, site-specific
hazards to the bulleted list contained in EAL 1.a (e.g., a seiche).
Nuclear power plant SAFETY SYSTEMS are comprised of two or more separate and
redundant trains of equipment in accordance with site-specific design criteria.
ECL Assignment Attributes: 3.1.2.B

7

Emergency Preparedness Program Frequently Asked Question (EPFAQ)
VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. The visual impact of the damage is sufficient to cause
concern regarding the operability or reliability of the affected SAFETY SYSTEM train.

8
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1.

Dose Rate Evaluation of
CALC NO. NEE-363-CALC-001
Reactor Vessel Water Levels
During Refueling for EAL
REV.
0
Thresholds

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of this calculation is to evaluate dose rates as a function of water height in the reactor
vessel during cold shutdown or refueling operations in order to set Emergency Action Level (EAL)
thresholds for core uncovery (RA2, CS1, CG1 ). The dose rates are calculated at the locations of
the containment monitors RE-126, RE-127 and RE-128 so that dose rate measurements by these
devices can be correlated to the water level in the core, upon failure of other water level detection
systems. This calculation will determine the dose rate at full core uncovery, as well as maximum
water levels with a detectable dose rate response applicable to both Unit 1 and Unit 2. This
calculation is not Nuclear Safety Related as the results of the calculation do not affect the design
basis or Safety Related systems structures or components. These results are best estimates
based on as-built conditions and provide information to operators with respect to classifying an
emergency, therefore no acceptance criteria is required.

2.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The dose rate results for the configuration without the reactor vessel head and with the reactor
vessel head are provided in Section 7.8.1 and Section 7.8.2, respectively. The minimum dose
rates with the core uncovered (i.e. water at the top of the active fuel) are shown in the table below.
The dose rates reported below do not include the ambient readings associated with the monitor
calibration (generally 1 to 2 R/h).

Table 2-1 Dose Rate at Top of Active Fuel
Model Description

Dose Rate (R/h)

Head Off

1.09E+02

Head On

2.94E-02 1

Detailed results of the dose rate as a function of water height are provided in Table 7-3 for cases
with the head removed.

Calculated value for RX head in place is below usable scale for the available
radiation monitors and is therefore not used.
Calculated value for RX head in place (109 R/hr) was rounded to 100 R/hr for
ease of use in the EALs as an approximate indication of the underlying plant
condition being assessed.

1

For the case with the head in place, the dose rate is below the detectable range of the radiation
monitors of 1 R/h.
Page 6 of 37
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Page 38 of 52

EOP STEP: 23

ERG STEP: 22

STEP:

Check Containment Hydrogen Concentration:
PURPOSE:
To check if an excessive containment hydrogen concentration is present.
BASIS:
This step instructs the operator to obtain a current hydrogen
concentration measurement. Depending upon the magnitude of the hydrogen
concentration, the operator will either continue with this procedure or
notify the TSC to determine additional recovery actions concerning Post
Accident Containment Hydrogen Reduction before continuing with the
procedure.
When inadequate core cooling has occurred, the containment hydrogen
concentration may be as much as 10 to 12 volume percent, depending on
the amount of metal-water reaction (to produce hydrogen) that has
occurred in the core. The hydrogen concentration is of concern since a
flammable mixture can burn, if an ignition source is available 1 and
cause a sudden rise in containment pressure which may challenge
containment integrity. The operator is instructed to obtain a current
containment hydrogen concentration measurement at this paint in order to
ascertain the potential flammability of the combustible gases in the
containment. Note that in order to have the potential for flammable
hydrogen concentrations, an inadequate core cooling situation must have
already existed. Without an inadequate core cooling situation,
sufficient hydrogen would not be expected to have been produced to cause
potentially flammable mixtures,
A determination is made of the flammability of the hydrogen mixture with
respect to the possible containment pressure rise. If the hydrogen
mixture is bet\-,reen 0. 5 volume percent and 6. 0 volume percent in (ii:x;y air,
either no hydrogen burn is possible or a limited burn may occur which
does not produce a significant pressure rise. If greater than 0.5 volume
percent, the operator is instructed to consult with TSC staff to
determine if Post Accident Containment Hydrogen Reduction should be
performed to slowly reduce containment hydrogen concentration using
ventilation. If the hydrogen concentration is less than 0.5 volume
percent in dry air, a flammable situation is not imminent and the
operator continues with this procedure.
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HSM or HSM-H Dose Rate Evaluation Program
5.4

5.4

HSM or HSM-H Dose Rate Evaluation Program

5.4.1

The licensee shall establish a set of HSM dose rate limits which are to be applied to
DSCs used at the site to ensure the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR 72.1 04 are
met. Limits shall establish peak dose rates at the following three locations:
1)
2)
3)

5.4.2

HSM front bird screen,
HSM front surface, and
Outside HSM door at the HSM door centerline.

Notwithstanding the limits established in 5.4.1, the dose rate limits listed below for the
Standardized HSM and HSM-H shall be met when a specific DSC model loaded with fuel is
stored within a module:
Dose Rate Limits for the Standardized HSM and HSM-H

DSC Model
HSM Model
24P
Standardized HSM
528
Standardized HSM
61BT
Standardized HSM
Standardized HSM
32PT
Standardized HSM
24PHB
24PTH*
Standardized HSM
61BTH
Standardized HSM
24PTH
HSM-H
HSM-H
61BTH
HSM-H
32PTH1
69BTH
HSM-H
37PTH
HSM-H
* Appftcab/e only to 24PTH-S-LC.

Dose Rate
Limit
HSM Front
Bird Screen
(mrem/hour)
350
350
1300
850
525
525
200
1300
650
525
250
525

Dose Rate
Limit
Outside
HSM Door
(mrem/hour)
70
70
200
200
20
70
100
2
2
2
2
2

Dose Rate
Limit
End Shield
Wall Exterior
(mrem/hour)
55
55
2 times
15
32
PT
DSClimits
6
(mrem/hr)
275
HSM Frt =1,700
300
HSM door 400
15
5
End Shield Wall Ext.== 12
4
2

=

4
4

The number and locations of the dose rate measurements on the surface of front bird screen
of the HSM are indicated below:
•

•

•

Two dose rate measurements are taken for each front bird screen for the
HSM-H. These dose rate measurements are approximately within 24
inches measured from the surface of the ISFSI pad and are approximately
6 inches from the centerline of each front bird screen.
For the standardized HSM models, three dose rates are taken on the
surface of each front bird screen. The central dose location shall be at the
approximate centerline of the front bird screen. The other two dose
locations are spaced at approximately equal distance on either side of the
central dose location. All dose locations shall be at least 24 inches above
the pad surface.
None of these measurements shall exceed the specified dose rate limits.
(continued)

Standardized NUHOMS® System Technical Specifications

5-13

VSC-24 Storage Cask Final Safety Analysis Report

•

Docket No. 72-1007

1.2.4 Maximum External Surface Dose Rate
Limit/Specification:
The external surface average dose rate from all types of radiation will be less than
100 mrem per hour on the sides and 200 mremlhr on the top. Dose rates at the air
inlets and outlets will be below 350 and 100 mrem/hr, respectively.
Applicability: This dose rate limit shall apply to the entire external surface of the VCC, except
the bottom surface.
Objective:

The external dose rate is limited to this value to ensure that the cask has not been
inadvertently loaded with fuel not meeting the specifications in Section 2.0 of the
FSAR, to provide verification for plant personnel that radiation levels are
acceptably low, and to satisfy the 10CFR72 dose rate limit of25 mrem/year at the
ISFSJ controlled area boundary.

•

Action:

If the measured dose rates are above those values listed above, correct fuel
loading shall be verified. If correct fuel is loaded, specific analyses must
demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR Part 72 radiation
protection requirements, or appropriate action must be taken to comply with the
acceptable limits. A Jet1er report, summarizing the action taken and the results of
investigation conducted to determine the cause of the high dose rates, shall be
submitted to the NRC within 30 days. The report must be submitted using
instructions in 10 CFR 72.4 with a copy sent to the administrator of the
appropriate NRC regional office.

Surveillance: The external surface dose rate shall be measured after loading the MSB in the
vee and before transfer to the storage pad. The side dose rate shall be measured
at a distance of s feet from the bottom of the vee and at four equally spaced
radial locations. The top dose rate shall be measured at the vee lid center and
the vee outer lid edge. The dose rate measurement shall account for the effects
of background radiation on the absolute dose rate measurements .

•

LAR 1007-006, Revision 0

TS-22

2 times VSC-24limits
sides= 200
top=400
inlets= 700
outlets =200

June 2005
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POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANr

CSI?-ST.O UNIT 1

CRITICAL SAFETY PROCEDURE

SAFETY RELATED
Revision 9

Page 6 o£ 10

CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS TREES
FIGURE 2

ST-2 CORE COOLING
Note: Blockage of the core Inlet due to debris passing through the sump sertten may occur
whel) on CMtalnment sump recirculation. Slgnlflcatn core blockage can be Indicated by
Core- Exit Thermocouples (CET&) Indicating greater than saturation when RVLIS shows
the core to be covered.lf this occurs, RVLIS Indications of water level'ln the luel are
not accurate. Procedure transitions should be based on CET trends (l.e.lf CETs are
trending up, then the hlghtr level CSP Ill entered; If CI:::Tt are trending down. then the

lower level CSP Is entered.
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POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT
CRITICAL SAFETY PROCEDURE

CSP-ST.O UNIT 1

SAFETY RELATED
Revision 9
Page 7 of 10

CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS TREES
FIGURE 3
ST-3 H:E!A'l' SINl<
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I~evision I

~alculation Number
2004-006
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10.0

Results and Conclusions

10.1

Dose Rates-RCS Activity

The initial dose rates (Rihour) are summarized below. The RE-127 dose rates are plotted in
Figure 12-1.
RCS Activity: 300J.LCilgm DE 1-131, 1% fuel defects for non~iodine nuclides
1/2RE-126
1/2RE·127
1/2RE-128
•lRE-102
'2RE-102

814.7

577.1

577 used based on Opeations feedback

645.0
319.1

I 553.3

The dose rates have increased to about 34 times the Revision 0 values.
RCS Activity: 1% fueJ defects for aU nuclides
1/2RE-126
1/2RE-127
1/2RE-128
lRE-102
2RE-102

2.99E+01
2.12E+Ol
2.37E+Ol
1.17E+01
2.03E+Ol

The dose rates have increased to about 1.6 times the Revision 0 values.

_J

Revision

[Calculation Number
2004-006

10.2

I

Page

Dose Rates-20% Failed Fuel

1/2RE-126

18,500 used based on Operations feedback

}(2j'lE~127

1/2RE-128

RE-127 Dose Rates are plotted in Figure 12-2.
The dose rates have increased by 17% over the pre-EPU values.
10.3

Dose Rates-Technical Specification Activity

1/2RE-126
1/2RE-127
1/2RE-128
lRE-102
2RE-102

1.42E+Ol)
1.10E+01;
1.21E-i-inj

11 used based on Operations feedback

~.38E+oo/

7.67E+001

RE-127 dose rates are plotted in Figure 12-3.
The dose rates have increased by about 3.7 times the Revision 0 values.
10.4

Conclusions

The estimated dose rates, for EPU conditions, have increased over those previously calcu1ated
for pre-EPU (Revision 0) conditions.
Comparison of the iodine Curies, provided in Sections 9.1 and 9.2, shows that 300 ~-tCilgm of DE
I-131 (based on AST dose conversion factors) results in significantly greater activity than the 1%
defect level. Comparing the estimated dose rates from Sections 9.1 and 9.2 shows that 300
~-tCilgm of iodine is a significant contributor to lhe dose rate.

11.0

Tables

This section is empty.
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Calculation
Failed Fuel Monitor (RE-109) Reading I Fuel Damage Correlation

Revision

2004-0019
0

Results and Conclusions:
The results were calculated using a source tenn corresponding to a reactor thermal power operating level of
1683 MWth. The results are applicable generally to other thennal power operating levels because core activity
and photon intensity are directly proportional to the reactor thermal operating power level.
The failed fuel monitor reading at time equal ,to 0 that would correspond to 300 J,f.Ci/g J-131 DE is
approximately 4500 rnRihr and the failed fuel monitor reading at time equal to 0 that would correspond to 50
J,f.Ci/g I-131 DE is approximately 750 mR/hr.
The calculated RCS total radionuclide activity and fuel clad failure percentage correlations for use with the
failed fuel monitor (RE-109) reading are graphically displayed in Figure 1 below. To determine fuel clad failure
percentage, total primary system activity, or total I-131 DE activity, multiply the respective conversion factor by
the failed fuel monitor reading.
Example: An event occurs causing fuel failure. The failed fuel monitor reading 12 hours after fuel failure
occurs is 2000 mRJhour. The conversion factor for fuel clad failure from Figure I is approximately 7E-04 %
clad failure per mRlhr. The estimated fuel clad failure is 7E-04 x 2000 or 1.4 %.
These factors are acceptable for use when the sample system is not isolated, i.e., a containment isolation signal
has not occurred. These factors can be used after sample system isolation has occurred, however, the values will
only reflect the condition of the primary system at the time of isolation.

Figure 1
RE-109 Reading/Damage Relationship
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Containment System Structure
FSAR Section 5.1

7.

Uplift due to buoyant forces

8.

External pressure load

The critical loading condition is that caused by the maximum credible accident resulting from
sevel'ance of a reactor coolant pipe coincident with the maximum hypothetical eatthquake.
Loss of Coolant Accident Load
The design pressure and temperature of the containment is in excess of the peak pressure and
temperature occuning as the result of the complete blowdown of the reactor coolant through any
l'Upture of the reactor coolant system up to and including the hypothetical severance of a reactor
coolant pipe.
The suppmts for the reactor coolant system are designed to withstand the blowdown forces
associated with the severance of the reactor coolant piping so that the coincidental rupture of the
steam system is not considered credible. Transients t•esulting from the loss of coolant accident
and other lesser accidents are presented in Chapter 14 and serve as the basis for a containment
design pressure of 60 psig.
The design pressure is not exceeded during any subsequent long term pressure transient caused by
the combined effects of such heat sources as residual heat and metal~water reactions. These
effects are overcome by the combination of emergency powered engineered safeguards and
structural heat sinks.
The temperature gradient through the wall during the loss of coolant accident is shown in
Figure 5.1 ~6. The variation of temperature with time and the expansion of the liner plate are
considered in designing for the thermal stresses associated with the loss of coolant accident load.
Structure Dead Load
Dead load consists of the weight of the concrete wall, dome, base slab, and any internal concrete.
Weights used for dead load calculations are as follows:

1.

Concrete

143 lb/ft3

2.

Steel Reinforcing
& Prestressing Steel

489 lb/ft3 using nominal cross sectional areas of
reinforcing as defmed in ASTM for bar sizes and
nominal cross sectional areas of prestressing
tendons.

3.

Steel Lining

489 lb/ft3 using nominal cross sectional area of
lining.

UFSAR2017

Page 5.1 ~32 of 109
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POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT
SETPOINT DOCUMENT

STPT 25.1
Revision 14

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE (EOP) SETPOINTS
PNBP
STPT

ERG
STPT

PARAMETER

140 gpm

2010-0022

Flow (AFW)

Minimum indicated AFW flow to mitigate LONF /LO AC event, including normal
uncertainties

315 gpm

315 gpm

2010-0022

RHR pump flowrate required to sweep air from the RCS hot leg piping, including
allowance for normal channel accuracies.

1550 gpm

1550 gpm

2010-0022

Charging flowrate requirement that discriminates between an RCS leak and a small
break Loss of Coolant Accident minus the flow rate of the highest capacity letdown
orifice, not to exceed maximum VCT makeup capacity.

30 gpm

30 gpm

2010-0022

Containment
(Pressure)

Containment High-High pressure SLI setpoint

15 psig

15 psig

2010-0023

Containment
(Pressure)

Containment pressure setpoint for spray actuation

25 psig

25 psig

2010-0023

L.27

L.28

S.09

Flow(RHR)

L.29

S.ll

Flow (Charging)

T.02

CALC
REFERENCE

140 gpm

Flow (Charging)

M.2

SETPOINT
Unit 1
Unit2

Maximum charging flow

L.26

M.1

DESCRIPTION

SPARE

M.3

2010-0023

M.4

T.03

Containment
(Radiation)

Containment design pressure

60 psig

60 psig

2010-0023

M.5

T.07

Containment
(Radiation)

Radiation level alarm setpoint for post-accident containment radiation monitor

10 Rlhr

10 Rlhr

2010-0023

SPARE

M.6
M.7

M.8

T.06

Containment
(Sump)

2010-0023

Sump B water level just below design flood level

SPARE

86 in

86 in

2010-0023

2010-0023

Page 17 of28
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POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT
PROCEDURES MANUAL

NP 7.2.29
Revision 5

EXTERNAL EVENTS PROGRAM
APPENDIX I
SEISMIC
Page 1 of4
DISCUSSION/OVERVIEW:
Earthquakes are defmed as a vibration of the eatth's surface that occurs after a release of energy in the
earth's ctust. Because the eatth's ctust is made up of numerous segments or "plates" that are constantly
moving slowly, vibrations can occur and result in small or large eatthquakes. Most eatthquakes are
quite small and not readily felt. Larger and more violent earthquakes are those that occur in a release of
energy as the plates slide past or collide into one another.
PURPOSE:
This document is intended to identify those seismic protection features in-place at the site, and to
identify the implementing document(s) that are used to check their function and/or ensure they are
capable of continuing to perform their function.
CLB FEATURES:
Horizontal ground acceleration at the site of 0.06g combined with a ve1tical acceleration of 0.04g are
used for the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE). These accelerations are considered as acting
simultaneously. OBE is selected to be typical of the largest probable ground motion based on the site
seismic history. Components and systems that are essential for continued operation without undue risk
to the health and safety of the public are designed to remain functional due to OBE seismic effects.
The hypothetical earthquake or Safe Shutdown Eatthquake (SSE) is selected to be the largest potential
ground motion at the site based on seismic and geological factors and their uncettainties. SSE is twice
the magnitude of the OBE. The seismic design for the SSE is intended to provide a margin in design
that assures the integrity ofthe reactor coolant pressure boundary, the capability to shutdown the reactor
and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of
accidents which could result in potential offsite exposures comparable to the exposures of
10 CFR 50.67.
EVENT RESPONSE:
Seismic Detector Annunciator COl A 2-6 and PPCS Seismic Alarm will go in alarm if O.Olg horizontal
or ve1tical acceletation is recol'ded. PPCS Seismic Alarm will alarm if 0.06g horizontal acceleration o1· a
0.04g vertical acceleration is recorded. Either alarm will prompt entry into AOP-28, Seismic Events, as
will the event being "felt" by the operations sta:ff, or rep01ted to have occmred by a reliable source. A
plant wallcdown to determine equipment damage is petformed while the data from the seismic recorders
is being retrieved and analyzed. If it is determined by the seismic recorde1· analysis that an Operating
Basis Earthquake (OBE) limit has been exceeded, then a focused inspection by Engineering will be
performed using PBF-7044, Focused Inspection.

Page 45 of 52
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Matrix of Table H-1 Fire Areas below was developed by review of AOP-40A, Control Room
Abandonment Due to Fire, and the PBNP Shutdown Safety Plan.

-

-:..~

·_'

G05 Building
13.8kV Building
Cable Spreading Room
Vital Switchgear Room
AFW Room
G01/G02 Rooms
EDG Building
PAB (all elevations)
Service Water Pump Rooms
Containment
Control Room
Fagade 85'

AOP-40A
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

I

Shutdown Safety Plan
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

The resulting site-specific list of plant rooms or areas for PBNP was captured in Table H-1
below:
Table H-1 Areas
G05 Building
13.8kV Building
Cable Spreading Room
Vital Switchgear Room
AFW Room
G01/G02 Rooms
EDG Building
PAB (all elevations)
Service Water Pump Rooms
Containment
Control Room
Fagade 85'
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Table R-2 Validation

Area
U1Rod
Drive Room
U2 Rod
Drive Room
Turbine
Building

PAB

U1 Facade

U2 Facade
U1
Containment
U2
Containment
Circ Water
Pump House
AuxFW
Pump Room

Procedure
OP 3A- U1- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1
OP 3A- U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 2
OP 3A- U1/U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1/2
OP 3A- U1/U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1/2
OP 3A- U1- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1
OP 3A- U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 2
OP 3B- Reactor
Shutdown
OP 3B- Reactor
Shutdown
OP 3A- U1/U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1/2
OP 3A- U1/U2- Power
Operation to Hot
Standby Unit 1/2

Who
AuxOp

AuxOp

AuxOp

AuxOp

Aux Op

AuxOp
AuxOp
AuxOp

AuxOp

Aux Op
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POINT BEACHNUCLEARPLANT
OPERATIONS MANUAL

OM 4.3.8
Revision 14

CONTROL OF TIME CRITICAL AND .TIME SENSITVE
OPERATOR ACTIONS
ATTACHMENT A-2
OPERATOR RESPONSE TO APPENDIX R EVENTS
TIME CRITICAL OPERATOR ACTION 2
1.

Issue I Title

Operator response to Appendix R events (Various)

2.

Licensing I Design
Basis Statement

SSAR, Safe Shutdown Analysis Report:
Systems necessary to achieve and maintain cold shutdown fi·om either the control mom or
emergency control station(s) can be repaired within 72 hours.
The alternate or dedicated shutdown capability shall be able to achieve cold shutdown
conditions within 72 hours.
Equipment and systems comprising the means to achieve and maintain cold shutdown
conditions shall not be damaged by fire; or the nre damage to such equipment and systems
shall be limited so that the systems can be made operable and cold shutdown achieved in
72 hours. Materials for such repairs shall be readily available onsite and procedures shall be
in effect to implement such repairs. If such equipment and systems used prior to 72 hours
after the fue are not capable of being powered by both onsite and offsite electric power
systems because of fire damage, an independent onsite power system shall be provided,
Equipment and systems used after 72 hours may be powered by offsite power only.
The safe shutdown systems selected for PBNP are capable of achieving and maintaining
subcritical conditions in the reactor, maintaining reactor coolant inventory, achieving and
maintaining hot conditions for an extended period of time, achieving Cold Shutdown
conditions within 72 hours for Alternate Shutdown scenarios, and maintaining Cold
Shutdown conditions thereafter.
Natural circulation cooldown can be achieved in 72 hours via ambient losses only while
maintaining adequate subcooling margin.
Per Calc WEOOOS-02, ifRCP seal injection is lost, resulting in increased RCS inventory loss
beyond Tech Spec leak rates, and if at least one charging pump is restored within 30 minutes
at full capacity, it is possible to achieve cold shutdown at 25 F/hr while retaining pressurizer
level within the indicating range during cooldown.

(·.

Per SE/FSE-C-WEP-0024, Cold Shutdown conditions can be reached within 72 hours using
one RHR pump and heat exchanger. Per Calculation 97-0118, the plant can be placed in
Cold Shutdown within 72 hours under Appendix R conditions with one CCW pump and two
CCW heat exchangers.
AFW flow to the S/Gs must be established within 50 minutes as assumed in
Calculation 2004-0004.
Per Calc 2005-0054 and 2005-0053, the equipment in the control room, computer room,
cable spreading room, vital switchgear room, and AFW pump room will remain operable
provided pottable ventilation is established within the following specified times:
Computer room .................... 3.0 hrs
Vital Switchgear room ........ 19.0 hrs
Cable Spreading room ......... 1.26 hrs
PAB W/Yinverter room ..... 1.7 hrs
Control room ...................... .4.0 hrs
AFWPump room ................ 2.43 hrs
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POJNT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT
OPERATIONS MANUAL
CONTROL OF TIME CRITICAL AND TIME SENSITVE
OPERATOR ACTIONS

ATTACHMENT A-2
OPERATOR RESPONSE TO APPENDIX R EVENTS
TIME CRITICAL OPERATOR ACTION 2
FPTE 012, Technical Evaluation On PBNP's Manual Action Repmt
RWST Isolation Valve, 2CV-00112B, is located in the fire area, on the west side of the room.
Access to 2CV-00112B can be accomplished via the Unit 2 Fa9ade to allow entry of fire
brigade personnel to operate the valve. As previously stated, 30 minutes are available before
this valve must be opened.
The VCT Isolation Valve, 2CV-00112C, is located in the Valve Gallery, Fire Zone 216.
With the ·combined flow of the pumps, which is equivalent to one pump in fast speed, the
VCT Isolation Valve must be closed within 9.4 minutes. The valve is located in Fire Zone
216 and the associated DC breaker is located in the Cable Spreading Room, Fire Zone 318.
Therefore, access is available to these fire zones to de-energize de control power to the valve
and manually close the valve.
For a fire on the west side of the room, the charging pump speed controller will remain
available and Charging Pump 2P-002C will remain available in fast ot' slow speed. With
one pump available in fast speed, a total of 60 gpm can be delivered from the pump. This is
sufficient flow to compensate for excess RCP seal leakage in the event of seal damage. Once
seal damage occurs, 60 gpm must be injected via the auxiliruy charging flow path to account
for excess leakage past the seals. When 60 gpm is available for RCS makeup through
auxiliary charging, the time limit for restoring charging via the auxiliary charging flowpath is
30 minutes. That is, 30 minutes are available to open the RWST isolation valve and to align
the charging pumps.
Isolation of the VCT outlet valves is critical to preclude hydrogen entrapment and loss of
suction to the charging pumps. Per CALC-WEOOOS-11, the time limit required to close the
VCT isolation valve is 9.4 minutes. One of the steps in the post-fire shutdown procedures is
to isolate the VCT isolation valves from the Control Room. Backup operator actions are
provided outside the Control Room to manually shut the VCT isolation valves locally. Steps
also have the operator de-energize the "A" charging pump to prevent air binding if the VCT
outlet valve is not shut in time.
Repairs can be credited for cold shutdown equipment ifthe repair can be completed within
72 hours (for normal shutdown areas) or if the repair can be completed and cold shutdown
achieved within 72 hours (for alternative shutdown areas). Per Generic Letter 86-10
requirements, repairs cannot be credited for hot shutdown components. It also noted that
equipment relied upon for the transition from hot shutdown to cold shutdown is considered
cold shutdown equipment and can be repaired if necessary in accordance with the
requirements and guidance discussed in this section.
Base Time Line Requirements:
2.43 hours- Portable ventilation established in AFW Pump Room.
4.0 hours- Portable ventilation established in Control Room.
19.0 Hours- Portable ventilation established in Vital Switchgear Room.
3.0 hours- Portable ventilation established in Computer Room.
1.26 hours- Potiable ventilation established in Cable Spreading Room.
50 min- AFW flow to Steam Generators.
30 min- 60 gpm available for RCS make up through aux. charging. (Open RWST boration
valve and align charging).
9.4 minutes- VCT isolation valve closed.
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Calculation
Failed Fuel Monitor (RE-109) Reading/ Fuel Damage Correlation

Revision

2004-0019
0

Results and Conclusions:
The results were calculated using a source term corresponding to a reactor thermal power operating level of
1683 MWth. The results are applicable generally to other thermal power operating levels because core activity
and photon intensity are directly proportional to the reactor thennal operating power level.
The failed fuel monitor reading at time equal ,to 0 that would correspond to 300 J.tCi/g I-131 DE is
approximately 4500 mR!hr and the failed fuel monitor reading at time equal to 0 that would correspond to 50
J,tCi/g I- f31 DE is approximately 750 mR/hr.
The calculated RCS total radionuclide activity and fuel clad failure percentage correlations for use with the
failed fuel monitor (RE-109) reading are graphically displayed in Figure 1 below. To determine fuel clad failure
percentage, total primary system activity, or total I-131 DE activity, multiply the respective conversion factor by
the failed fuel monitor reading.
Example: An event occurs causing fuel failure. The failed fuel monitor reading 12 hours after fuel failure
occurs is 2000 mR/hour. The conversion factor for fuel clad failure from Figure 1 is approximately 7E-04 %
clad failure per mR!hr. The estimated fuel clad failure is 7E-04 .x 2000 or 1.4 %.
These factors are acceptable for use when the sample system is not isolated, i.e., a containment isolation signal
has not occurred. These factors can be used after sample system isolation has occurred, however, the values will
only reflect the condition of the primary system at the time of isolation.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------~

Figure 1
RE-109 Reading/Damage Relationship
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16
3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
3.4 .16 RCS Specific Activity
LCO 3.4.16

RCS DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 and DOSE EQUIVALENT
Xe-133 specific activity shall be within limits:

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
A.

DOSE EQUIVALENT
1-131 not within limit.

COMPLETION TIME

------------~-----N ole-----------------

LCO 3.0.4.c is applicable.

----------------------------------------A.1

Verify DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131
s50 tJCilgm.

Once per 4 hours

Restore DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131 to
within limit.

48 hours

AND
A.2

B.

DOSE EQUIVALENT
Xe-133 not within limit.

------------------Note----------------LCO 3.0.4.c is applicable.

48 hours

-----~-----------------------------------

B.1

Restore DOSE
EQUIVALENT Xe-133
to within limit.
(contmued)

Point Beach

3.4.16-1

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 233
Unlt 2 -Amendment No. 238
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Excerpt from NEI 99-01 Rev6:

EAL SU4 (SU5 PBNP)
Developer Notes:
EAL # 1 (unidentified leakage) - For the site-specific leak rate value, enter the higher of 10 gpm
or the value specified in the site's Technical Specifications for this type ofleakage.
PBNP Tech Specs limit
specified above

leakage is 1 gpm; therefore 10 gpm is entered as

EAL #2 (identified leakage)- For the site-specific leak rate value, enter the higher of25 gpm or
the value specified in the site's Technical Specifications for this type of leakage.
PBNP Tech Specs
above

as specified

RCS Operational LEAKAGE
3.4.13

\

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKAGE
LCO 3.4.13

APPLICABILITY:

RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:
a.

No pressure boundary LEAKAGE;

b.

1 gpm unidentified LEAKAGE;

c.

10 gpm identified LEAKAGE; and

d.

150 gallons per day primary to secondary LEAKAGE through
any one steam generator {SG).

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS
CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION llME

A.

RCS operational
LEAKAGE not within
limits for reasons other
than pressure boundary
LEAKAGE or primary to
secondary LEAKAGE.

A.1

Reduce LEAKAGE to
within limits.

4 hours

B.

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not
met.

8.1

Be In MODE 3.

6 hours

Be In MODE 5.

36 hours

AND

8.2
OR
Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE exists.

-OR
Primary to secondary
LEAKAGE not within
limit.
Point Beach

3.4.13-1

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 223
Unit 2 -Amendment No. 229
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POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT
SETPOINT DOCUMENT

STPT25.1
Revision 14

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE (BOP) SETPOINTS
PNBP
STPT

ERG
STPT

DESCRIPTION

PARAMETER

V.39

Shutdown Margin

V.40

RCP Seal dP

V.41

Main Steam
Pressure

V.42
V.43

SETPOINT
Unit 1
Unit2

CALC
REFERENCE

Shutdown margin for RCS temperature at 70°F

1% i\k/k

1% i\k/k

2010-0028

Minimum RCP seal differential pressure for normal RCP seal cooling flow

20 in w.c.

20 in w.c.

2010-0028

Minimum pressure differential between intact and ruptured SGs

250 psid

250 psid

2010-0028

EDG Frequency

Maximum allowable emergency diesel generator frequency

60.3 Hz

60.3 Hz

2010-0028

D-0 1 I D-02 Bus
Voltage

D-0 1 I D-02 minimum battery bus voltage

115 Vdc

115 Vdc

2010-0028

V.44

SPARE

2010-0028

V.45

SPARE

2010-0028

V.46

X.04

W.1

No. ofSGs

Number of steam generators necessary to maintain RCS pressure low enough to gravity
feed.

1

1

2010-0028

RHRPump
Discharge
pressure

Minimum RHR pump discharge pressure to maintain pump flow less than 2200 gpm to
ensure pump does not reach runout conditions

120 psig

120 psig

2010-0028

W.2

SPARE

Z.1
Z.2

Z.3

G.03

2010-0028

RCS Temperature
(Core Exit)

Core exit temperature indicative of inadequate core cooling (ERG value given)

1200°F

1200°F

2010-0017

RCS Temperature
(Core Exit)

Temperature corresponding to 670°F plus normal channel accuracy and post-accident
transmitter errors or 700°F, whichever is greater

700°F

700°F

2010-0017

20% to 30%

2010-0016

PZRLevel

Pressurizer level range to ensure adequate inventory to accommodate void growth
Page 26 of28

20% to 30%
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Station Blackout
FSAR A endix A.l

A.l

STATION BLACKOUT (SBO)

A.1.1 STATION BLACKOUT OVERVIEW
Station Blackout is defined as the complete loss of alternating current electric power to the
essential and nonessential switchgear buses in a nuclear power plant (i.e., loss of offsite electric
power system concurrent with a turbine trip and the unavailability of the onsite emergency AC
power system). A Station Blackout does not involve the loss of available AC power to buses fed
by station batteries through inverters. The event is considered to be terminated upon the
restoration of power to the essential switchgear buses from any source, including the alternate AC
source which has been qualified as an acceptable coping mechanism. A concurrent single failure
or design basis accident need not be assumed during a station blackout event (Reference 2 and
Reference 18).
The requirements for Station Blackout are established in 10 CFR 50.63 (Reference 1), which was
formally issued in 1988. Guidance for compliance with the regulatory requirements is presented
in NUMARC 87-00, Revision 0 (Reference 2) and Regulatory Guide 1.155 (Reference 3). The
NRC has not endorsed Revision 1 to NUMARC 87-00, but has accepted specific supplements to
NUMARC 87-00 Rev. 0, as described in Appendix K ofNUMARC 87-00 Rev. 1 (Reference 2).
The station blackout regulation requires determination of the coping duration category based on
criteria provided in Reference 2 and Reference 3. The "required coping duration" is defined as
the time between the onset of station blackout and the restoration of off-site AC power to safe
shutdown buses. "Coping duration category" is a quantification of the relative risk of a particular
facility to the occurrence of a station blackout (loss of all onsite and offsite AC power).
The determination of the required coping duration category is based on several factors, such as the
plant design and the probability of severe weather conditions in the area. Once the required
coping duration category has been established, the design approach to coping with the station
blackout event is demonstrated. This design approach may choose to take credit for either an
available alternate AC power source or opt for an AC power-independent design. The plant
systems must have the necessary capacity and capability to ensure the core is cooled and
containment integrity is maintained for the required station blackout coping duration.
The coping duration categories are 2, 4, 8, or 16 hours, as determined from Table 3-8 of
Reference 2. The intent of the regulation is for all domestic nuclear plant sites to fall in either the
2-hour or the 4-hour coping duration category, and then select either the "Alternate AC" or
"AC-Independent" coping methodology for their specific plant. The NRC bases for coping
duration category objectives are described in Section 2.3.2 of Reference 2. The major contributor
to overall station blackout risk is the likelihood oflosing off-site power and the duration of power
unavailability. The stated objective of the NRC is to reduce the core damage frequency due to
station blackout to approximately 1o-5 per year for the average site. This objective is
accomplished by requiring either a four hour coping capability or use of an Alternate AC (AAC)
source.
PBNP's original response to the SBO rule concluded that the required coping duration category
was 8 hours and used the Gas Turbine Generator (GTG) G-05 as the sole Alternate AC (ACC)
source to power the safe shutdown loads of both blacked out units. Because the GTG cannot be
UFSAR 2013
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shown to be available within 10 minutes ofthe onset of station blackout, a one hour coping
assessment was performed as required by Section 7.1.2 ofReference 2. (Reference 4 and
Reference 8)
The coping duration category was subsequently revised to 4 hours based on a change in the
extremely severe weather (ESW) group classification as discussed in Section A.1.2. With the
addition of the G-03 and G-04 EDGs, the SBO minimum redundancy requirements of emergency
AC (EAC) power supplies for normal safe shutdown of both units is exceeded and utilization of
an EDG as an AAC source is allowed. By definition, a unit with an available EAC power supply
is not blacked out. However, any EDG credited as an AAC source must be capable of handling the
safe shutdown loads in both the blacked out and non-blacked out units (Reference 2). The PBNP
EDGs meet this requirement. Therefore, the present coping methodology utilizes the Gas Turbine
Generator (GTG) G-05 or an Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) from the non-blacked out unit
as Alternate AC (ACC) sources. An EDG will start, accelerate to rated frequency and voltage, and
can be connected to an EAC bus in either unit within ten minutes of SBO initiation. The GTG will
be manually started, accelerate to rated frequency and voltage, and be available to power the safe
shutdown loads within one hour of SBO initiation (Reference 6, Reference 15). Since PBNP
continues to use the GTG as one of the ACC sources, and it cannot be shown to be available
within 10 minutes, the one hour coping assessment has been retained and is described in Section
A.l.3.
A.l.2 STATION BLACKOUT COPING DURATION CATEGORY DETERMINATION
The potential for long duration loss of off-site power (LOOP) events can have a significant impact
on station blackout risk and required coping duration. Long duration LOOP events are typically
associated with grid failures due to severe weather conditions or unique transmission system
features. Shorter duration LOOP events tend to be associated with plant specific switchyard
features. Per Reference 1, the required coping duration shall be based on the following factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The redundancy of the emergency standby power system
The reliability of each of the emergency power sources
The expected frequency of a loss of offsite power
The probable time required to restore offsite power

Offsite Power Design Characteristic Group
The regulatory guidance (Reference 2, Tables 3-5a and 3-6a; Reference 3, Table 4) has
established three basic groups (PI, P2, and P3) for categorizing the design of the preferred offsite
power system. A category of P3 is assigned to those plants with a frequency of grid-related loss
of offsite power events greater than once in 20 site-years, which is limited to St. Lucie,
Turkey Point and Indian Point (Reference 2).
Since PBNP is not included among the three noted plant sites, further evaluation of several factors
is necessary to establish the Offsite Power Design Characteristic Group. The applicable group is
defined based on combinations of the following three factors:
•

extremely severe weather
severe weather
offsite power system independence

UFSAR2013
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Extremely Severe Weather (ESW Group)
The estimated frequency ofloss of offsite power due to extremely severe weather is determined
by the annual expectation of storms at the site with wind velocities equal to or greater than
125 mph. These events are normally associated with the occurrence of hurricanes where high
windspeeds may cause widespread transmission system unavailability for extended periods.
Since electrical distribution systems are not designed for such conditions, it is assumed the
occurrence of such windspeeds will directly result in the loss of offsite power.
The estimated frequency may be determined based on either site-specific data or on data from
local weather stations. Table 3-2 of Reference 2 summarizes site-specific National Oceanic
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) data for the estimated frequency of occurrence of
extremely severe weather. As published in this table, PBNP has an event frequency of 0.0036,
and therefore was categorized in ESW Group 4 (Reference 4). Subsequent review determined the
NOAA data for extremely severe weather was overly conservative for PBNP, and that an ESW
event frequency supporting an ESW Group 2 category was justified (Reference 5). This departure
from the NUMARC 87-00 criteria was reviewed and approved by the NRC (Reference 6).
Severe Weather (SW Group)
Table 6 of Reference 3 and Part 3.2.1.C of Reference 2 define the severe weather factor based on
the frequency of a loss of offsite power due to severe weather. The severe weather considered
includes snow, tornadoes, high winds, and storms with salt spray. These are related by the
equation:
frequency= 1.3 x 10-4 x h 1 + b x h2 + 0.012 x h3 + c x h4
The variables in this equation are defined for PBNP in Reference 2, Section 3.2.1.C:
h 1 =annual expectation of snowfall for site, in inches; this is 42.0 inches for PBNP
h2 =annual expectation of tornadoes with windspeeds greater than or equal to 113 miles
per hour, in events per square mile; this is 0.000035 for PBNP
h 3 =annual expectation of storms with wind velocities between 75 and 124 mph; this is
0.1 for PBNP
h4 =annual expectation of storms with significant salt spray for the site; this is 0.0 for
PBNP.
b =72.3; the PBNP offsite power system design connects four 345 kV transmission
circuits to the plant switchyard via a single right-of-way.
c =0; the PBNP site is not considered vulnerable to the effects of salt spray.
These factors, when combined in the severe weather frequency equation, yield an estimated
frequency of loss of offsite power due to severe weather of 0.0092. This places PBNP in SW
Group 2.
UFSAR2013
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Independence ofthe Offsite Power System (I Group)
Reference 3, Table 5, defines the offsite power system independence factor, and Reference 2
Section 3.2 .l.D simplifies the determination:
If: (a) all offsite power sources are connected to the safe shutdown buses through one switchyard
or through multiple electrically connected switchyards, and (b 1) the normal power source is from
the main generator and there are no automatic and one or more manual transfers of all safe
shutdown buses to the preferred or alternate offsite power sources, or (b2) there is one automatic
and no manual transfers of the safe shutdown buses to one preferred or one alternate offsite power
source, the site falls in the I-3 group. Otherwise, the site is assigned to the I-1/2 group.
The I- I /2 group is characterized by features associated with greater independence and redundancy
of sources, and a more desirable transfer scheme. I-3 sites have simpler, less desirable offsite
power systems and switchyard capabilities.
Condition a: The PBNP offsite power system consists of four (4) 345 kV transmission circuits,
connected via a single right-of-way, to a single switchyard which serves both PBNP units. On
this basis, the answer to Condition A is considered to be "YES" for the PBNP site.
Condition b 1 and b2: The PBNP auxiliary power distribution system provides offsite power
connections to the safety-buses of each unit via the high voltage station auxiliary transformers and
the low voltage station auxiliary transformers. This normal supply of power to the safety-related
buses is derived from offsite power sources. Upon loss of the preferred offsite power source to
the safety-related buses of one unit, the buses will be powered from the preferred power source of
the other unit. On this basis, the answers to both Condition b(l) and b(2) are considered to be
"NO", and the PBNP site is classified in the I-1/2 Group.
Offsite AC Power Design Characteristic Group Determination
The combination of the ESW, SW and I factors results in an Offsite Power Design Characteristic
Group ofPl for PBNP, based on Reference 3, Table 4.
Emergency AC Power Configuration Group
Regulatory guidance defines four Emergency AC (EAC) Power Configuration groups (A, B, C,
and D) based on the availability and redundancy of the emergency power supplies. Reference 2
Section 3.2.2 clarifies the EAC groups, basing it on the number ofEAC power supplies required
to handle the safe shutdown loads and on the number of additional EAC power supplies available.
The PBNP EAC power configuration group is C, based on the following:
PBNP is a two-unit site with four shared Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) and one gas
turbine generator (GfG). The two Train A EDGs are identical components with a 2000 hour rated
output of2850 kWat 4.16 kV. The two Train B EDGs are identical components with a 2000 hour
rated output of2848 kW at 4.16 kV. All four EDGs are available to support the safe shutdown
equipment of either PBNP unit, and a single EDG can supply adequate power to the safe
shutdown loads in both units. The GfG has a rating of23.1 0 MVA at an output voltage of
13.8 kV, and can supply adequate power to the safe shutdown loads in both units.
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Therefore, because only one EDG is necessary to operate safe shutdown equipment for both units
following a loss of o:ffsite power, the EAC power configuration group at PBNP is "C", as a 1 out
of2 EDG, dedicated, or 1 out of3 EDGs, shared configuration per Table 3-7 of Reference 2.
Additionally, the PBNP SBO licensing basis permits the use of either the GTG or an EDG as the
AAC source.
Target Standby Diesel Generator Reliability
The reliability of the EAC power sources has a key role in the quantification of risk due to SBO.
A target value for reliability was therefore made a factor in establishing the required SBO coping
duration. The EDG target reliability was selected to be 0.975 based on the original EAC
configuration group determination of"D" (i.e., prior to the installation ofG-03 and G-04) and the
reliability data that existed at the time of the initial SBO evaluation. (Reference 4) These
reliability computations utilized the NRC-recommended methodology ofEPRI Report
NSAC-1 08 (Reference 7)
Because PBNP o:ffsite power design group is P1, and EAC configuration is C, the target EDG
reliability value may be 0.950 or 0.975 per Table 2 of Reference 3. PBNP has retained the
reliability target value of 0.975 (Reference 15). PBNP has implemented an EDG reliability
program which is based on the methodology of EPRI Report NSAC-1 08 and conforms to the
guidance ofRG 1.155, Position 1.2 (Reference 8 and Reference 15).
Coping Duration Category Determination Summary
The previous determinations are summarized below:
O:ffsite AC Power Design Characteristic Group =Pl
Emergency AC Power Configuration Group
=C
Target Standby Diesel Generator Reliability
=0.975
In accordance with Table 3-8 ofReference 2 and Table 2 ofReference 3, the group
determinations listed above result in a coping duration category for PBNP of four hours.
A.l.3 STATION BLACKOUT COPING ANALYSES
Condensate Inventory for Decay Heat Removal
This analysis ensures that PBNP has sufficient condensate inventory to support the decay heat
removal function for the SBO event duration. Section 7.2.1 of Reference 2 provides a simplified
calculation approach to determine the required condensate volume. This analysis is satisfied by
demonstrating that Technical Specification volume requirements envelop the volume estimated
by the Reference 2 methodology.
At a core power of 1800 MWt, 14,000 gallons of condensate water are required for the one hour
SBO event duration based on the methodology of Reference 2. However in order to maintain the
same margin set by the NRC in Reference 8 for subsequent switchover to the long-term AFW
water supply, the minimum CST usable volume is set at 15,410 gallons. This volume is bounded
by the Technical Specification CST volume requirements which includes additional margin to
UFSAR2013
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CFP_ _ __
1.0

2.0

PURPOSE
1.1

This test is to verify the integrity and standby operability of the Unit 1 containment
smoke detection system.

1.2

This test is required by NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm Code and NEIL Member's
Manual.

PREREQUISITES
NOTE:
2.1

The fire detection system including the fireworks stations are available for testing the
detectors.

2.2

Radiation Protection has been notified of the areas of containment that will be accessed
and Radiation Work Permit has been obtained.

2.3

Special Tools and Equipment
•
•
•
•

3.0

The steps in the prerequisites section may be performed in any sequence.

Smoke Detector Test Pole- Solo 301-024 or equivalent (I&C M&TE Locker)
Smoke Detector Tester- Stock 915-2593, 2 cans (OPS Flammable Locker)
Extension Ladder
Two radios

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
3.1

Any testing performed greater than or equal to 6 feet above floor level requires the use of
personnel safety equipment (e.g., safety belt, etc.).

3.2

Detectors that have alarmed will NOT alarm again after acknowledging and are
considered Out-Of-Service till Reset. Alarms should be reset prior to exiting
containment.

3.3

Any deficiencies should be immediately reported to the Shift Management for
appropriate action in accordance with OM 3.27.
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INITIALS
4.0

INITIAL CONDITIONS

NOTE:

ALARA shall be considered at all times

4.1

Unit 1 is in any condition.

4.2

Radiation Protection has been notified to provide support, if required.

4.3

A pre-job brief has been performed.

4.4

This test is being done to satisfy:
_ _ The normally scheduled callup. Task Sheet No. - - - - - -

NOTE:

If this test is being performed to satisfy PMT or off-normal

frequency requirements, Shift Management may N/A those
portions of the procedure that are NOT applicable for the
performance of the PMT. The use ofN/A is NOT
acceptable for Initial Conditions, Precautions and
Limitations, or procedure steps that pertain to the
equipment requiring PMT, nor is it acceptable for
restoration of equipment/components unless the component
has been declared inoperable.
_ _ Post maintenance operability test
Equipment ID _ _ _ _ __
WO No(s). _ _ _ _ __
Task SheetNo.(s) _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ Special test - no numbers
Explain: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4.5

Permission to Perform Test
The conditions required by this test are consistent with required plant conditions,
including equipment operability. Permission is granted to perform this test.

Shift Management

Date
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NOTE:

The first detector smoked will require a longer smoke time since the detector will first
go into the Alert Activation condition before the Alarm Activation.

NOTE:

The smoker of the detector should NOT announce the detector to be tested. After the
detector is smoked, the individual at the Fireworks station will call out the detector in
alarm and the smoker will confirm it.

5.0

PROCEDURE

NOTE:

Annunciator Window 1C20 A 1-2, FACP ALARM, will be received with the first
detector tested.

5.1

Ensure Control Room has been informed of the fire alarms that will come in during test
performance.

5.2

At the Fireworks station, go to the sitemap screen to begin the test for a given elevation.

NOTE:

Attachment B may be referenced for detector location.

5.3

Using the Smoke Pole, smoke a detector.

5.4

WHEN the detector goes into Alarm Activation status with the outlined area blinking in
red,
THEN perform the following:
5.4.1

Control Room Operator Acknowledge Annunciator Window 1C20 A 1-2,
FACPALARM.

NOTE:

For each elevation, it is only necessary to drill down to the appropriate
Containment elevation screen for the first detector tested.

5.4.2

On the Containment screen that shows the individual detectors, confirm
detector in alarm.

5.4.3

Touch or click on "ACK" in the bottom right hand comer.

5.4.4

To confirm the detector, radio the detector smoker the detector that went into
alarm.

5.4.5

On Attachment A, initial for the detector that went into alarm.
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NOTE:

6.0

5.5

Repeat Steps 5.3 through 5.4.5 for a given elevation.

5.6

WHEN an elevation is complete,
THEN repeat Steps 5.2 through 5.4.5.

5. 7

WHEN all the detectors have been tested,
THEN ensure the detectors are reset on the control room Fireworks PC using the reset in
the bottom left hand comer of the touch screen.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
6.1

7.0

8.0

The preferred means of testing is to reset the alarms after all detectors have been
tested. Resetting detectors will require the first detector after resetting to go
through the Alert Activation condition slowing down the testing.

All the detectors tested in Attachment A went into the alarm activation condition when
smoked.

REFERENCES
7.1

NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm Code

7.2

NEIL Member's Manual

7.3

OI 40A, Fire Alarm Control Panel and Fireworks PC Operation

7.4

FPPDD, NFPA 805 Fire Protection Program Design Document

7.5

OM 3.27, Control ofFire Protection & NFPA 805 Equipment

7.6

Drawings
7.6.1

EST FPE-001

7.6.2

EST FPE-002

7.6.3

EST FPE-003

BASES
None
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REMARKS: ______________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT A
DETECTOR RESPONSE
Detector
XS-5175
XS-5176
XS-5177
XS-5178
XS-5179
XS-5180
XS-5181
XS-5182
XS-5183
XS-5184
XS-5185
XS-5186
XS-5187
XS-5188
XS-5189
XS-5190
XS-5191
XS-5192
XS-5193
XS-5194
XS-5195
XS-5196
XS-5197
XS-5198
XS-5199
XS-5200
XS-5201
XS-5202
XS-5203
XS-5204
XS-5205
XS-5206
XS-5207
XS-5208
XS-5209
XS-5210
XS-5211
XS-5212
XS-5213
XS-5214

Location
8'
8'
8'
8'
8'
8'
8'
8'
8'
8'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
21'
46'
46'
46'
46'
46'
46'
46'
46'
46'
46'

Acceptance Criteria
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed
Alarmed

Initials

Notes

Above Blowdown Isolation
Above Blowdown Isolation
Above Fan Cooler IW1C1 & 2
Above Fan Cooler IW1C1 & 2

Above Fan Cooler 1W1D1 & 2

From 46' access to Incore Detector

Top access from RCP Cubicle

RCP cubicle top access

Acceptance Criteria Satisfied for all tested detectors in Attachment A.
(Circle one)
SAT

I
Performer

UNSAT

I
Date/Time

SRO
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ATTACHMENT 5

NEXTERA ENERGY POINT BEACH, LLC
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2

LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST 286

PBNP EAL SCHEME WALLBOARDS

3 pages follow

RG1.1
Reading on ANY Table R·1 effluent redlatton monitor
greater than column "GE" for 15 minutes or longer.

1
R•d
Effluent

RS1 .1
Reading on ANY Table R·1 effluent radiation monitor
greater than column "SAE" for 15 minutes or longer.

RG1 .2

RS1.2

Dose assessment using OJctual meteorology Indicates doses
greater than 1000 mrem TEDE or 5000 mrem thyroid COE at
or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY

Dose assessment using actual meteorology Indicates doses
greater than 100 mrem TEDE or 500 mrem thyroid CDE at or
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY

RG1.3

RS1,3

Field survey results Indicate EITHER of the following at or
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY:

Field survey results Indicate EITHER of the following at or
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY:
• Closed window dose rates greater than 100 mRihr
expected to continue for greater than or equal to 60
min.
• Analyses of field survey samples Indicate thyroid
CDE greater than 500 mrem for 60 min. of Inhalation.

Closed window dose rates greater than 1000 mRihr
expected to continue for greater than or equal to
60mln.
Analyses of field survey samples Indicate thyroid
CDE greater than 5000 mrem for 60 min. of
Inhalation.

Effluent

RA1.1
Reading on AN Y Table R·1 effluent radiation monitor
greater than column "ALERr' for 15 minutes or longer.

RU1 .1
Readi ng on ANY Table R-1 effluent radiation monitor
greater than column "UE" for 60 min utes or longer.

RA1 .2
Dose assessment using actual meteorology Indicates
doses greater than 10 mrem TEDE or 50 mrem thyroid
CDE at or beyond SITE BOUNDARY.

RU1 .2
Reading en ANY effluent radiation monitor greater than 2
times the alarm setpclnt established by a cu rrent radioactivity
discharge permit for 60 minutes or longer.

RA1.3
Analysis of a liquid effluent sample indicates a concentration
or release rate that would result In doses greater than 10
mrem TEOE or 50 mrem thyroid CDE at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY for one hour of exposure.

RU1.3
Sample analyses for a gaseous or liquid release Indicates
a concentration or release rate greater than 2 limes the
ODCM limits for 60 minutes or longer.

RA1.4
Field survey results Indicate EITHER of the following at or
beyond the SITE BOUNDARY:
• Closed window dose rates greater than 10 mRihr
expected to continue for 60 minutes or longer.
• Analyses of field survey samples Indicate thyroid COE
greater than 50 TTV"em for one hour of Inhalation.

RA2.2
Damage to Irradiated fuel resulting in a release of
from the fuel as Indicated by a reading on ANY of the
following radiation monitors greater than the value shown:
• RE-105 SFP Area low Range Radiation Monitor
4 R/hr
• 1(2)-RE-126 Containment High Radiation Monitor 7 Rlhr
• 1(2)-RE· 127 Containment High Radiation Monitor 7 Rlhr
• 1(2)-RE-1 28 Containment High Radiation Monitor

2
Irradiated
Fuel Event

RA2.3

RA3.1
Dose ra te greater than 15 mR/hr In ANY of the following
areas:
• Control Room (RE-101}
• Central Alarm Station (by survey)
• Secondary Alarm Station (by survey)

3

RA3.2
An UNPLANNED event results In radiation levels that
prohibit or IMPEDE access to any Table R·2 plant rooms

1
Security

A HOSTILE ACTION Is occurring or has occurred with in the
PROTECTED AREA as reported by the Security Shift
Supervisor
AN D

A HOSTILE ACTION Is occurring or has occurred within
the PROTECTED AREA as reported by the Security
Shift Supervisor

EITHER of the following has occurred:
ANY of the following safety functions cannel be
controlled or maintained
Reactivity control
Core cooling
RCS heat removal

A HOSTILE ACTION Is occurring or has occurred within
the 0\MIIER CONTROLLED AREA as reported by the
Security Shift Supervisor.

a, UNPLANNED water level drop In the REFUELING
PATHWAY as Indicated by ANY of the following:
• Spent fuel pool low.....-ater level alarm
• VIsual observation

b. UNPLANNED rtse In area radiation levels as indicated
by ANY of the following radiation monitors.
• RE-105 SFP Area Low Range Radiation Monitor
• RE-135 SFP Area High Range Radiation Monitor
• 1(2) RE·102 El. 66' CONTAINMENT l ow Range Monitor

Table R·2 Safe Ops, SID, CID Areas
Room/Area
U1 Rod Ort.ro Room
U2- Rod o""i"IYQROom
-;~~lno Bulldlrrg;_ _ _ _ _

Mode

l-

·-_utF~o-------

U2 Foeodo
'ut Conlutnment
~_
_U2_9ontlltnmant
~lreW:Itor PufT'9 Houso_ _ _ _ _1
_, 2, 3_
. 4_ _ ,
AUliiiiDry FW Pump Room
3, 4

A SECURITY CONDITION that does not involve a
HOSTILE ACTION as reported by the Security Shift
Supervisor.

HA1.2

HU1.2

A valldated notification from NRC of an aircraft attack
threat within 30 minutes of the site.

Notification of a credible security threat directed at PBNP.
HU1.3
A validated notification from the NRC providing Information
of an aircraft threat.

OR

2
Seismic
Event

A tornado strike within the PROTECTED AREA
HU3.2
Internal room or area flooding of a magnitude sufficient to
require manual or automatic electrical isolation of a SAFETY
SYSTEM component needed for the current operating mode.
HU3.3
Movement of personnel within the PROTECTED AREA Is
l ~eded due to an offslte event invoMng hazardous
materials (e.g., an offslte chemical spill or toxic gas release).
HU3.4
A hazardous event that results in on·slte conditions sufficient
to prohibit the pla nt staff from accessing the site vla personal
vehicles.
HU3.5
Lake level greater than or equal to +8.0 ft. (Plant elevation)

3
Natural or
Tech.
Hazard

HU3.6

HU4.1
A FIRE Is not extinguished within 15 min. of ANY of the
following FIRE detection Indications:
• Report from the field (I.e.. visual observation)
• Receipt of multiple (more than 1) fire alarms or
Indications
• Field verification of a single fire alarm

H
Hazards
Table H-1

Fire Areas

4

HU4.2
Receipt of a single fire alarm with no other Indications of a FIRE

?3~~~Vi~~fwns

Fire

AND

The FIRE is located within ANY Table H-1 plant rooms or areas

Control Room
Containment
PAB

AND

Cubk Spft!llding Room

The FIRE Is located within ANY Table H-1 plant rooms or areas
except Contain ment In Modes 1 and 2

G..OI/02 Rooms
EDG Bui lding
Sl!rvicc Wulcr Plu11p
Fn(j:udc85'

The existence of a FI RE Is not vertfled within 30 minutes of
alarm receipt.

x~ ~~~~lf{~t~oom
Room~

A ND

HU4.3
A FIRE within the plant or ISFSJPROTECTED AREA not
extinguished within 60 minutes of the Initial report, alarm or
Indication.
HU4.4

5
Hazardous
Gases

6
Control
Room

Evacuatlon

7
ED

Judgment

Modes:

HG7.1

HS7.1

HA7.1

Other conditions exist which In the judgment of the
Emergency Director Indicate that events are in progress or
have Occt.Jtred which Involve actual or IMMIN ENT
substantial cere degradation or melting with potential for
loss of containment Integrity or HOSTILE ACTION that
results In an actual loss of physical control of the facility.
Releases can be reasonably expected to exceed EPA
Protective Action Guideline exposure levels otfslte for more
than the Immediate site area.

Other conditions exist which In the judgment of the
Emergency Director Indicate that events are In progress or
have occurred which Involve actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for protection of the public or
HOSTILE ACTION that results In Intentional damage or
malicious acts, (1) toward site personnel or equipment that
could lead to the likely failure of or, (2) that prevent effective
access to equipment needed for the protection of the public.
Any releases are net expected to result In exposure levels
which exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure
levels beyond the site boundary.

Other conditions exist which, In the judgment of the
Emergency Director, Indicate that events are In progress or
have occurred which Involve an actual or potential
substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant or
a security event that Involves probable life threatening rtsk
to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of
HOSTILE ACTION. Any releases are expected to be limited
to small fractions of the EPA Protective Action Guideline
exposure levels.

I

1

II

Power Operauon

2
::ita rt up

I

I

4

I 1-5~ I

Hot ShutdoVvfl

Cold s nutdown

6

Ill DEF I
Defueled

NEXTera

E~

HU7.1
Other conditions exist which In the judgment of the
Emergency Director Indicate that events are In progress or
have occurred which Indicate a potential degradation of the
level of safety of the plant or Indicate a securtty threat to
facUlty protection has been Initiated. No releases of
radioactive material requlrtng otfslte response or monitoring
are expected un less further degradation of SAFETY
SYSTEMS occurs.

Point Beach Nuclear Plant
EAL Classification Matrix
Page 1 of 3

ALL MODES

.. --·-"' ""'' -. :..- .

···~"

,.,..

-

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

GENERAL EMERGENCY

·!ll!l!l!l!l!l!lll!lll!l!l!!!!!!!llll

1
loss of
Emergency
AC Pow~r

for15mlnuteaorlongar [pg. 123]

Loss or ALL offs!te and ALL onstte AC power to 1(2)-AOS and
1(2)-AOO.

Loss of ALL offslte and ALL on site AC power to 1(2)-AOS
and 1(2)-A06 for 15 minutes or longer.

2

e~~pabUIIy

I

4

3

1

SU1.1
Loss of A LL offslte AC power capability to 1(2)-AOS and

1(2)-AOS for 15 minutes or longer.

AND
An y additional single power source fa ilure will result In a
loss of ALL AC power to SAFETY SYSTEMS.

I

I

L.on olall Vlt.l DC po-r lor 16 minutes or lorlgef [pg. 12•1

2

4

4

3

SS2.1
Indicated voltage Is Jess than 115 VDC on ALL VItal DC
busses D-01 , D-02, D-03, and D-04 fo r 15 minutes or
longer.

SG2.1
Loss of ALL offslte and ALL onsite AC power capability
power to 1(2}-A05 and 1(2 )-A06 for 15 m inutes or longer.
AND
Indicated voltage Is less t han 115 VDC on ALL Vital DC
busses D-<l1 , D-02, D-03 and 0-04 for 15 minutes or longer.

I

I

I
UNPLANNED lou of Control Room lndlatlona for 15 minutes
or longer with a significant transient In progren (pg, 111]

3

1

UNPLANNED lou of Control Room
orlorlger (pg, 10.]

I

4

3

2

I SA3.1

L oss of
Control
Room

· An UNPLANNED event results In th e Inability to monitor one
or m ore Table S-1 parameters from w ithin the Control Room
fo r 15 minutes or longer
AND
Any of the Table S-2 transient events are In progress

lndlc~tlons

SU3.1
An UNPLANNED event re sults In the Inability to m onitor one
or more of the Table S-1 parameters from within the Control
Room for 15 minutes or longer.

T~blc S-2 Slgnlflc.1nt Tr~nslents

4
RCS

•

Automatic or manual runback greater
than 25% thermal reactor power

•

Electrlcal load rej ection greater than
25% full electrical load

Activity

•

Reactor trip

•

Sl actua tfon

T able

I
- -

S~1

Saf~ty

System

P~rameters

SU4.1
Failed Fuel Monitor 1(2}-RE~109 reading greater than
750 mRihr.

•

Reactor power

•

RCS I Pressurizer Level

•

RCS I Pressurizer Pressure

•

Core Exit/ RCS Temperatu re

•

Level In at least one steam generator

•

Steam Generator Auxlllary Feed Water Flow

SU4.2
Sample analysis Indicates th at a re actor coolant activity value
Is greater than 50 lJCI!gm dose equlvalentl-1 31 .
RCSieakagofor16mlnutOiorlanger [po.101]

5

I

Lukage

I

I

System
Malfunct

I

l n:~blllty to shut down the ructOf c•usl~
eooll~ or RCS hut remova l [pg, 125]

4

3

1

SU5.1
RCS unidentified or pressure boundary leakage greater th an
10 gpm for 15 minutes or longer.
OR
RCS Identified leakage grealer tha n 25 gpm for 15 minutes or
longer.
'
OR

I

RCS

Speellle:~tlon

4

3

I

for 16 minutes

4

3

1

lndle~~tlona

Rnctor coolant activity greater than Tec:hnlal
aJiow;ablollmltl (pg. 101]

s

I

to ,.logUllrd buns

for15mlnute~orlongor {pg. 103J

SA1.1
AC power capability to 1(2)-AOS AND 1(2)-A06 ls reduced
to a single power source for 15 minutes or longer.

AND
EITHER:
• Restoration of at !east one AC emergency bus In less
than4 hours Is not likely.
• Conditions requiring entry Into Core Cooling- Red Path
(CSP-C.1) are mel

3

Lou of all offalte AC power

4

3

1

SS1.1

Lon of all AC andVIt1:ll OC power aourcealor15 minutes or
longer (pg. 121]

Loss o f
Vita! DC
Power

4

3

4

3

S G1.1

UNUSUAL EVENT

Lou of .:1111 but one AC power aourc:elo ufogu.ard buaoa
for15mlnutuorlonaer [pg, 1U]

L.onofa11offslteandtlllonlltoACpowertoufegu:.rdbuus

Prolonged lou of 1111 olblte and all onalle AC po-rto
ufeguardbusos [pg. 12S)

1

ALERT

Auto~N~tlc

a challenga to core

L"kage from th e RCS to a looatlon o"'slde contalnmenL or
Steam Generator tube leakuge, greater than 25 gpm for 15
minutes or longer.

or nunu•l trip fall• to shut down the r..ctar and

AutorTUitlc or manu:~! trip fo:~llato shut down tho

subaoquontmo:~nualaetlonat.llkenatthereactorcontrol

re:~etor

[pg. 10f )

conaolcll 1re not succcnlulln shutting dawn tho reactor [pg. 11t]
1

4

3

2

I

RPS
F.:lllure

1

1
2
SA6.1
An automatic or ma nual trip falls to shut down th e reactor as
Indicated by reacto r power greater than 5%

SS6.1
An automatic or manual trip did not shut down the reactor
AND
All actions to shut down th e reactor have been
unsuccessful
AND
EITHER:
• Conditions requiring entry Into Core Cooling - Red
Path (CSP-C.1) are met.
• Conditions requiring entry Into Heat Sink- Red Path
{CSP-H.1) are met

6

4

3

2

4

3

SU6.1
An automatic trip did not shut down the reacto r
AND

I

A subsequent manual action taken at the re actor control
consoles Is successful in shutting down the reactor.

AND
Manual actions taken at the reactor control consoles are not
successful in shutting down the reactor.

SU6.2
A manual trip did not shutdown t he reactor.
AND
EITHER of the followin g:
• A subsequent manual action taken at the reactor
control consoles Is successful In shutting down the
reactor
OR
• A subsequent automatic trip Is successful in shutting
down the reactor.

I

I

L.ouolall onllteorollsltecommunle41tlonseapabllltloa [pg. 111]

1

4

3

2

SU7.1
L oss of ALL of the following onsite communication methods:
• Plant Public Address System
• Security Radio
• Commercial Phone System
• Portable Radios

7

SU7.2
Loss of A L L of the following otfsite response organizati on
communications methods:
• Nuclear Accident Reporting System (NARS)
• Commercial Phone System

L oss of
Comm.

1•
•

Genoral Telephone Unes
Manitow oc County Sherrltrs Department Radio

SU7.3
loss of ALL of the following NRC communications methods:
• FTS Phone System
• Commercial Phone System
• General Telephone U nes

I

I

Fallurctolaolatoeontalnmontorlonofcont:~lnmontpros a ure

control (pg. 112]

4

3

SU8.1
Failure of containment to Isolate when required by an
actu ation signal.
AND
ALL required penetrations are not closed within 15 minutes
of the actuation signal.

8
CMT
F~llure

SU8.2
Containment pressure greater th an 25 psig.
AND
less than one full train of Containment Cooling System
eq uipment Is operating per design for 15 m inutes or longer.

I

Table S.J Haz~rdous Events

•
•
•
•
•
•

9
H:u:ardous
Event
Atrectlng
Safety
Systems

•
•

FG1

F

2

4

3

Loss of any two barriers and Loss or Potential Loss of third
barrier (Table F-1) [po. 63]

Fission Product
B~rrier Ocgrad~tlon

I
I

Seismic event (earth quake)
Interna l or external flooding event
H igh winds or tornado strike
FIRE
EXPLOSION
lake level greater than or equal to
+9.0 ft. (Plant elevation)
Pump bay level less than -19.0 ft.
Other events with similar hazard
characteristics as determined by th e
Shift Manager or Emergency Director

Huardous event allectlng a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for
the current operating mode [pg. 120)
SA9.1
The occurrence of ANY of the Table S-3 hazardous events:
AND
Event damage has caused Indications of degraded
performance In one train of a SAFETY S YSTEM
needed for th e current operat ing mode.
AND
EITHER of the following:
• Event damage has caused Indications of degraded
performance to a second train of the SAFETY
SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode, or
• The event has resulted In VISIBLE DAMAGE to the
second train of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the
current operating mode.

.

FA1

FS1

4

3

1

4

3

1

Loss or potential loss of any two barriers (Table F-1) [po. 63]

' oo•

Any Loss or any Potential Loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS
barrier (Table F-1) [po. 63]

Table F-1 Fission Product Barrier Matrix
Category

Loss

A
Crftlc.al Safety
Function Status

Reacto r Cool ant System (RCS) Barrier fl>o. 6BJ

Fuel Clad (FC) Barrier fl>o. 66J
Pote ntial Loss

Conditions requiring entry Into Core
Cooling RED Path (CSP C.1 ) are m el

!

Loss

Conditions requiring entry Into Core
Cooling ORANGE Path (CSP C.2) are
meL

8

,_

OR

' oo•

•

c
Cont.::~lnmcnt

R.::~dl~tlo n

UNISOLABLE RCS leakage
OR

•

RCSActlvlty/

.....

Operation of a standby charging
(makeup) pump Is required by EITH ER
of the following:

CSP C.1 not effective within 15
minutes.
A le;:,klng or RUPTURED SG is
FAULTED outside of containment.

-

• UNISOLABLE RCS leakage
OR

SG tube RUPTURE

• SG tube leakage

Containment radiation monitor reading
greater than 11 Rlhr Indicated on ANY
of the fo llowing .
• 1(2)-RE-126
• 1(2}-RE-127
• 1(2}-RE-126

....

AND

Candlllonsraqulringenlry lnto RCS Integrity
REO Path (CSP P.1) oro mel.

Tube Leakage

Containm ent radiation monitor reading
greater than 577 Rlhr Indicated on ANY
of the fo llowing.
• 1(2}-RE-126
• 1{2}-RE-127
• 1{2}-RE-128

Potential Loss

'

Conditions requiring entry Into Core
Cooling RED Path {CSP C. 1) are met.

OR

An automatic or manual ECCS (SI)
actuation required by EITHER of the
following:

' oo•

Loss

Conditions requi ri ng entry Into Heat Slnk
REO Path {CSP H.1) are met

Conditions requiring entry Into Heat
Sink REO Path (CSP H.1) are mel

RCSorSG

Contai nment (CNTMT) Barrier fl>o. 111

Potential Loss

Containment radiation monitor reading
greater than 18,500 Rlhr Indicated on
ANY of the following .
• 1(2 )-RE-126
• 1(2)-RE-127
• 1(2)-RE-128

.....

.....

OR
1(2)-RE-109 greater than 4,500 mRfhr

~~~~~":r~~~~~~~:;~~:requlred AND

j ~~~talnment pressure greate r than 60
!

-

-·

D
Cont.::~lnmcnt

Integrity or
Bypass

• Containment Integrity has been lost
OR
based on Emergency Coordinator
l 6% H~ Inside containment
judgment
I OR
OR
\ • C ontainment pressure greater th an
• UNISOLABLE pathway from
I 25 ps!g.
containment to the environment exists ! AND

-

-·

!•

OR
Indications of RCS leakage outside of
containment

E
E O J udgment

ANY condition In th e opinion of the
Emergency Coordinator that Indicate s
Loss of the Fuel Clad barrier.

Modes:

I

1

II

Power Operation

2
Startup

ANY condition In the opinion of the
Emergency Coordinator that Indicates
Potential l oss of the Fuel Clad
barrier.

II

3

Hot Standby

II

4

ANY condition In t he opinion of the
Emergency Coordinator that Indicates
loss of the RCS barrier.

II

Hot Shutdo1M1

5

II

Cold Shutdown

6
Refueling

ANY condition In the opinion of the
Emergency Coordinator that Indicates
Potential loss of the RCS barrier.

I I DEF I
Defueled

ANY condition In the opinion of th e
Emergency Coordinator that Indicates
loss of the Conta inment barrier.

NEXTera·
ENERGY ~
~

Less than one full train of

i depressurization equipment Is
operating per design for 15 m inutes
l' or longer.
I ANY condition in t he opinion of the
j

Emergency Coordinator that indicates
: Potential loss of the Containment

! barrier.

Point Beach Nuclear Plant
EAL Classification Matrix
Page 2 of 3

HOT CONDITIONS
(RCS > 200' F)

CG1.1

CS1 .1

Reactor vesseVRCS level cannot be monitored for 30
minutes or longer.

Reactor vessei/RCS level cannot be monitored for 30
minutes or longer.

AND

1
RCS
Level

CU1.1

CA1.1
Loss of reactor vesseVRCS Inventory as Indicated by level
less than 16% on Ll-447/ LI-447A.

UNPLANNED loss of reactor coolant results In reactor vessel/
RCS level less than a required lower limit for 15 minutes or
longer.

AND

Core uncovery Is indicated by ANY of the following:
Containment High Radiation Monitors (1(2)-RE-126,
RE-127, or RE-128) reading greater than 100 R/hr
• Erratic source range monitor Indication
• UNPLANNED Increase In Containment Sump A level
of sufficient magnitude to Indicate core uncovery

Core uncovery Is Indicated by ANY of the following:
Containment High Radiation Monttor(1(2}-RE-126, RE127, or RE-128) reading greater than 100 Rlhr
Erratic source range monitor Indication
UNPLANNED Increase In Containment Sump A leve ls of
sufficient magnitude to Indicate core uncovery

AND

ANY Indication from the Containment Challenge Table C-1 .
CA1.2
Reactor vesseVRCS level cannot be monitored for 15
minutes or longer
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established •
6% H2 exists Inside containment
UNPLANNED Increase in containment pressure

CU1.2
RCS water level cannot be monitored
AND

AND

UNPLANNED Increase In Containment A sump levels

UNPLANNED Increase In Containment Sump A level due to
a loss of reactor vesseVRCS Inventory.

It CONTAINMENT CLOSURE !11 ro-oltllbll1hod prior to
oxcoodlng tho 30.mlnuta ~mo 1\m~,thon docl11.ra~on or a
Gonore~ IE mDrgoncyllno\roqulrod.

2
Loss of

CA2.1

CU2.1

Loss of ALL offstte and ALL onsite AC Power to 1(2)-A05
and 1(2)-AOB for 15 minutes or longer.

AC power capability to 1(2}-A05 and 1(2)-A06 is reduced to
a single power source for 15 minutes or longer.
AND

Any additional single power source failure will result In loss
of all AC power to SAFETY SYSTEMS.
lnabUfiV\11

c

3

CA3.1
UNPLANNED Increase In RCS temperature to greater than
200•F for greater than the duration specified In Table C-2.

RCS
Temp.

I

CA3.1

Cold SOl

CU3.1
UNPLANNED Increase In RCS temperature to greater
than 200"F
CU3.2

UNPLANNED RCS pressure Increase greater than 25
(This EAL does not apply during water·solld plant

4
Loss of
VItAl DC
Power

CUS.1
Loss of ALL of the following on site communication methods:
• Plant Public Address System
• Secur~ Radio
• Commercial Phone System
• Portable Radios

5

CUS.2
Loss of ALL of the following offslte response organization
communications methods:
• Nuclear Accident Reporting System (NARS)
• Commercial Phone System
• General Telephone Lines
• Manitowoc County Sherrlffs Department Radio
CUS.3
Loss of ALL of the following NRC communications methods:
FTS Phone System
Commercial Phone System
• General Telephone Unes

Lohof
Comm.

Table C-3 Hazardous Events

Seismic event (earthquake)
Internal or external floo ding event
High winds or tornado sttike
FIRE
EXPLOSION
Lake level greater than or equal to
+9.0 ft. (Plant elevation)
Pump bay level less than -19.0 ft.
Other events with similar hazard
characteristics as determined by the
Shift Manaoer or EmerQencv Director

6

CA6.1
The occurrence of ANY of the Table C-3 hazardous events:
AND

Event damage has caused Indications of degraded
performance In one train of a SAFETY SYSTEM
needed for the current operating mode.

Event
AHecUng

AND

........
Silfety

EITHER of the following:
• Event damage has caused Indications of degraded
performance to a second train of the SAFETY
SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode, or
• The event has resulted In VISIBLE DAMAGE to the
second train of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the
current operating mode.

Point Beach Nuclear Plant

Modes:

I 1 -1 I
Power Operatton

2
Stanup

II

3

Hot Stan dby

II

4

II

Hat Shutdown

5

II

Co ld Shutdown

6
Refueling

II DEF I
Defueled

NEXTera

E~

EAL Classifi cation Matrix
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COLD CONDITIONS
(RCS S 200"F)

